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Science Education in Asia and the Pacific
This Bulletin presents reports on science and technology education in the countries of the Asia and Pacific region.

The first section of this issue comprises an introduction which defines science and technology and how it is dealt with both within and outside the formal education system. It also summarizes the highlights of science and technology education in the 24 countries represented in this Bulletin.

The country articles appear in Section Two

Afghanistan: government educational organizations, structure of science education, teacher training;

Australia: science education in schools, curriculum development, educational technology, out-of-school programme;

Bangladesh: structure of science education, use of educational technology, teacher training, research, popularization of science;

China: science education in schools, educational technology, teacher training, out-of-school science, science for adults, research;

India: science policy, science in schools, laboratories and equipment, educational technology, teacher training, research, innovations;

Indonesia: in-school education, curriculum aspects, examinations, educational technology, teacher training, research, out-of-school science;

Islamic Republic of Iran: science in school, research, educational technology, teacher training, science out-of-school, innovations;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Focus Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>science education in schools, the school curricula, curriculum revision, evaluation, equipment and laboratories, educational technology, research;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao People's Democratic Republic</td>
<td>organization of science education, educational technology, teacher training, research, popularization of science, innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>structure of education, curriculum renewal, educational technology, qualifications of teachers, research, innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldives</td>
<td>science in schools, use of educational technology, teacher training qualifications, programmes and innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>school education, the curriculum, educational technology, teacher training, programmes for extramural youth, innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>the educational system, curriculum aspects, evaluation, laboratories and equipment, teacher training, innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>the education system, educational technology, teacher training, research, out-of-school programmes, innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>National education policy, science in schools, educational technology, research projects, popularization of science, innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>science in the school system, adult and vocational education, curriculum aspects, examinations, educational technology, teacher training, out-of-school science;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>science education in school, pre-university science curriculum, evaluation, laboratory work and equipment, educational technology, research;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Republic of Korea: school system, evaluation and public examinations, laboratory work, educational technology, teacher education, in-service training, innovations;

Singapore: structure of school education, science in schools, educational technology, teachers and teacher training, research, out-of-school youth, innovations;

Socialist Republic of Viet Nam: science and technology policy, science in schools, educational technology, teacher training, research, out-of-school science, innovations;

Sri Lanka: national science policy, science education in schools, educational technology, teacher training, research, popularization of science, innovations;

Thailand: science in schools, out-of-school science, current innovation projects;

Turkey: science in schools, use of educational technology, teacher training, research, out-of-school education, innovations;

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: aims and objectives, structure and content of science, science education and society, methodology, assessment, out-of-school science.

Section Three consists of papers describing some experiences in developing programmes for achieving the objectives of science education for all and the future needs of science for all.

Section Four is the Bibliographical Supplement to which more titles contributed by readers would be welcomed by the Unesco Library in Bangkok.
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SECTION ONE

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN COUNTRIES OF THE REGION
What is science?

The world in which we live is, in some ways, still much the same as it has always been since Man first began to try to understand it. It is the world of light and darkness, of earth, sun and the universe; the world of time and motion, of seasons and climates, of forces and energy and matter. It is a world of land and sea, of plants, animals and of ourselves; a world of growing and developing, of procreation, of aging and dying. It is a world of winds and clouds, of rains, typhoons and monsoons, of rocks and soils and of thousands of other things and events. It is also a world of Man’s inventiveness from the simplest of tools to the most sophisticated of satellites.

Man has learned how to live in this world, to conquer it, not by force but by understanding. And understanding is the quest of science. Superstition and magic have often taken the place of understanding. But slowly an organized and ordered way of looking at the physical world, and learning from it, has emerged and this we call the process of science. Science is thus a special interaction between the searching human mind and the physical biological world in which we live.

Science is a process of diligence, refined over the years, by which we observe things as they are and events as they happen. It strives to be precise and accurate. It is a process of ordering and classifying and so of establishing relationships; of formulations, explanations and hypotheses, through experiments. And so of understanding our world.

The aim of science is the understanding of laws of nature which are independent of the human mind, but the human mind itself is a function of brain cells as well as its spiritual nature.

Asking questions and solving problems, following the processes of science, is an intellectual strategy which every learning human being should adopt. It is one of the most powerful tools in man’s quest
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for understanding, for sharpening his power of reasoning, for developing the world in which he lives and for enhancing the quality of life.

What is technology?

Technology is the applications of science, and like science itself, can be traced back to the earliest days when Man first began to adapt to living in the world.

At the personal and national levels the applications of science—that is, technology—have developed in various forms over the centuries, from the earliest crude tools of stone age men to the sophisticated personal technology of today and to the even more sophisticated technology of nations. Technology is manifest in the applications of science to health, nutrition, medicine, sanitation, agriculture, engineering and in the general creative response of Man to the problems of his life and his environment.

Of course the applications of science through technology and industrialization can lead to pollution, depletion of resources and other environmental damage. This is the area where values and ethics impinge on science and technology, where personal and social attitudes are all important and where the proper and responsible use of science and technology is an urgent need for all nations and for all individuals.
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The need for all citizens—in school or in the community in general—to have some understanding of science and technology and their role in society, is the message of this publication. The motto ‘Science for All’ reflects the recognition of science and technology as being of value for the individual, for the community and for society as a whole. It also reflects the need to democratize science, to make science available for all as part of culture and society. A scientifically informed populace can more easily take part in and support national and local decision-making which involves technological change and relate such changes to their own moral and cultural values. In addition, it provides a wide talent base from whom technical and scientific specialists may arise. But, above all, science and technology education means the provision to all individuals, through national programmes and in other ways, of scientific competencies, knowledge and skills which will improve their quality of life and contribute to community, national and economic development.

General educational problems, issues and trends

Population. About 60 per cent of the world’s population—2.8 billion—live in the Asia and Pacific region. By the end of the century the population of the region will be about 3.5 billion. At present 40 per cent of the population is under the age of 15 years and the annual rate of increase of the school-going age group is five times more than that of the total population. Furthermore, the majority of people live in rural areas (60–70 per cent).

The implications of all this for the educational systems of the region are considerable and the problems enormous.

Recent history of educational development in the region. In most countries the concept of education was—and still is in some cases—the preparation of trained manpower with priority given to secondary and higher levels of education and to formal education rather than adult or non-formal education.

The consequences have been an increase in the number of illiterates, despite the expansion of the formal system; an increase in the number of unemployed or underemployed; and a general support for, in some cases, a small industrial sector based on Western methodology, rather than on the much larger traditional craft economy.
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Thus, the educational system as a whole has continued to support or serve the interests of socially and intellectually privileged groups rather than society in general.

Recent trends and new directions. Among the major trends in the region are:

a) The move to make primary education universally available in those countries where, at present, primary education is not enjoyed by the whole of the primary age group;

b) The emphasis on adult literacy;

c) The change in secondary education from an academic education for the elite to a general education for all with greater flexibility in curricula and with more relevance to local society, including job-oriented curricula and links between education and work; and

d) Development of non-formal education, based on community needs, as complementary to the formal education system—with links between the two.

Science and technology education within the formal educational systems

National science policies. Most countries in Asia and Pacific have national science policies, usually linking scientific and industrial research and development with economic development and national goals. In a few countries—Bangladesh, China, India, Japan, Malaysia and Sri Lanka—the importance of science education is specifically mentioned in the national science policy. The Republic of Korea and Japan have a ‘Science education promotion law’, Pakistan has a National Education Policy specifically concerned with science education, and the Philippines is adopting a ‘Science education development plan’. In the other countries, the growing recognition of the importance of science education at all levels is implicit.

Science education at primary level. All countries in the region have improved their primary education—both qualitatively and quantitatively. Science is taught as a core subject in all countries, but not necessarily from the very first grade.

In some countries science is presented as part of ‘Environmental studies’ or as ‘General science’ from grade I; in others it is introduced
for the first time from grade III. However, the time available for science varies considerably from country to country.

In every country the objectives of teaching science at this level are carefully prescribed. Many such objectives emphasize the need for primary school children to understand nature, to appreciate the environment and to develop enquiring minds and process skills. The content of primary science courses invariably includes topics such as earth, soil, rocks, the universe, air, water, human body, health and nutrition, living creatures and natural resources.

This emphasis on the local environment and nature, and on learning by doing is not always reflected in the time available for practical activities. In some countries the practical aspects are left entirely in the hands of the teachers to organize as deemed appropriate. In others (e.g. Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, Thailand), a high proportion of time (about 50 per cent or more) is prescribed for practical science learning activities. Such activities—in all countries—are usually conducted in the primary school classroom and not in a laboratory; with locally available materials or with specially-designed kits of apparatus, usually locally-made with low-cost equipment. In some cases use of the local environment such as the school compound, school garden and village environment is part of the practical work.
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There are, however, severe constraints operating in almost all the countries in the region which make the full value of practical work difficult to achieve. These constraints include shortage of materials, kits and equipment, large classes, and most serious of all, untrained or unqualified teachers.

Science education at the secondary level. The changes in secondary education, in general, have been less spectacular than at the primary level; and in science education the approach at this level, in most countries is still academic, elitist and subject-oriented.

At lower secondary level—grades VI to VIII—science is usually now a compulsory core subject and is often taught as an integrated or general science. In some, however, separate sciences of biology, chemistry and physics, are offered even at this level (e.g. in India, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Maldives, Mongolia, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). The time available for science at junior secondary level varies between 15 per cent and 25-30 per cent.

At the upper secondary level science education is mostly in the form of separate sciences and in many countries is an optional or elective course. However, in China, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Mongolia, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Thailand, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, science is compulsory for all students right up to the end of the secondary stage. Where science is offered as an elective subject, the time available varies from about 35 per cent to as much as 60 per cent and, in many cases, practical activities can occupy nearly half the time.

With a few notable exceptions (the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for example) where emphasis is given to work experience, and to the polytechnic approach within schools, the majority of students still receive secondary science as a traditional orientation for universities and other forms of higher education. The curricula are not, generally speaking, relevant to the world of work and to the learner’s social and physical environment. Technology education is not given sufficient emphasis.

These problems, which exist in the majority of the countries are recognized by the authorities but so far have not yet been overcome. This is due in large measure, to the problems of teacher retraining, as well as in some countries, to the undue influence of national examin-
Introductions and of tertiary institutions. The attitudes of parents and of the students themselves, who traditionally believe that an ‘academic’ education is the ‘best’ route for success in life, is another dominant factor in many countries.

School science equipment and educational technology. The design, development, production and financial provision of science equipment continues to be a major constraint in a large number of countries. Some countries (e.g. Bangladesh, China, India, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Nepal, Pakistan, and the Philippines) report that more than 80 per cent of schools are poorly equipped or have no equipment at all. These countries, and many others, have established equipment centres to help in the design and development to production stage of locally made equipment. Other countries, of course, are already able to manufacture most of their school equipment requirements within the state or private enterprises of the individual country.

Many countries report instances of equipment not being properly used by the teachers and not properly stored or maintained. Indeed, repair and maintenance of equipment—and the financial support that this demands is just not possible in many systems. This is where kits of apparatus have been generously supplied by international or bilateral aid agencies.

The situation regarding educational technology is probably much worse. Even the simplest of audio-visual aids are lacking in many countries and provision of the basic ‘software’ is the greatest problem. With the availability of computer-assisted learning as an aid to science education many countries are just not able, yet, to provide the hardware; and, furthermore, the lack of suitable software and the necessary expertise to develop software is a greater constraint.

Nevertheless, there is a general recognition among the education authorities, in all countries, of the importance and relevance of modern educational technology and a desire to make full use of such aids for science education as and when circumstances permit. Austral ia, China, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka, Singapore and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have reported pilot projects on computer education or computer-assisted learning at the secondary level in support of science education. Micro-computers are available, at least in some schools, in these countries.
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Teacher training

There is a unanimous opinion in all countries, that the science teacher occupies a key role in the development of science education in schools. Equally, it is unanimously agreed that the training, re-training and continuing education of science teachers are fundamental for the success of science education programmes.

The qualifications prescribed for science teachers differ from country to country. In Bangladesh, India, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea and Singapore the science teacher at primary level—invariably a teacher who teaches all subjects—requires a secondary school certificate plus one or two years of professional training. In Japan and the Philippines, the requirement is for graduates of universities or teacher training colleges. In the remaining countries the requirements are somewhere between the two extremes. But in many countries there are many teachers in primary schools who do not even have the minimum level of qualification or training.

For secondary science teachers most countries prescribe a university degree with professional training; some prescribe a Master’s degree for teaching grades XI and XII. But again the proportion of those teaching science who actually have such prescribed qualifications and training varies from country to country. In some (e.g. Afghanistan, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Nepal, Pakistan and the Philippines) only 25 per cent have the required qualifications; in others this rises to 75 per cent or more (India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Papua New Guinea, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Sri Lanka); whilst in the remaining countries the proportion of qualified science teachers is nearer to 100 per cent. The nature and structure of pre-service training programmes in many colleges and universities have not changed much over the years. There is considerable scope for improvement in this direction; to make the training more relevant and more up-to-date.

However, even where the teaching force is largely qualified for science education the need for in-service or refresher training is very great, especially as new curricula and new methodologies of teaching science are introduced.

Almost all countries have, in fact, undertaken in-service teacher training—through a variety of programmes—but the problem of
reaching and retraining the large number of teachers involved is an enormous one. The variety of programmes in use range from special in-service centres, both national and local or regional, offering short- and long-term courses, to the use of radio, TV and Open Universities for distance education. Some experimental work has been carried out (for example in the Philippines and Thailand) with in-service retraining making use of school-college complexes with the retraining being carried out largely in the individual schools. Radio and TV can be used in this way also.

Non-formal education programmes and the popularization of science*

Most countries have programmes or projects for out-of-school science and technology education, but most of these are designed to support the existing school science programme through enrichment activities, rather than being aimed at the population in general.

Those programmes supporting school science include, in many countries, science clubs, science fairs, science exhibitions, science talent searches and olympiad competitions, as well as community schools based on local crafts and technologies. Community schools, in countries such as Papua New Guinea and Bangladesh, provide courses on agriculture, housing, elementary mechanics, food preparation, knitting and embroidery and also offer extension courses out-of-school for the local community.
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Countries such as China and India, with large populations and limited resources for formal education have established a large number of non-formal education centres to provide education, including science education, for out-of-school youths. Field centres have been established in Sri Lanka.

For the popularization of science and the development of science education programmes for adults the position within the Asia and the Pacific region is not well defined and, in many countries, not well organized, structured, or financed.

The radio, TV, films and the press are of course, used to report scientific events and in most countries these mass media carry science education programmes or articles, but their availability is limited.

In some countries, with vast areas, the mass media are used to reach students who are unable to participate in formal schooling—in Australia, India, Japan and New Zealand for instance. However, the extent and coverage varies considerably on the public availability of radio and TV receivers and on the distribution of papers and journals.

Shortage of qualified personnel or specialists to prepare and present programmes on radio and TV and to write articles in newspapers and magazines is another constraint.

Another trend for popularization of science is the establishment of Science Museums or Science Centres. Such centres are often located only in major cities and are thus only available to those who have access to such cities. However, in India, for example, travelling or mobile science museums are available for specific regions. In China, Children’s Palaces have been established in many centres to provide resource units for children to visit and participate in activities. Indeed the trend for the more recently established science centres is for ‘hands-on’ types of exhibits which capture the imagination of young and old alike and stimulate a sense of curiosity. Australia, India, Japan, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Thailand report encouraging results in this direction.

Innovations

The next section, which makes up the major part of this publication, gives a country-by-country account of the state of science education and its development. Most of these accounts also contain references to current research in science education and innovation.
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However, the following notes comprise special highlights—not necessarily recent innovations—which have been extracted as being of special interest.

**Afghanistan.** Massive investment in science and technology for industrial growth. Also investment in in-service training of teachers to provide for one year of retraining every five years for all teachers.

**Australia.** School-based curriculum development—not centrally determined. No practical examinations but practical activity is given emphasis in the science curricula.

**Bangladesh.** Establishment of community schools as part of the secondary school system. These schools to be controlled by the government, whereas the majority of secondary schools are in the non-government sector, although receiving government subsidies.

**China.** Emphasis on out-of-school science with the establishment of Childrens’ Palaces and the National Group for Youngsters’ Scientific Activities as part of the China Association of Science and Technology.

**India.** Wide variety of out-of-school science activities organized by individual states and by central Government.

**Indonesia.** Science education related to life, but mainly at the elementary levels.

**Iran.** Students in high schools are expected to devote six hours per week working in the labour market.

**Japan.** Legislation for science education is provided in a Science Education Law. Emphasis on the love of living things.

**Lao People’s Democratic Republic.** Emphasis on providing qualified science teachers through programmes to attract youth into teaching. Also relationship between education and work is emphasized throughout the curriculum.

**Malaysia.** Well structured curriculum development centre with ongoing programmes of revision and backed up by well organized research projects in science education.

**Maldives.** External influence of the London GCE examinations still prevails and thus determines the teaching at lower and upper secondary levels.
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Mongolia. A five years retraining course provides for salary increases of 10–15 per cent.

Nepal. The process of curriculum development has been enunciated clearly in a policy statement. Major new initiatives through a national science education centre are being developed.

New Zealand. Stability of syllabuses—over 20–25 years—and little interest in social concerns.

Pakistan. Proposals for the establishment of a national science education centre.

Papua New Guinea. The new system and syllabuses place much emphasis on local social and environmental conditions and on child-centred activities.

Philippines. The social implications of science are given due prominence in the secondary school syllabuses, (e.g. colloids in chemistry are related to paints, mayonnaise, milk, soap, cheese, fruit jellies).

Republic of Korea. Emphasis on practical work and on links between school and industry.

Singapore. Specialization, streaming and express streams are introduced as part of the New Education System. Science is now an examinable subject in the primary school leaving examination.

Microcomputers have been made available to all schools.

In-service training is now school-based (on-service) as well as institution based.

The Annual Youth Science Fortnight attracts 100,000 students.

Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. Teachers of science are encouraged and expected to make their own teaching aids and equipment. The curricula emphasize the theoretical base of science.

Sri Lanka. The process and organization of curriculum development are well established and effective. A system of 'master teachers' is used for in-service training at the district level.

Field Studies Centres have been established to assist with out-of-school science education.

Thailand. The commitment by Government to science education has been strengthened—financially and organizationally—by the
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success of the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) and its 36 regional centres, recently established.

Turkey. The centralized science education equipment centre with manufacturing capacity has provided all schools with science apparatus in kits or individual items for many years. More than 700 persons are employed in this Educational Instrument Production Centre.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Polytechnic education is the main feature of this system, which provides science education and technical/vocational training related to work experience, within the school system.

Comparative tables and figures

The following tables and figures provide a summary in visual form of some comparisons among the countries of the Asia and Pacific region regarding the organization of the science curricula, the qualifications of science teachers, the allocation of time for practical activities, the availability of science equipment and the availability of mass media.
### Table 1. Organization of Science Teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Science enrolment when optional or elective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan (AFG)</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia (AUS)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh (BGD)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (CPR)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India (IND)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia (INS)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran (IRA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (JPN)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao (LAO)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia (MAL)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldives (MDV)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia (MON)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal (NEP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand (NZE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan (PAK)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea (PNG)</td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines (PHI)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of Korea (ROK)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore (SIN)</td>
<td></td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc. Rep. of Viet Nam (VIE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka (SRL)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand (THA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey (TUR)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR (USR)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GS = General Science  
ES = Environmental Studies  
IS = Integrated Science  
SS = Separate Subjects: physics, chemistry, biology, etc.  
CS = Combined Science  
NS = Nature Study  
C = Compulsory  
E = Elective  
O = Optional
Table 2. Percentage of science teachers possessing required qualifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Secondary Level</th>
<th>JPN</th>
<th>MAL</th>
<th>MDV</th>
<th>ROK</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>PHI</th>
<th>LAO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>SIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Secondary Level</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>BGD</td>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>PNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>FAK</td>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>IRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Level</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>ROK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>FAK</td>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>TUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Time allocation for science activities, practical/laboratory work as per cent of total time allotment for science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Secondary Level</th>
<th>JPN</th>
<th>MAL</th>
<th>MDV</th>
<th>ROK</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>PHI</th>
<th>LAO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>BGD</td>
<td>FAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Secondary Level</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>BGD</td>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>PNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>SRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Level</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>BGD</td>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>PNG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not specified
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Table 4. General situation with science equipment/teaching aids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGD</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAK</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Science equipment produced locally (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Availability of mass media

Daily newspapers
per 1,000 inhabitants

Radio receivers
per 1,000 inhabitants

TV receivers
per 1,000 inhabitants
AFGHANISTAN

The Democratic Republic of Afghanistan lies in the heart of Asia, occupying an area of approximately 647,500 square kilometres. The country is, in the main, a highland mass lying mostly at an altitude of 1,200 metres or more, and is divided into two geographical areas comprising the valleys of the north which are fertile and the rocky southern section, partly forested and rich in timber.

For administrative reasons, the country is divided into 29 provinces, each with an appointed provincial centre. Kabul, as the capital, is by far the largest cultural, social and commercial centre with a population of about one million. The population of the country is estimated at 15.2 million (1979). Of the total population, 90 per cent live in rural areas. The average birth rate is 50.5 per thousand and the death rate is 26.5 per thousand, and the annual growth rate is estimated at 2.3 per cent. There are several languages spoken in the country but Pashto and Dari are the most widely used, both stemming from Indo-European languages.

General education

All educational institutions are organized, supervised and directed by the government. The Ministry of Education has the responsibility for implementing the strategies of the government related to educational development within the overall plan for socio-economic development.

Formal education is promoted by 3,370 primary and village schools, 140 intermediate schools, 200 lycees (high schools) and 25 vocational schools. There are also two universities, one polytechnic and several other institutes of higher learning. Compulsory and free primary education for all school-age children and expansion of free intermediate, higher and vocational education are priority developments.
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Attempts have been made since the Saur Revolution (27 April 1978) to raise the quality of education for which purpose the Ministry of Education has begun the renewal and systematic review of curricula and instructional materials. Efforts have been intensified to train teachers to meet the needs of the country, particularly in the elimination of illiteracy.

Attempts have also been made to improve the manpower situation particularly in science and technology and the integration of science and technology into national plans for social and economic development of the country.

The period of schooling for primary and secondary education has been reduced from 12 to 10 years as follows:

a) Primary school (grades I-IV);
b) Incomplete middle school (grades V-VIII); and
c) Complete middle school (grades IX-X).

The last classes of secondary education (complete middle school, grades IX-X) are divided into social and natural science streams. Graduates from the secondary level attend vocational and higher education institutions for further training.

The informal education programme is conducted by nursery schools, the adult education programme, religious education, literacy education, home education, and private education.

Government educational organizations

1. The Compilation and Translation Department

The Compilation and Translation Department of the Ministry of Education is concerned with the curricula of all subjects for the whole country and with the provision of textbooks and teachers’ guides for all schools in Afghanistan. It has sections for biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics, language arts, research, arts and practical work, theology, editors, geography, history, and sociology.

2. Institute for Specialization of Teachers

The Institute for Specialization of Teachers is an academic and training organization for upgrading the professional level of teachers. It is also responsible for innovation in the area of planning, program-
Afghanistan

As European aid has been withdrawn from Afghanistan, the government is trying to improve and curriculum development, and in providing new and progressive methods of teaching and the preparation of textbooks.

The Institute organizes seminars and workshops and provides lectures and field trips. It is intended that these in-service training courses will be available on such a scale that teachers and other educational personnel can attend on the basis of one year in every five years.

3. The Science Centre

The Science Centre, which has recently been merged with the Institute for Specialization of Teachers, was established in 1970 within the organizational structure of the Ministry of Education. The main function of this centre is to strengthen natural science and mathematics education in the school system. Experienced teachers are appointed as supervisors and simple kits for natural sciences experiments developed from local, inexpensive material. Supervisors help teachers in various disciplines on the theoretical and pedagogical value of the new experimental facilities.

The centre produces teaching aids from local, inexpensive material, maintains existing laboratories in educational institutions, gives on-the-job training to centre staff through international expertise and through scholarships and fellowships, and co-operates with the educational programmes for radio and television.

Structure of science education

Since 1978 the science curriculum has been restructured by national and foreign experts working in the Compilation Department of the Ministry of Education. In the new syllabuses every effort has been made to meet the goals and functions of the Revolutionary Government, the broad aims of science education, the needs of the pupils, and the needs of society.

Science is not taught in grades I and II as a specific subject, but part of science is combined with health and environment and is taught along with other subjects. In grades III and IV science is taught as a specific subject. After grade IV the science syllabuses are presented as separate disciplines. The following table shows the
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different science disciplines with the number of periods per week and per year.

Time allocation for each science discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Grade level</th>
<th>No. of periods per week</th>
<th>No. of periods per school year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature study</td>
<td>III-IV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>V-X</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>VI-X</td>
<td>3 average</td>
<td>96 average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>VII-X</td>
<td>2 average (3 in grade X)</td>
<td>64 average (96 in grade X)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives

The general objectives of science education in Afghanistan are the acquisition of knowledge, intellectual skills and values in the following areas:

1. Conservation and development of natural resources;
2. Science and technology and their effect on the economic system and the quality of life;
3. Safety and protection procedures in school, the home, the community and the nation;
4. Interpersonal relations;
5. Health, body-care and physical development of individuals; and
6. Physical and biological environment.

Science education programmes

The newly structured curricula are replacing general science at grades IV-VI, and chemistry, physics and biology at grades VII-XII.

The science curriculum materials are developed by: (a) studying the old curricula and instructional materials; (b) developing new curricula for different science subjects; (c) developing textbooks and teachers' guides; (d) trial testing in pilot schools; (e) evaluating the materials; (f) collecting feedback; (g) revising and reviewing; (h) approval by the professional committee members; (i) final approval of the Ministry; and (j) printing and distribution.
In addition to covering a much wider range of subjects than hitherto, the new curricula for science subjects attempt to change the rote-memory method presently employed to one involving children in their own learning experience of science subjects. Consequently, there are many activities and experiments suggested for children and for teachers and many questions asked of students to stimulate their thinking. In addition, kits for nature study, chemistry, biology and physics are being devised through collaboration between the curriculum teams and staff of the National Science Centre and the Audio-Visual Institute.

The materials have so far been enthusiastically received, especially by the children. The nature study texts for grades III and IV and the biology text and teacher’s guide for grade V were printed and distributed first. The remaining materials for biology, chemistry and physics are being progressively developed for grades VI to IX. Trials, revision and writing are continuing.

The new curriculum and instructional materials are prepared on the basis of the child’s environment, because it is obvious that many of the more interesting aspects of a child’s environment are scientific in nature. This is particularly true in this modern technological world. It is expected that with the effective implementation of these new science curriculum and instructional materials the future generation of young people will develop desirable talents, skills and values which will be conducive to the further development of the country.

Students science textbooks. The students’ textbooks have been prepared in such a way that each lesson requires the students to perform at least one experiment related to their environment. The experiment cannot be well performed until the teacher has read the related part of the teacher’s guide carefully. The teacher is first required to master the lesson and related experiments, then to offer the material to the pupils, making use of environmental material and equipment and teaching in a cognitive way.

In each lesson the students are expected to solve questions or perform activities. These comprise activities that the teacher can explain to the students; questions that the teacher will discuss with the students; and questions or experiments that the teacher gives as homework for the students.
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The creative teacher is encouraged to go beyond the textbook and enrich the pupils’ experiences by clarifying the lesson, developing extra questions and preparing similar experiments for the students to perform and further develop their creativity and understanding. Thus, opportunities are provided for the student under the leadership of the teacher to discuss daily life problems and to find solutions for these problems.

Teachers’ guides. Each lesson in the teachers’ guide is set out in the following manner:

a) Additional information. Teachers are provided with additional information, alternative methods of teaching and useful experiments. Teachers are asked to read this section carefully before teaching the lesson.

b) Aim of the lesson. The purpose of the lesson is clearly stated.

c) Materials needed. The use of locally available materials and their relation to the environment are described.

d) Rehearsal. In order that the teacher teaches the concepts of a particular lesson properly to the students, the need to rehearse the lesson is emphasized.

e) Working procedure. Under this title, activities and experiments which are considered suitable for teaching the lesson are explained step by step.

f) Evaluation. This section suggests how to determine the success of each lesson by discussing the questions at the end of each topic or lesson with the students.

g) Homework. This part suggests the homework assignment to be given to the students.

Implementation. During the implementation of the new textbooks and programmes, it is recognized that all schools throughout the country will not be able to implement the revised curriculum and the accompanying instructional materials at the same pace. It is expected, however, that the schools will move as rapidly as circumstances and conditions permit toward this implementation.
**Teacher training**

*Pre-service teacher training.* Institutions concerned with training teachers are the Pedagogical Academy which trains teachers at the levels of Bachelors and Masters Degrees and is also responsible for training teachers for: (a) institutes of teacher training, (b) primary schools, and (c) kindergartens; institutes of teacher training in the capital and provinces; universities which train teachers for high schools; and the national campaign against illiteracy which trains grade XII school-leavers through special programmes.

*In-service teacher training.* Teacher training institute graduates and unqualified teachers are assisted to upgrade and update their science knowledge and skills through workshops and seminars organized by the Ministry of Education, with the help of experts and other professionals. These workshops and seminars, some of which are sponsored by UNICEF, are supervised by the Departments of Compilation and Translation and the Institute for Specialization of Teachers in the capital and provinces. During the seminars, in-service training is given on textbooks, different methods of teaching, use of locally-available materials and the evaluation of pupils.

**Problems**

In introducing and implementing the science programmes, the Ministry of Education is facing the following difficulties:

1. *Few school buildings.* According to the 1977 statistics from the Planning Department of the Ministry of Education, almost half of the schools in the country do not have buildings.

2. *Shortage of furniture and materials.* Most of the primary and secondary schools are facing shortages of desks, chairs, textbooks, libraries, laboratories and sports fields.

3. *Delay in the preparation of texts and teachers' guides.* Textbooks and teachers guides constitute the main teaching aids in education. For the preparation of textbooks and teachers' guides the following problems arise:

   a) Lack of adequately trained personnel to compile textbooks and teachers' guides for the science subjects;
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b) Lack of proper dictionaries for scientific terminology in the National languages;
c) Shortage of reference materials;
d) Shortage of laboratory equipment for curriculum developers;
e) Financial difficulties; and
f) Shortage of means and materials for printing.

4. Lack of suitably qualified trained teachers.

5. Lack of trained science supervisors and a proper supervision system.
AUSTRALIA

The settlement of modern Australia commenced in the late 1700s as a series of colonies of England, located at various parts on the coast. The colonies gradually developed into six separate States, which combined in 1901 as a federation called the Commonwealth of Australia. Today, Australia consists of six States and two Territories, with a total population of about 15 million.

Education in Australia is the responsibility of these eight 'States' (that is, six States and two Territories). There is also a Department of Education and Youth Affairs at the national level, and national statutory authorities such as the Schools Commission.

Although education is the constitutional responsibility of the States, the constitution also permits the Commonwealth to make special grants to the States, and to determine the uses to which the grants may be applied. This has enabled the Government to enter the field of education in special areas. The special grant of greatest relevance to science education was a programme to build science laboratories at secondary schools. From 1964 to 1975 a total of about $A 120 million* was spent on this programme.

As a result of the federal structure of Australian education, there is no official national policy for science education, nor at this stage, is there any official statement derived from a consensus of the views of the separate State Education Departments. The only current statement which reflects an Australia-wide consensus is that developed by the Australian Science Teachers Association. This provides:

a) a statement about the basic premises and assumptions concerning the place of science in the school curriculum;

b) a statement of the aims of science education; and

c) a set of recommendations for the design of science courses at the primary, lower secondary and upper secondary levels.

* Approximately 1.05 Australian dollars ($A) = 0.75 US dollar
Although there is no national policy statement on the role of education in achieving national goals, there has been considerable debate about what constitutes a core curriculum for Australian schools. The Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) has produced a document, *Core curriculum for Australian schools*, which ascribes a unique role to science within the total school curriculum, in terms of understanding the environment and problem-solving in practical situations in the everyday life of individuals and society. The CDC document also contains implications for science education in the areas of ‘environmental studies’ and ‘health education’.

There are no national policies dealing with science education for out-of-school youth or adults, or for the popularization of science and technology issues.

Each State has a system of government primary and secondary schools which cater for about 75 per cent of the students in the State. There are also parallel non-government systems, usually affiliated with religious denominations. About 20 per cent of the students attend catholic schools, and about 5 per cent attend other non-government non-catholic schools.

Attendance at school is compulsory for persons between the ages of 6 years and 15 years. The primary school system covers year levels (grade levels) up to Year 7 or Year 8. The secondary system goes to Year 12.

External examinations exist at Year 12 in all States except Queensland and the Australian Capital Territory. In Queensland and the Australian Capital Territory, school assessments are moderated against an aptitude test which is not based on a prescribed syllabus. The other States have adopted a system of increasing the amount of teacher assessment in the final year. This teacher assessment is moderated against a State external examination for each subject. The teacher assessment usually contributes about 30 per cent to the final score at the end of Year 12.

At levels below Year 12, external examinations have been eliminated. In the majority of States this has resulted in the schools and teachers being responsible for curriculum development and the assessment of student performance.
Students generally proceed from a primary school to a secondary school within their own locality. Primary schools and secondary schools are usually separate institutions. In Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory the final two years of secondary schooling in the government system are provided at separate colleges.

The majority of government schools are co-educational. In the non-government sector, most of the students are in single-sex schools but since 1970 there has been a move towards co-education.

Science education in schools

Science has usually been taught (as general or integrated science) from Year 1 to Year 10, inclusive, to all students. However, many of the State systems have moved towards school-based curriculum development. This allows schools to define the core or compulsory subjects, and the class-time allocated to these subjects. Some schools make science an 'elective' subject, while other schools make the study of science compulsory for all students up to Year 10.

At the Year 11 and Year 12 levels the separate science subjects of biology, chemistry and physics are taught by specialist science teachers. Geology, human physiology, environmental science, human biology and physical science (chemistry plus physics) are also offered in various States.

The relative extent to which separate science subjects are studied at Year 12 is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Approximate percentage of Year 12 enrolment taking science (1980)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Biology %</th>
<th>Chemistry %</th>
<th>Physics %</th>
<th>Geology / Earth science %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The general pattern is that biology is studied by most students, with chemistry and physics each studied by about one-third of the Year 12 students. Most of the students in the latter group would study both chemistry and physics. A small percentage of students study geology.

The percentage of students studying the physical sciences has decreased since 1970. In some States the absolute enrolments in chemistry and physics have declined. On the other hand, the participation rates for biology are much higher than in 1970.

A study of the enrolment statistics for males and females in science subjects indicates that almost three times as many males as females do physics and chemistry. However biology attracts almost twice as many females as males. At present there are various initiatives being taken, designed to increase the participation in science subjects of students at Year 11 and Year 12.

No clear picture is currently available across Australia of the amount of time spent on teaching science at each year level although the Second International Evaluation and Assessment (IEA) Science Study (for which data were collected in 1983) will provide information in this area. A preliminary estimate would indicate:

a) Primary level—about 1 hour per week;
b) Lower secondary level—about 3 hours per week; and
c) Upper secondary level—about 4 hours per week for each science subject.

As a function of the move toward school-based curriculum development at the primary and lower secondary levels, there is now considerable variability across schools and States in the mean class-time per week spent on the teaching of science.

Curriculum development in science

In order to provide an overall picture of the science curriculum, the following Table 2 is presented, which is an initial attempt to categorize the method of decision-making.
Table 2. Decisions about science curriculum in Australian states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Lower secondary</th>
<th>Upper secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australian Capital Territory</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S/T</td>
<td>P/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Territory</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: G = course guidelines distributed by State Education Departments or statutory bodies
P = course/syllabus prescribed by State Education Departments or statutory bodies
S = course prepared at the school level
T = course prepared by individual class teachers within the school

Primary level. The earliest type of science introduced into primary schools was ‘nature study’ involving the identification and observation of the wide range of plants and animals indigenous to Australia. Over the last decade there have been numerous attempts to widen the scope of the science taught at the primary level.

Each State has a curriculum section attached to the Education Department. These sections prepare guidelines and suggestions for the primary science curriculum, but the decisions about the curriculum and the time allocation for science are made at the school level in most States. Individual teachers are responsible for the assessment of their students. The curriculum sections of the Education Departments may provide support services to assist primary teachers to develop science curricula, but resources for these services are currently limited.

The curriculum statements in each State are prepared by staff of the curriculum sections of the Education Departments. These
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statements represent the considerable efforts by the States to improve science teaching in primary schools since 1970. However, there is still much work to be done to train teachers to teach the new science curricula.

Science in the primary school is usually taught by the students' normal class teacher. However, science is not a strong feature of the primary school curriculum in Australia, and does not play a large part in the total school curriculum.

The present emphasis in the primary science curriculum is on the processes of science rather than on knowledge of specific content areas and textbooks are rarely used.

Lower secondary level. During the last decade responsibility for curriculum development in science has tended to shift from the curriculum sections of the State Education Departments to the individual schools. This has enabled increased flexibility and diversity at the school level, but at the same time has greatly increased the demands on teachers.

The amount of science taught in secondary schools is about three hours per week, although there is much variation both within and between States. Integrated science is usually taught at this level, since it is not until Year 11 that students specialize in the separate science disciplines (biology, chemistry, physics, geology).

More than 95 per cent of students study science at the lower secondary level. The science curricula emphasize both content and process areas. Many schools are using materials produced by the Australian Science Education Project (ASEP). Teachers are also using a variety of textbooks for the selection of material required to cover their curriculum.

With secondary schools there is usually a separate science department organized by a head of department. This person is responsible for the following areas:

a) providing assistance and training to less-experienced staff;
b) supervising the development of curricula, the teaching of science, and assessment procedures;
c) organizing the work of the laboratory assistants; and
d) ordering the equipment and chemicals required for teaching science

The materials prepared by ASEP are based on activity and enquiry. They are designed to cater for individual differences allowing for the students' developmental stages, based on three ability levels from Piaget's stages of intellectual development: the concrete, preformal and formal stages.

This national curriculum project was funded jointly by the Commonwealth and States of Australia, and the materials were designed for students in Years 7 to 10.

There are also many textbooks designed for science students at the lower secondary level. A comprehensive list of materials used at the lower secondary level has been produced by the Curriculum Development Centre.

Under the influence of ASEP, there has been a strong move, since 1970, from content-based lower secondary science to an approach based on student interest and on a social orientation to the study of science.

Upper secondary level. At the upper secondary level the universities and other tertiary institutions continue to influence both the curriculum and assessment procedures, although their power has considerably diminished during the past two decades.

The curriculum is devised by the examination bodies in each State. In most States, student performance is assessed by an external examination at the end of Year 12.

a) Upper secondary level biology. During the 1970s there was strong growth in the teaching of biology. The main initiative was taken by the Australian Academy of Science which sponsored the preparation of the textbook, The web of life, and associated materials. The textbook was an adaptation of materials from the United States Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. The textbook has been adopted in several States.

b) Upper secondary level chemistry. Chemistry teaching has been strongly influenced by curriculum developments in the United States. During the 1970s, the Chemical Education Materials Study
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(CHEM Study) was adopted in four States. The situation in Victoria is different in that the committee responsible for the curriculum has also undertaken the development of textbooks. The committee's recent publication. *Chemistry—key to the earth*, attempts to make chemistry more relevant to the future everyday needs of students.

The Australian Academy of Science has also been involved in the development of materials for senior chemistry courses. At this stage a recommended course of study has been produced, and the writing of a textbook for the course is underway.

c) Upper secondary level physics. There have only been minor developments in the physics curricula over the last decade. Most Australian courses have been largely influenced by courses in the United States, especially PSSC Physics and Harvard Project Physics.

d) Upper secondary level geology. Geology (or earth science) is offered at the Year 12 level in most States. In New South Wales, Queensland, and Western Australia, fewer than 5 per cent of the Year 12 population study this subject. The subject is more popular in Tasmania and South Australia.

The Australian Academy of Science has begun to produce materials for this subject at the Year 12 level.

Science activities/laboratory work and equipment

All statements about science curricula in Australia emphasize the important role of laboratory work and activities. However, no information is available about the amount of time actually devoted by teachers to this part of the curriculum. The Second IEA Science Study will provide data in this area.

Practical and laboratory work is generally not an examinable part of the curriculum, although students studying for external examinations at Year 12 may need to provide evidence that they have carried out practical work.

Following the extensive funding by the Commonwealth Government for science laboratories and equipment during the period 1964-1975, most secondary schools are well equipped to enable students to undertake laboratory activities. However, few primary schools would have rooms equipped specially for science activities. Materials
for school sciences are available from both Australian and overseas manufacturers. Some States, such as Tasmania, have set up centres for the maintenance and production of science equipment.

**Educational technology**

Most schools have an extensive range of educational technology equipment, often managed through the school library-resource centre. Equipment would typically include overhead projectors, 35mm slide projectors, 16mm movie projectors and video recording and production equipment. Science teachers would use this equipment where appropriate to the topics being taught.

Most secondary schools have at least one microcomputer or access, via terminals, to larger computers. The use of computers in science education is increasing rapidly, but it is probably too soon to make generalizations about patterns of usage. Some primary schools have microcomputers but little use is made of them in science, so far.

**Teacher training**

1. The pre-service training of primary teachers is usually conducted in tertiary institutions set up for the sole purpose of training primary teachers. The usual course is of three years duration. Although there is no strong emphasis on science, some extra training in the teaching of science is available to those selecting this area as their speciality. Nevertheless, the science background of most primary teachers is weak, especially in areas of physical science.

   Each State conducts in-service activities to assist primary teachers to improve their ability to teach science, but this in-service training must compete for the time of teachers and the resources of the system with other subjects, especially language and mathematics.

   Within each primary school there is usually one teacher with the special task of co-ordinating the teaching of science, and this may lead to some in-service training at the level of the individual school.

2. Science at the lower secondary school level is usually taught by a specialist science teacher. The pre-service training of these secondary science teachers usually involves an initial Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) degree or similar course of three to four years followed by a
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Diploma of Education course of one year. There are also several institutions which integrate the science content and pedagogy components into a combined four-year course.

3. Teachers are usually trained to teach the specific science subjects (biology, chemistry, physics or geology) which are offered at the upper secondary school level. They may also elect to study the teaching of mathematics as an additional subject.

In addition to the pre-service training, science teachers are given the opportunity for in-service activities. These activities are usually organized by curriculum sections of the State Education Departments, by science teachers' associations or by tertiary institutions.

Most science teaching at the secondary school level takes place in rooms or laboratories designed specifically for the purpose. Most schools have laboratory assistants or technicians to assist in the preparation of equipment for lessons. In some schools, students use textbooks for science which cover the entire course for a year. In other schools the students use printed materials on a modular basis, where each module covers one topic. The materials for a given course may then be selected from several sources, including the ASEP modular materials. Other schools may make no use of printed materials. All schools have library facilities which include materials for science which can be used to supplement textbook materials.

Research

There is a strong emphasis on research in science and mathematics education. The Australian Science Education Research Association conducts an annual meeting, and the papers are produced in the annual volume, Research in science education.

Australia is participating in the Second IEA Science Study under the auspices of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). Data were collected in 1983 from Australia wide samples of students at: (a) the ten-year old level; (b) the 14-year old level; and (c) the Year 12 level. Results, to be published from 1985 onwards, will give a current picture across Australia of science curricula, characteristics of students and their science teachers, and the achievement and attitudes of the students.
Australia

The Second IEA Science Study is being conducted and coordinated in Australia by the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER). Other institutions engaged in research on science education include the research and curriculum sections of the State Education Departments and tertiary institutions (such as Universities and Colleges of Advanced Education) involved in training teachers, including science teachers.

Out-of-school programme

Formal education. For the school-age population, most States provide a range of science-related facilities. Many schools organize excursions for groups of students to visit and use these facilities. In most cases, the educational roles of the facilities are supported by the State Education Departments. This usually involves the secondment of a teacher to develop curriculum materials which will enhance the educational value of the visits made by groups of students. Most of the facilities are also available outside school hours, especially at week-ends, for use by the general public, including school students following their individual areas of interest.

However, it should be noted that most of the facilities are located in metropolitan areas, so that they are not accessible to the same extent to students from non-metropolitan areas.

The facilities include activity centres, with a wide range of 'hands-on' activities designed to stimulate interest, particularly in the physical sciences, and environmental studies areas, specially designed to stimulate interest in geology and ecology. The 'Questacon' in Canberra and the CSIRO centre in Clayton, Victoria are the best known examples of activity centres.

Many States also support the activities of the Gould League, which is set up to encourage environmental education. When founded, the emphasis of the Gould League was on the study of natural flora and fauna, but the current trend is to take a broader view of environmental education. The Gould League generally exerts its influence by means of publications, and clubs at the primary school level.

Another area of out-of-school science education for school students is the Science Talent Search, conducted in most States by
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the Science Teachers Association. The Science Talent Search usually culminates in an exhibition of projects associated with the presenta-
tion of awards to the prize-winning students.

During school hours, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), and to a lesser extent the commercial (non-government) radio
and television companies, present a range of programmes for students, including science programmes. Some programmes are specifically
linked to the curricula, while others are designed to stimulate stu-
dents or provide a range of background information for which the
broadcast media are especially suited.

Non-formal education. For those outside the formal education
system, the best-known activities are the radio programmes produced
by the ABC dealing with general scientific topics, health, and reviews
of new scientific books and the science-related programmes of the
government (ABC) and commercial (non-government) television
channels.

A relatively high proportion of Australians purchase, and pre-
sumably read, newspapers, magazines and books. Matters of scienti-
fic interest are regularly reported in newspapers, and some news-
papers have reporters or editors specializing in the science/technology
area. However, there are few articles designed primarily for instruc-
tion or information.

Among the wide range of magazines available, there are several
dealing with science and technology, especially in electronics and
computing. Most Australian towns and suburbs have public lending
libraries, and there is a strong emphasis on building adequate stocks of
non-fiction literature, including books and magazines on science and
technology topics.

The States also have provision for ‘adult education’ in a general
sense, with courses to cover a wide range of topics, including science
and technology. The courses do not lead to the award of formal cer-
tificates and the system is very flexible, being strongly responsive to
the perceived and expressed interests of the ‘students’.
Australia

Current innovations

Those involved in science education—in schools, in curriculum development, in teacher training institutions are constantly engaged in the assessment and development of their activities.

One innovation that should ultimately have a major effect on the teaching of science is the development, at the national level, under the auspices of the Schools Commission, of computer education in Australian primary and secondary schools. At present no detailed plans for the organization or funding of this innovation have been released, but attention will certainly be devoted to the development of high quality educational software and to the training of teachers.
BANGLADESH

Education is acknowledged to play a vital role as an instrument for development and change. Bangladesh is in the process of recasting the system of education to link it more with national development and the improvement of the quality of life.

In this age of science and technology there is an increasing demand for skilled manpower relevant to the development needs of the country. It is obvious that more and better education in science and technology has to be devised. Thus, there is a keen awareness of the need to improve the quality of science teaching and learning at all levels of school education; to expand the facilities of science education beyond the school; and to make it available to an increasing number of out-of-school youths and adults.

Structure of school education

School education is divided in four stages:

a) Primary stage from grade I to grade V (5+ to 10 years);

b) Junior secondary stage from grades VI to VIII (10+ to 13 years);

c) Secondary stage for grades IX and X (13+ to 15 years); and

d) Higher secondary stage for grades XI and XII (15+ to 17 years).

Primary education, extending over five years, is free. There are about 42,000 primary schools in the country with an enrolment of about 8 million pupils. There are about 2,500 junior secondary schools, 6,500 secondary schools and 263 higher secondary schools, otherwise known as intermediate colleges. Altogether the enrolment is about 2 million students at the secondary stage.

The breakdown of enrolment into the four stages is shown in the table on the following page.

Structure of science education

Science is compulsory both at the primary and secondary level i.e., up to grade X. At the higher secondary level science is offered
as an elective group of subjects. About 33 per cent of the higher secondary students choose the two year science elective.

Table: Breakdown of enrolment from primary to higher secondary level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Enrollment</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>I-V</td>
<td>8,285,807</td>
<td>1981 statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Secondary</td>
<td>VI-VIII</td>
<td>223,984</td>
<td>1980 statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>IX-X</td>
<td>1,931,257</td>
<td>1980 statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Secondary</td>
<td>XI-XII</td>
<td>119,000</td>
<td>1978 statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,560,048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fifteen per cent of the total instructional time up to secondary level (grade X) is devoted to the teaching of science while 75 per cent of the total time is devoted to science teaching at the higher secondary level for those choosing science. This means that six periods per week are available for science for grades III to X and 24 periods per week for the science electives for grades XI and XII.

Curriculum aims. The National Curriculum and Syllabus Committee, established in 1975, has produced new syllabuses and curricula up to grade X level. In science, the aims are as follows:

Primary. Utilizing the natural inquisitiveness of children the main aims of this stage are to help children develop their skills of observation properly, to express their observation correctly and to take decisions on the basis of their observation.

In grades I and II, pupils will be acquainted with the various components of their social as well as natural environment. On the basis of their experiences in these two grades, pupils in grades III, IV and V will learn about the different social institutions, natural problems and their solutions. They will also learn about the characteristics of the living and the non-living.
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**Junior secondary and secondary.** At this level the main aims are to: (a) develop inquisitiveness about nature and environment; (b) develop skills of observation; (c) develop logical thinking; (d) develop attitudes free from superstitions; and (e) help learners solve their personal and social problems in their attempts to improve the standard of life.

**Higher secondary.** The main aim of teaching science at the higher secondary level is to help the learners prepare themselves for the different branches of science and for professions such as engineering, medicine and agriculture.

**Curriculum organization.** In grades I and II, information, concepts and principles of both natural and social sciences have been integrated in a subject entitled ‘Environmental Studies’. There are no prescribed textbooks for Environmental Studies at this level. In grades III, IV and V the subject Environmental Studies has been divided into two sections—one dealing with the social environment; the other with the natural environment. Environmental Studies dealing with the social environment includes history, geography, civics, and population education. Environmental Studies dealing with the natural environment includes aspects of physics, chemistry, biology, health and nutrition, and population education. Textbooks for grades III, IV and V are available.

The science courses at the junior secondary stage contain aspects of physics, chemistry and biology as well as geography, hygiene, health and population education—all incorporated together in the subject General Science. General Science at the secondary stage is divided into two sections. The first section—physical sciences—contains physics and chemistry and the second section—the biological sciences—contains biology, agriculture, health and population education.

At the higher secondary level the science curriculum is organized into separate subject disciplines such as physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics.

In the past, insufficient attention was given to linking the teaching and learning of science to the real-life situation of the learners. The content of each science course was full of information, facts and principles of science without any scope for their use in solving the problems of every day life. The curricula now in effect have,
however, attempted to overcome these shortcomings. The real life problems of the learners, such as population, pollution, malnutrition and conservation, have been incorporated into the science curricula, e.g., conservation of environment in grade III, environment for healthful living in grade IV.

**Curriculum evaluation and renewal.** The Government has recently set up a National Curriculum Development Centre (NCDC) for developing and evaluating the total curriculum of the country from the primary to pre-university stage. NCDC, in collaboration with other educational institutions of the Government, is devising evaluation procedures for science and other curricula.

It has been generally accepted by the NCDC that curricula should be revised and reviewed every five years. The present curricula for the primary level were implemented in 1978-1979. Accordingly, a committee has been constituted and begun to review the primary curricula. Curricula for the secondary level were introduced from 1981 to 1983. So a revision is soon to be commissioned. The new curricula for the higher secondary stage will be implemented in 1985.

**Student evaluation.** At present, the system of evaluation at all stages of education is not objective-based. The majority of questions are of the essay type and based on the contents of the book, rather than the objectives set forth in the curricula. Most of the questions require recall of facts, information and principles of science. Questions to test the affective behaviour of the learners are rarely found in the question papers.

The Government has decided to introduce an objective-based evaluation system in the public examination at the secondary level (grade X). A task force especially appointed for this purpose has been constituted and begun work.

**Science activities/laboratory work and equipment.** At the primary level an attempt has been made to design the curriculum in such a way that the teaching/learning experiences and activities could be developed around the pupils environmental milieu with particular reference to the use of local resources available in the immediate neighbourhood of the school and the community. It has been suggested that the pupils' environment should be used as the laboratory for teaching/learning science at this level.
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The Environmental Studies curriculum at the primary level emphasizes a knowledge of the pupils’ immediate environment. There is no formal laboratory work at this stage. Instead, pupils are supposed to observe different phenomena of nature, collect, identify and preserve different living and non-living objects, perform simple experiments using indigenous materials, and describe or record their observations properly. It has been suggested in the curriculum that these science activities should be done along with the theory lessons. Hence there are no separate laboratory classes for the primary stage. This trend continues through the junior secondary stage. No formal laboratory period is suggested for these grades. The pupils are supposed to undertake different activities along with the theory lessons, during their leisure time or at home.

At the secondary stage however, there are prescribed practical experiments to be undertaken by the pupils. These practicals require about 25 per cent of the total time available for science teaching. At the higher secondary stage there are practical syllabuses for each of the science subjects with 33 per cent of the total time available for practical work.

Science equipment. Since there is no system of central purchase and no adequate financial provision for equipment and consumables, many schools have little or no science equipment. Some secondary schools have no science rooms or laboratories.

The Bangladesh Educational Equipment Board (BEEB) however, has been set up to produce educational equipment of acceptable quality suited to curriculum requirements and ensure its prompt supply to the schools and colleges. The functions allocated to BEEB are as follows:

a) Undertake overall responsibility for the design and development of prototype educational equipment for all schools (including technical/vocational schools);

b) Make pre-production batches of new designs of educational equipment and arrange for these to be tested and evaluated in selected educational establishments;

c) Receive from Government sources bulk orders of prescribed educational equipment items in order that BEEB can contract local workshops, on the most advantageous terms, to manufacture such items;
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d) Promote the production of educational equipment by offering contracts to small workshops to manufacture such items and through the transfer of technology, stimulate production in local industry;

e) Establish quality control facilities and organization for monitoring the quality of components and products produced by local workshops;

f) Establish facilities for assembling and testing educational equipment and make arrangements for delivery of such equipment to the schools; and

g) Make arrangements for the training of teachers and inspectors in the use, application and basic maintenance of such educational equipment.

Use of educational technology

The National Institute of Educational Media and Technology (NIEMT) and BFEB are the two national institutes engaged in producing and distributing audio-visual aids to reinforce and supplement science teaching.

NIEMT was established in 1956 as the Audio-Visual Education Centre. The main functions of this centre are to distribute educational films, film-strips, wall charts, and other audio-visual materials to educational institutions. Most of the films are in English and produced abroad. In recent years NIEMT has produced some films for science education with translation into Bengali. Among the 58 wall charts produced so far, 32 are specially for primary education and 26 for secondary level. More than 880,000 prints of these charts have been distributed among the primary and secondary schools of the country. NIEMT has taken the initiative to broadcast school educational programmes through Radio Bangladesh since 1981. Under the programme the Government of Japan has donated 1,100 sets of Audio-Control consoles and the majority have been distributed to different educational institutions through NIEMT. At present there are two programmes of 20 minutes each for secondary education each day. It is also telecasting a programme of 20 minutes per fortnight for primary education and three programmes of 20 minutes each per week through Bangladesh television.

There are no programmes where micro-computers are being used for science teaching.
Teacher training

Qualifications. The minimum qualification required for a primary school teacher is Matriculation or Secondary School Certificate (SSC), but many teachers with Higher Secondary Certificate (HSC), Bachelor's Degree or even Master's Degree are teaching in primary schools. All these teachers are required to teach science subjects along with all other subjects at the primary level. Eighty-five per cent of primary teachers have the minimum qualifications; 15 per cent are unqualified.

Since the majority of junior and secondary schools are non-Governmental institutions, the minimum qualification for science teachers in these schools is not prescribed. It varies from school to school. In junior secondary schools no science teacher will have less than HSC in Science. In each of the secondary schools there should be two science graduates (one mathematics and the other science) if the school is to be affiliated to the Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education for science subjects for examination purposes. About 20 per cent of science teachers in secondary schools have a pedagogical qualification (B. Ed. or M. Ed. degree) as well as an academic qualification.

At the higher secondary stage or the pre-university stage the science teacher should have at least a Master's Degree in any one of the science subjects. It is not necessary for such teachers to have a pedagogical qualification.

Pre-service training of primary teachers. There are 48 Primary Training Institutes, each with a capacity of 200 students. The duration of the course is one academic year but the Government is planning to introduce a two year training programme in the PTIs from the beginning of the 1984 academic year. The present one year course consists of educational theory (sociology, philosophy, psychology, history of education and child development studies), school subjects, students' teaching practice, and some co-curricular activities, each having both theoretical and practical aspects.

Pre-service training of secondary science teachers. There are ten Teachers' Training Colleges (TTCs) and the Institute of Education and Research (IER) at the University of Dhaka involved in training

* Only one of which is a non-Government institute.
teachers for the secondary high schools. Among these institutions two are offering courses for Master's in Education Degree (in addition to B.Ed./Dip. Ed. degree). The duration of the B.Ed. course is one academic year. The course includes basic methodology, school administration theories, educational psychology, two elective school subjects, professional studies and practice teaching.

In-service training programme. The in-service training of science teachers, as well as other teachers, is carried out by the Academy for Fundamental Education (AFE) and by the National Institute for Educational Administration Extension and Research (NIEAER). The NIEAER is involved in training secondary school teachers—including science teachers—as an ongoing activity aimed at updating and upgrading the knowledge and competencies of the teachers. The duration of the in-service courses is usually two weeks.

Research in science education

The type of research problems investigated in the area of science education are: curriculum development, curriculum evaluation; textbook evaluation; teaching facilities in the schools; effectiveness of science teaching methods; identification of skills for teaching science; module development in science especially in the area of educational measurement and environmental education; survey of science teaching methods; and development of achievement tests.

Most of the research in science education is carried out by the IER, University of Dhaka. Some TTCs also conduct research in science education but the total research effort is very limited.

Popularization of science and technology

Science club movement. The science club movement began in 1960. Now there are about 500 science clubs which: (a) study the nature of the local environment; (b) undertake research on local environmental problems; (c) study local plants, animals, insects; (d) prepare and design low cost teaching aids and scientific instruments with locally available materials; (e) arrange popular science lectures for club members and also for outsiders; (f) undertake scientific projects; (g) collect and identify local medicinal plants; (h) design and prepare scientific toys; and (i) arrange field trips for members to places of scientific importance.
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Some popular science magazines have played an important role in encouraging the science club movement. A few of the science clubs have their own little workshop and library and occasionally they publish scientific journals.

A National Science Week and the active interest of the National Museum of Science and Technology have increased the activities of the science club movement in the country.

Science museum. In a developing country like Bangladesh the science museum plays a vital role in educating children, youths and adults about their environment and basic scientific knowledge. The National Museum of Science and Technology is situated in Dhaka. At present it has three main divisions, namely technology, physical science and biological science. In addition, there is a mini-planetarium attached to the museum. The museum has organized its galleries with suitable static and working exhibits, models, charts, and diagrams and animated posters.

The functions of the museum are to: (a) display and demonstrate the exhibits, working models, charts, diagrams and animated posters in the galleries; (b) display items prepared from low-cost materials; (c) display local industrial products; (d) co-operate with innovators; (e) arrange regular meetings and lectures on popular science in co-operation with science clubs, science teachers and people interested in science; (f) arrange film shows and video tape presentations on popular science topics; (g) prepare and display low-cost teaching aids for science teaching at the school level; (h) co-ordinate science club activities; (i) arrange on request, lectures, on selected topics from school science curricula; (j) provide science library and workshop facilities; and (k) co-operate with the National Council for Science and Technology to arrange and popularize National Science Week.

The museum also has a regular programme for observing celestial bodies, lunar eclipse, solar spots and solar eclipse through the reflecting telescope.

In future it is hoped to establish regional science museums in Rajshahi, Khulna and Chittagong and to arrange a Mobile Science Exhibition for other places.

National science weeks, science fairs and science exhibitions. Science weeks, science fairs and science exhibitions are organized at
Bangladesh different levels throughout the country by the National Council of Science and Technology. The aims are to:

a) develop scientific literacy;
b) familiarize and popularize science at all levels;
c) encourage young people in creative work;
d) encourage young people to prepare science projects and models with low-cost indigenous materials;
e) search for young scientific talent from all walks of life;
f) train young people in instrument making and carrying out observations with them;
g) encourage the activities of the science clubs;
h) encourage scientists to carry out their research activities according to the needs of the nation and to relate their work to the national problems;
i) familiarize the public with the scientific activities of the professional experts and young science students;
j) provide better public appreciation and understanding of science and technology, national resources and environment;
k) make the public aware of the contribution of science to the benefit of society;
l) develop scientific attitudes in the public; and
m) develop rapport among students of different institutions, members of science clubs, and other innovators.

Mass media. Radio Bangladesh broadcasts two or three regular programmes on science based on the formal school curricula at both primary and secondary level. In addition, there are radio broadcasts on agriculture, health, sanitation and family planning. The radio also includes scientific topics useful for the general public in their other magazine programmes.

Television. Television is also a powerful medium at present covering 80 per cent of the land mass. Bangladesh television broadcasts two popular science programmes, one for children and young people and another for youths and adults, as well as programmes for primary and secondary science students.
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Newspapers and journals. There are about 25 daily newspapers, ten weekly papers and 200 periodicals. The newspapers publish current news on scientific topics and world scientific advancement but popular scientific articles are very rare in these dailies. Two or three of the renowned weeklies publish one or two pages of popular science articles in each of their issues.

Motion pictures. The National Museum for Science and Technology arranges film shows on popular science for the general public and school students. The Audio-Visual Education Centre, Dhaka (now a component of NIEMT) arranges film shows for school students and teachers in the centre and sometimes in a particular school, on request. They have about 200 films on science and technology. In addition, the Science Cine Club, British Council, American Cultural Centre, Alliance Francaise and the German Cultural Institute occasionally arrange film shows on science and technology.

Conclusion

Bangladesh is overwhelmed with educational problems and is desperately trying to solve them. The science policy of the country and the new curricula in science emphasize the development of science education. Steps have already been taken in this direction. But there is so far no reliable research evidence as to how far the system and the process have gained public acceptance.

Changes in the school curriculum should also bring about changes in the teacher education programme. How far this has been the case is unclear. Unless timely and proper steps are taken with regard to teacher education there is always a danger of reverting to the old traditional approaches to science education. Whatever suggestions may be given to the teacher for using the appropriate strategies for science teaching, he will be reluctant to use them unless and until there is a change in his attitude towards doing so. Such attitude changes can be best brought about at the teacher education level.
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China, much attention has been devoted to science education. The 'Joint Programme' adopted by the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference in 1949 advocated, 'as common morality of all the citizens in the People's Republic of China, feelings for the motherland, for the people, for labour, for science and for public property', and advised them 'to strive to develop natural science in the service of industrial and agricultural production and the construction of national defence', and 'to encourage and award scientific findings and inventions, to popularize science knowledge'. These directives have been regarded as a foundation for the formulation of science education policies ever since.

Science education has developed through school education for young people, and through spare-time adult education for workers and peasants. In addition, as the media of science education for the entire people, the State has set up museums of natural history, planetariums, science and technology houses, botanical gardens and zoos; developed broadcast, film and television undertakings; and published various science and technology newspapers and magazines.

Since a National Science Congress in 1978, science education development has quickened in pace and is now one of the strategic priorities.

**Science education in schools**

Structure. Education from primary school level to pre-university level is divided into elementary and secondary. Elementary education comprises full-time primary schools, half-study and half-farming primary schools, adult elementary classes and literacy classes. Secondary education includes full-time secondary schools, secondary professional schools, vocational schools, technical schools and adult secondary schools.
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Full-time primary schools are now in the process of transition from a five-year system to a six-year system; full-time secondary schools (or general secondary schools) are divided into lower secondary and upper secondary. At present, most of the general secondary schools are gradually changing to a system of three years in both lower and upper stages.

There are two types of secondary professional schools: those enrolling lower secondary leavers generally offer four year courses; those enrolling upper secondary leavers usually offer two year courses. Vocational schools and technical schools conduct a three year course for lower secondary leavers.

Table 1. Enrolment in primary and secondary schools, 1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of school</th>
<th>Number of students (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary schools</td>
<td>47.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary professional schools</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary technical schools</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary teachers schools</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General secondary schools</td>
<td>45.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper grades</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower grades</td>
<td>38.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural schools (primary)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural schools (secondary)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational schools</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary schools</td>
<td>139.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Science curricula. Curricula, teaching hours and instructional objectives for each course are determined by the Ministry of Education (MOE). The Ministry formulates basic instructional documents such as teaching plans and syllabuses and exercises leadership over the compilation of textbooks for the whole country. The People’s Educational Press attached to the MOE is responsible for compiling and publishing teaching materials.

The teaching programmes devised by the MOE in 1981 explicitly indicate that science courses are to be offered in all primary
and secondary schools. For example, nature study is to be offered in primary schools from grades III to VI; and geography is to be offered in grade IV. In secondary schools, physics is to be offered for five years from lower grade II to upper grade III; biology in lower grades I and II, and in upper grade III; physiological hygiene in lower grade III. Science courses offered in primary and secondary schools are compulsory for all pupils.

Table 2. Teaching hours per week for science courses in primary schools, 1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Course</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature study</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Teaching hours per week for science courses in secondary schools, 1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Course</th>
<th>Lower secondary</th>
<th>Upper secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological hygiene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the 26 periods per week of compulsory courses, there are four periods of elective courses in upper secondary grades II and III, with the purpose of developing the strengths of individual students and preparing them for employment or higher education.

Content and renewal of science courses. Six different sets of textbooks for primary and secondary schools have been edited and published by the People's Educational Press with a view to meeting the needs of political and economic development. Generally, revision and renewal of textbooks is undertaken every two to four years. At present, the press is preparing for the compilation of a new set of textbooks for key secondary schools.

The content of the present courses is based on the following broad aims:

a) *Nature study at primary level.* To guide the child in recognizing the world of nature and understanding the exploration, exploitation, transformation and preservation of it by man; to help him grasp essential knowledge of nature; to develop his love for science and his desire as well as ability to learn and use science; to inculcate in him a correct outlook of nature, scientific attitude and love for his native place and the country; and to promote his wholesome growth in body and mind;

b) *Geography at primary level.* To guide the child in a knowledge of his hometown, motherland and the world and in the exploration, transformation and preservation of nature by man;

c) *Chemistry at secondary level.* To enable the student to grasp solidly and systematically the rudiments of chemistry, to acquire some basic chemical skills and to understand their usage in practice; and to train and develop his ability in chemistry;

d) *Biology at secondary level.* To train the student to grasp the rudiments of biology and basic skills and a competence to observe and analyse biological phenomena; to lay the foundation needed for his further study of science and culture;

e) *Physiological hygiene at secondary level.* To enable the student to obtain a rudimentary knowledge of the structure, function, hygiene and protection of the human body; to urge him to build a good physique and develop good sanitary habits, so as to render him sound in body and mind; to enable him to acquire skills for doing experiments of simple dissection;
f) Geography at secondary level. For lower grades, to enable the student, on the basis of geographical education carried out in primary school to understand more rudiments of the geography of China and the world and to acquire a knowledge of physical geography; and to help him obtain initial skills for using maps. At upper secondary grades, to have a systematic command of the basic theories concerning the relationship between man and geographical conditions, and to understand how to exploit and transform nature rationally, to develop production and to protect the environment; and

g) Physics at secondary level. To enable the student to obtain systematic and basic knowledge of physics indispensable to his further study of modern science and technology, and to understand its application in practice; to help him acquire experimental skills, the ability to think and to use mathematics in solving problems in physics.

Science textbooks—an evaluation. An evaluation of the new textbooks in current use has shown that at primary level the books have replaced traditional cramming methods with a more stimulating approach based on questions, observations, experiments and stories. The texts are also more succinct and interesting and are designed to encourage pupils to undertake activities such as growing plants, raising animals, collecting specimens, and making observations.

At the secondary level the new books cover a wider range and are much appreciated by teachers. In biology, for example, sections on physiology, reproduction, evolution and ecology have been added. The main reservations seem to be the inability of some traditional teachers to use the books in the required manner.

Experimental work. Problems exist in the quantitative and qualitative nature of practical work in school science education. More attention has been given in recent years to the importance of activity work by pupils and provision is made at all levels, within the syllabuses, for experiments and practical work by teachers and students. The number of hours prescribed for such work has increased, as a percentage of the total time, to about 14 per cent at junior secondary level and 12.5 per cent at upper secondary level.

The supply of equipment is a major problem. Lists of apparatus have been compiled and a production system established. Priority has been given to the national key secondary schools and training of staff undertaken.
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A 1981 investigation in the provinces showed that 2.8 per cent of all primary schools are equipped with all the items in the lists of equipment; 6.8 per cent with half the items and about 90 per cent in urgent need. Most of the latter are in the rural areas. At the secondary level the same investigation revealed that 80.7 per cent of the schools are in need of apparatus.

The industrial system for producing equipment, set up before 1966, consists of factories directly under the MOE, as well as some provincial instrument plants and a large number of workshops, most of which are run by different schools, with factories under the MOE as their centre. The output of this system is increasing rapidly. During the last five years, the whole country has been provided with equipment and apparatus for primary and secondary schools to the value of more than five billion yuan;* one billion each year. Twenty-one per cent of the listed items have undergone redesign or have been newly designed. Today, the system is specializing in producing more than 370 prototypes.

The Science and Technology Section and Laboratory Management Section of the MOE are responsible for revising the lists, and organizing and co-ordinating all the factories concerned in the design, production and evaluation of experimental equipment and apparatus. The MOE decided recently to establish an Institute for Teaching Instrument and Facility Research to develop the range of equipment needed and to design apparatus.

In addition to state investment, local investment and self-help are two important sources of experimental instruments and facilities. For example in 1981 in Hunan province, the state invested 400,000 yuan, the province raised 600,000 yuan, and money gathered for instruments from different towns, villages and schools amounted to 2,900,000 yuan in all.

Educational technology

There are more than 100,000 epidiascopes and 60,000 slide projectors used for teaching purposes in all the key primary and secondary schools in cities and towns. Due to the low rate of lantern slide production, the supply falls short of demand, and slide projectors are more often used.

* Approximately 1.98 China yuan = One US dollar
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More than 100,000 audio tape-recorders are available for instructional purposes all over the country which are mainly used in language teaching and music learning.

Over 17,000 film projectors have been provided for secondary schools in various municipalities and towns, but the rate of utilization is very low because few instructional films are available.

Northeast China, Guangdong Province and Beijing are taking the lead in using video recorders. More than 400 video recorders are being used for teaching purposes, most of which are in the possession of colleges and universities.

There are 48,000 domestic made TV sets used for teaching purposes in the country. The service is mainly used in teacher training institutions.

Many districts have begun to offer courses in computer and software programming. In Shanghai, for example, no less than 20 computer groups are equipped with 50 microcomputers at instructional stations for youngsters' science activities, children's palaces and schools in different districts and counties.

In November 1982, a 'Contest of Shanghai Youngsters on Computer Programming' was launched. It was jointly sponsored by 13 organizations including the Shanghai Electronic Society and the Institute for Modern Education Research of the Huadong Normal University. This contest promotes programming in BASIC. The mathematics models and design programmes that are devised will, it is hoped, stimulate the students' desire for knowledge, widen their horizon of scientific culture, and develop their logical thinking.

**Teacher training**

Qualifications. At the National Forum on Primary and Secondary Teacher Training held in 1977, the MOE put forward standards for the in-service training of primary and secondary teachers. Primary teachers must raise their qualifications to the level of regular secondary normal school graduates; lower secondary teachers must reach that of regular special normal college graduates; and upper secondary teachers must reach regular undergraduate level.

Statistics in 1980 showed that most teachers have not yet reached these educational standards set by the State. Teacher qualifications are lower now than at any time since New China came into
being, and inevitably, the improvement of education is being seriously retarded. The position with respect to secondary science teachers is given in the following tables.

Table 4. Number of secondary science teachers, 1981-1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Total (in thousands)</th>
<th>Lower secondary</th>
<th>Upper secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>278.7</td>
<td>212.8</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>181.9</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>57.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological hygiene</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The academic background of upper secondary science teachers, 1980-1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Total number (in thousands)</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>College or university leaver</th>
<th>Secondary school leaver and below</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The academic background of lower secondary science teachers, 1980-1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Total number (in thousands)</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>College or university leaver</th>
<th>Secondary school leaver</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>224.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>173.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>123.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological hygiene</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Institutions for teacher training

a) Education colleges. Education colleges and teachers' colleges are responsible for training teachers for upper secondary schools at provincial level and lower secondary school teachers at district level. Teacher training schools at county or municipal district level are responsible for training primary school teachers.

b) Correspondence departments of normal colleges or schools. These are responsible for in-service training of primary and secondary teachers on a regional basis.

Other types of teacher training

a) Self-help. Teachers are encouraged to improve their own educational standards by private study leading to recognized examinations.

b) On-the-job training. Individual schools are encouraged to offer on-the-job training for inexperienced teachers using older and more experienced teachers as tutors.

c) Short courses. Education colleges and teachers' colleges offer short-term courses on aspects of teaching methods and materials. These are specifically aimed at unqualified teachers and those who have difficulty in teaching the new materials.

Out-of-school science education for young people

Activities in out-of-school science education for young people have played an important role in the all-round improvement of education, in the development of young people's scientific competence, and in the earliest possible identification and training of science talent. Out-of-school science education has developed vigorously in the last few years and great efforts have been made at the central and local levels, mainly under the following categories.

Leadership. To strengthen leadership, various organizations have been set up both at the central and local levels. In June 1981, the National Leading Group for Youngsters' Scientific Activities (NLGYSA) was formed through the joint action of five organizations—the China Association for Science and Technology (CAST), the Ministry of Education, the State Commission for Physical Culture and Sports, the Communist Youth League, and All-China Women's Federation. The main task of the group is to:
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a) co-ordinate efforts made by various departments to develop out-of-school science activities for young people;
b) identify and study problems existing in out-of-school science activities, involving tactics and policies;
c) organize activities and to share experiences; and
d) promote international exchanges in this field.

Leading groups of offices have been set up accordingly at the provincial, municipal and autonomous region levels for such activities.

CAST, since its restoration in 1978, has regarded the development of science education for young people as one of its main tasks. In CAST, there is a department for young people where the acting organ of NLGYSA is located. CAST has brought its advantages as a mass body into full play and stimulated various associations, societies and pop-science institutions to develop their work on science activities for young people.

Some primary and secondary schools in the country have set up leading groups for out-of-school science activities consisting of principals and science teachers.

In other places, institutions for developing young people's science activities are located in educational administrative departments. In Shanghai, for example, an 'Institute for Promoting Pop-Science Activities among Youngsters' has been set up jointly by five organizations—Shanghai Committee for the Communist Youth League, Shanghai Association for Science and Technology, Shanghai Education Department, Shanghai Commission for Physical Culture and Sports, and Shanghai Women's Federation. Its task is to exercise leadership and co-ordinate science activities for young people in the whole city. In addition, there is a children's palace (founded by the China Welfare Institute) in Shanghai, and each district and county has its own children's palace under the leadership of an educational department at the same level. These are important places for out-of-school science activities.

A leading group for science activities has been set up in about one-third of the 3,328 primary and 916 secondary schools in Shanghai. Preliminary statistics indicate that there are 3,131 science amateur groups with 114,228 members in schools all over the city. Thus, a net work of out-of-school science education has taken shape,
enabling such activities to achieve remarkable results in the whole area.

One of the key links in developing science activities for young people is the provision of instructors. An association of instructors for young people’s science activities has been set up in most of the provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions of the country. In June 1983, the China Association of Instructors for Youngsters’ Science Activities was established to give guidance to local branches in organizing activities; develop various activities for members, and thus help to raise their professional levels; pass on suggestions and opinions to the Government; organize research work, and to compile and publish a journal of the association and develop communication and exchange with foreign organizations of a similar nature. There are, at present, some 400,000 instructors in associations throughout the country.

Associations of young amateurs are the young people’s own organizations; they develop various activities under the guidance of academic societies. Associations for astronomy, geology, biology, radio and mathematics have been set up in some districts, municipalities and autonomous regions. In Shanghai for example, seven different associations have been created—associations for chemistry, astronomy, electronics, mathematics, aviation, navigation and geology; and preparation is being made for the founding of associations for biology and photography. These associations are often located in the municipal childrens’ palace.

Activities. The main types of activities organized in recent years include lectures on pop-science, talks on science and technology, and various kinds of training classes; visits to science research institutions, zoological and botanical gardens and museums; meeting scientists, technicians and engineers; experiments and projects; film shows, lantern slide shows, pre-recorded television programmes, reading pop-science books and magazines; writing short scientific papers, diaries, and investigation reports; summer and winter science camps and science parties; and exhibitions of projects and artifacts and science contests.

There have also been several National level activities:

a) A National Exhibition of Scientific Artifacts by Young people was held in Beijing, in 1979, where more than 8,000 artifacts
of excellence made by young people throughout 29 provinces, municipalities, and autonomous regions were displayed. During this two month show, 280,000 people visited the exhibition.

b) A national summer aviation camp was held in 1979 with 3,000 young aviation amateurs of all nationalities. The young campers, who were made aware of the principles of aeronautics and aviation history, watched demonstration flights, and enjoyed themselves by flying planes and developing their perceptual understanding of, their interest in, and their feelings for aviation.

c) In 1981, 3,100 young students took part in decentralized geology summer camp activities, and in 1982, nearly 10,000 students from the country at large participated in such activities.

d) The First National Contest on Creations and Inventions by Young People and Symposium for Young People was held in August 1982, attended by 290 primary and secondary students of ten nationalities, the youngest being only 7 years old.

e) 'Love for Science Month' is a designated month each year, when primary and secondary students are requested to read a book on science, to come to know the story of a scientist, to see a science film, to undertake a scientific experiment or to write a short paper.

Science education for adults

Adults constitute the majority of the national population of 1,000 million. Most of them are workers and peasants, who are directly engaged in industrial and agricultural production. In this group, persons aged between 18 and 50 years are greatest in number. Accordingly, it is assumed that science education for adults is intended mainly for workers and peasants of this age range.

Since this kind of education is intended for huge masses of people, whose studying conditions are different, the principle of integrating teaching with production offers education of varied forms according to the local conditions.

Relevant statistics for 1982 show that the total enrolment of adults studying in higher institutions was 1,172,600 comprising:

a) Workers and peasants at universities : 143,500;

b) Radio and TV universities : 347,200;
c) Normal schools of higher education and colleges for middle school teachers’ training : 474,100; and
d) Correspondence departments run by regular colleges and universities, evening universities and independent correspondence colleges : 207,800.

The total enrolment of adults attending secondary schools was 10,804,100 comprising :

a) Technical secondary schools : 3,263,900;
b) Spare-time secondary schools : 6,349,900; and
c) Schools for primary school teacher training : 1,190,300

This constituted an increase of 31.6 per cent over 1981.

Training programmes. Training programmes have been established for technical and managerial staff, workers and peasants. These programmes include science education related to the local environment and local employment such as agriculture. The scale of the operation is enormous. For example, it is planned to reach more than 100 million peasants during the Sixth and Seventh Five-Year Plans so that, by 1990, 20 per cent of peasants will be educated up to agricultural primary or secondary vocational school level. This training will take place in technical schools for peasants run by production brigades and people’s communes, some full-time, some part-time.

Statistics in 1982 show that nearly 14 million peasants were studying in educational institutions of all kinds and 70 per cent were studying agricultural science and techniques. Such adult education is leading to improved grain production and improved average incomes.

Activities. There are more than 400 museums in China including a number of museums of natural science, and 20 botanical gardens. The biggest museums of natural science are located in Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, and Dalian. The Shanghai Nature Museum is a comprehensive museum which comprises multiple natural sciences such as palaeontology, botany, zoology, anthropology, astronomy and geology. There is a plan to complete before 1985 six branch museums of zoology, botany, palaeontology, anthropology, geology and astronomy. Today, the museum of zoology has been built and the preparations for the construction of others have begun. This museum has eight exhibition halls for palaeozoological history,
human evolution and modern animals. The annual average number of visitors is 550,000; mostly teenagers. Several temporary exhibition halls have been opened with exhibitions entitled ‘Ancient Dead Bodies in China’, ‘Total Solar Eclipse in 1980 in Yunnan Province’, ‘Rare Animals’ and so on. Sometimes, exhibitions are improvised to spread scientific knowledge to the masses. In 1981, the exhibitions, including mobile ones, attracted a total of 850,000 visitors. Near the museum, there is a cinema screening science films, open to the public, and specializing in popularizing scientific knowledge. In 1983, it gave 527 shows to 68,000 spectators, many of whom were teenage students.

Apart from comprehensive museums of natural science, there are many specialized museums such as museums of geology, anthropology, medical history, science and technology, and industrial, agricultural and aeronautical exhibitions. For example, Beijing Planetarium contributes to the popularization of astronomical knowledge, where various kinds of exhibitions on special topics are held and ancient astronomical instruments, ancient methods for astronomical observation and an ancient calendar of China are on display.

Films, TV, broadcasting, pictures, charts, slide shows, galleries, picture posters and propaganda cars represent important other ways to popularize science among the masses. Most of the provinces and municipalities all over the country have scientific and technical film studios, which have produced many films of this type to popularize science and technology. Local science associations and departments concerned in different places take charge of the distribution and projection of these kinds of films. For example, under the guidance of the Municipal Science Association of Shanghai, the science and educational film administration centre of the municipality was set up with correspondent organizations in districts and counties to do the job. Incomplete statistics in 1982 show that the institutions of the municipal science association system gave 2,434 shows of science and educational films with a total of 1,012,402 spectators.

TV and broadcasting can be used as effective instruments for popularizing science. In addition, video, slide shows, pictures, picture-story books, and galleries on streets are other ways of spreading popular science. In 1980, the Science Association of China, the Publishing House for Popular Science and the Institute for Energy
Resources of the Academy of Sciences of China jointly published pictures about energy resources with an impression of 53,000 copies.

Recreation palaces and clubs of popular science have been established in recent years as a means of popularizing science. The advantage is the integration of science education with entertainment. It has become one of the new entertainments loved by teenagers. For instance, the recreation palace of popular science which was built with funds of the Municipal Science Association of Shanghai, has fluorescent material, electronic sound control, electronic music, meteorological observation, laser and other topics and attracted 200,000 visitors in January 1983 alone.

Popular science publications are admired by teenagers and the masses generally. In the whole country, there are 17 publishing houses of popular science books, 130 different popular science magazines and 50 science newspapers with an impression of 4 million copies each issue. To satisfy the mass demand for scientific and technical knowledge, certain districts began to publish newspapers specifically for this purpose. For example, in Hunan province, 96 counties and towns have their own newspapers of agricultural science and techniques with an impression of 2,540,000 copies, an average of four copies per peasant family. This is a development without precedent in the history of China.

In recent years, more and more popular science books have been published. According to statistics, 1,427 popular science books were published in 1980, 2,100 in 1981, and in 1982 the Agricultural Publishing House alone published 120 books on agricultural science and techniques. The total print of popular science books exceeds 5 million copies.

Research in science education

The Central Institute of Educational Research was re-established, in 1978. In 1979, the Ministry of Education and the Academy of Social Science of China jointly convened a first conference for planning the national programme for educational research, at which the 'Plan and Programme for Developing Educational Science from 1978 to 1985' was discussed and approved. This conference played a major role in encouraging, motivating and organizing educational research. In the past four years research work in science education has
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progressed considerably. By the end of 1982, research staff in the Central Institute of Educational Research numbered 120. There are 16 provinces and municipalities, and 36 institutions of higher education (mainly normal colleges and schools, and a small number of comprehensive universities) where institutes of educational research have been set up with 1,200 professional personnel; there are 28 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions where societies of education have been founded with 12,000 members. Research on science education is underway in all normal colleges and schools as well as institutes for educational research attached to some of the comprehensive universities. Yet, generally speaking, this kind of work has only just begun. The Central Institute of Educational Research is now preparing for a second national conference on programmes for educational research so that such research may help to contribute more to the development of education policies identified in the Sixth Five-Year Plan. Research on science education will be included in the national programmes for educational research, and it will thus contribute to the development of science activities.
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India is a land of ancient civilizations having a rich heritage of science. The study of sciences such as astronomy, chemistry, mathematics, medicine and surgery dates back a very long time. The ancient literature in science has made it easier to impart science education through the media of Indian languages in modern India.

First exposures to modern science education began with the advent of western foreign powers. Even before independence in 1947, India produced a Nobel Laureate, several Fellows of the Royal Society and many eminent scientists.

India is a vast country with 22 states and nine union territories having a diverse social and cultural heritage. Recognizing the varying levels of economic and social conditions and the numerous languages, education has been retained as a state responsibility. The Central Government, of course, provides leadership and acts as a catalyst and co-ordinator of progressive changes. But it would be a mistake to consider any single statement or resolution as the sole statement of state or government policy on science education. The Scientific Policy Resolution (1958) and the National Policy on Education (1968), both passed by Parliament; the Report of the Unesco Planning Mission (1964); the Report of the Education Commission (1964-66); and the successive Five-Year Plan documents accepted by the government are all important indicators of the educational policy of the country.

Science policy

The Science Policy Resolution, piloted by Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister, was adopted by Parliament in 1958. It recognizes technology as a key factor for economic development, emphasizes the importance of the study of science and its application not only as a means of providing material and cultural amenities and services to every member of the community but as a method of influencing basic human values.
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Although the Science Policy Resolution does not specifically mention school education or out-of-school education as such, its impact on both have been tremendous.

In pursuance of the Science Policy Resolution, the government took several steps to establish institutions for education and research, founded institutions for governmental guidance and created conditions which could promote science and technology. The government organized three Conferences of Scientists and Educationists in 1958, 1963, and 1970 and a round table conference of scientists and technologists in 1966 to assess the follow-up action on the Resolution. Some recommendations of these conferences that have a direct bearing on school science education and the popularization of science for out-of-school youths and adults through formal and non-formal means are:

a) Efforts should be made to disseminate and popularize science using media such as documentary films, radio, television, popular science journals and magazines;

b) The search for scientific talent should be started at the higher secondary school level;

c) Efforts should be made to provide facilities for the manufacture of instruments and scientific apparatus required by schools and colleges; and

d) Scientists in universities and laboratories should take part in school science education. They should establish contacts with local educational authorities in advisory capacities.

The National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) was established (1961) as an autonomous body to assist and advise in implementing the education policies of the government and to work for all-round improvement of school education in close collaboration with the states and union territories.

In 1968, Parliament adopted a resolution: ‘National Policy on Education’ which states that science and mathematics should be an integral part of general education throughout the school stage (i.e. first ten years of education).

The National Policy Resolution of 1968 laid great emphasis on non-formal and adult education for overcoming mass illiteracy, which is necessary for national development in general.
Successive Five-Year Plans from the Second Plan to the Sixth Plan (1980-85) review the progress and projections of various aspects of education, including science education, and determine the priority of financial allocation and operational emphases for the various states and agencies which are concerned with the actual implementation of policies. The Sixth Five-Year Plan, for example, seeks to strengthen science teaching through provision of laboratory equipment both for class experiment and demonstration; through the supply of science kits at primary and middle level; and by the design, production and supply of an appropriate kit for secondary and higher secondary stages.

The structure of school education

Shortly after independence the 'Secondary Education Commission' was set up in 1952, to make suggestions for improving education at the secondary level.

Based on the recommendations of the Commission, a decision was taken to develop a national pattern of education with 11 years of school education followed by a three year first degree course. The last three years of the school stage, called the higher secondary stage, were to comprise diversified streams such as science, humanities and commerce. The three year first degree course was introduced in almost every state, but not many states were quick to implement the decision on the pattern of higher secondary education.

Another 'Education Commission' was set up in 1964 to consider the educational structure in general and recommended that school education should extend over 12 years with some flexibility in its sub-stages such as:

a) Primary stage of seven years followed by a lower secondary stage of three years or a primary stage of eight years followed by a lower secondary stage of two years for general education courses;

b) Higher secondary stage of two years; and

c) A higher education stage having a course of three years or more for the first degree, followed by courses of varying duration for the second or research degrees.
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The National Government adopted a resolution—'The National Policy on Education' (1968) which stated: 'It will be advantageous to have a broadly uniform educational structure in all parts of the country. The ultimate objective should be to adopt the 10+2+3 pattern'.

Subsequently, the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare established an expert group in 1973 to develop the curriculum for the 10+2 pattern and a document entitled The Curriculum for the Ten-year School—A Framework was published in 1975.

A large number of states have accepted and implemented the 10+2 pattern of school education although there is variety in the sub-stages of primary, middle, secondary and senior (higher) secondary.

Enrolment at different sub-stages of school education. Enrolment for 1973 and 1978 at different sub-stages of school education is given in the following tables.

Table 1. Enrolments in Classes I-VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1973</th>
<th>1978</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes /Age group</td>
<td>Enrolment (millions)</td>
<td>Per cent enrolled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes I-V</td>
<td>61.25</td>
<td>80.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6-11 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes VI-VIII</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>33.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11-14 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Enrolments in Classes IX-XII (1978)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Boys (millions)</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Per cent of total enrolment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class IX</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>44.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class X</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>35.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class XI</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>13.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class XII</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>8.84</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Science education in schools

Structure. Teaching of science in some form or other begins right from Class I in all the states and union territories. In Classes I to V, it is taught under different names e.g. elementary science, nature study, general science, environmental studies. In Classes VI to VIII, it was mostly taught as general science up to 1967. Teaching of science as separate disciplines (physics, chemistry and biology) was then introduced in a phased manner in Classes VI to VIII under a Unesco/UNICEF-Assisted Science Education Project. Science gradually became a compulsory subject for all students up to Class VIII.

Under the 10+2 pattern of schooling, after the first ten years the students are expected either to enter the world of work, or to continue studying in the two year (+2) stage. In the case of the latter, a student may either study in the academic stream preparing for higher education or he may enter the vocational stream which would prepare him for a trade or technical skill.

A student who chooses the academic stream and studies science offers physics, chemistry and biology as separate disciplines. Students who plan to move to engineering colleges after completing the +2 stage must also study mathematics whereas those planning to enter medical courses must offer biology.

Time allocation. There is a prescribed minimum of 240 working school days in a year—220 days for instruction and 20 days for school camps and community services.

The 'Report of the Review Committee on on the Curriculum for the Ten-year School' made recommendations for time allocations for different subjects. The time allocation recommended for science and mathematics is given in Table 3.

Aims and objectives of teaching science

a) Primary stage. The primary stage of education covers, roughly, the children aged 6 to 11 years studying in Classes I to V. Before the child enters school, he has developed spontaneity, curiosity, creativity and activity. The content and methods of teaching science at the primary stage are geared to the promotion and sustainment of these qualities.
Table 3. Time allocation recommended for science and mathematics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage / classes</th>
<th>Total No. of periods per week</th>
<th>Time allocation per week as percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Classes I-V</td>
<td>24 to 30 periods</td>
<td>(As Environmental Studies it includes social studies, nature study and health education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Classes V/VI to VII/VIII</td>
<td>32 periods</td>
<td>(As Science—an integrated course)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Classes IX to X</td>
<td>32 periods</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Classes I and II science is taught as Environmental Studies. Environmental Studies is continued in Classes III to V, with the following objectives based on the suggestions of the Review Committee:

i) To enable children to observe their environment and enrich their experience, thereby developing skills in the process of science, such as observing, communicating, measuring, making a guess, experimenting to test the guess;

ii) To gain knowledge of scientific facts and principles, and have a better understanding of the phenomena taking place in the environment around them;

iii) To develop scientific attitudes in life, which may include a rational outlook, open-mindedness, a positive inclination for democratic, secular and socialist outlook to situations in life, opposition to prejudices based on sex, caste, religion, language or region; and

iv) To develop creative faculties, imagination and independent thinking for locating problems, suggesting solutions and trying out ideas.

b) Middle stage. The middle school years (11-14 years) sees adolescent development and this period can be difficult for many
children. Problems of adjustment in the family, the school and the society begin to appear. The child, however, becomes a boy or a girl with greater intellectual, emotional, physical and social maturity than the primary school child. Social demands and responsibilities begin to appear. For many children this stage is terminal. They should, therefore, be prepared adequately to face life and develop capabilities and attitudes for productive work in which they have to participate. Accordingly the general objectives of teaching science at this stage are to:

i) emphasize the relevance of science to daily life;
ii) develop scientific attitudes;
iii) create an environment conducive to greater reliance on the use of principles and practices of science;
iv) acquaint the pupils with various natural phenomena;
v) emphasize the experimental nature of science; and
vi) emphasize the unity of methods of different disciplines of science.

c) Secondary stage. The ninth and tenth years comprising the secondary stage are the final years of general education. After this the student may either enter the world of work or take up vocational or academic courses. All the objectives of teaching science at the middle school stage are extended and intensified with aims and objectives to:

i) enable the students to recognize the role of science in day-to-day life;
ii) promote interest in students for science and to enable them to use science as an important tool for developing industries, agriculture and medicine; and
iii) develop some basic concepts in science which provide a background for learning science at the senior level.

d) Higher (senior secondary) stage. At the senior secondary stage there are certain major objectives which are common for all the disciplines, namely, physics, chemistry and biology. These are to:

i) strengthen the concepts developed at the secondary level and further develop new concepts to provide a sound background for higher studies;
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ii) develop competence in students to pursue professional courses, such as engineering, medicine or agriculture as their future career;

iii) acquaint the students with different aspects of science used in daily life and to enable them to recognize that science plays an important role in the service of man;

iv) expose students to different processes used in industry and other areas of production and to acquaint them with the technology involved; and

v) provide relevant content materials useful for vocational courses at the senior secondary stage.

Organization and content of science courses

a) Primary stage. In Classes I and II, the study is centred around the immediate environment of the child, and the two aspects of the environment, social and physical, are not segregated. Different units include family, home, school, neighbourhood, the earth, sky and man’s life.

In Classes III to V, the social and physical aspects of the environment are dealt with separately as Environmental Studies Parts I and II, respectively. The content of Environmental Studies Part II is organized spirally, centred around living things, the human body, nutrition, health and hygiene, soil erosion, natural resources, air, water and weather, properties of matter and materials, housing and clothing, force, work and energy, the earth and the sky.

b) Middle stage. In accordance with the recommendations of the Unesco Planning Mission (1964), and the subsequent development of the Unesco Experimental Project and its implementation under the UNICEF-Assisted ‘Science Education Project’ (SEP), the teaching of science as separate disciplines was introduced in a large number of schools at the middle stage (Classes VI-VIII). Some states are continuing with the separate disciplines approach, whilst other states are following the physical sciences (physics and chemistry) and life sciences (botany, zoology and human physiology) approach.

After the ‘12 year schooling’ was accepted in principle, work started on the development of an alternative integrated science course up to Class VIII, which avoids compartmentalization of science into different disciplines. In order to have a smooth transition
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from the disciplinary to the integrated approach, integration only at an elementary level was attempted and the environment was used as one of the factors for developing the teaching/learning activities.

c) Secondary stage. Physics, chemistry and life sciences are aspects of sciences at the secondary level. In some states, science is taught as physical sciences and biological sciences at this level, in others as physics, chemistry and biology. At present the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) prescribes two courses for the secondary level, science course A, under which a student has to study science as separate disciplines, physics, chemistry and biology, and course B which is an integrated course. A student can opt for either one of these courses.

Recently, however, the CBSE has decided to offer only a single interdisciplinary course.

d) Higher (senior secondary) stage. The science courses at the senior secondary stage consist of physics, chemistry and biology.

The course in chemistry at the senior secondary level (+2 stage) as developed by the NCERT, is a major change from previous courses. The following aspects are worth mentioning:

- Chemistry is presented as a unified subject. There is no traditional classification as physical, inorganic or organic chemistry. Basic concepts are developed in the beginning and applied to the study of elements and their compounds in subsequent units.

- Development of the concepts in the textbooks is through the spiral approach.

- The course provides sufficient background for professional courses like medicine or engineering, which students may offer after this stage.

- Students offering professional and vocational courses may not be interested in abstract theory, but instead would like to know how the principles of chemistry can be applied. With this in mind, in many cases, derivation of mathematical formulae and equations has been avoided but these formulae and equations have been applied in explaining physico-chemical principles. Equal emphasis has been given to chemical principles and descriptive chemistry in the text and correlating the two.
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- Similar to secondary education, senior secondary education is also linked with National Development Goals.

- Areas of an inter-disciplinary nature are given adequate emphasis (chemistry occupies a rather central and unique position among the sciences).

- SI Units are used throughout the textbooks.

- The laboratory part of the course in chemistry includes some traditional, some open-ended and some environmental investigations.

Like chemistry, the teaching of physics at the senior secondary level (+2 stage) shows a major change from the past. The following aspects are worth mentioning.

- It has an integrated approach e.g. in the chapter on 'Waves' the concepts in mechanics, light and sound have been developed.

- The approach is similar to PSSC of the USA: mathematical derivation of equations has not been given so much importance as the use of the final form of equation to develop concepts in physics.

- There are a number of new topics introduced for the first time in the physics course such as, theory of relativity and astro-physics.

- Only very elementary knowledge of calculus has been used in deriving equations.

- For the first time, projects in physics practical work have been introduced.

Some of the special features of the biology course developed by NCERT are:

- Students will be able to proceed for higher education in ecology, botany, physiology, microbiology, agriculture, anthropology and medicine.

- They will also be prepared for vocations such as controlling pests, vegetative propagation in horticulture, apiculture, sericulture, pisciculture and poultry farming.
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A number of skills (both for productive work and higher studies) are expected to be developed e.g. ability to identify local plants and animals, ability to identify important diseases of cultivated plants and diseases of domestic animals. They will be able to undertake small individual projects and open-ended experiments and prepare charts and models.

Students will be able to understand the various biological aspects of social problems such as that of environment, population, and individual and community health resources.

Curriculum development in science. The National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), is the key body at the national level for curriculum development and improvement of school education. NCERT is responsible for developing syllabuses, textbooks, teacher's guides, test items, science kits and various teaching aids for improving science education throughout the school stage.

Under the UNICEF-Assisted 'Science Education Project' science curricula materials were developed within NCERT by the academic staff of the Department of Education in Science and Mathematics, in collaboration with Unesco experts.

Simultaneously 20 study groups were set up in physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics at various universities and research centres throughout the country under the chairmanship of eminent professors and scientists. They developed alternative versions of curricula and textbooks for use in elementary and secondary schools.

Yet another method adopted by NCERT has been the development of text materials through Editorial Boards, consisting of eminent professors and with books prepared by authors commissioned for the purpose. This mechanism was used in the wake of the adoption of the 10+2 pattern of school education when curriculum materials were required speedily. Materials produced by NCERT have been freely made available for adoption or adaptation by the states.

At the state level, every state has a board of secondary/high school education which prescribes the syllabus and textbooks for the secondary and senior secondary stage of education and conducts public examinations at the end of these stages. Curriculum development at the elementary stage (I-VIII) is the responsibility of the State Department of Education through State Institutes of Education, State Institutes of Science Education, and the State Council of Educational Research and Training.
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At the national level, the Central Board of Secondary Education with about 1,200 affiliated schools all over the country conducts All-India and Delhi Senior Secondary and Secondary examinations. Eminent educationists, university professors, school principals and practising teachers are members of the subject committees of the CBSE.

The Board prescribes textbooks for its various courses by: (a) adopting textbooks developed by NCERT if they cover the syllabus of the Board; (b) inviting manuscripts from private publishers; and (c) undertaking a book development programme under which it commissions authors or a team of authors to write a book for subsequent publication by the Board.

In many states, organizations such as Textbook Bureaux/Textbook Corporations also exist. Preparation, production and publication of textbooks is undertaken by these organizations in collaboration with different state educational agencies and experts.

As the states began to use new science materials, a need was felt to set up an institution in each state which could undertake in-service training of teachers and handle field problems. Institutes designated as State Institutes of Education were set up at the initiative of the National Government and began training teachers and supervisors and collaborating with NCERT in all aspects of curriculum development.

Some states also established State Institutes of Science Education solely to look after the improvement of science education; others expanded the State Institutes of Education to create or strengthen a science unit in the institution. There were other states that set up a State Council of Educational Research and Training on the model of NCERT and undertook similar functions at the state level.

For a vast country like India, it is difficult to follow a uniform pattern and cycle for curriculum revision. However, the states and union territories are advised not to revise the syllabus and change the textbooks more frequently than every five years.

At the national level, the last revision took place from 1975 to 1978 when the 10+2 pattern of school education was adopted. Another revision of curricular materials is now planned during the period 1984-1986.
Evaluation. An historical perspective in Indian education would reveal that examinations continue to dominate the education system. The Report of the Secondary Education Commission (1952-53) commented:

The examinations determine not only the content of education but also the methods of teaching, in fact the entire approach to education. They have so pervaded the entire atmosphere of school life that they have become the main motivating force of all effort on the part of pupil as well as teacher.

After reviewing the defects of evaluation at the secondary education stage, the Commission recommended a new approach to evaluation at school stage and made a number of concrete proposals for the improvement of the external examinations and the methods of internal assessment. As a result of these proposals, a movement was started for examination reform which gathered momentum with the establishment by the Government of the Central Examination Unit with its trained evaluation officers, in 1958. This unit later merged into NCERT's Department of Measurement and Evaluation.

The outstanding feature of the new reform movement is the emphasis laid on: (a) format of questions such as, short answer, multiple choice; (b) coverage of syllabus; (c) difficulty level of questions; (d) provision of parallel internal options if required; (e) proper weightage distribution on testing of various skills and abilities such as knowledge, comprehension, application, skills; and (f) fulfilment of various stated objectives of the course.

This has found increasing acceptance in recent years. Under the examination reform movement, NCERT, in collaboration with various state educational agencies mounted a multi-pronged drive for the popularization of new techniques of evaluation. It introduced thousands of teachers and training college lecturers to new techniques of evaluation, set up a large pool of test items and trained paper-setters. It resulted in the setting up of an evaluation unit in each board. Through this movement the written external examinations conducted by the boards have improved considerably. However, it left untouched the testing of applications and problem-solving abilities.
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One external public examination is held at the secondary or matriculation stage and another at the senior/higher secondary/intermediate stage. In most of the states science students are examined only on theory at the secondary stage but on both theory and practical at the senior/higher secondary stage through external examinations. Certain well-defined trends have emerged in this area. The chief among these are: the evaluation of both the process as well as the product of performance, wide coverage of skills instead of limited coverage, and more objective scoring instead of arbitrary and subjective scoring.

There is also an annual internal examination conducted by individual schools at the end of each academic session and periodic assessment. On the basis of their achievement in annual and periodic tests, students are promoted from one class to the next.

Laboratory work and equipment

Time allocation for practical work. At primary level, the curricula developed and implemented both at the national and state levels, laid special emphasis on the performance of activities by pupils for learning science. Most of these activities are, however, related to the child's own environment. All learning of science at this stage flows from the concrete experiences gathered from the activities in the environment. Thus, the child's activities are fully integrated with the learning of science. As such there is no separate allocation of periods for practical work and theory at this stage and the teacher is free to organize practical activities for children according to the requirements of the topic.

For the middle level, the 'Curriculum for the ten year school—a framework' advocates:

For the teaching of science, there should be a gradual introduction of contrived situations. The students should handle scientific apparatus and perform experiments. Demonstrations by the teacher interspersed with questions and answers should help to establish the properties of substances or cause-effect relationships. Concrete experiences gained through demonstrations or through experimentation by the pupils will help the understanding of theory.
In keeping with these guidelines, NCERT has developed an integrated science curriculum for which textbooks entitled *Learning Science: Parts I, II, III* have been developed. An integrated science kit has been developed to enable the teacher to demonstrate. In some cases the pupils also perform experiments.

At the secondary level about 30 per cent to 35 per cent of total time devoted to teaching science should be available for practical work. A single textbook containing courses in physics, chemistry and biology, entitled *Science Part I* (for Class IX) and *Science Part II* (for Class X) has been so developed that teaching and learning in science is not dependent on the availability of a formal laboratory and sophisticated equipment.

At the senior secondary level, practical work is no longer confined to verification of laws such as Boyle’s law. Open-ended experiments have been introduced. Project-work has been added in physics. Some environmental investigations in chemistry have been introduced. Process skills are being given importance in practical work.

The approach of teaching at the +2 stage is based on experiment and enquiry. However, laboratory facilities being limited in schools, it has not been possible to organize adequate laboratory work and to link practical work with theory.

Examination in practical work. Practical work is an examinable subject at the end of secondary and senior secondary stages for schools affiliated to the Central Board of Secondary Education, Delhi. The position in the states differs from Board to Board. In some, it is examinable only at the senior secondary stage, whereas in others, practical work is not examinable at all.

At the senior secondary examination of the Central Board, 30 per cent marks are reserved for practical work and 70 per cent for the theory paper in physics, chemistry and biology. The position is more or less the same at the secondary level and in other state Boards where practical work is examinable.

Availability of science equipment. Although science is a compulsory subject in the first ten years of schooling, some schools do not have provision for teaching science through practical activities. Even where such provision exists, science is not necessarily taught using apparatus. Even if science equipment is available in schools, it
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may not be adequate for teaching the subject. Under the UNICEF-Assisted Science Education Project science kits have been supplied to some schools.

School science equipment is available from indigenous sources and some apparatus is exported to neighbouring countries. The Indian Standards Institution has prescribed specifications for many items of school science equipment.

The workshop department of NCERT is involved in designing and producing kits of apparatus required for the primary and middle stage of education. There are also private manufacturers who manufacture science equipment for all stages of education.

Some aspects of work relating to the production of equipment undertaken in the Workshop Department of NCERT are:

i) Planning and development
   - Designing a kit/piece of equipment;
   - Developing a prototype;
   - Try-out in actual classroom conditions;
   - Modifications in the light of feedback received.

ii) Production and dissemination
   - Preparation of blueprints;
   - Limited production of science kits/equipment;
   - Preparation of a kit manual and film on the use of kit;
   - Training key personnel from states in the use of science kits and in the inspection for quality control;
   - Supply of kits to states on request;
   - Supply of blueprints to states and private manufacturers.

Educational technology

Realizing the importance of the use of audio-visual techniques in education, the Government set up a unit for the production of visual aids in the Ministry of Education. In 1951, a Conference on Audio-Visual Education was organized. It recommended the establishment of a National Board of Audio-Visual Education to lay down policies for the development of audio-visual education in the country and to periodically assess the progress achieved in this field in the states and at the centre.
The importance of audio-visual education was accepted by the Government of India by inclusion of audio-visual programmes in the various five-year plans and also by setting up the National Institute of Audio-Visual Education in 1959. The Institute was housed in specially built premises, with an excellent auditorium in New Delhi. It organized training for leaders at the state level, produced inexpensive AV materials including films and film-strips, and provided extension services, through the circulation of films, film-strips and distribution of audio-visual literature. In 1961 the National Institute of Audio-Visual Education became a constituent department of the National Institute of Education of NCERT and in 1969 it was renamed the Department of Teaching Aids (DTA) of NCERT.

In the early 1970s a Centre for Educational Technology (CET) was established within NCERT, with technical assistance from Unesco. This centre, working at the national level, was given the main responsibility of preparing suitable programmes for school level to be used under a distance learning project: CET has been closely associated with the planning of school broadcasts and the school programme for the Indian Satellite INSAT (1980). Using two-hour school programmes through INSAT, viewed in thousands of elementary schools, the science syllabus was fully covered through well planned ETV lessons prepared in advance. Use was made of special teaching aids including educational films, tape/slides, film-strips and graphic aids, already prepared for the purpose, by the DTA.

Besides curricular topics, several other themes related to science and of vital importance for national development such as 'Health and Nutrition', 'Population Education', 'Environmental Education' have been covered through INSAT. With increased local production of TV sets, more and more schools and communities have benefited from such programmes.

During the 1970s, production of cassette tape-recorders increased considerably and they became available to teacher training institutes and even some schools. However, not every school benefited since good quality cassette tapes were still imported and expensive.

Transistorized radio sets operating on dry cells or mains electricity came within the reach of the majority of schools because of easy availability and low cost.
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Hundreds of training college teachers, key persons of AV units in states, schoolteachers and others interested in the field of educational technology and in science education have been trained during the last three decades. Today all states and union territories have educational technology units. These units are well equipped with hardware such as 16 mm sound projectors, overhead projectors and 35 mm film-strip/slide projectors.

In some states, 10-25 per cent of secondary schools have a reasonably good collection of AV aids managed either by a science teacher or a teacher specially trained for the purpose.

Teacher training

Qualifications of teachers. The non-availability of qualified, trained teachers to work in schools is one of the crucial problems experienced in the context of educational development in the country in the post-independence period. This problem is more acute in the case of science teachers because of qualitative expansion of educational facilities; the introduction of science as a compulsory subject up to Class X; and the rate of the knowledge explosion and consequent updating of science syllabuses.

For a primary school teacher, the minimum qualification is matriculation or a secondary certificate followed by an Elementary Teachers Training Certificate after a course of two years duration.

For the middle school stage the minimum qualification is the senior (higher) secondary certificate followed by the Elementary Teachers Training (two-year) certificate. In the Union Territory of Delhi and in some other states, graduation with a teacher training degree is required for this level.

For secondary school teachers, the minimum qualification required is a Bachelor's degree followed by one-year professional training in a secondary teachers' training college.

The minimum qualification for the senior/higher secondary stage is a post-graduate degree in the relevant subject followed by one-year professional training in a secondary teachers' training college.

It can be seen from the table that a high proportion of teachers are still inadequately qualified. Efforts have been made both at the
Table 4. Distribution of teachers working in recognized institutions

(Figures in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Total No. of working teachers</th>
<th>No. of teachers teaching science</th>
<th>No. of science teachers competent to teach science</th>
<th>No. of science teachers not competent to teach science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,230</td>
<td>1,080</td>
<td>150 (12.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>20 (7.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>16 (16.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher/Senior</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21 (70%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

national and state levels to overcome this deficiency through the organization of summer institutes for in-service teachers (1964-1977); a crash programme for teacher training (early 1970s); the UNICEF-Assisted Science Education Project (SEP) for primary and middle teachers (1967-1978); post-graduate diploma courses for teachers of secondary and higher secondary levels in various states (1970s); distance learning (SITE, Open School—mid 1970s); and the establishment of centres of continuing education (late 1970s).

Pre-service training. The weak points of the prevailing system of teacher education have been highlighted from time to time by the ‘University Education Commission’ (1949), the ‘Secondary Education Commission’ (1953), the ‘International Team on Teachers and Curricula in Secondary Schools’ (1954) and by the ‘Education Commission’ (1964-1966). According to these reports training institutions for primary and secondary teachers, by and large, have remained isolated from the main stream of the academic life of the university as well as from the daily problems of the schools. Competent staff are not attracted to these institutions. Vitality and realism are lacking in the curriculum, and the programme of work continues to be largely traditional. Set patterns and rigid techniques are followed in the practice teaching.

To provide a structural base for facilitating desired changes in the existing system of teacher education, the Government of India established the National Council of Teacher Education (NCTE) in 1973. The Department of Teacher Education of NCERT acts as the
secretariat to the NCTE. This is now the key body planning programmes of teacher preparation both at the pre-service and the in-service level. The document *Teacher education curriculum—a framework* (1978) prepared by NCTE provides guidelines on the various aspects of teacher education and incorporates many suggestions for improving the quality of teacher education in the country.

The traditional curricula were loaded more with topics such as philosophy of education, educational psychology, sociology of education; content and methodology being almost non-existent. In the suggested course structure, the components of: pedagogical theory, working with the community, content and methodology, including practice teaching and related work, have been modified at all stages of teacher education. The respective weightage distributed among these areas is 20 per cent, 20 per cent and 60 per cent respectively.

It should be noted, however, that a large number of teacher training institutions are under the administrative control of the different state governments. Therefore the suggestions of the NCTE have still to be implemented in most of the states.

The total number of primary and secondary teacher training institutions in India is 1,059 and 494 respectively.

In-service training. To sustain the quality of teacher education it is essential to provide refresher courses in content and methodology. In-service education programmes for teachers are organized by the extension departments of teacher training colleges. The former Directorate of Extension Programmes for Secondary Education, Government of India and later the Department of Extension and Field Services (NCERT) also organize seminars, workshops and orientation courses for the teachers. Thousands of science teachers and teacher educators involved in the Science Education Project for improving science teaching were also specially retrained by the Department of Science Education (NCERT).

The University Grants Commission (UGC) in collaboration with NCERT and USAID organized summer institutes in science and intermediate colleges between 1963 to 1977. NCERT took over the responsibility for organizing summer science institutes at school level from the UGC from the summer of 1972. With the introduction of the 10+2 pattern of school education, there arose an urgent need for intensive in-service education for science and mathematics teachers.
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to handle the new curricula effectively. Accordingly, each year for three years (1975 to 1977), about 100 summer science institutes, each for 50 teachers, were organized to cover all the teachers at secondary and senior secondary stage using the new curricula.

In spite of the above efforts the need for a permanent infrastructure for in-service education on a continuing basis was strongly felt. This resulted in the setting up of State Institutes of Education and State Institutes of Science Education in states and union territories. While the State Institute of Education looks after the in-service training of elementary teachers the State Institute of Science Education is responsible for secondary and senior secondary science teachers. More recently, the State Councils of Educational Research and Training (SCERT), a counterpart of NCERT at state level, are being gradually established in the states by merging all such in service teacher education institutions.

In 1977 at the national level, NCERT launched a scheme of 'Centres of Continuing Education' for secondary teachers and primary teacher educators to provide an infrastructure for in-service teacher education on a continuing basis. These centres conduct short-duration courses (about 30-40 hours) not only for science teachers but for other subject teachers also. After the launching of this scheme, the summer science institute programme (NCERT) ceased. Initially about 100 centres have been set up, each catering to the needs of the teachers in two or three adjoining districts.

Yet another project for providing training to science teachers and teacher educators in improved methods of science teaching is the 'All-India Science Education Project' undertaken in 1980-1981. It is a collaborative project between the National Government and the British Council and is being implemented by NCERT on behalf of the Government.

Under this project a number of science teachers teaching physics, chemistry or biology at the +2 stage and teacher educators preparing teachers for the +2 stage are awarded fellowships at the Centre for Science Education, Chelsea College, London, for a period of nine months. The teachers who return after training are used as resource persons for conducting post-training workshops in the states to which they belong. Through these workshops, they train more teachers in advanced methods of science education.
Every year two or more states or union territories are identified for the award of fellowships. The project is at present scheduled to continue until 1985-1986.

**Research in science education**

Research is almost restricted only to the development of instructional materials, methodology of teaching and the resources and facilities available in schools for teaching science. Moreover research conducted on these problems in universities, departments of education, teacher training colleges or the NCERT is not disseminated properly. A wide communication gap exists not only between research centres but also within individual centres. No journal of standing, devoted exclusively to research in science education, exists. Some investigations are published in national or international educational journals but most workers and consumers in India are unaware of their findings.

Science education as a separate department does not exist in any of the universities. Most research work in science education at Ph.D. level is accepted under the faculty of education. Perhaps the non-existence of a separate department of science education is one of the main reasons for such poor quality of research related to science education. About 400 studies have been reported in the field of science education at the Ph.D. and M.Ed. level in various universities of the country. Out of these, only 271 studies have been classified into different areas as detailed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of teaching science</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional materials</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher education</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that little attention has been given to research in science education and the research that has been carried out is, in general, unplanned and, perhaps, not directly and functionally relevant. As such, it has perhaps not made significant impact on science education in the country.
Programmes for out-of-school youth and adults and popularization of science and technology

The need for a universal scientific literacy had been felt by many eminent Indian scientists and educationists long before independence. The 'Indian Association for Cultivation of Science' established in 1876, the 'Prasharan Movement' in Mysore and the 'Nav Jeevan Samaj' in Gujarat carried out non-formal science teaching for the out-of-school populace, the latter undertaking non-formal teaching of agriculture and its practical application.

After independence, the first model science club, 'Science for Children', was set up in Calcutta during the late 1950's with a view to stimulating, an interest in science. The Vikaram A. Sarabhai Community Science Centre, was founded by local initiative in Ahmedabad in 1963. In addition to the science programmes for children, this Centre runs several community-oriented programmes in science and technology for the ordinary citizen. It also brings out periodically, a wall science newspaper and publishes mini-books on science for everyone.

The 'Indian Association for Extra-curricular Scientific Activities (IAESA)' was founded in 1968. Besides other activities, IAESA organized the first All-India student fair in 1970 in collaboration with the Indian Science Congress Association. In co-operation with NCERT, IAESA organized a Unesco regional seminar for leaders of youth science activities in Asia. The World Wild Life Fund (India) helped in developing wild-life clubs in schools. This has helped to create awareness for the preservation of wild-life.

Science museums. The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Delhi, set up the first science museum in 1959 in Calcutta known as 'Birla Industrial and Technological Museum' (BITM) and established similar museums in Bangalore (1965); Bombay (1977) and Patna (1978). These museums were transferred later to the National Council of Science Museums under the Ministry of Education. Besides the exhibits in the museums, they have mobile science vans to bring science and technology to the rural areas. There are also two 'District Science Centres' attached to Bangalore museum, and two to BITM, Calcutta. These centres cater for the needs of the people of the respective districts. Exhibits in these museums cover the subject area of travel and also show the contemporary technological developments of the country. Recently a
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‘National Museum of Natural History’ has been set up in New Delhi to provide an historical perspective of the progressive use of science and technology by mankind.

Another prominent science museum for creative activity is the Birla Institute of Technology and Science at Pilani, Rajasthan. This is not only an excellent museum, it also trains science teachers in the setting up of science clubs and science museums in schools.

In Calcutta and Bombay, there are planetaria for the public. The Jawahar Lal Nehru Memorial Fund is establishing a large planetarium in Delhi. Besides these, there are small planetaria for the public in a few other cities.

Bal Bhawans and science clubs. Today it is generally accepted that the teaching and learning exercise cannot be confined to a school classroom. Therefore, institutions have been set up to provide children with the experiences and opportunities that are beyond the scope of the usual academically-oriented curricula, and yet are vitally important to the physical, mental and emotional growth of the child. Jawahar Bal Bhawan are such institutions in India, named after the late Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru, the first Prime Minister after independence. There are 12 such institutions. Facilities exist in these Bal Bhawans for science activities such as animal clubs, including care of live animals, plant clubs including gardening, weather clubs, radio clubs and the like. In addition, Bal Bhawans have facilities for the creative development of arts, music, dance and drama.

In addition, there are a number of government aided science clubs which organize symposia and seminars on science topics, essay competitions, debates and lectures by eminent scientists. Children can also take up project work in science, develop models and collect insects and flowers in these science clubs.

Science fairs and exhibitions. Inspiration for round-the-year activities is provided by science fairs which are periodically held at district, zonal and state levels and culminate in the national level exhibition which is held annually. Also, the science exhibition in individual schools has become a regular feature.

The first National Science Exhibition in the country was organized by IAESA in 1970. In the following year the National Science Exhibition was organized by the University Grants Commission (UGC) and NCERT. Subsequent national exhibitions have been
organized by NCERT in collaboration with the Jawahar Lal Nehru Memorial Fund (JNMF). The exhibition is called the ‘National Science Exhibition for Children’, and involves almost all States and the Union Territories. Scientific films are shown by the organizers and eminent scientists are invited to deliver lectures during the exhibition. Some universities, public sector organizations and selected science clubs and museums are also invited to bring their exhibits. This has resulted in interaction between the schools and professional organizations.

Selection of exhibits for the national level is made from among the best district level science exhibits displayed in the state exhibitions. Exhibits based on rural technology are given prominence.

Talent search. An important part of the total programme undertaken by NCERT with direct relevance to the country-wide spread of scientific culture, is identifying and developing scientific talent at various stages of the secondary and senior secondary schools. Since its inception in 1964 and until 1976, NCERT operated what was known as a National Science Talent Search Scheme to identify pupils with a marked aptitude for scientific studies. Up to 1976 the search test was conducted annually in all states and union territories for those students who were at the eleventh year of their schooling. With effect from 1977, NCERT enlarged the scope of the scheme. In addition to basic sciences, the scheme, now known as the ‘National Talent Search Scheme; includes social sciences and professional courses, such as medicine and engineering. The tests are held at three different stages, namely Classes X, XI and XII. Classes X and XII are terminal stages for the new 10+2 school pattern and Class XI is the old higher secondary pattern which is still being followed in some states. Five hundred and fifty students are selected through a competitive process every year. Students are selected through a general mental ability test, an aptitude test and finally through an interview.

A science talent search programme is also carried out by non-governmental organizations. The Jagdish Bose Science Talent Search Scheme (Calcutta) offers 20 awards for science and technology students in the State of West Bengal. The Union Territory of Delhi and the State of Rajasthan conduct Junior Science Talent Search Examinations for students in Class IX and award scholarships to selected students for two years.
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Science magazines, journals, newsletters and newspapers. Leading national daily newspapers have a weekly children's forum through which scientists communicate with children. In addition, local newsletters of limited circulation are published by hundreds of voluntary organizations which are actively engaged in out-of-school scientific activities.

There are also some very effective and widely circulated journals which are enjoyed by students in schools. There are a number of science magazines published in regional languages in various states.

The NCERT, National Book Trust, Children's Book Trust, and the Publications Division of the Government of India have also developed several supplementary reading materials in science for children.

Non-formal education. Many children in the age group 6-14 cannot afford to attend formal school for five or six hours during the school day as they are either helping in productive work on the family farm or are compelled to undertake domestic work. To help such children, there are 17,000 non-formal education centres for primary level and about 3,000 centres for middle level throughout the country. Some of these centres are using the same syllabuses and textbooks as used in the formal schooling; some use different types of instructional materials which are more relevant to the environment. The simple aim is to improve functional literacy and to provide guidance on basic aspects of science such as health and hygiene.

Science and technology for women. The application of science and technology for the improvement of the life and status of women depends on the development of home technology, suitable agriculture technologies and technology for improvement of productivity. In the Sixth Five-Year Plan considerable importance has been given to these areas for women. There are at present 11 agencies throughout India working for women's education and about 300 at the local or state level. They are concerned mainly with the development of crafts and functional literacy.

Science information and educational programmes on Indian television. There are 20 centres and 21 low-power transmitters for television. Indian television includes a regular fortnightly series on science which is telecast from all centres. Some centres also produce and broadcast, periodically, special science programmes of their own. Through the national network the programmes are transmitted in English and Hindi at prime viewing time.
Programmes related to environment, health, nutrition and various aspects of agriculture are independently transmitted in regional languages from various centres. Science related topics also figure in special audience programmes like programmes for children, youth programmes and programmes for housewives. There are also special programmes on the problems, duties and rights of citizens and these sometimes include information on subjects related to science and technology such as electricity and water supply and sewage disposal. There are, in addition, several programmes from foreign TV companies on science subjects such as wild-life, evolution of human society, under-sea exploration, geology and mountain vegetation.

A project, the ‘Satellite Instructional Television Experiment’ (SITE) was carried out by the Government of India during 1975-1976 in collaboration with the United States Government. Under this project 48,000 primary school teachers were trained in one year both in the content of science and the approach to teaching science. This proved to be a very effective method of training teachers and the evaluation report of the project proved favourable.

Current innovations

Innovations in curriculum development. Since 1975 a number of innovations have been introduced in curriculum development in science education.

Using the environment and local resources for science education at the primary level. An innovative project was started in 1975 with the specific aim of helping states develop a ‘Teacher's handbook’ for using the environment and local resources for teaching science at primary level. Four zonal workshops were held in which the majority of states and union territories participated. As a result of these workshops, guidelines were prepared for states to develop a teacher's handbook based on their own syllabus and environment. The handbook was tried out in a limited number of schools by the States concerned and revised.

Environmental studies for Classes I-V. This innovative project began as a follow-up of the recommendations contained in the document ‘The Curriculum for the Ten-Year School—A Framework’. Under the project, a teacher’s guide for Classes I and II was developed. There are no textbooks for Classes I and II. For Classes III to V,
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a textbook and a teacher's guide has been prepared for each class. The approach to the content is very flexible varying from one local environment to another, and there is no emphasis on coverage of specific content.

Pilot project on nutrition and health education and environmental sanitation at primary level. About 50 per cent of total deaths of India occur within the age group 0-14 years. The major causes of this high infant and child mortality rate are malnutrition and infection. This is largely due to ignorance of nutritional facts and to undesirable practices and beliefs. The importance of nutrition and health education in this context cannot be overstressed.

With UNICEF assistance a scheme was launched to develop a functional nutrition, health education and environmental sanitation programme for the primary school. To implement the scheme five Regional Centres were established. A package of instructional materials in the regional language was developed by each centre through basic experiments and teaching guides on food and health habits.

The instructional package developed in each centre includes a syllabus, reading materials for pupils of Classes III-V, a teacher's guide, a teacher training school syllabus and reference manual.

Hoshangabad Project for science teaching through discovery approach. Under the guidance of an eminent scientist Prof. Anil Sadgopal, a project from the grass-roots level began in 1972 in Hoshangabad (Madhya Pradesh). Its main aim was to conduct a field survey and develop strategies and instructional materials for teaching science through the discovery approach in rural schools. In the first phase, 16 schools in the 'Development Blocks' of Hoshangabad and Bankhedi were taken up. This project was run in collaboration with Delhi University and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay. It was funded by various sources, including the UGC.

In 1978, the project was expanded to cover 208 schools. At this stage, NCERT provided funds for the supply of science kits to the schools. For this, a unit was set up at the Regional College of Education, Bhopal to procure and supply equipment. After expansion, the total responsibility of the project is now with the Directorate of Education, Madhya Pradesh.
Innovations in teacher training

a) Satellite Instructional Television Experiment. The Satellite Instructional Television Experiment trained 48,000 primary teachers in science content and methodology during the course of one year. Normally it would have taken the country ten years to carry out the same training task.

b) Centres for continuing education. About 100 centres have been opened throughout the country for conducting short-duration courses not only for science teachers but other teachers as well.

c) Orientation of in-service teacher education personnel in environmental studies. For the successful implementation of environmental studies at primary level a need was felt for in-service training of practising teachers. Key-persons from states who were expected to organize in-service teacher training programmes, were oriented under this programme. The innovative aspect of the programme was the absence of formal lectures and orientation through activities.

d) All-India Science Education Project. This project, in collaboration with the British Council, selects small group of teachers in science subjects from different states to train annually at the centre for Science Education, Chelsea College, Chelsea (London).

Programmes for locating and nurturing science talent. The National Talent Search is a well established programme of NCERT for selection of about 500 students at three different levels in the area of science as well as humanities. Scholarships are available up to Ph.D. level as well as for professional studies such as engineering and medicine. Summer institutes are organized where those awarded scholarship meet eminent scientists.

The Vikram A. Sarabhai community science centre, Ahmedabad, undertakes teacher training programmes and runs community programmes. Students are given facilities to carry out experiments and try out new ideas. The open laboratory on Sundays and the ‘Science Playground’ are big attractions.
INDONESIA

Indonesia is located between two continents, Asia and Australia, and between two oceans, the Pacific and the Indian Oceans. The land area is 5,000,000 square kilometres consisting of 6,000 inhabited islands. Approximately two thirds of its region are inland seas.

According to the 1980 census, Indonesia has 147.3 million people. There are 25.5 million primary school age children (7-12 years), and 21.8 million secondary school age children (13-18 years). Almost all types of education are administered and supervised by the Ministry of Education and Culture; but about 10.7 per cent of the 7-12 year olds are under the supervision of other ministries, especially the Ministry of Religion. Many schools are administered by private social bodies but technically they are supervised by the government and they have the same curricula as the public schools. In 1983, 93.9 per cent of the 7-12 year olds were in primary schools, 37.9 per cent of the 13-15 year olds in junior secondary schools and 22.1 per cent of the 16-18 year olds in senior secondary schools.

Efforts of the government and private bodies to increase school enrolments are continuously made, so that within a short time it is hoped that all 7-12 year olds can be accommodated in primary schools. Secondary school and university enrolments will be increased by establishing new schools and universities. For example, in 1983, the government was building 1,000 new junior secondary schools throughout the country.

At present, the government places a high priority on education. In the 1982-1983 annual budget, the educational and cultural sector has the highest expenditure compared with other sectors. Science and technology for national development are also given high priority in the decrees of the People's Consultative Assembly.

In-school education

The school structure. There are five levels of school:
a) **Pre-school or kindergarten.** This level of education is for children 5 or 6 years of age and lasts two years. Pre-school education is not a prerequisite for entering primary school;

b) **Primary school.** This level is for children 6 years or older. Children older than 7 years are given priority. Primary school extends for six years. For those who are over-age for primary school, non-formal education is an alternative.

c) **Junior secondary school.** Schools of this level are divided into general and vocational consisting of technical schools and home economics junior secondary schools. The number of vocational schools is very small (only 4 per cent) compared with the general junior secondary schools 96 per cent. The duration of schooling in each type is three years.
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d) Senior secondary schools. The senior secondary schools are also of two types: general and vocational consisting of technical senior secondary schools, economics senior secondary schools, home economics senior secondary schools, normal schools, and the sports normal school. The ratio between general schools and vocational schools is almost balanced (55:45). Generally this level of schooling lasts three years.

e) Higher education. Higher education comprises universities, institutes, academies, and polytechnic. It lasts between 3 and 11 years.

Enrolments per level of school. Although compulsory education has not yet been implemented in Indonesia, the government, ever since the First Five-Year Development Plan, has tried to accommodate as many primary school age children as possible.

It is planned that compulsory education will be implemented in the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan which starts in 1984-1985. With efforts to increase school capacities annually, the number of students in schools also increases.

Table 2. Types of school, number of schools, number of students and their percentages for 1980-1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of school</th>
<th>No. of schools</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>17,688</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>894,915</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Almost all are private schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>105,485</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22,487,053</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior secondary:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>10,516</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>3,328,582</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home economics</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>11,831</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>71,703</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior secondary:</td>
<td>4,901</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,754,495</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>2,703</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>1,036,016</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>229,140</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home economics</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>23,640</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>233,675</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>213,155</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports normal</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>18,869</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Indonesia

Science education

Structure. Science education is included at each level of education from kindergarten to senior secondary school. Science at kindergarten level is about understanding the environment. The scope broadens through grades I to III of primary school. From grades IV to VI, general science is introduced which includes the atmosphere, soil and rocks, plants and animals, various kinds of power, heat, light, sound, electricity, magnets, the human body, the solar system, communication, vehicles, and matter and its nature.

At junior secondary school, particularly in the general secondary school, science is taught from grades I to III to expand and deepen what has been learned in primary school and new topics such as radio-activity are added. General science is taught for the first semester at senior secondary school but streaming is introduced after that. The three streams in general senior secondary schools are science, social science and language. The science stream is subdivided into physics, chemistry, biology, and earth and space sciences. In the social science stream, the science subject matter is a minor elective programme along with drawing and foreign languages, whereas the language stream does not include any science in its curriculum.

Of the three streams, the science stream has the highest number of students. The language stream is least popular, and, therefore, most general senior secondary schools have only the science and the social science streams. Both parents and students, generally, favour the science stream because its graduates have more opportunities in the choice of work or school for further studies as compared with social science or language graduates.

At the vocational senior secondary school, science is offered in accordance with the nature of the skills being taught.

Time allocation. The total average of class periods for science per week is given in the following table for each level of school. The average percentage hours of science is also included.

In the general senior secondary school, there is also skill training as an elective supporting subject. If this subject is selected to support the science stream, the number of science periods per week becomes 14 class hours or 37.8 per cent. At the general junior secondary school if skill training periods are used to support science, then the total science periods become seven class hours per week or 19.0 per cent.
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Table 3. Average number and percentage of science class periods per week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of school</th>
<th>Average science class periods week</th>
<th>Average percentage of science class periods</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home economics</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>Specially for science stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home economics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Up to grade II only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Depends on the stream and is up to grade II only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Primary school stream for non-science major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>Primary school stream for science major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Kindergarten stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports normal</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Curriculum aspects

The implementation of the present curricula have been carried out during the past five years. The primary and secondary school curricula were completed in 1975, and since then, all primary and secondary schools have used these curricula. The vocational curricula were completed the following year.

Objectives of science teaching. The objectives of science teaching for each type and level of education are as follows:

Pre-school or kindergarten. The pupils are: (a) to know about nature; (b) to maintain and utilize the environment and to avoid its dangers, (c) to appreciate the cleanliness of their bodies and personal objects; (d) to love animals and plants; (e) not to be afraid of animals, plants and natural phenomena; and (f) to believe in the Creator.
Primary school. The pupils are to: (a) know, understand and be able to apply some useful basic concepts of science; (b) know and understand mutual relationships among various kinds of living beings and concrete things as related to human life; (c) acquire skills through employing scientific methods to solve simple problems faced in daily life; (d) develop scientific attitudes; (e) be aware of the importance of science for the country and national development; and (f) appreciate nature and glorify the Creator.

General junior secondary school. The students are to: (a) understand basic science concepts which are useful for everyday life; (b) master science as an asset for further study and to utilize progress in technology; (c) be skilful in applying scientific methods to understand natural phenomena based on their laws and their inter-relationships; (d) develop scientific attitudes; (e) be responsible for maintaining their environment; and (f) love nature and glorify the Creator.

General senior secondary school. The students are to: (a) have scientific knowledge in physics, biology and chemistry, as a means of continuing their studies and living in society; (b) know the existence of relationships between science (including physics, biology and chemistry) and other disciplines, (c) be skilful in applying scientific methods to solve problems; (d) develop scientific attitudes; (e) be aware that science (including physics, biology, chemistry, earth and space science) influences the way of life and thinking of society; and (f) love and glorify the Creator.

Teacher training. Student teachers are to: (a) know and understand the concepts of science which are closely related to human life and the needs of teaching in primary school and kindergarten; (b) have knowledge about human effort in using the environment to meet the requirements of life with healthy surroundings; (c) have knowledge about interactions between living beings and their surroundings; (d) have skills in conducting experiments in science and in applying scientific methods to solve simple problems in science; (e) have skills in methods of teaching science at the primary school level; (f) develop scientific attitudes; and (g) love fellow human beings, the universe and glorify the Creator.

Organization of science curriculum. At the primary school and kindergarten levels, the science content is general in nature; the stress is on environmental science. At the junior secondary school level,
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Science is divided into physical science, life science, and earth and space sciences. Physical science covers physics and chemistry; life science covers biology; and earth and space sciences comprise astronomy, geology, geophysics and meteorology. At the senior secondary school level, in the general senior secondary school for instance, science is taught as physics, chemistry, biology, and earth and space sciences for the science stream, whereas for the social science stream it is not presented as separate subject matter but as several selected topics which may help students to understand those natural phenomena most closely related to daily life.

Mechanism of curriculum development. Educational activities in Indonesia are still very much decided by the Ministry of Education and Culture in Jakarta. The development, monitoring, and evaluation of curriculum implementation are handled by the relevant Directorate Generals in the Ministry of Education. In particular, the development and evaluation of the school curricula from kindergarten to senior secondary school are the responsibilities of the Curriculum Centre of the Office of Educational and Cultural Research and Development. Various parties are involved in the development of curricula, including experts in curriculum development, educationists, subject matter specialists, experienced teachers, employers of graduates from industry, and agriculture and university teachers.

These experts make use of results of educational researches implemented in previous years (National Assessment of Education Project in the First Five-Year Development Plan), and are guided by the 1945 Constitution to develop the curriculum for each level and for each type of school. The curriculum development is thus based on 'expert judgement' not through a 'pilot study'. Therefore, there is only one kind of curriculum for each type of school; no alternatives have been prepared.

Improvement of curriculum and development of new curricula. The government has observed the present curricula in use for more than five years and noted its strong and weak points. At the same time opinions have been received from various users of the curricula, expressed in meetings, seminars and articles in newspapers.

As a result, the Curriculum Centre of the Office of Educational and Cultural Research and Development has implemented a phase I
Indonesia

evaluation of all curricula used in each type of school. This evaluation covers evaluation of objectives and content of curricula, processes of curriculum implementation and the observed results. It will be used as a base for short-term curriculum revision during the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan. A phase II evaluation will be implemented as a follow-up and this is intended for long-term curriculum revision and to provide new conceptual and operational bases.

Simultaneously with the implementation of the phase II evaluation, the government will refine the work of the National Commission for Educational Reform. It is hoped that the two results can be completed in the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan so that before beginning the Fifth Five-Year Development Plan, the schools will have already implemented the new curricula.

Examinations

To determine how far students have achieved the desired objectives for each level and type of school, every teacher has to conduct formative and summative tests. Furthermore, at the end of each level of education final examinations are administered for certification purposes. For those who wish to continue their studies to the next higher level, there are entrance tests, because the number of applicants is always larger than the places available.

The tests administered by teachers and those set at the end of each level basically measure cognitive skills. Tests to measure the affective domain in science education have not yet been developed. Some schools, however, have included psychomotor skills in the science tests.

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment

While all schools use the national curricula, the teaching is done in the vernacular of each particular region.

As theory and practical work are designed to be integrated, laboratory facilities, such as equipment and materials have been available for all schools, both public and private since 1979. The science equipment is supplied as multi-purpose kits for primary schools grades I to VI.
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There are no science laboratories in primary schools, but almost all public general junior high schools, have standardized science laboratories and equipment provided by the Curriculum Centre. This has the advantage of quality control.

Although equipment and material are sent by the centre, the use of simple apparatus made of local material is always encouraged, and the Curriculum Centre of the Office of Educational and Cultural Research and Development is developing a guidebook on this aspect. This centre also lays down some principles to be applied in the development of equipment, namely, the apparatus should be in the form of kits suitable for multipurpose experiments, and made of cheap, local material. It should be made for the use of groups consisting of three to eight students; and the working mechanism of the apparatus (e.g., the way a galvanometer works) should as far as possible be large enough to be seen by the students.

Only a limited range of equipment is imported, including microscopes and electronic equipment. For the secondary level approximately 15 per cent of materials and equipment are imported.

Kits for the primary and general junior secondary schools are designed by the Curriculum Centre in co-operation with the Bandung Teacher Training Institute and a foreign consultant. From time to time, consultative assistance is also received from the Indonesian Institute of Sciences and the Bandung Metal Industrial Research Workshop. Chemicals and equipment, which are not part of the kit, are designed by a team consisting of representatives of the Directorate General for Primary and Secondary Education, the Bandung Teacher Training Institutes and the Bandung Institute of Technology. After the kits are designed, a model is developed, tried out and evaluated. Then the model is offered to a private company for production according to needs. The successful bidder is then responsible for the procurement, packing and distribution of the materials and equipment to the schools.

After the kits of science equipment and materials reach the schools, the Curriculum Centre is responsible for monitoring their use, followed by an evaluation, to determine any shortcomings. The result is used to improve or modify the kits in the future. A Directorate General for Primary and Secondary Education team also monitors and evaluates the use of chemicals and equipment in schools, especially those items which are not part of the kits.
Use of educational technology

The use of audio-visual aids in the teaching/learning process, such as pictures, charts and graphics is generally widespread in schools. These are either made or bought by the school, or provided by the government.

The use of films as a teaching aid is, however, very limited. Films about science are still very scarce, be they locally produced or imported. In the big cities, science films can be borrowed from the libraries of embassies or consulates, though in limited numbers and types. Schools wishing to make use of this opportunity are still very few. More sophisticated aids such as micro-computers are not yet used in teaching in Indonesian schools.

Science teacher training

Generally, primary school teachers are classroom teachers who have to teach all subjects for the class (except for religion and sports). In secondary schools, teachers are subject teachers who generally teach one subject only.

The minimum qualification for science teachers is a teacher training graduate certificate or a teaching certificate. In the case of primary school teachers, the normal school provides six years training after primary school. At the normal school students may choose science as their major subject.

The minimum qualification for science teachers in general junior secondary schools is Diploma I which is a four year training course after general junior secondary school, and they must have specialized in science for one year.

The minimum qualification for science teachers in general senior secondary schools is a three year course after general senior secondary school and, during these three years, they must have specialized in one subject area, such as physics, chemistry or biology.

With the availability of the teacher training course, which is equivalent to the normal school course, almost all primary school teachers have currently reached the minimum qualification.

According to the school statistics issued by the Office of Educational and Cultural Research and Development in 1983, and based on the 1981-1982 teacher data, the percentage of science and
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Mathematics teachers who taught according to their educational training are 87 per cent for the general junior secondary schools and 85 per cent for the general senior secondary schools. It is expected that within a short time science teachers with inadequate educational background will be upgraded through various government programmes. For example, there is a diploma programme for the supply of secondary school teachers using a special development budget.

Apart from increasing the number of science teachers through pre-service training, an intensive in-service training programme is being conducted for both primary and secondary science teachers to improve their competence and skills. This in-service training is conducted separately for each type and level of school. Primary teacher in-service training is conducted by the Directorate for Primary Education; vocational teacher in-service training by the Directorate for Vocational Secondary Education; and in-service training for General Secondary Education teachers is conducted by the Directorate for General Secondary Education. Currently, particularly in the regions, a number of teachers with non-science educational backgrounds are being trained in this way. In the Third Five-Year Development Plan, distance learning using modules has been developed for the in-service training of teachers.

In the conventional in-service training programme for science teachers, the teachers attend training centres for two weeks. During this period, they develop a science programme which is then tried out in schools for about six weeks. Discussions are held every Saturday under the guidance of tutors to improve the implementation of the programmes. Then these same teachers get together again for two weeks to discuss their experiences before returning to schools for another four weeks. After this, the participants convene again at the training centre for a week. During this time they improve the programme developed in the light of experience in the field. Then the participants return to their schools for another eight weeks and finally gather again at the centre for a week. During this last week of in-service training they evaluate the activities and further refine the programme.

Research

Research has been carried out on various aspects of science teaching in Indonesia related to primary school and the general
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junior and senior secondary schools. Research on teaching equipment is especially focused on science equipment for practical work; for example, the development of science kits for the primary school and the general junior secondary school. Research on improving methods of teaching science is also conducted, particularly on science teaching methodology through process skills. This research and development of science kits, simple apparatus and process skills is administered by the Curriculum Centre of the Office of Educational and Cultural Research and Development, assisted by science educators from the Teacher Training Institute and the Directorate General for Primary and Secondary Education.

At the same time, the teacher training institutes emphasize research at the junior and senior secondary schools covering facilities and the teaching/learning process. Research on facilities includes science textbooks. Science lecturers at the Faculty for the Teaching of Science and Mathematics scrutinize science books used at the general junior and senior secondary schools and the results are used to suggest improvements, which may sometimes take the form of supplementary books. The results are also used as discussion material by the students of the faculty, who are being trained to teach at the secondary school.

Another activity at the teacher training institutes is research on the implementation of the teaching/learning process. In this research, lecturers, assisted by students, discuss their findings in seminars.

Programme for out-of-school education, youth and adults to popularize science and technology education

Activities intended to popularize science for both students and youth and adults outside formal education have been conducted through various media and cover several branches of science. There are various science activities, especially at the senior secondary school level which have been carried out through extra curricular programmes. These include science clubs at schools, such as the Club of Nature Lovers; and the Amateur Radio Broadcasting Club. Occasionally, these clubs arrange exhibitions which usually attract attention from the students of other schools, parents, and the community.

Science education has been presented continuously through television. The aim of this programme is to increase the science
knowledge of in-school as well as out-of-school youth. The programme is arranged by the Indonesian Institute of Science. Since 1969 this Institute has enriched the science education broadcasts by conducting contests for youth on scientific achievements and creativity. To date, there have been nine fields of study contested every year. They include electronics, aeromodelling, biology, physics, chemistry, mathematics, environmental studies, applied technology and social sciences. Each year the Indonesian Institute of Science announces the contest titles which are open to all interested students. In 1982, there were 1,400 participants.

When the total eclipse occurred in several regions in Indonesia, the Indonesian Institute of Science co-ordinated the activities of young people coming from provinces in Java, to conduct research on the behavioural changes of living beings during the total eclipse and also to observe social changes of human beings. The Indonesian Institute of Science also arranged mobile scientific exhibitions to provide information to the general public. As Indonesia consists of thousands of islands, the Indonesian Institute of Sciences also conducted marine camping activities with the purpose of making the Indonesian youth love and like their country.

For the past six years, the Ministry of Education and Culture has conducted science achievement contests for 12 to 21 year olds, irrespective of their educational background and social status. Although the implementation looks similar to that conducted by the Indonesian Institute of Sciences, it has an entirely different philosophical background. The difference is in the free choice of their own scientific research topics. This freedom elicits spontaneous efforts from each participant free of any ties. Besides, based on the papers submitted to the committee, scientists in Indonesia obtain a picture of the scientific competence of the society. Selected young inventors, 5 to 20 in number, are invited to Jakarta for interviews to determine the best. These are not only given certification of merit and prizes, but are also given a chance to visit Europe to attend the Annual European Young Scientist Contest sponsored by Philips.

**Current reforms**

Of the many activities currently underway, three are emphasized as being of special significance. These are the development of science teaching methods which are based on process skills; the
implementation of science teacher in-service and on-service training; and the Science Achievement Contest.

Efforts to improve the teaching/learning process is directed towards changing the role of teachers so that they may lead students to really understand the processes which occur in science. In this teaching/learning process, the students are encouraged to ask many questions, to conduct observations, to design and conduct research, and to interpret and communicate the findings.

The in and on-service training programme has a great impact on changes in science teaching in secondary schools. For one semester (16-17 weeks), a science teacher continuously obtains guidance and directives from fellow teachers in other schools, from regional subject supervisors and regional instructors. This is made possible because of the meetings arranged regularly and continuously for teachers, supervisors and instructors. Such training motivates teachers continuously to use methods which encourage students to learn actively and to stimulate students in other classes to apply the same methods of teaching.

The third activity which has brought changes in science teaching is the effort to spread science more widely, particularly through contests which are conducted by either the Ministry of Education and Culture or the Indonesian Institute of Sciences. Both organizations give an opportunity to interested individuals who are in school or out of school. The contest activity is really preparing youths to become prospective scientists and experts in technology; fields which are greatly needed in a developing country like Indonesia. To guide the hundreds of science clubs, the Institute, in collaboration with the local authorities and the Regional Office of the Ministry of Education and Culture, has taken the initiative to organize scientific leadership training for senior secondary school teachers. It is anticipated that these senior secondary school teachers will become advisers of youth scientific associations in their respective regions. The involvement of teachers is considered urgent as there are no private professional associations yet available to extend their services and guidance towards these youth activities.
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN

In the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, there are various aspects which directly or indirectly relate to the teaching of science. The major points are: (a) utilizing advanced science and arts, human skills and experiences; (b) enforcing the spirit of survey, research and innovation in different scientific, technical, cultural and Islamic fields by establishing research centres and encouraging researchers; (c) gaining self-sufficiency in science, industry and agriculture; (d) training experts who would help to develop the economy of the country; (e) emphasizing the increase of the agricultural and industrial products to meet the needs of the people and enable the country to be self-sufficient; and (f) protecting the environment for the present and the future generations.

There are two institutions which are concerned with science and science education. One is the Centre of Scientific and Educational Policies, affiliated to the Ministry of Education; the other is the Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research.

The structure of the education system

The present system of education is divided into three phases: primary, guidance and secondary education which together occupy 12 years of schooling prior to university or higher education.

General or elementary education begins at the age of six. It is an eight-year programme in two stages. The first stage of primary education, extends over five years. The second stage, called the guidance cycle, occupies another three years.

In the initial planning of the curriculum these two stages were considered as general education for all; but in launching the plan it turned out otherwise. The guidance cycle can not be made compulsory until such time that provision for educating all the children in the primary age-group (6-10 years) both in rural and urban areas, throughout the country, is possible and maintained. Nevertheless, in all those areas where the Ministry of Education has been able to
establish schools and provide facilities, formal education for the two stages of eight years is available and free.

Secondary education is four years formal schooling for students between the ages 13 and 17 years. After having successfully passed the requirements of the guidance cycle, students continue their studies in one of several areas of secondary education, provided they meet certain prerequisites demanded for that particular area.

High school education is mainly divided into theoretical (academic), and technical or vocational areas. The theoretical programme of the high school is divided into the major areas of sciences and humanities as electives from the first year. In the second year, science is divided into: (a) mathematics—physics; and (b) experimental science.

Humanities is also divided into: (a) literature-culture; and (b) socio-economics.

These divisions continue during the remaining years. Hence, in the present system of education those who take the theoretical programmes will receive a diploma in one of these four areas after four years of high school.

The technical/vocational education programme also takes four years. It is divided into industry, agriculture-rural vocations and services.

The industrial education branch comprises one of the following areas: building construction, electricity (which includes electro-technics and electronics), general mechanics, wood industry, auto-mechanics, moulding, metalwork, tools, machinery, mine machinery, ventilation and cooling, graphics and cartography, dyeing and weaving, chemical industry, mining and petroleum industry, and ceramics.

The rural vocational and agricultural programme covers the following disciplines: agriculture, cultivation, horticulture, irrigation, food industry and nutrition, rural administration, and farm machinery. Some of these subjects are offered by the Rural Vocational Schools of the Ministry of Education but others are conducted by the Agricultural Education Institutes affiliated to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.

The services programme includes commerce, office practice, technical, art, and health service.
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In the present system of education, students are offered certificates at the successful completion of: (a) the requirements of the five-year primary; (b) the three year guidance cycle; and (c) the four year high school. These certificates are offered at provincial level (for primary school-leavers) and national level (for those completing 12 years).

The system of education also requires students to take three school examinations during each academic year and to pass them satisfactorily in order to be promoted to the next grade.

Students can continue their studies in different branches of secondary education according to the grades they have reached in the final examinations of the guidance course. For experimental science in high school, for example, the minimum grade for this subject in the guidance course should be 60 per cent.

A diagrammatic representation of the system is shown below.

Table 1. Present school system in Iran
Numbers of students. The number of students in different schools and levels of education are given in the following tables:

Table 1. Total number of students throughout the country 1982-1983

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>5,605,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>1,794,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Education (Academic)</td>
<td>933,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Education (Technical)</td>
<td>80,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Education (Services)</td>
<td>43,485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Education (Agricultural)</td>
<td>3,489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Curricula. The curricula of primary and secondary education are determined by pre-established patterns and students have to follow certain identical prescribed programmes for each subject and at each grade. The uniformity of the programmes makes it possible to compare progress at each stage, by grade and by subject.

Science education

The Research and Curriculum Development Centre (RCDC) of the Ministry of Education is responsible for science programmes and for allocating appropriate time in the curriculum. However, the offices of Teaching Aids, Examinations, Teacher Training, and Printing and Distributing of Textbooks all work in close collaboration with the RCDC.

The RCDC consists of research, planning, evaluation and textbook preparation departments. Its activities include the review and revision of textbooks in primary, guidance and secondary education; holding regular meetings with experts so as to make fundamental changes at different levels; evaluation of textbooks to see how closely they follow the aims of the curricula; and bridging the gap between life and science by sending students to the work place so that they can observe and become familiar with the reality and practice of what they are being taught at school.*

* This project is called KAD (knowledge and work) and occupies a school day each week.
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Science in primary education. Science at this level is integrated. The basic concepts of science have been simplified and presented in five books. It is taught for three hours a week during the school year. The objectives are:

a) Developing research and study habits;
b) Training in scientific attitudes and applications;
c) Forming correct habits based on appropriate trends;
d) Teaching theoretical and practical aspects of some scientific concepts;
e) Bringing up students in a way that they do not only appreciate science but also approve of the fact that the origin of every value in science is from Allah; and
f) Training students to study the relationship of cause and effect in order to realize that the Creation is goal centred.

The experimental science syllabus for primary school includes the main units on living things (plants and animals); human body and hygiene; the earth and its resources (soil, water, rocks); the earth in space; atmosphere; forces and motion; sound and communication; and magnetism and electricity.

These unit titles of the syllabus are repeated in each of the grades of primary education, but the content and the concepts are gradually expanded in order to match the students' ability in comprehension as they develop.

Science in guidance school. In guidance school, science changes its form from integrated to combined. The subject matter of this course is arranged in such a way that students first learn the general concepts of science in case they fail to pursue the study throughout the course.

The total content of the three science textbooks in this course comprises physics and biology each 35 per cent and chemistry and geology each 15 per cent. Five periods per week are available for science at this level. After completing this course, students should know the natural surroundings in which they live and discover the interrelationships of living things, materials and phenomena; learn how to use their talent (how to reason) personally and explore concepts; observe accurately and express this observation through scientific hypothesis rather than by superstitious interpretation; and become accustomed to group work and co-operation with others.
### Guidance school science syllabus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First year</th>
<th>Second year</th>
<th>Third year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation—scientific method and procedures</td>
<td>Energy—origin and function</td>
<td>Simple machines and their functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter—structure and states</td>
<td>Earth—structure, the changing crust; natural resources</td>
<td>Sources of energy (fuel, wind, atom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of heat on matter</td>
<td>Heat—control, use and production</td>
<td>Using electricity in the house; light and heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical changes</td>
<td>Weather changes and forecasts</td>
<td>Energy of light—laws (of light) in physics; eye structure and light transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire—functions, control and protection</td>
<td>Electricity—production and use</td>
<td>Producing necessary materials, chemical changes, mining, future of our natural resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common characteristics of living things; chemistry and structure of the cell</td>
<td>Human body—brief anatomy and physiology of different body systems</td>
<td>Fighting against diseases, body defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photosynthesis—interrelationship between producers and consumers</td>
<td>Man and his environment</td>
<td>Reproduction and growth in animals and plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Principles of heredity and evolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Science in secondary school. The grades obtained by students in science and mathematics in the guidance course form the basis of applying for academic or technical and vocational courses in general, and mathematics-physics and experimental science courses in particular.

A student with grades below 60 per cent in mathematics and science is not admitted to these two branches.

Teaching science in high schools is through separate subject disciplines with the time allocation as shown on the following page.

Science is also taught in technical and vocational branches but the objectives and contents differ from branch to branch.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics-Physics option:</th>
<th>1st year</th>
<th>2nd year</th>
<th>3rd year</th>
<th>4th year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental sciences option:</th>
<th>1st year</th>
<th>2nd year</th>
<th>3rd year</th>
<th>4th year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Science</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the variety of options available in technical and vocational courses the percentage of the students attracted is not high compared with the academic branches.

The objectives of science education at secondary school are to:

a) Develop a scientific attitude (observation, collecting data, making hypotheses, ...);
b) Persuade students to solve problems using scientific methods;
c) Introduce the practical and technological applications of science;
d) Develop knowledge and understanding of scientific laws and phenomena; and
e) Train in methods of manipulating laboratory equipment and observing safety rules in carrying out experiments.

The specific objectives in physics are to attract students to physics; acquaint students with concepts of physics; make students able to design simple experiments; and train students to use scientific methods.

The specific objectives in chemistry are to recognize chemical materials, and their relation to human life; learn basic concepts of principles and theories in chemistry; learn the principles of laboratory work; develop scientific attitudes; and become acquainted with the importance of chemistry and its effect upon the economy and human civilization.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Geology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First year</td>
<td>Length, mass, time and their measurements, SI units</td>
<td>Scientific method and its uses in chemistry</td>
<td>(All branches)</td>
<td>Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rectilinear motion, velocity, acceleration and vector quantity</td>
<td>Some simple tools and equipment and their applications in the chemistry laboratory</td>
<td>Web of life</td>
<td>Web of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forces and the structure of matter; kinds of forces and their measurements</td>
<td>Basic problem of today's life (pollution, food deficiency, energy crisis . . .)</td>
<td>Autotrophism and heterotrophism</td>
<td>Autotrophism and heterotrophism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Composition of forces; force as a vector quantity</td>
<td>Matter and its properties (molecular theory)</td>
<td>Ecosystem (structure and function)</td>
<td>Ecosystem (structure and function)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centre of gravity and equilibrium</td>
<td>Basic concepts of chemistry (molecules and atoms, physical and chemical changes, chemical formula)</td>
<td>Populations as units of ecosystems</td>
<td>Populations as units of ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newton's laws of motion</td>
<td>Air, oxygen</td>
<td>Interrelationship among populations</td>
<td>Interrelationship among populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work and energy; work and its measurement, simple machines</td>
<td>Hydrogen, water, solutions</td>
<td>Bios of the world</td>
<td>Bios of the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Man and the ecosystem</td>
<td>Man and the ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First year</td>
<td>Pressure in liquids and gasses</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hygiene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cont'd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Your appearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Infectious diseases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-infectious diseases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First aid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Your behaviour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second year</td>
<td>Heat energy and temperature</td>
<td>Periodicity and periodic table (experimental</td>
<td>(Experimental science branch only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>approach)</td>
<td>Chemical basis of life (living matter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wave motion</td>
<td>Electronic structure of the atom (ionization</td>
<td>Cellular basis of life (cell structure of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>energy approach)</td>
<td>organelles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The nature of light, reflection</td>
<td>Electrons and the periodic table</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of light, mirrors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refraction</td>
<td>Chemical bonding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lenses</td>
<td>Intermolecular attractions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optical instruments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of light-colour</td>
<td>Thermochemistry (chemical reactions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rate of reactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical equilibria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third year</td>
<td>Static electricity</td>
<td>Solutions and ionic equilibria</td>
<td>Internal transport (plants, animals)</td>
<td>(Experimental science branch only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric fields, potential and capacitance</td>
<td>Acids, bases and neutralization; pH</td>
<td>Regulation of body fluids (homeostasis)</td>
<td>How a geologist works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric current</td>
<td>Hydrolysis</td>
<td>Chemical control (hormones)</td>
<td>Atmosphere: composition and structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrolysis</td>
<td>Solubility of salts and solubility product</td>
<td>Nervous control and sense organs</td>
<td>heating of the atmosphere, pressure and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric energy and power</td>
<td>Oxidation and reduction; electro chemistry</td>
<td>Behaviour</td>
<td>winds; evaporation and precipitation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnets</td>
<td>Metals (Groups I, II and III, general survey of the first row of transitional elements)</td>
<td>Locomotion (skeleton and muscles)</td>
<td>climate, air pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnetic effect of an electric current</td>
<td>Iron, aluminum and magnesium industry</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrosphere: composition and temperature of sea water; water on land; freshwater problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minerals: identifying, classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Magnetism and igneous rocks; volcanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metamorphism and metamorphic rocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weathering; mechanical and chemical; soils</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Secondary school science syllabus (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Geology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Third year (cont’d)</td>
<td>Electromagnetic induction</td>
<td>The nature of matter:</td>
<td>Sedimentation and sedimentary rocks</td>
<td>Erosion by running water, ground water, waves, glaciers, wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The nature of matter:</td>
<td>Atomic structure: radioactivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth year</td>
<td>Rectilinear motion, velocity, acceleration</td>
<td>Part 1: Hybridization and the shape of molecules</td>
<td>Reproduction</td>
<td>Earthquake and internal structure of the earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamics; Newton's laws of motion</td>
<td>Non-metals (Groups VII, VI, V and IV)</td>
<td>Growth and development</td>
<td>Foldings and faultings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vector and composition of vectors</td>
<td>Part 2: Organic chemistry Hydrocarbons (alkanes, alkenes, alkynes and aromatics)</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>Continental drift and plate tectonics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friction and streamlining</td>
<td>Alcohols, aldehydes and ketones</td>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td>Earth history; fossils, eras and periods of earth’s history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Projectiles</td>
<td>Carboxylic acids; fats, soaps and detergents</td>
<td>Origin of life</td>
<td>Topographic maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circular motion, Kepler's laws, gravitational fields</td>
<td>Carbohydrates</td>
<td>Diversity of living things</td>
<td>Earth in space, stars, solar system; earth’s motion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Secondary school science syllabus (cont'd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Geology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourth year</td>
<td>Work-energy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amines and amides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cont'd)</td>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vibration and waves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alternating currents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The polarization of light</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electromagnetic waves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The solid state and semiconductors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The models of the atom: nuclear physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The specific objectives in biology are to learn scientific concepts, expressions, principles and laws of biological phenomena related to everyday life; become acquainted with scientific methods; comprehend the interrelationship of biology with other sciences; learn the practical applications of biology; show interest in collecting data and information about biology; preserve the environment and natural resources; obey different aspects of principles of health; and acquire the necessary skills in laboratory work.

The specific objectives in the earth sciences are to become acquainted with the basic concepts of geology, its value and its applications in daily life, and methods of studying and collecting information about geology; show interest in environmental preservation; and motivate curiosity to seek, search and find the facts of our surroundings.

Activities, laboratory work and equipment. Primary and guidance school level. No definite time is allocated to experimental and laboratory work in primary and guidance courses. In most cases experiments are by demonstration to interest and attract students and rarely to prove concepts.

According to a report only 0.5 per cent of the experiments are carried out by the students themselves. The following table shows that experiments are mostly carried out by the teachers often in collaboration with the students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of experimental work</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiments carried out by the teacher alone</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiments carried out by the students alone</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiments carried out by both teachers and students</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reasons for lack of experiments was the subject of another study. This study showed that 38 per cent of science teachers present science both theoretically and through practical work but the percentage of experimental work is not clear. The table on the following page shows the reasons why science is not taught through practical work in guidance schools.
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Table 3. Major causes which prevent science teaching through experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crowded classes and overloaded books</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient laboratory space and equipment</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers inability to use laboratory</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of co-operation of principals</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondary school level. Two hours per week (26 per cent of total time for teaching science) is allocated to laboratory activities in high school during each year. This is divided among teachers of physics, chemistry and biology. There is no doubt that teachers use demonstration methods but in most cases the experiments are not used to demonstrate concepts. In a study concerning the obstacles to practical work in chemistry at high schools the following conclusions were obtained:

Table 4. Obstacles to practical work in chemistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles</th>
<th>High concern</th>
<th>Less concern</th>
<th>Low concern</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of laboratory</td>
<td>62.86</td>
<td>33.57</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of interest by the teachers</td>
<td>80.42</td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowded classes</td>
<td>73.24</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers overworking (day or week)</td>
<td>63.83</td>
<td>29.74</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the textbooks in chemistry at high school are written in such a way that students could rediscover the concepts through experimentation themselves, the teachers fail to even demonstrate them.

No grades in the primary and guidance schools are registered in the records of the students for practical and laboratory work, but there is such a requirement in the record of the students in high school. However, in no cases do the grades reflect the true mark. Teachers generally base their grades in this regard on the theory and written examinations of the students. There are few exceptions.
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Equipment manufacturers. In 1975, owing to the great sum of money spent on buying laboratory equipment from private companies a corporation entitled Educational Industries Corporation (EIC) was formed to purchase and possibly manufacture materials and equipment.

The EIC founded four affiliated companies to manufacture and import glassware, audio-visual aids, wooden furniture (even school desks and benches) and software such as maps. In addition to equipping the school laboratories and workshops, EIC made several attempts to survey textbooks in order to list the necessary equipment for experimentation, to compile laboratory manuals on how to carry out experiments and a guidebook on how to use laboratory equipment. It also held several in service classes for teachers and those in charge of the laboratories. The affiliated companies have been closed but EIC has expanded and now includes some workshops for metalwork, carpentry and printing. EIC now produces transparencies, films, slides, charts, collections of rocks, minerals and fossils, microscopic slides and major items of laboratory equipment for different levels.

Research

Details of research on education and other studies in higher education by the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education have been published in a pamphlet (in Persian) entitled ‘Cultural research and higher education planning book’.

The Institute for Research and Planning in Science and Education is one of the institutes concerned with research, especially in science planning but this Institute has not been very active recently. Another institute is the Educational Research Institute (ERI) of the Teacher Training University, but this is also inactive now and its work has been taken over by the Research Department of that University. There is nothing to report in the field of science education.

In the School of Education of Tehran University some research has been undertaken as part of the dissertations of post-graduate students. This has been mostly on curriculum analysis, aims and objectives, planning and implementation and textbook content.

The Research and Curriculum Centre of the Ministry of Education is another institute which carries out research in the form of
sending questionnaires to teachers and thus collecting views on, for example, textbooks. Here again no research has been undertaken specifically related to teaching science.

Educational technology

A few years ago the government bought a number of television sets to be used in schools as teaching aids. At that time there was a broadcasting station specifically concerned with educational television. Owing to limited range, it was impossible to cover the whole country. Therefore, the main nationwide network broadcast educational films during the school day (usually in the mornings). However, it was not successful because of the inconsistency between broadcasting time of the television and the individual school timetables. These programmes have ceased and the school television sets remain unused.

Meanwhile, the Open University was founded and set up a series of translations and productions of educational films broadcast in the afternoon before the main programmes of the country's network. The university is now closed and the broadcasts have ceased.

At the present time, two offices within the Ministry of Education are involved in developing educational media. The Office of Teaching Aids Affairs is responsible for publishing magazines and complimentary books, designing and producing educational software, studying laboratory equipment and so on. This office has collected and translated books on simple science experiments and educational games, including puzzles and riddles; and designed and produced laboratory kits for the guidance course and kits and guides for making simple apparatus for high school physics.

The Office of Teaching Aids Affairs plans to take the following steps in order to improve teaching science at schools:

a) Identify the concrete and abstract concepts in textbooks from the point of teaching and learning and produce samples of materials and teaching aids;

b) Produce both scientific and educational films to enhance the student's knowledge and lead them to a better understanding of nature; and

c) Establish an information centre for teaching aid materials and samples.
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The Office of Art Research produces educational and scientific short films commissioned by the Office of Teaching Aids Affairs. The Office of Art Research possesses about 100 film-strips on simple science and approximately 700 science films which can be borrowed by schools.

Teacher training

Primary level. Except for physical education and religious teaching, which have separate teachers, all the other subjects in the primary course are taught by one teacher. Primary teachers should be graduates of Teachers Training Centres or high school graduates who have attended a special course.

Statistics from the Ministry of Education (1981-1982) show that of the total 189,285 primary school teachers 23,967 were teachers of physical education and religious education only and that 97 per cent of the rest (165,318) were high school graduates with a Diploma and 1.8 per cent with a post-Diploma degree. Thus, nearly all teachers in primary schools have attained the minimum standards required.

The Teacher Training Centres offer a two-year course for training primary and guidance level teachers. For primary teachers the structure of the course is given in the following tables.

Table 5. Subjects for two year training course for primary and guidance school teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>First year</th>
<th>Second year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st semester</td>
<td>2nd semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Islamic education and ethics</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching skill</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation methods</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational aids</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and nourishment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total periods per week</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Subjects for two year training course for primary and guidance school teachers (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>First year</th>
<th>Second year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st semester</td>
<td>2nd semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main subjects:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of Koran and religious education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of experimental science</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of mathematics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of Persian language</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of physical education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of art and handicrafts</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's literature and the role of revolution in it</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods of social science</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total periods per week</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guidance level. Teachers in the guidance course are required to attend a two-year post-Diploma course in a special training centre.

There were 19,119 teachers (in 1981-1982) teaching science at this level of whom 57.3 per cent held a post-Diploma qualification, 2.5 per cent had a Bachelor Degree in different fields, 39.4 per cent held a Diploma (i.e. high school graduate plus course) and 8 per cent held qualifications at a lower level. Thus, about three quarters of the teachers of science at this level had reached the minimum requirements.

The structure of the training course—in Teacher Training Centres—provides for general subjects (eight periods per week in the first year and two periods per week in the second year) as for primary teacher training. The main subjects for those choosing science (entitled 'Experimental science' in the structure) provide for 16 periods per week as shown in the following table.
Table 7. Main subjects for science teachers for guidance schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>First year</th>
<th>Second year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st semester</td>
<td>2nd semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching chemistry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology and teaching geology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching physics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total periods per week</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The content of the main experimental science subjects comprises surveying the related sections in the books of the guidance course, making simple equipment and performing experiments; and performing and practising teaching methods in related subjects.

High school level. The requirement to teach at this level is a degree from one of the Teacher Training Universities or a degree from any other University, plus a one year postgraduate course in education. There were 7,949 science teachers in high schools in 1981-1982 of whom 933 held post-Diploma qualifications only and the remainder held B.Sc. degrees.

The Teacher Training Universities provide a four year course and students graduate with a B.A. or B.Sc. and a qualification to teach. The Teacher Training University is located in Teheran and has four branches in the provinces. There are about 2,000 students in each university (503 students in each year).

The students take 120 hours for credit in science (100 in main subjects and 20 in other science subjects), 20-30 hours credit for education subjects and 30 hours credit in other subjects such as Persian and foreign languages and religion.

In-service training. The Office of In-service Training (IST) was established in the Ministry of Education to serve and promote the teaching and administrative ability of the staff by holding short courses throughout the year. Training courses are specially held when there are changes and modification in curricula and textbooks.
In-service training for primary teachers is mostly held in local centres because there are qualified teachers with B.A. or B.Sc. degrees who can provide the necessary tuition. For teachers at the guidance level the courses are usually held in provincial centres rather than in small towns.

Courses for high school teachers are generally held in Teheran, or in one of the centres of the IST, or sometimes in the universities under the Board of Science.

**Teaching science out-of-school**

*Television.* Teaching by television is carried out through the second television network. There are special and general programmes. The special programmes are designed for students and are divided into four age groups: 3-6; 6-11; 11-14; and 14-18 years old. The general educational programmes are aimed at the general public.

These general programmes are divided into programmes in which teaching is presented in the form of entertainment; programmes in which information is given along with suitable films; and programmes in which science or a technique is directly taught.

*Magazines.* There are four or five monthly magazines publishing information on various aspects of science and three or four magazines on electronics.

*Museums.* Museums are mainly related to universities, educational institutions and government offices and they are established mainly for specialists rather than the general public. They include Rocks, Fossils and Minerals Museum of the Geological Survey of Iran; Botanical Gardens affiliated to the Ministry of Agriculture; Zoological Museum affiliated to the Environmental Protection Organization; and Zoological Museum of the School of Science (Teheran University).

**Innovations**

In the area of curriculum development a council entitled the ‘Experimental Science Teaching Council’ has been established in the Research and Curriculum Organization of the Ministry of Education and includes experts in different levels from university to school. It will survey, analyse and recommend fundamental changes in science teaching in the primary and guidance courses. At the present time the Council is studying the objectives and goals of teaching science.
A Co-ordinating Centre of Laboratory Equipment has been established within the Educational Affairs Section of the Ministry of Education. Its functions are to list present teaching aids and equipment in schools; suggest the proper use of teaching aids; co-ordinate the activities of the Office of Education and those of curriculum and planning centres regarding teaching equipment; and establish similar centres in the provinces.

The Centre has so far prepared laboratory instructions for high school physics, chemistry and biology; adjusted the supply of equipment and materials so that all schools have the same basic range; made central laboratories for groups of nearby schools, and produced items of laboratory equipment.

**KAD project.** In 1982-1983 the Ministry of Education decided to delete six hours (out of 36 hours) from the school time-table of the high schools so that students could visit the labour market and local industries. A further two hours, outside the school time-table, were made available to be spent on the study of the reports, health and safety regulations, first aid, and ethical problems in work places.

This KAD project was introduced to motivate interest within the high school toward labour and services; acquaint students with the labour atmosphere and social inter-relationships; acquaint students with the application of industries, agriculture, science and services; and increase production to the level of self-sufficiency.

The project was introduced for the first year students of high schools and it is planned to gradually extend it to all four years of high school.

**TAM project.** This project, recommended by the Higher Council of Education, is concerned with change in the present system of education in guidance schools. It was introduced on an experimental basis in 1982-1983. The project is being tested in selected schools in nine provinces and at the same time a team of experts from the Research and Curriculum Development Centre is evaluating its effectiveness.
JAPAN

The Japanese population of 120 million, with a density of 500 to the square kilometre, lives in a thin strand of islands, representing a mere 0.28 per cent of the world’s land area, with no major natural resource, and it constitutes one of the most integrated nation families in the world. During the 1960s, following the rebuilding of the nation after the Second World War, Japan was able to double the gross national product in five years. This phenomenal economic growth also produced problems, such as serious industrial pollution, and these have caused Japan to search for a better cultural-economic balance. This searching has its implications for school curricula, particularly in science, since the utilization of science and the development of technology are both essentially social processes.

The general education system

Structure of school education from primary to pre-university stage. The figure on the following page shows the structural organization of the present system of public education and indicates the normal age of admission or promotion to each grade of the educational system.

Table 1 shows the types of schools and courses, main types of establishing bodies, qualifications for admission (normal admission age), length of course, and requirements for graduation.

Kindergartens admit children aged 3, 4 or 5 and provide them with one-to-three year courses. General and special education through the elementary and lower secondary school level is compulsory; thereafter, and in other types of schools, it is voluntary. In principle, success in an entrance examination is one of the prerequisites to enter any school beyond the compulsory school level.

There are three types of upper secondary school courses: full-time, part-time and correspondence. The full-time course lasts three years, while both the part-time and the correspondence courses are four years or more. Part-time courses are of two types: day course
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Organization of educational system

and evening course, with the majority attending evening courses. Both the part-time and the correspondence courses lead to a diploma equivalent to that available to students in the full-time course.

In terms of the content of teaching, the upper secondary school course may also be classified into two categories: the general and the specialized vocational. General courses provide general education adapted to the needs of both those who wish to advance to higher education and those who are going into employment but have chosen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of school</th>
<th>Type of course</th>
<th>Main type of establishing body</th>
<th>Qualifications for admission</th>
<th>Length of course (in years)</th>
<th>Requirement for graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>One-year course</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-year course</td>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three-year course</td>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td>Age 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Completion of six-year course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>Full-time course</td>
<td>Prefectural</td>
<td>Graduation from lower secondary school, Age 12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Completion of three-year course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part-time course</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acquisition of 80 credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence</td>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special education</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prefectural</td>
<td>Same as in kindergarten, elementary, lower secondary and upper secondary schools, respectively</td>
<td>4 or more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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no specific vocational area. Almost 70 per cent of the students in upper secondary schools are enrolled in general courses.

Specialized vocational courses are intended to provide vocational or other specialized education for those students who have chosen a particular vocational area as their future career. These courses are further classified into several categories: technical, commercial, agricultural, fishery, home economics, fine arts, science, mathematics, and so on.

Special education schools aim at giving physically or mentally handicapped children an education adapted to their individual needs. There are schools for the blind, for the deaf, and for those handicapped in other ways.

Universities require for admission the completion of upper secondary schooling or its equivalent, and offer at least 4-year courses leading to a bachelor's degree. They are divided into faculties such as law, literature, economics, education, science, technology and agriculture, and then subdivided into departments.

There are also a number of 'special training schools' and 'miscellaneous schools' other than the regular schools mentioned above. Special training schools are designed to offer systematic programmes of education aimed at developing each student's ability required for their working life or daily life, or at raising their level of general education.

Miscellaneous schools provide students, mainly young, with vocational and practical courses in dressmaking, cooking, bookkeeping, typing, automombile driving and repairing, computer techniques, and so on. Most courses in miscellaneous schools require for admission the completion of lower secondary schooling, whilst some require the completion of an upper secondary school course. The length of course varies from three months, to one year or more.

Enrolment at each state of education. Table 2 gives the enrolment rate by school level, as percentages of the respective total population at the relevant levels. These figures show that:

a) The diffusion of pre-school education is increasing; more than 60 per cent of the new entrants to elementary schools have attended kindergartens for at least one year.

b) The enrolment rate in compulsory education is almost 100 per cent.

116
c) Post-compulsory secondary education is almost universalized as shown by a more than 90 per cent enrolment rate.

d) Though higher education also shows a higher enrolment rate (33.3 per cent in 1980), there is a significant difference in the rates for males and females; 42.7 per cent for males, and 23.6 per cent for females.

Table 2. Enrolment rate by school level, 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School level</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Male and female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-school education</td>
<td>3 - 5</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(kindergarten)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary education</td>
<td>6 - 11</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary education</td>
<td>12 - 14</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary education</td>
<td>15 - 17</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education</td>
<td>18 - 21</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Science education in schools

The aims of science education are stated in the recently revised curricula: ‘Course of study for elementary schools’ 1980 and ‘Course of study for lower secondary schools’ 1981.

Aims of elementary school science. To develop the ability in and attitude toward making inquiries about nature through observations and experiments as well as to enhance the understanding of natural things and phenomena, thereby, nurturing a rich sensitivity to love nature.

Aims of lower secondary school science. To develop students’ ability in and positive attitudes towards making enquiries about nature through observations and experiments as well as to enhance the understanding of matter and phenomena in nature. Thus to encourage students to realize the relationship between nature and human beings.

Aims of upper secondary school science. To develop students’ ability and positive attitudes; to inquire into nature through observations and experiments; to enhance their understanding of fundamental concepts of matter and phenomena in nature; and to develop a scientific view of nature.
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The place of science in the school curricula

Kindergarten. Science, as such, is not part of the curricula in kindergartens, but would appear in a very elementary way within the areas of health and nature.

The minimum number of school days for kindergarten education is 220 days a year, and the standard number of classroom hours per day is four hours.

Each kindergarten compiles its curriculum on the basis of the kindergarten principles, covering 137 sections in six areas as follows:

Prescribed content of kindergarten education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social life</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music and rhythm</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art and craft</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elementary and lower secondary schools. Science is taught from the first grade in elementary schools. It is a compulsory subject for all the students throughout the elementary and lower secondary school stage.

The standards for lower secondary schools allow several hours for elective subjects and individual schools decide what to teach in these hours. Most lower secondary schools include several hours per week of English language instruction.

Upper secondary schools. Table 3 shows the subject areas, subjects and the standard number of credits to be provided in upper secondary schools, according to the revised Course of Study. The curricula of individual schools must be organized so as to comply with these standards.

According to the Course of Study, local school curricula both for students in the general course and in the specialized vocational course must provide instruction in the following subjects:
Table 3. Subject areas, subject and standard number of credits of upper secondary schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Standard No. of credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese language</td>
<td>Japanese language I</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese language II</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese expression</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modern Japanese</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modern society</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese history</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social studies</td>
<td>World history</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political science and economics</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics I</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematics II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Algebra and geometry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differentiation and integration</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probability and statistics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Science I</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science II</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earth science</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and physical education</td>
<td>Physical education</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music I</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music II</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music III</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine Arts I</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine Arts II</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine Arts III</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>Handicraft I</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handicraft II</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handicraft III</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calligraphy I</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calligraphy II</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calligraphy III</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3. Subject areas, subject and standard number of credits of upper secondary schools (cont'd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Standard No. of credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign language</td>
<td>English I</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English II</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English II-A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English II-B</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English II-C</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home-making</td>
<td>General home-making</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

1. Thirty-five units of school hours, each of which represents 50 minutes teaching, yield one credit.
2. Credit allocation to other subjects is prescribed by each establishing body of relevant upper secondary school.
3. A minimum of 80 credits is required for graduation from upper secondary schools.

The proportion of students taking science

At the elementary and lower secondary levels science is compulsory for all students. At grade X level in upper secondary school, Science I is also compulsory. For elective science in upper secondary schools a typical breakdown of study at grade XI level would be: physics 26 per cent; chemistry 42 per cent; biology 21 per cent; and earth science 11 per cent.

The time allocation for science

The amount of time allocated to science in elementary and lower secondary schools is shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per year</th>
<th>Elementary schools</th>
<th>Lower secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching hours of science</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total teaching hours</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periods per week</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Upper secondary schools the time is variable, but a typical school would have five hours per week (out of 33 hours total)—15.2 per cent—in the first year (grade X) and perhaps 4–6 hours per week in the second and third years (grades XI, XII) where science is elective.

**Science curriculum objectives**

**Primary school**

*Grade I.* To recognize conspicuous features of living things in their surroundings through such activities as searching for and taking care of them, and experience the pleasure of intimacy with them.

To familiarize pupils with the surrounding things in nature, recognize conspicuous features about them through observations and experiments, and experience the pleasure of contact with them.

*Grade II.* To notice the ways of living and growth of living things, and experience the pleasure of intimacy with them while searching for and raising living things found in the surroundings.

To become familiar with natural things and phenomena in the surroundings, notice their features and how they change by observing them, and experience the pleasure of association with nature.

*Grade III.* To investigate the growth and activity of living things, understand the relationship between the growth and activities of living things and the climate of the seasons, and foster the attitude of loving and protecting living things while searching for and raising living things found in the surroundings.

To examine phenomena caused by air, sunlight, magnets; to understand the properties and functions of these, and to develop an interest in finding out the rules governing these phenomena.

To examine the weather and changes in the temperature of soil, water and air, to understand the features of these changes, and develop an interest in these natural phenomena occurring in the surroundings.

*Grade IV.* To understand that there are various stages in growth, that life is a continuous process, and that the growth of living things has close connection with nutrition and sunlight; to foster the attitude of loving and protecting living things while continuously observing the process of growth by raising living things.
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To understand the properties and functions of the following, and develop an interest in finding out rules governing these phenomena: the solution of solids, the weight of objects, changes of state due to heat, and phenomena caused by electric current.

To understand the functions of running water, and the shape and movement of the sun and the moon, and to develop an interest in these natural phenomena.

*Grade V.* To understand that living things grow under the influence of their environment, and develop an attitude of respecting life, while examining the process of the growth and body structure of living things.

To understand the properties of substances and the regularity in changes, and foster an attitude to study them actively, while examining how a substance dissolves, how it burns, how the light moves, and how sound is transmitted.

To observe the movement of the stars, to understand the regularity of the universe, and to foster an attitude of observing astronomical phenomena in terms of the lapse of time and the expanse of space.

*Grade VI.* To examine the growth and reproduction of plants and the human body, to understand that living things grow and are reproduced, to study the structure and functions of the human body, and develop an interest in the interrelationship between living things and their environment.

To examine the properties of solutions in water, how substances are heated or burned, the function of a lever and an electromagnet; to understand the properties of substances and regularity in their change, and to foster an attitude to actively investigate the unknown by applying such knowledge to the natural phenomena.

To examine strata in rocks, the movement of the sun and the change of temperature on the surface of the ground, and to understand the function of water and sunlight.

Lower secondary school

*First section.* To find problems among matter and phenomena which are related to substances and energy.
Japan

To understand, through observations and experiments, that substances are classified into elements and compounds and that a substance consists of particles of atoms, molecules and ions, thereby developing scientific ways of viewing and thinking about substances.

To understand, through observations and experiments, the features and function of force and electric current, motions of bodies, and work caused by light, heat, and electric current, thereby developing scientific ways of viewing and thinking about natural phenomena in connection with energy.

To understand the function of familiar substances and energy, and to develop a positive attitude towards effective utilization of substances and energy relevant to human life.

Second section. To find problems among living things and their surroundings, natural matters and phenomena, and to learn in the process of inquiring into nature how to discover regularities in nature and how to interpret natural phenomena.

To observe and experiment on the diversity and unity found in living things and surrounding natural matter and phenomena, to analyse causes and mechanism of generation of matter and phenomena, and to develop comprehensive ways of viewing and thinking about the natural world.

To consider the relationships between matter and phenomena in the natural world as well as the harmony among them, and to realize the influence of the natural environment on the existence of human beings, thereby heightening interest in preservation of the natural environment; to understand biological phenomena and to develop a positive attitude towards the appreciation of life.

Upper secondary school

Science I. To understand principles and laws as well as to realize the relationship between nature and human life, to observe and experiment on movement of bodies, changes of substances, and evolution and balance found in the natural world.

Science II. To develop the scientific method by inquiring into matter and phenomena in the natural world and to develop ability to solve scientific problems.

Physics. To understand principles and laws of physics by carrying out observations and experiments, on force and motion, wave
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motion, electricity and magnetism, selected from among natural matter and phenomena, and to develop an ability and positive attitude to consider phenomena from the basis of physics.

Chemistry. To study principles and laws of chemistry by carrying out observations and experiments on chemical properties of substances, states of substances, and chemical reactions selected from among natural matter and phenomena, and to develop ability and positive attitude to consider phenomena from the basis of chemistry.

Biology. To understand principles and laws of biology by carrying out observations and experiments on the formation of a bioorganism, living bodies and energy, homeostasis and regulation, and biotic communities selected from natural matter and phenomena, and to develop an ability and positive attitude to consider phenomena from the basis of biology.

Earth science. To understand principles and laws of earth science by carrying out observations and experiments on the structure of the earth, history of the earth, and the structure of the universe, selected from among natural matter and phenomena, and to develop the ability and positive attitude to consider phenomena from the basis of earth science.

Curriculum revision

Since 1947-1948 the curricula at each of the three levels of education have been revised at least four times. The implementation of the most recent revisions followed the time-table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>Transitional measures</td>
<td>Full implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary school</td>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>Transitional measures</td>
<td>Full implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary school</td>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>Transitional measures</td>
<td>Grade by grade implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluation

A model for evaluation of curricula and educational processes in general is based on the following sequences:

1. Formulating the evaluation research programme
2. Evaluation design
3. Specifying the methods of data collection
4. Pre-testing and data collection
5. Presenting the results
6. Interpretation and conclusion

Evaluation Committee in Ministry of Education

There are 40 evaluation pilot schools in Japan. These schools evaluate various aspects of the school curriculum: objectives, scope, the quality of teachers, the extent to which objectives in various subjects are implemented, equipment and materials, the abilities of students on intelligence and aptitude tests, achievement tests, personality measures, attitude and value scales, and so on.

National achievement tests. National achievement tests are designed from time to time to measure various specifications within the curriculum and to evaluate student performance in specific subjects. For example, in 1982 the following tests were applied:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area</th>
<th>Elementary school</th>
<th>Junior secondary school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td>grade V</td>
<td>1st grade (grade VII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grade VI</td>
<td>2nd grade (grade VIII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd grade (grade IX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number involved</td>
<td>16,000 each</td>
<td>16,000 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>32,000</td>
<td>48,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Science equipment and laboratory work

A large variety of equipment, materials and tools is necessary for science education. This includes: scales, experimental implements and tools, field observation and survey tools, specimens, models, audio-visual teaching devices, tools, glass and other materials, and chemicals.

Under the terms of the Science Education Promotion Law, a national Government subsidy is provided for some science education equipment. The individual items and quantities which may be purchased with the national Government subsidy are specified under the Standards for Equipment for Science Education, which were introduced in 1954.

The actual Science Education Promotion Law, dated 1953, comprises the following articles:

Article 1

In view of the fact that science education has a role of special importance as the foundation on which to build a cultural state, the purpose of this law shall be to promote science education, in order that pupils may, through science education, acquire scientific knowledge, skills and attitudes, and develop ingenious creative abilities, and thereby be able to lead a scientific daily life; and may, in accordance with the purpose stipulated in Fundamental Law of Education (Law No. 25 of 1947) and the School Education Law (Law No. 26 of 1947), be brought up into useful members of the nation who can contribute to the development of the country.

Article 2

'Science education' in this law shall mean the education in science in elementary schools (including elementary departments of schools for the blind, the deaf and the otherwise handicapped). The same applies to the lower secondary schools (including lower secondary department of schools for the blind, the deaf and the otherwise handicapped). The same also applies to upper secondary schools (including upper secondary departments of schools for the blind, the deaf and the otherwise handicapped).
Article 3

The state shall endeavour to promote science education in accordance with the provisions of this law and other laws and ordinances, and to encourage local public bodies to endeavour to promote science education by the following means:

a) To draft overall programmes for the promotion of science education;
b) To improve upon the content and methods in science education;
c) To provide schools with equipment and facilities for science education;
d) To plan and execute a pre-service and in-service education programme for teachers and leaders in science education.

Article 4

In cases where the facilities provided are below the standard stipulated by government ordinance, the state shall subsidize, within the fiscal budget, 50 per cent of the expenses required for the project.

Proportion of time for practical work. The recommended proportions are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elementary stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Lower secondary stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Practical activities laboratory work hours per year</th>
<th>Total teaching hours per year</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Upper secondary stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Practical activities laboratory work hours per year</th>
<th>Total teaching hours per year</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science 1</td>
<td>16 – 27</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>12 – 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>17 – 30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>12 – 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>16 – 27</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>12 – 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>16 – 25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>12 – 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth science</td>
<td>12 – 20</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>8 – 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practical work is not an examinable subject in public examinations in science.

Actual facilities in the schools. The recommended list of items and materials for practical work in science is revised whenever new courses of study are introduced. The actual provision of equipment in the schools is shown in the following table:

Proportion of schools with adequate equipment for teaching science through practical work, 1981

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary schools</td>
<td>51.7 per cent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary schools</td>
<td>44.8 &quot; &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary schools</td>
<td>42.6 &quot; &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is hoped that provision of facilities will reach 70 per cent over the next five years.

Low-cost kits and materials for science practical work are provided by manufacturers within the Japan Association of Science Materials Manufacturers. Most of the equipment required is manufactured in Japan although some manufacturers import low-cost components and materials from Taiwan, Hong Kong and the Republic of Korea.
Specifications of quality control and modifications to the recommended list of equipment are made by the Science Education Council. Recommendations are made to the Minister of Education who then issues appropriate amendments to the 'Standards for equipment for Science Education Law'.

Educational technology

In 1978, the Ministry of Education revised the 'Standards for Provision of Instructional Aids and Equipment' which had been in force since 1967. The new standards defined, as instructional aids and equipment, 367 items for elementary schools and 312 items for lower secondary schools. These included items such as overhead projectors and other audio visual aids, maps and woodworking instruments. On the basis of this standard, the Ministry drew up the 'Second 10-year Plan for Provision of Instructional Aids and Equipment to Compulsory Education Schools', which was launched in 1978, with a budget of 230 billion yen,* as a subsidy by the National Government, which is half the total amount required.

The percentage of local public schools furnished with typical instructional aids in 1980 is given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructional aids</th>
<th>Elementary school</th>
<th>Lower secondary school</th>
<th>Upper secondary school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slide projectors</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mm sound motion picture projectors</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mm sound motion picture projectors</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead projectors</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape recorder (open reel)</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape recorder (cassette)</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.V. set (black and white)</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.V. set (colour)</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of computers in education—Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Computer-Managed Instruction (CMI) is also being developed in some schools.

* Approximately 230 Japanese yen (円) = One US dollar
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Many audio-visual associations and manufactures produce science slides, films, OHP transparencies, cassette tapes, video tapes, science charts, workbooks and experimental notes. The National Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) broadcasts science programmes to the elementary and secondary schools every day. These are used widely to reinforce or supplement science teaching.

Computer programmes in science teaching are now at the experimental stage in colleges and universities.

**Teacher training**

Minimum qualifications. Teachers at kindergarten, elementary and secondary schools in Japan must have a relevant teaching certificate as provided for by the Educational Personnel Certification Law.

Certification requirements vary with school level. Teacher certificates for kindergartens and elementary schools are available for all subjects, while those for lower and upper secondary schools are available for specified subject areas.

Teacher certificates are divided into regular certificates and temporary ones. Persons who hold regular certificates are qualified for full teaching posts. This type of certificate is subdivided into first and second class.

The basic qualifications for the second class certificate for kindergarten, elementary and lower secondary teachers are that they must have studied for two years in a university (or the equivalent) and acquired 62 credits. The basic qualifications for the first class certificate for elementary and lower secondary teachers and second class certificates for upper secondary teachers are that they must hold a bachelor's degree. First class certificates for upper secondary teachers are granted to those who hold a master's degree or who have done one year's post-graduate study and acquired 30 credits beyond the bachelor's degree.

Students in teacher training courses are required, in addition to the basic qualifications, to obtain a prescribed number of credits in two subject groups in courses approved by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture. These are general education subjects and teaching and specialized subjects.
Teachers seeking higher class certificates must earn additional credits and must have served for the prescribed number of years with a good record as school teachers. The required credits may be acquired through in-service training (e.g. correspondence and other off-campus courses approved by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture) or by attending regular university courses.

Those who have temporary certificates can only qualify as assistant teachers. Temporary certificates for kindergarten, elementary and lower secondary teachers are granted to upper secondary school graduates (or the equivalent) who have passed the educational personnel examination conducted by prefectural boards of education. Those for upper secondary teachers are granted to those who have studied for two years in a university (or the equivalent) and acquired 62 credits.

Teacher certificates are granted by prefectural boards of education. Regular certificates are valid in all prefectures and for life, while temporary certificates are honoured for three years only, and valid only in the prefecture issuing them.

The percentage of qualified teachers. The number of applicants for teachers at the elementary school level exceeds the demand. The number of applicants at the lower and upper secondary school level also far exceeds the demand. The proportion of teachers without the competent certificate to teach varies from one prefecture to another. In Aomori Prefecture, for example, the proportion of unlicensed science teachers at secondary school was 49 per cent. By contrast it was merely 0.4 per cent in 1968 in Tokyo.

In order to secure able people of high quality for the teaching profession and to maintain and improve standards of school education, the Law Governing Special Measures for Maintenance and Enhancement of School Education Standards was enacted in 1974. In compliance with this Law, special measures have been taken for the improvement of salaries and allowances for public school teachers.

The percentage of teachers who do not possess the required qualifications is rapidly decreasing.

Pre-service training. The course of training is of four years duration and certification depends on obtaining prescribed numbers of credits in general education and in the teaching subject groups.
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At all colleges and universities, tests are given at the end of each semester to measure the student mastery of specific content of the individual subjects. There is no national test or standardized evaluation system for student teachers. Some professors use evaluation to assess progress toward the specific objectives and content of a given course, a unit and a lesson. Diagnostic data are used to locate the causes of weaknesses and strengths in the attainment of students. Informal means such as individual interview, open ended questions and discussions, project work, analysis of writing in notebooks, and records of observation of student performance and behaviour are all in use.

In-service training. The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, prefectural boards of education, and prefectural education centres provide opportunities for systematic in-service training for public school teachers, principals and supervisors. Some of the larger municipalities and educational study groups also hold workshops and study meetings for in-service training.

The Ministry also holds Central Workshops for intensive in-service training of principals, vice-principals and experienced teachers (e.g. curriculum co-ordinators, heads of teachers' groups teaching the same grade or the same subject in a school), who are selected and sent by every prefectural board of education.

The predominant aim of in-service training is to improve the professional abilities of teachers. Participation in an in-service training programme is not normally rewarded with a salary increase.

Science Education Centres. There are about 50 Science Education Centres retraining science teachers and developing research in science education. The type of work undertaken in Science Education Centres may be illustrated by example from the Centre of the Hiroshima Prefecture which was established in 1962. It is a three storey, 1,580 square metres building. It has a Director, nine professional staff and four clerical staff. Its activities are to: (i) organize in-service training courses in science for teachers at elementary (including kindergarten) and secondary levels; (ii) conduct research on science and science education including development of teaching materials for science; (iii) collect information on science education in Japan and abroad and to disseminate the information among the teachers; and (iv) encourage children to make a study of science in extra-curricular activities.
Within the Science Education Centre, there are study rooms, laboratories and preparation rooms, for each of physics, chemistry, biology and earth science. Facilities such as an astronomical observatory (dome), planetarium, greenhouse, library for teaching materials are annexed.

Research

The types of problems. Within science education the following topics on elementary school science have been studied during the period 1967 to 1982.

Topics on elementary school science studied during the period 1967 to 1982*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Number of projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetism</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solutions</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universe</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Source: Japan Elementary School Science Teachers Association

The list on the following page gives the range of research topics undertaken by science educators in teacher training colleges and attached experimental schools, during 1980-1982.

Out-of-school programmes

Various formal and non-formal science education programmes are being used to reach out-of-school youth and adults in the area of
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science and technology education. Items covered include extra-curricular activities in science such as science clubs, science fairs, science museums, science exhibitions, films, broadcasts, TV programmes, science news, and popular science reading.

The range of research topics undertaken by science educators during 1980-1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject of the studies</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
<th>Percentage of total studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-service training</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science education in foreign countries</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science learning psychology</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy of science education</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and lesson</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching strategy and technique</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics-chemistry education</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiments for physics-chemistry teaching</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology-earth science education</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation and experiment for biology-earth science teaching</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental education</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science curriculum</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational technology</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Source: Japan Science Teaching Society

Science fairs. Each year the Gaken National Contest of Children’s Talent in Science is held with the topic being ‘Nature Study’ for elementary school children. The number of applications each year has risen from 154,069 in 1979 to 162,733 in 1982. Each prefecture selects the best three nature study entries; the Intermediate Selection Committee selects ten entries for each grade from I to VI; and the Central Selection Committee decides the winning entries.

The Japan Youth Science Prize offers the topic ‘Scientific Investigations’ to junior and senior high school students annually. The yearly average of applications is 5,000. Each prefecture selects the best entries and the Central Selection Committee chooses the best winning entries.
Science Invention Prize. An exhibition of school children’s inventions entered its 41st year in 1983. This exhibition stimulates the creative powers of students.

Science Museum. The Science Museum is the pre-eminent general science museum in Japan with the objective of diffusing and developing an awareness of science and technology among people, especially the rising generation. The results of various rapid developments in science and technology are exhibited using actual examples, models or experimental equipment. The exhibits explain in a simple way the underlying theory and are arranged so that visitors may operate the displays themselves.

The Museum, under the administration of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, consists of two sections, one for natural history, and one for physical sciences and technology. Various facilities belonging to the Museum are located in and around Tokyo, including the headquarters in Ueno Park, eastern Tokyo, the Natural History Institute at Shinjuku, western Tokyo, the Garden for Nature Study at Shirogane near Meguro, southern Tokyo, and the Tsukuba Botanical Garden in Tsukuba Academic Town, Ibaraki Prefecture, 60 kilometres northeast of Tokyo.

Current innovations

Master’s course in teachers’ colleges. Two colleges—in the prefectures of Hyogo and Niigata offer two-year master’s degree courses for educational philosophy, cognitive development of children and professional subjects. This is an attempt to provide high-level updating of science teachers (and others) through in-service training.

Research project: scientists in schools programme. A grant-in-aid from the government has enabled a project at Hiroshima University to be launched which permits scientists to visit individual schools to assist with pilot lessons. This project has also sponsored a Citizens Scientific Movement for the protection of plants and established an Invention Club.

Sony Foundation of Science Education. The Sony Foundation of Science Education was established in 1972, when a programme was established for encouraging science education in elementary and junior high schools in Japan. Sony supports students through the Foundation to develop human potential and ability, especially emphasizing the ability to think.
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Schools showing outstanding programmes in science education and the development of human potential through science education have been awarded funds for the furtherance of their efforts.

The Sony Foundation, since its inception, has donated 552.2 million yen in total. More than 5,000 schools have applied for grants and 1,682 schools have received awards. Schools apply to the Foundation by submitting papers on, for example, how they foster abilities in nature study.

The Foundation also has an international educational exchange programme whereby students spend time in other countries and also whereby science teachers undertake short overseas tours to the USA. Five students were involved in the exchange programme in 1982 and 19 teachers participated in the overseas tour.
LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

The first Five-Year Plan (1981-1985) emphasizes the use of modern machines in the field of socio-economic development and the increase of scientific and technical research. Education is regarded as a major factor in the development of manpower and the economy. The new approach to education is based on equality of all nationalities and on the principles that learning must go hand in hand with work; education must be related to society; and political, cultural and scientific education are interrelated.

The implementation of the new education will be based on the following objectives:

a) the eradication of illiteracy;

b) the promotion of cultural and scientific standards particularly among workers and farmers;

c) the development of leaders for the future; and

d) the training of skilled workers and cadres of scientific-technical personnel.

Educational system

The system of education comprises mass education; pre-school education; general education; and vocational and university education. The general education provides the cultural basis of education for everyone and lays the foundation for national development in the future.

The structure of general schools. The general schools are divided into three levels namely: primary school which is a five year course (P 1 - P 5) for children aged 6 to 11 years; lower secondary school which is a three year course (M 1 - M 3) for children aged 11 to 14 years; and upper secondary school which is a three year course for children aged 14 to 17 years.

Enrolment at each of the above stages. Education has developed rapidly since 1975 particularly in regard to quantity. The number

137 168
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of schools has nearly doubled, while the total enrolment of students has more than doubled. Enrolment at the lower secondary and upper levels has increased eight times and ten times respectively. The comparison with education before 1975 is given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General schools</th>
<th>Pre-1975</th>
<th>1981 - 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of schools</td>
<td>3,373</td>
<td>6,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total number of students</td>
<td>255,727</td>
<td>560,711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary level</td>
<td>245,852</td>
<td>480,535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary level</td>
<td>8,364</td>
<td>64,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary level</td>
<td>1,510</td>
<td>15,720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Statistics from Ministry of Education: 1982)

Science education

Science begins at the primary level and is compulsory for all through to grade XI.

Primary level. Children learn basic science through their reading and recitation lessons in grades I, II and III. Grades IV and V have 7.5 per cent of instructional time allocated to teaching. This amounts to two hours a week.

Lower secondary level. At lower secondary school, science is taught for three hours a week in M.1 (grade VI), six hours a week in M.2 (grade VII), and eight hours a week in M.3 (grade VIII). Physics is taught as separate subject from grade VII while chemistry is taught in grade VIII.

Upper secondary level. Upper secondary school science is taught for ten hours a week in U.1 (grade IX), ten hours a week in U.2 (grade X), and 11 hours a week in U.3 (grade XI). Mathematics is not included in these figures.

Objectives of science education

The main objective of teaching science in general schools is to train children at an early age to realize the scientific concept of the world so as to cultivate a correct attitude toward the various forms...
of superstitions. Specifically it is to develop, objectively and logically, the concepts of the existence, movement and interrelationship of matter; hence gradually enabling children to understand the mastery of nature and to know how to transform nature for the service of mankind.

The objectives of science teaching and learning at each stage are:

**Primary level.** To make children basically understand living and non-living things, to distinguish what are the useful and useless things for human life; to know the changes of seasons in each year; to know how to find out the four cardinal points of the compass; to know geographically and politically where Laos is located and its rich natural resources.

To make children logically and objectively understand about natural phenomena, such as thunder, thunderbolts, thunderstorms, earthquakes, so as to counteract controversial concepts learned through superstitions. They should also realize what wind, water, fluids and liquids are and how to use them in the service of mankind.

To make children understand about the human body and related aspects of health, cleanliness and sanitation.

**Lower secondary level.** To give children a basic knowledge of systematic natural science, so as to develop their concepts and attitudes about nature, love of nature and the realization of natural phenomena.

To make children acknowledge the role and contribution of science to human daily life, and how basic scientific criteria such as wind, water, heat, light are used in the sphere of agricultural production and animal husbandry.

**Upper secondary level.** To systematically constitute a wider and deeper knowledge of science so that students will be able to realize the basic principles and theories of science and develop the ability to apply scientific knowledge in the transformation of nature to the benefit of mankind.

**Organization of science education**

At the primary level science is taught as a basic subject and is not taught as separate subjects. It provides children with basic
information about nature, and the content is linked to daily life, including the simple phenomena of nature, culture, animal raising, hygiene and prophylaxis.

At lower and upper secondary levels science is taught as separate subjects: zoology, botany, physics, chemistry.

Development of curricula

There is, so far, no particular institute for the development and evaluation of science curricula, but there is a bureau for collecting data and information concerning the curriculum in general.

The general responsibility for education, including implementation of curricula, is divided as follows:

a) The *Taseng* or county level is responsible for primary education (County Education Board);

b) The *Muang* or district level is responsible for lower secondary education (District Education Board);

c) The *Kweng* or provincial level is responsible for upper secondary education (Provincial Education Board); and is also responsible for all education in the province being a direct agent of the Ministry of Education.

At the central level there is a Committee for Educational Science Research and Textbooks (CESRT) set up by the Ministry of Education in 1983 by combining the department of research and textbooks and the scientific and educational research committee. At present the CESRT is the only institution for curriculum development and textbooks.

The present curricula were introduced in 1975-1976 and have not yet been revised.

Content of science curricula

In accordance with the present political and economic policy, science teaching and learning is focused on agriculture, forestry and irrigation development.

The content at primary level is concerned with basic techniques of growing vegetables, cereal plants, and fruit. It also covers hygiene, disease and sanitation. At lower secondary level the content includes a practical approach to agriculture and animal raising with aspects of
vegetable gardening, forestry and farming. The emphasis at upper secondary level is on improving living standards through such methods as the use of electric power, irrigation and the selective breeding of plants and animals.

Evaluation of students

Students are tested through internal lesson tests, monthly tests and semester examinations. There is also a final examination at the end of each stage or level of education. The decision as to whether a student satisfies the requirements for promotion to the next grade is based on the average scores for all subjects plus assessment of social and moral activities.

Practical work in science education

The following table gives the time available for practical activities within the science lessons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total time for science teaching</th>
<th>Time for practical activity or laboratory work</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>106 hours</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>428 &quot;</td>
<td>33 hours (b)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>683 &quot;</td>
<td>51 &quot; (b)</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) At the primary level there is no laboratory work, instead children are guided through the practical activities of adults by observing agricultural and co-operative activities. In addition they have a daily exercise in looking after co-operative gardens in accordance with their ages, for at least one hour a day.

b) These are hours for laboratory work in biology, physics and chemistry only, other activities such as growing plants and animal raising are excluded.

Examinations

In general schools, practical activities are not assessed for final examination purposes.

Equipment and apparatus

With the rapid development of general schools there are many problems concerning the supply of instructional materials and
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equipment. In some schools in the urban areas there is some apparatus; but in rural areas teachers have to try to make use of local materials, particularly for biological experiments.

Educational technology

At present, sophisticated educational technology is not used because it is unsuitable for the economic condition of the country. Generally speaking, simple educational technology has been practised only in some schools in the main cities. This includes slides, films, charts and so on. There is no educational technology in the form of computers, television sets and other electronic equipment.

Teacher training

Previously, primary school teachers must have completed the five year primary school course and taken a three year teacher training course. This was replaced in 1983 with entrants who had completed lower secondary school and who would take either a two or three year teacher training course.

Secondary teachers must have completed lower secondary school and take a three year teacher training course.

Upper secondary school teacher training is at university level and may be one of two systems, either the regular system of 15 years duration comprising upper secondary school graduation and four years teacher training, or the accelerated system of 13 years duration (11+2). In addition the Pedagogic University of Vientiane is responsible for training science teachers for vocational schools and other universities as well as research assistants for other educational activities.

In 1981-1982 there were 30 teacher training schools of education throughout the country. There are 19 primary teacher training schools of which two are for ethnic tribes; there are ten secondary teacher training schools and one pedagogic university, with 1,805 students.

With the rapid expansion of the educational system there is a shortage of qualified teachers of science, particularly at the lower and upper secondary school levels. In the 1981-1982 year there were 16,230 primary science teachers, 3,219 in lower secondary and 879 in upper secondary.
In-service training

In order to overcome the problem of unqualified science teachers the Ministry of Education has introduced, through Teacher Training Boards at different levels, a programme of in-service training. Six hours per week are allowed for teachers to improve their knowledge and competence, through evening classes or by correspondence. The in-service training follows the same curriculum as the pre-service courses.

Educational research

There is, at present, no indigenous educational research in science being undertaken. The results of educational research in other countries is adapted and applied to the teaching of science in Laos.

Plans for educational research programmes for the future have been developed with special reference to the methodology of science teaching and to the improvement of qualifications.

In 1983, in order to implement these plans, the Ministry of Education set up an organization called the Committee for Educational Science Research and Textbooks (CESRT).

Out-of-school science and popularization of science and technology

Although priority is given to the eradication of illiteracy, attention is given, albeit limited, to the popularization of science and technology and to other out-of-school activities for youth and adults.

Radio broadcasts, daily newspapers and magazines are important media in the popularization of science and technology. Science topics on the radio programmes concern agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry, which are regarded as main tasks for the country. In addition, radio broadcasts on health advise people how to prevent diseases. In the daily newspapers, at least one column is reserved for the popularization of science. Among the newspapers and magazines that popularise science are Pasason (The people), Vientiane May (New Vientiane), Suksamay (The new education), Huying Lao (The Lao women), and Sathalanasuk (The health service).

In addition the Ministry of Education arranges a scientific exhibition, once a year, on the occasion of the National Day celebrations.
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Current innovations

Since the Lao People's Democratic Republic was established in 1975, all aspects of national development have been subject to innovation. In education the following innovations should be mentioned:

a) Developing the content areas of the curriculum to be correlated with real life;

b) Designing instructional materials related to the raw materials available in localities and the real circumstances of the country;

c) Developing science teacher training at the central level, so as to update the science teachers' knowledge and competencies, particularly on mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology.
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In Malaysia, a developing nation, the national ideology known as rukunegara refers, among other things, to a national aspiration for a progressive society oriented to modern science and technology. Science education therefore has been given due recognition as contributing to the totality of the individual's general education. Education policies have been geared to meet the needs for economic and social development. The four Malaysia Plans (1965–1985) have been formulated to meet these needs for rapid development, industrialization and modernization. The realization of the role of science education in this process of development is apparent in the second and third Malaysia Plans which have emphasized an education oriented towards science and technology, and towards meeting the manpower needs of the nation.

However, the Fourth Malaysia Plan (1981–1985), which emphasizes that the recommendations of the Cabinet Committee Report on Education (1979) would form the basis of the education programmes, points to the need for a balanced education, in particular a balance between the Sciences and the Humanities. While still catering to the nation's manpower needs, due consideration needs to be given to developing an understanding of the usefulness of scientific knowledge and processes in its application to daily life and society. The role of science education in the context of a general education needs to be examined. It is in this light that the Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education is currently engaged in conceptualizing such a science education programme for the school level.

Besides the efforts towards improving school science education to cater for the overall development of the individual and thus the nation's needs, efforts are also being made towards improving science education outside the school level. The Science University, the Agriculture University and the University of Technology have been established with this aim in mind. The Ministry of Science and Environment was established in 1975. An Advisory Council for the Promotion and Development of Science has been established.
these are indicative of efforts towards improving and providing science education for out-of-school youth and adults, and towards the popularization of science and technology.

**Structure of school education**

The system. The school system consists of primary, lower secondary, upper secondary and post secondary levels, (see Figure 1). Primary level education consists of six years (grades I - VI) and begins on the average, at age 6 plus. The lower secondary level consists of three years (grades VII - IX), and upper secondary education is two further years (grades X and XI). In general, post-secondary education consists of two years.

Pupils from Chinese and Tamil primary schools will have to spend an extra year in remove classes before proceeding to grade VII in lower secondary. This is a transitional period provided to give intensive language lessons to pupils who would be experiencing a change in the medium of instruction from the primary to the secondary.

At the upper secondary level, there are three streams, namely, the vocational, technical and academic streams. The academic stream is subdivided into Arts and Science streams.

The post-secondary level consists of Arts, Science and Technical streams. This level also includes teacher education colleges, polytechnics and other institutions offering Diploma courses.

School enrolment. The enrolment for the various levels of the school system in 1977 is summarized in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Enrolment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1,609,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>632,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>197,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-secondary</td>
<td>23,028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Educational Planning and Research Division, Ministry of Education, Malaysia. 1977.
Figure 1. School system of Malaysia, 1979*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Lower secondary</th>
<th>Upper secondary</th>
<th>Post secondary **</th>
<th>Tertiary ***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 13 14</td>
<td>15 16</td>
<td>17 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Indicates main medium of instruction.

Public examination
- Lower Certificate of Education (LCE)
- Malaysian Vocational Certificate (MVC)
- Malaysian Certificate of Education (MCE)
- Higher School Certificate (HSC)

* Source: Asiah Abu Samah
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R. Remove classes are transitional classes of one year's duration provided to give intensive language lessons to pupils who have to change their medium of learning from Chinese or Tamil at the primary level to Bahasa Malaysia at the secondary level. An extra year must be added to the ages of pupils who proceed from the Remove classes.

** Sixth Form classes, teacher training institutions, polytechnics and other institutions offering Diploma Courses.

*** Universities and other institutions offering Professional Courses.
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At the upper secondary, 61.8 per cent of the pupils entered the Arts stream, 31.3 per cent entered the Science stream, 2.5 per cent entered the Technical stream and 4.4 per cent entered the Vocational stream. At the post-secondary level 53.1 per cent entered the Arts stream and 46.9 per cent entered the Science stream.

The transition rate from primary to lower secondary level was 87.8 per cent, from lower secondary to upper secondary level was 65.0 per cent, and from upper secondary to post-secondary level was 15.7 per cent.

In 1983 the enrolment at the primary level was more than two million. The secondary level enrolment was 1.1 million and the enrolment in technical and vocational streams was 19,000.

Science education in schools

General. Science in the existing curriculum is taught from grade I. It is a compulsory subject at all levels of school education with the exception of the pre-university level where it is an option. At the primary level science is taught as a single subject throughout the six years. With the introduction of the new primary curriculum in 1983, with the emphasis on the basic skills in education, science is to be incorporated as part of the subject Man and his Environment. Science will thus in future be introduced at the upper primary level (grade IV) as compared to introduction at grade I level in the existing curriculum.

At the lower secondary level (grades VII-IX) integrated science is taught to all pupils. At the upper secondary level, science stream pupils are taught chemistry, physics and biology and the arts stream pupils are taught general science. At the post-secondary level, the options available for science stream students are biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics. As from 1983, other options such as geography and economics will also be made available to science stream students at the post-secondary level.

Science is taught as an optional subject at the upper secondary level. At this level, three types of schools exist, namely academic, technical and vocational. The academic schools consist of the Arts and Science streams. About 30 per cent of the pupils opt for the Science stream, and hence are taught physics, chemistry and biology. About 60 per cent of the pupils opt for the Arts stream, and are
taught general science. Pupils in technical schools also study chemistry, physics and biology.

Currently the policy guidelines for the education system in Malaysia are provided by the Cabinet Committee Report (1979) and the Fourth Malaysia Plan (1981-1985). A major emphasis is towards the qualitative improvement of school education for the overall development of the individual. Such an education would focus on a basic general education that is suitable for all yet flexible enough to cater for the needs of the individual. School science education in this context would thus have to be reviewed. In particular, science education at the upper secondary level would have to be modified to cater for all pupils. From the point of view of the role of science education in general education at the school level, there is a need to develop a ‘Science for All’ curriculum. The Curriculum Development Centre is in the process of conceptualizing such a science education programme at the secondary level.

Time available for science. At the primary level, in grades I and II, 6.5 per cent of the total instructional time, or three periods per week, is devoted to science. In grade III, 6 per cent of the total instructional time is devoted to science and the number of periods per week is still three. By grade IV, the percentage has increased to 8 per cent and the number of periods per week to four. In grades V and VI although the percentage of instructional time drops to 7 per cent the number of periods remains at four. In the new primary curriculum, in grades IV-VI, 18.7 per cent of the total instructional time will be devoted to the subject Man and his Environment which incorporates science.

At the lower secondary level (grades VII-IX), 11 per cent of the total instructional time is devoted to science, with five periods of science per week.

At the upper secondary level (grades X-XI), for the Arts stream pupils who study general science, 11 per cent of the total instructional time is devoted to science which is equivalent to five periods of science per week. For the Science stream pupils who study chemistry, physics and biology, 34 per cent of the total instructional time is devoted to science, which is 15 periods per week.

At the pre-university level for the science stream, 72 per cent of the total instructional time is available for science, which is equivalent to 32 periods of science per week.
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The science curricula objectives. Science education at the primary level is aimed at learning skills of inquiry, fostering attitudes and developing basic concepts. Children are given the opportunity to acquire basic ideas that can lay the foundation for a gradually more sophisticated understanding of their environment. One of the main aims of teaching science at this level is to assist the pupils to learn how to live in their environment and to appreciate and intelligently use this scientific knowledge in dealing with problems in their environment.

At the lower secondary level, the objectives of science education are the acquisition of scientific knowledge, understanding basic principles, development of scientific practical skills and acquisition of a favourable attitude towards science. Due emphasis is given to conceptual understanding in science, scientific thinking and scientific processes.

At the upper secondary level science education is concerned with two categories of pupils namely the Arts and the Science stream pupils. Science education for the Arts stream is intended to encourage the students to adopt a scientific way of thinking, to develop certain basic manipulative as well as thinking skills, and to inculcate desirable attitudes towards science. Science education for the Science stream is aimed at the acquisition of a basic knowledge of biology, chemistry and physics and an understanding of their underlying principles. It emphasizes an understanding of the schemes of inquiry by defining a problem, stating a hypothesis, designing experimental investigations to test the hypothesis and making tentative valid deductions. It also provides the foundation for further study of biology, chemistry and physics at a more advanced level.

Curricular organization. The existing primary science curriculum is organized as an integrated science, emphasizing observation and study of the environment with the resulting development of concepts derived from them. It is divided into units, which include, among others, Animals and plants are living things; Land, water and air affect animals and plants; Adaptation to environment; and Life processes in plants and animals; to name but a few. Some units, which are touched on briefly in the lower grades, are given a deeper treatment in the upper grades, along with new units suitable to the interests and abilities of upper primary pupils.
The lower secondary level science curriculum is also organized as an integrated science in the following units: introducing science; observing living things; energy; matter as particles; some common gases; cells and reproduction; heat flow; electricity; hydrogen, acids and bases; detecting the environment; solutes and solvents; food and transport systems; more about electricity; support and movement; the earth.

These units are spread over a period of three years. The curriculum is activity-oriented and the teaching and learning activities come in the form of worksheets accompanied by teachers' guides.

The upper secondary science for the Arts stream is organized as integrated science. The content is selected and developed as integrated (interdisciplinary) themes. Integration of the various disciplines of science, where possible and relevant, is catered for in the curriculum. This is a functional science curriculum which emphasizes the applications of science to everyday living. Areas such as agriculture; industry; medicine; food; and health; among others, are included in the curriculum. Conceptual schemes are used to provide a logical organization to the content. The curriculum is activity-oriented. Teachers' guides are provided, where additional information pertaining to the activities in the pupil's books, is included to assist the teacher, in the teaching/learning process. Topics covered in this science curriculum include: the world through our senses; light and colour; atoms and the structure of matter; energy conversions in our bodies; electricity and energy; chemicals and energy; the balance of nature; the world food problem and the chemist; production and transmission of electricity; cell division and inheritance; electricity and chemical reaction; motion; microbes and man; natural and synthetic carbon compounds; and communication (see Figure 2).

The upper secondary science for Science stream pupils is taught as separate subject disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics. These three curricula have been developed to provide a continuation from the integrated science curriculum at the lower secondary level. These curricula emphasize the understanding of basic concepts and principles in physics, chemistry and biology. The curricula are activity-oriented. Experimentation and inquiry emphasized in the curriculum seek to develop basic skills in science. Teachers' guides provide additional information pertaining to activities in the pupil's books, to assist teachers in the teaching/learning process.
Infrastructure for curriculum development. The Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education is responsible for developing and evaluating science curricula for the whole spectrum of school science education ranging from primary to lower secondary to upper secondary. The formation of the Central Curriculum Committee (CCC) in the late 1960s was an attempt to institutionalize curriculum development. This committee is a high-powered policy decision body responsible for the direction of curriculum development at the national level. The curriculum unit of the Educational Planning and Research Division of the Ministry of Education functioned as the secretariat to the CCC. Around this time, the Schools
Division of the Ministry of Education had established a functional unit referred to as the Science Centre. This centre was responsible specifically for research, planning, organization and implementation of science curricula. The proposal for formalizing this centre as a science education centre resulted in the establishment of the Education Development Centre which later became the Curriculum Development Centre in 1973. The infrastructure for curriculum development in Malaysia was thus established.

The mechanisms used for developing and evaluating science curricula at the various levels of the school system are summarized in Figure 3 on the following page.

Curriculum renewal. The primary science syllabus was introduced in 1965. Later, the concern for the poor performance of pupils in the rural primary schools, particularly in science and mathematics, and hence the need to remedy this situation, resulted in the establishment in 1968 of the special primary Science and Mathematics Project. This was a centrally controlled undertaking aimed at improving the quality of science and mathematics teaching at the elementary level. An important objective of this project was to provide sustained teacher support services, which included among others, teachers' guides introducing the inquiry-oriented approach to science teaching. Specifically the project attempted to prepare teachers' guides based on the existing syllabus, to train supervisors and key personnel, and to set up a number of Centres of Excellence that catered for teachers in the country. The project emphasized pupil-centred, activity-oriented, inquiry-based teaching/learning of science. These curricular materials are currently used in the teaching of science at the elementary level.

Science curricular innovations at the secondary level were introduced in the late 1960s. The need to improve the quality of science education in Malaysia, besides the influence of world trends in science and science education in the post-Sputnik era, resulted in the introduction of these innovations. Some modern science curricula that had been successfully implemented in other countries, were examined with the view to adapting them on the basis of their suitability. Thus the integrated science curriculum was introduced at the lower secondary level in Malaysian schools in 1969. This curriculum was based on the Scottish Integrated Science Curriculum. The
Figure 3. Framework for science curriculum development
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Malaysian pure science curricula (biology, chemistry and physics) were introduced in 1972 for the upper secondary level Science stream pupils. The Malaysian General Science Curriculum was introduced at the upper secondary level for the Arts stream pupils in 1974. These science curricula at the upper secondary level were adaptations from the Nuffield Sciences of the United Kingdom. These science curricular innovations emphasized: (i) updating science content and the use of local materials where possible; (ii) teaching/learning approaches which are inquiry and discovery based, pupil-centred and activity-oriented, and (iii) conceptual understanding and application to daily living.

Curricular relevance. The rationale for the introduction of science curricula innovations at the primary, lower secondary and upper secondary level was, among others, to make the science learned in schools applicable to real-life situations and to give due emphasis to social issues that are science-related, such as environmental pollution.

In the existing primary science curriculum, a section entitled ‘Science in everyday life’ is included. This section points out how science helps man to safeguard public health, provide better public services such as water purification plants, sewage disposal and electricity, improve agriculture and improve industrial production.

The application of science to everyday life is given due emphasis in the lower secondary integrated science curriculum. In the section on ‘Energy’ and ‘Energy converters in action’, common examples such as the electric fan, telephone, radio, and clock are used to emphasize the application of energy conversion in everyday life. In the section on ‘Heat transfer’ an explanation of natural phenomena such as radiation from the sun, and land and sea breezes, is given as applications to everyday life. In a section on ‘The soil environment’, there is a brief mention of man’s interference and the need for conservation.

In the Malaysian general science curriculum for the upper secondary level, in a section on ‘colour’, reference is made to such aspects as application to colour printing and the importance of colour in everyday life. The curriculum includes a section on the effect of man on the balance of nature, where the different forms of pollution, their causes and control, and conservation of nature are dealt with. Social issues are thus given due emphasis.
In the section on 'Energy and chemical change' in the chemistry curriculum, reference is made to chemical changes in the production of energy for industrial purposes. In 'Rates of reaction', its application in manufacturing processes is dealt with. In the biology curriculum, the beneficial and harmful activities of microbes are discussed. Their applications to industry, sewage disposal and control of disease are treated. In the physics curriculum, the magnetic effect of a current, the electromagnet and its application in the making of the electric bell are included in the content.

As can be seen from the examples discussed above, there is a fair reflection of real-life situations and science-related social issues in the science curriculum. However, there is room for improvement in this area of science and social issues.

Assessment. New methods of assessing achievement in conjunction with the new science curricula, had to be introduced. Cooperation with the Examination Syndicate of the Ministry of Education was therefore necessary. Workshops were organized for selected teachers and other education personnel of the Ministry of Education for the purpose of test item construction. The resulting new mode of assessment covered areas of higher cognitive levels like application and synthesis, other than mere knowledge.

The assessment of pupils' achievement is carried out externally in the form of national public examinations. These examinations include the Standard 5 (grade V) assessment where test items are of the objective type. This includes multiple choice and multiple completion types of questions. The lower certificate examination for integrated science at the lower secondary level examines pupils' abilities to recall knowledge, comprehend scientific concepts and principles, and apply them. This is in keeping with the rationale, aims and objectives of the new curriculum. The test items are all of the objective type and include multiple choice and multiple completion types.

Examinations for general science and chemistry, physics and biology at the upper secondary level include questions of three types, namely objective (multiple choice and multiple completion), structured and free response type. Structured type questions provide situations to assess the pupils' abilities to organize and present scientific ideas in a clear and logical manner. For chemistry, physics and
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biology, besides the theory papers, the pupils have to sit for a laboratory practical test which assesses the manipulative and observational skills, ability to record, present results and to make inferences from their results.

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment. The new science curricula at the primary, lower secondary and upper secondary levels are all activity-oriented and inquiry based. As such, practical activities and laboratory work become an important component in the science teaching/learning situation. About 60 per cent of total curricular time available for science teaching is devoted to practical activities at all levels.

For the primary and lower secondary levels, practical work is not examinable in the public examinations. However, at the upper secondary level, practical work in chemistry, physics and biology for the Science stream pupils is examinable in the Malaysian Certificate of Education examination. Students take a special practical examination, consisting of a one and three-quarter hour paper, which represents 10 per cent of the marks in the examinations.

Generally, science equipment and apparatus available in schools is adequate to meet the needs of the new science curricula. The initial shortage of science equipment and apparatus experienced by schools through the introduction of new science curricula has largely been overcome. The Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education is currently engaged in the production of blueprints for prototype apparatus for commercial adoption or for use by teachers. Information to this effect is disseminated through the Science newsletter published by the Curriculum Development Centre. Some prototypes which have been developed for physics, include the pile driver, simple air-table, electronic circuit board, regulated power supply and longitudinal wave demonstration apparatus. These prototypes are currently being tried out in schools. With the help of the information disseminated through the newsletter, teachers are able to improvise some of the apparatus using locally available materials.

The infrastructure for prototype development of science apparatus and equipment and their quality control is well established within the Ministry of Education. As such there is a gradual shift from importing science apparatus to one of reliance on local manufacture. Currently a small percentage of the science apparatus used in schools
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is locally manufactured. A large percentage of the science apparatus is still imported.

The Science Centre set up in 1969 to plan, develop, implement and evaluate the school science curricula, and which was later established as the Curriculum Development Centre in 1973, consisted of a prototype and quality control of apparatus unit, beside the science and mathematics units. The functions of this prototype unit included, among others, the development of prototype educational equipment for physics, chemistry, biology, general science, integrated science at the lower secondary level, and primary science. The prototype developed is based on the needs of science curriculum officers and science teachers who may wish to try out an apparatus they have designed. An important role of the prototype unit is to investigate and provide for the local production of such items, with the use of local materials as far as possible.

The Prototype Unit also provides technical know-how to local manufacturers. The unit has facilities for testing the quality of educational equipment manufactured. The samples supplied by manufacturers to the Central Tender Board are tested and their quality and suitability determined. This ensures the proper and economical use of school science funds.

Use of educational technology

Activity-oriented, inquiry-based teaching/learning of science has created the need for the use of a greater range of resources. A wide range of audio-visual aids is used in schools for teaching science. Such audio-visual aids include slides, film-strips, wall charts, and three-dimensional models. The Audio-Visual Aids section of the Ministry of Education has made available such resources and key personnel at the state level to enable maximum use of such aids in the teaching/learning process in most schools. Other sophisticated technologies used in schools include the overhead projector, audio-tape cassette and video-tape cassette. Science teaching in schools is further supplemented by educational television programmes on science. However, programmes on using computers are not available. Efforts towards incorporating such strategies in science education are underway.
Teacher education qualifications

Primary. Science teachers at this level possess a minimum academic qualification of a certificate in the Malaysian Certificate of Education examination. In addition, they have undergone a three-year teacher training programme to acquire professional qualifications. They are trained to teach all subjects including science at the primary level.

Lower secondary. Science teachers at this level possess a minimum academic qualification of the Malaysian Certificate of Education. These teachers have to undergo a three-year teacher training programme in teacher training colleges specializing in science education. Beside the basic courses in education, science is an option at these colleges.

Upper secondary. The minimum academic qualification of science teachers at this level is a science degree. To acquire their professional qualification, these teachers undergo a one year diploma in education course at university. In this diploma course, besides the core course in ‘Principles of Educational Practice’, two science methods courses are taken as options. (Science methods include chemistry, physics and biology).

Number of teachers. The shortage of qualified and trained science teachers for various levels of the education system was a significant problem in the 1960s and the 1970s. However, this situation has improved to a large extent, with no severe shortage of science teachers at the various levels. This is shown by data from the Cabinet Committee Report on Education (1979).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Need</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Excess (+)</th>
<th>shortage (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College trained</td>
<td>70,471</td>
<td>60,881</td>
<td>- 9,590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science graduates</td>
<td>2,711</td>
<td>1,590</td>
<td>- 1,121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status in 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pre-service teacher education programme. Pre-service teacher education in Malaysia is organized at two levels, namely the Diploma in Education and the Certificate in Education. The Diploma in Education course is available in the Faculties of Education of universities, while the Certificate in Education course is offered by the Teacher Education Division of the Ministry of Education through its teachers' colleges.

Certificate in education. The teacher education programme for the Certificate in Education is aimed at producing qualified teachers for the elementary level and lower secondary level in schools. This is a new three-year programme, introduced in 1981, to replace the two-year Integrated Teacher Training Programme which has been in existence in all colleges since 1973. The introduction of this innovation in the teacher education programme at this level is in keeping with the recommendations of the Cabinet Committee Report on Education (1979).

Based on the entry requirements, selected candidates are sent to one of the 26 Teachers' Colleges in Malaysia to undergo a three-year full-time teacher education programme, leading either to the Primary School Teacher Certificate or the Secondary School Teacher Certificate. Provision is made for school subject specializations within each programme.

The teacher education curriculum at this level consists of: (i) Core courses; (ii) School subject/Specialization courses; (iii) Self-enrichment courses; (iv) Teaching practice; and (v) Co-curricular activities.

Core courses are common to both the primary and lower secondary teacher programmes. The core courses consist of: (i) Education; (ii) Educational technology; (iii) National language (proficiency);
English language (proficiency); (v) Physical and health education; (vi) Islamic civilization; and (vii) Islamic religious education (for Muslim students) or Moral education (for non-Muslim students).

The primary programme students would normally cover all subjects of the primary school curriculum with special emphasis given to their subject specialization. The secondary programme students would follow the courses of subject specialization, which in the case of science teachers would be science and mathematics. The school subject courses would cover pedagogical as well as academic aspects of the subject. The secondary programme students are also required to take specially designed enrichment courses on civics, music, art education and mathematics and science. These courses are intended to complement the training programme and to provide a balanced education for these prospective teachers.

The examination for this teacher education programme consists of two parts. Part I is taken at the end of term four of the nine terms and Part II is taken at the end of the three-year course. In the examination system, course work assessment and terminal examinations are of equal importance and are given equal weightage in the final results. The students undergo 18 weeks of teaching practice—6 weeks during Part I and 12 weeks during Part II.

Diploma in education. This course is organized by the universities. A candidate for the course must be a graduate of a university. The programme of studies for the Diploma in Education at the University of Malaya extends over a period of one year of full-time study, and consists of theory and practical. The programme comprises 13 units of coursework, six units of practical teaching in the classroom, and one unit course in physical education and co-curricular activities. The 13 units of course work consist of:

i) Three units of foundations of education, namely psychological studies in education, pedagogical studies in education and education in Malaysia;

ii) Six units of methodology of teaching. A candidate must take two subject method courses. For science education, the subjects include physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, agriculture, engineering technology and geology; and
iii) Four units of educational electives courses to be chosen from a list of courses offered by the faculty from time to time, including a one unit course in sociology.

The six units of Teaching Practice consist of ten weeks of teaching and guided observation in educational institutions and/or micro-teaching laboratories.

The examination for the Diploma in Education consists of two parts. The Part I examination comprises (i) a two-hour written paper in each of the prescribed courses in foundations of education; (ii) an examination and/or assignments in each of the four prescribed elective courses; and (iii) an examination and/or evaluation of physical education and co-curricular activities.

The Part II examination comprises (i) an assessment of teaching practice; and (ii) such examinations and/or assignments as may be determined by the Faculty for the subject-method courses.

The programme described above is the end-on programme where the Diploma in Education course follows the completion of the basic science degree course. Another programme that is available now is the concurrent B.Sc.Ed. (Bachelor of Science with Education degree) course where the education competent is incorporated in the basic science degree programme. This is a four year programme.

In-service education. With the introduction of the science curricula innovations in the various stages of school science education, there was a need to provide in-service education to science teachers at these various levels, in order to facilitate implementation. To begin with, in-service courses were conducted to familiarize science teachers with the content and teaching approaches implied in the new science curriculum. Participants in these initial in-service courses in turn became tutors for subsequent in-service courses. Thus the in-service courses held initially at the national level, were later held at the state levels. These courses were normally held during the school holidays. Such in-service courses for science teachers have been conducted for elementary science teachers, science teachers at the lower secondary level, general science teachers at the upper secondary level and chemistry, biology and physics teachers at the upper secondary level.

One of the most crucial factors that determines the success of a curriculum innovation is the ability of the teacher to implement, as
closely as possible, the philosophy and objectives of the innovation in the teaching/learning situation. Undoubtedly, the one-shot type of in-service courses conducted initially following the introduction of curricula innovations is not sufficient. This points to the need to conceptualize in-service teacher education as a continuum to facilitate curriculum innovation and implementation. The introduction of a tutors' training programme in 1974 was a strategy to improve the effectiveness of the science teachers' in-service courses. Such a course was held again in 1975, and, in 1977 a five-year project (1977-1981) was formulated for key personnel in integrated science, general science and chemistry, physics and biology. The Curriculum Development Centre was responsible for organizing and conducting these in-service courses. The aims of these in-service courses were broadened from one of merely training tutors to that of enabling them to participate actively in curricular activities at the district, state and national levels, and in professional bodies like the Science Teachers Associations. The areas covered in these courses included:

i) Philosophy and rationale of curricula;
ii) Teaching/learning approaches;
iii) Laboratory management and improvisation;
iv) Science terminologies in the national language;
v) In-service education;
vii) Curriculum evaluation;
vii) Classroom testing techniques; and
viii) Current science-related social issues such as environmental pollution and energy conservation.

Thus it can be seen that the science teacher in-service education provided is viewed as an on-going activity aimed at improving teacher competences in various areas.

Research in science education

Problems investigated and remedial actions. The science curriculum innovations, with their inquiry-based activity-oriented approaches to the teaching/learning of science, have given rise to some problems. One is the concern for the effective implementation of this inquiry-based teaching. Other problem areas include lack of apparatus, an important component in this activity mode of teaching/learning in science, and the concern for the effectiveness of in-service education. Several studies have been carried out along the
lines of these concerns in science education and steps have been taken, where possible, to remedy these situations.

In an evaluation of science and mathematics education in relation to the Mid-Term Review of the Second Malaysia Plan, Sim et. al. (1973) pointed out that,

[teachers] do not come to grips with the crucial issues, such as those pertaining to the careful differentiation of specific arrangements needed to ensure that every pupil, as well as the teacher, would be able to engage in meaningful inquiry.

In a study on the formative evaluation of the general science curriculum, carried out by the Curriculum Development Centre 1976, a systematic observation of the teaching/learning milieu was made at the classroom level. Information on the strengths and weaknesses in the teaching/learning processes of general science was thus obtained. Generally teachers did not raise pertinent questions during the period of pupil experimentation, which could enhance inquiry learning in science. Furthermore, effective consolidation in the teaching/learning of science, through discussions of results and inferences, was weak.

The summative evaluation of the integrated science curriculum is another study conducted by the Curriculum Development Centre in 1982. This study aimed to evaluate the extent of implementation of the teaching/learning of science, and its relationship to pupil achievement. A measure of pupil achievement was obtained through the administration of a pre- and post-test. A systematic observation of the teaching/learning situations in the classrooms of selected teachers was carried out. The instrument used for this purpose was a structured observation schedule. The teachers were categorized as high, medium or low implementors based on the extent to which they had implemented the intended teaching/learning behaviour. In general, the high implementing teachers obtained higher achievement in the pupils. High implementing teachers were more inquiry-oriented in their teaching/learning situations in the classroom. The strengths and weaknesses as revealed by this study have been used in the in-service education of science teachers.

A study on teacher perceptions of objectives for science teaching by Cheong and Wang (1977) revealed that teachers do not give
due emphasis to objectives that are affect-oriented. This is inconsis-
tent with the explicit aims of the general science curriculum to promote 
the development of healthy attitudes and interests toward scientific 
activities. This study further revealed that graduate and non-
graduate teachers possessed constrasting views as to which are the 
priority objectives of this curriculum. Graduate teachers were of the 
opinion that the general science curriculum aimed at developing cer-
tain higher level cognitive abilities, such as conceptual understanding 
and application of knowledge, while non-graduate teachers gave em-
phasis to lower level objectives such as observation and manipulative 
skills. One could infer that the in-service education has not been 
successful in communicaing the intentions of the curriculum.

The science curriculum innovations, with emphasis on activity-
oriented teaching, imply the need for effective laboratory manage-
ment, maintenance of science apparatus and equipment and the need 
to improvise where necessary. A survey conducted by the Currucu-
ulum Development Centre in 1979 revealed the need for the improvris-
ation of science apparatus, in particular for physics and to a certain 
extent in biology. This does not include common apparatus that can 
be purchased with the school science funds. It refers more to the 
high priced apparatus that can be improvised by using locally avail-
able materials. As a follow-up of this survey, workshops have been 
held to produce blueprints for such apparatus that can be improvised. 
Participants in these workshops include practising teachers, science 
curriculum officers and officers of the Prototype Unit of the Curricu-
ulum Development Centre.

Institutions responsible for research in science education. Re-
search in science education is conducted by the Ministry of Educa-
tion and the Faculties of Education of the universities. The Regional 
Centre for Education in Science and Mathematics (RECSAM), situ-
ated in Penang, is a regional organization set up to help improve 
science and mathematics education in South-East Asian countries. 
This centre is actively involved in conducting research on aspects 
of science education. Some research studies undertaken by these 
institutions include:

i) The effects of inductive/deductive approaches in the teaching 
of two topics from Nuffield-based modern physics. (Lim 
Meng Mui, M.Ed. Thesis University of Malaya 1976);
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ii) Relationships between cognitive development and the learning of science and mathematics. (Khoo Phon Sai, Ph.D Thesis, University of Malaya, 1972);

iii) Teacher perceptions of objectives for science teaching. (Cheong Siew Yoong & Wang Chee Seng, University of Malaya, 1977);

iv) Summative evaluation of integrated science. (Ministry of Education, Malaysia, 1982);

v) Environmental problems and orientations. A Malaysian case study. (Cheong Siew Yoong, University of Malaya, 1980);

vi) In-service teacher education for curriculum innovation with particular reference to secondary school science in Malaysia. (Somasundaram, Indra, 1980, M.Ed. Dissertation, University of London);

vii) Perceived use of inquiry teaching by a sample of Malaysian biology teachers. (Nor Asma Ismail & Peter A. Rubba, 1981 South Illinois University, U.S.);

viii) An alternative approach to teaching the concept of field in secondary level physics. (Tamby Subahan, 1981, National University of Malaysia);

ix) The development and field test of environmental education topics in biology in a grade X classroom. (Abdul Main Salimcn, 1980. University Pertanian Malaysia); and


Programmes for out-of-school youth and adults and popularization of science and technology

Various programmes are organized from time to time to cater for the out-of-school population and to popularize science and technology. The Young Scientist, which is televised, is one such programme. In this programme, selected science projects of upper secondary level students are televised. The students are given the opportunity to discuss their projects in terms of scientific methods used, observations made, results obtained and inferences made. Panel members then comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the projects and give suggestions for improvements. These projects
cover areas of current interest in science such as environmental pollution, solar energy, hydroponics and food production. In this way, the programme not only serves the school population, but also the out of-school population. It further stimulates interest in science and technology in the general public.

Information on science and technology is usually provided by the mass media. The television and radio are used to a considerable extent for the purpose of science education. In addition to the Young Scientist programme, there are other programmes on science on radio and television. This includes an education television series on school science curricula. Newsletters and articles on science and technology are published by various organizations and groups.

Current innovations

Curricular innovations. The Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education is currently engaged in conceptualizing a general education for the school level. In this context, due emphasis is to be given to the need for a balanced education, in particular the balance between the sciences and the humanities. The role of science education will, therefore, be re-examined in the context of a general education.

With the introduction of the new primary curriculum, which was implemented nationwide in grade I in January 1983, the emphasis at the elementary level is on the basic skills in education. This is to continue throughout the first phase of elementary education (grades I to III). Science is to be incorporated as part of the subject of 'Man and his Environment', which would be introduced in the second phase of elementary education namely in grades IV, V and VI. Such a science curriculum would facilitate the acquisition of a broad prospective of science in relation to science-related social issues. In formulating a science curriculum within the framework of Man and his Environment due emphasis will be given to the child's experience and environment when considering criteria for content selection. Emphasis will also be given to learning skills of inquiry, fostering positive attitudes to science learning and developing basic concepts. The focus at this level would be on the observation and study of the environment.
At the secondary level, greater emphasis will be given to conceptual understanding and the acquisition of intellectual skills. Scientific concepts, principles, processes and critical thinking will be emphasized. Education through science is an important contribution to the totality of the individual's general education. Humanizing the scientific enterprise will be necessary for the provision of a values-oriented science education. This would be an essential ingredient of a balanced education. The science curriculum will thus have to highlight the relevance of science to the world outside the classroom. Social relevance, as an additional dimension in the science curriculum, will have to be given due consideration in the formulation of the secondary science curriculum. While experimental work and conceptual processes, which characterize science, will continue to remain central to science education, due emphasis needs to be given to the social dimension in science. A science curriculum in this context will have to provide for understanding the social implications of scientific activities and the contribution science and technology make to society. Such a science curriculum should provide for the incorporation of social issues such as environmental degradation, energy conservation, consumerism and drug abuse, to name but a few. In a paper entitled, Towards a Science Education Policy, Prabhakar (1981) has deliberated on a number of these pertinent issues to be considered in the formulation of a science curriculum in the context of general education.

Fostering scientific talent amongst students. Programmes are organized from time to time with the aim of nurturing scientific and technological talent amongst students and the out-of-school population, and for the development of scientific creativity amongst them. One such programme is the National School Science Exhibition jointly organized by the Ministry of Education and Esso Production Malaysia Incorporated. This Science Exhibition is held biennially, and students from the upper secondary level in all schools in the country are given the opportunity to participate in the exhibition by sending in their projects. Some of the projects previously submitted, include: (a) electrical energy from solar energy; (b) river pollution; (c) biological nitrogen fixation: ways to improve production; (d) growth and reproduction of padistraw mushrooms; (e) study of the chemical components in the mango fruit; and (f) extraction of caffeine in tea and coffee; a quantitative study.
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The Young Scientists programme is another such activity to promote the development of scientific creativity amongst school-children. Here pupils are encouraged to work on projects of social relevance such as projects on pollution, energy and food production.

Science societies in schools function as part of the co-curricular activities in science. Activities of these societies include (a) visits to factories, research centres and other places of scientific interest; (b) talks on scientific topics; (c) development of science-based hobbies such as photography; and (d) project work on socially relevant topics such as water pollution. These activities help to cater for the development of scientific creativity amongst school-children.

The Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment, Malaysia, with the co-operation of the Science Centre in Singapore, organized a Science Exhibition in 1982 for the public. The exhibits included computing machines, electromagnets, transistors, batteries, plastics, synthetic dye and hormones. These exhibits were intended to show how scientific discoveries had changed man's way of life over the years.

Role of research institutes and industrial concerns in science education. Research institutes such as the Institute for Medical Research, the Rubber Research Institute and the Science Faculties of Universities contribute in various ways towards supporting and strengthening school and out-of-school science education programmes. From time to time, they organize exhibitions depicting their scientific research and the applications to everyday life. These exhibitions are open to the public. They provide speakers for school science society activities, to talk on various areas of scientific interest.
MALDIVES

Science as a separate subject is taught only in the English medium schools in Male. But some science concepts are incorporated in the environmental studies curriculum, which is used by all schools.

There is no specific official science policy statement but the concepts of science education are highlighted in the proposed educational plan and in the National Primary Curriculum which is presently undergoing a first major revision.

Science education in schools

At lower primary level (grade I and grade II) science concepts are integrated into environmental studies. From grades III to VII general science is taught, which includes physics, chemistry and biology. Up to grade VII all students take general science. At grade VIII level, science is divided into biology, chemistry and physics. At this level all the science subjects are compulsory. At grades IX and X students have the option of selecting science or arts subjects. Those who opt for arts subjects take history, geography and integrated science instead of biology, chemistry and physics.

In 1983 the percentage of students opting to take science was 60 per cent at grade IX level and 61 per cent at grade X.

There are altogether 40 periods of instruction per week at all levels. The table below shows the time devoted to science.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Percentage of instruction time devoted to science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III and IV</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI and VII</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX and X</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enrolment at the primary, secondary and pre-university stage (1982)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>34,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>3,745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-university</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>37,890</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Curriculum aspects. The present science curriculum is organized as environmental science and integrated science for primary levels. In lower secondary and upper secondary the sciences are treated as separate subjects i.e. physics, chemistry and biology.

The Education Development Centre of the Ministry of Education is responsible for developing and evaluating the curricula for primary schools. Lower secondary and upper secondary schools follow the London GCE 'O' Level and 'A' Level syllabuses respectively.

There is no defined frequency with which the curricula are revised. It is carried out on an ad hoc basis. The present primary syllabus has been in use for about five years, but the Education Development Centre is in the process of renewing this syllabus.

In the primary curricula attention is being paid to real life problems and social issues. As the lower secondary and upper secondary curricula are governed by the London GCE there are very few social issues included. However a course in fisheries science was introduced at grade VIII in 1982 and it is being taught at grade IX in 1983 and grade X in 1984. It is hoped that this will make the students more aware of the problems of the fishing industry in the Maldives and the need to develop this industry further.

Evaluation. The school year is divided into four quarters and at the end of each quarter, the students' work is evaluated. The main examination is at the end of every year. At the end of grade VII the students take a public examination and at the end of grade X students sit the London GCE 'O' Level examination. Having passed this examination in at least two subjects, students may enter the Science Education Centre if they wish to proceed to university...
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studies. At this Centre students follow the London GCE 'A' Level syllabus, which is a two year course. Evaluation is carried out throughout the two years. To enter the second year of the course students have to pass a mid-course test which is held at the end of the first school year.

Science activities/laboratory work and equipment. In the primary and lower secondary there is no set time devoted to laboratory work. This is left to the individual teachers to decide but it is subject to availability of a laboratory. In the upper secondary school about 75 to 80 per cent of the curriculum time available for science is used for laboratory work. Laboratory work is not examined at primary and lower secondary levels but it is examinable at the upper secondary level. In the final examination, 33 to 40 per cent of the final marks obtained are for practical laboratory work.

The general provision of science equipment in the schools is very poor. Two government schools (primary and lower secondary levels) have science laboratories, but both are poorly equipped. Private schools have no science laboratories at all, so hardly any practical work is done in science subjects. The laboratory at the Science Education Centre (higher secondary level) is well equipped. Locally available materials are used as far as possible in the science laboratories but as the Maldives is a country relying on imports there are very few materials available locally; for example no chemicals or glassware are manufactured in the country, so these have to be imported. This problem is most serious in chemistry and physics where almost all the equipment and chemicals have to be imported.

There is no institution or organization which is in charge of designing or producing science equipment.

Use of educational technology

At the primary and lower secondary levels, no sophisticated technology is used to reinforce or supplement teaching. At the Science Education Centre overhead projectors and cine film projectors are freely available to all teachers who wish to use them. In the science faculty, loop films are available to the students and these are used to reinforce teaching. Video films are also available to supplement teaching or widen the interest of students.
Teacher training qualifications

There is no specific science teacher training for the primary stage. Primary science is taught by primary class teachers along with other subjects.

At the lower secondary stage the teachers who take science are required to have a diploma/certificate in the teaching of science and three years teaching experience. At the upper secondary level the science teacher is required to hold a degree in the required science subject and to have had five years of teaching experience.

All teachers presently employed hold the minimum qualifications required but the majority of them are expatriates.

Attempts made to overcome the shortage of local teachers. Teacher training courses are conducted locally both in English and in the local language to teachers at primary level. Students are sent abroad on scholarships to graduate in science subjects and to follow up with a certificate or diploma in teaching.

Programmes and innovations

Science teaching is a very recent development in the Maldives and no programmes have been conducted so far to popularize science and technology. The Science Education Centre conducts workshops/seminars on the theme of making the curriculum more relevant to local needs and is studying ways of producing indigenous low-cost material for the teaching of science.
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One in every four citizens of the Mongolian People’s Republic is attending a regular education establishment. All children of school age have compulsory education to the eighth year of school or the lower secondary stage of education. The main task facing the country is to create favourable conditions to introduce universal compulsory education throughout secondary level to the tenth year of school.

The People’s Revolution of 1921 opened up a pathway for the development of cultural and scientific education. During the past six decades, illiteracy has been completely eliminated, and a real, democratic integrated education system has been established. Every citizen, irrespective of nationality, sex, race, social origin and position, has the right to education in the mother tongue. This right is guaranteed by the constitution.

Financial assistance for school age children is available from a Study Fund. This Fund is used to provide material assistance to pupils, when they are in need of it, by improving their health conditions, and also the cultural, educational and other aspects of their life. Pupils, who are unable to attend school regularly because of their parents’ living and working conditions receive board and lodging with equipment and furniture free of charge for the academic year.

Secondary school pupils from villages are provided with free transport within the surrounding regions on their departure and return to school, at the beginning and at the end of the academic year, and also during the school vacations.

During the examination periods external students and evening school pupils are freed from their duties and fully paid by their organizations: (a) before the end-of-year examinations for five days; (b) during the eighth-year secondary school leaving examinations for two weeks; (c) during the examinations for the ten-year school leaving certificate for 20 days. Those who attend general secondary evening schools have the right to take one hour’s leave, with full wages, for every lesson.
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Orphans, or school age children without guardians, are provided by the State with free living accommodation. Weak children, in need of long term medical treatment, and disabled students (the blind, the deaf, the dumb and the mentally handicapped, are provided for in a similar manner).

The Ministry of People’s Education is responsible for organizing, leading and developing all academic and educational work. The Executive Boards of local groups of People’s Deputies are responsible for the organizational work pertaining to all school age children. The parents’ duties are to send their children to school at the right age and to create good conditions for them to study.

School education

General structure. Primary schools take children up to the age of 8. After finishing the third year of primary school all pupils transfer and continue their studies in the fourth form of the general secondary school. Eight-year school-leavers are given a certificate of ‘incomplete’ secondary education, but on finishing grade VIII, pupils are able to continue their studies in upper secondary schools and in specialized secondary schools and then obtain a complete general or special secondary education certificate.

Some may study at vocational schools if they so wish and also may work or engage in industrial (productive) labour. Young people, who are working in branches of the national economy or culture, having finished the incomplete general secondary education, are provided with the necessary conditions for studying at general evening schools in shifts and at correspondence courses and seasonal schools. They are admitted to specialized secondary schools through entrance examinations. Such schools are organized in cities, towns, villages, big industry combines and farms. Evening schools are organized within the general education schools.

Evening secondary schools in shifts are organized within big industries, where shift work is practised. The academic year of the evening schools in shifts lasts 34 weeks with classes four days a week.

The aim of the seasonal school is to give those people with primary education who work at agricultural farms and associations, secondary education up to grade VIII level. The seasonal schools are attached organizationally to lower secondary or upper secondary
schools of agricultural associations and state farms. A seasonal school is a school with a duration of three years and with 20 weeks of lessons from 1 October to 1 March each year. Adults, unable to attend seasonal and evening schools regularly because of industrial conditions, are covered by correspondence courses, and receive a general secondary education, at the extramural departments attached to general secondary education schools.

City and town dwellers receive the equivalent of an eight year education for five academic years (each academic year has 30 weeks) and full secondary education (upper secondary) for two years (each academic year has 34 weeks).

Science education

All schools provide science education as part of the compulsory general education at all levels. The general primary schools offer arithmetic and the Mongolian language. In Form V (junior secondary school) biology and geography are introduced; in Form VI physics is included; in Form VII students study chemistry and in Form VIII they study the principles of Public Law of the Republic, human anatomy, physiology and health education. In tenth year, students begin to study social sciences and astronomy in addition to the other disciplines.

All subjects are taught according to the programmes approved by the Ministry of the People's Education. Taking into account the age of the children, the normal school week for Forms IV to VIII of general educational schools is fixed at 28 to 34 hours, and Forms IX and X, 35 hours at the maximum. Science education aims to develop fully the independent activities of children by providing them with laboratory work, seminar and practical tuition, as well as organized excursions.

Optional tuition among pupils is organized as follows: Form VII studies scientific principles of animal raising; Form VIII studies folklore, principles of agriculture, vegetable growing, chemical laboratory technology, mathematical logic, analytical geometry, logarithms and programming; Form IX studies literary criticism, physiological botany, quantitative and qualitative analysis, anatomy, chemical reactions, molecular physics and elementary astronomy. Form X studies complex numbers, conjunctive numbers, oscillation waves,
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quanta, structure of organic substances, cosmology and so on. Additionally Forms VIII to X may attend optional subjects on Mongolian word-formation, Russian language and history of the Republic. Forms VIII and IX have optional tuition in geography. The optional courses take 134 hours in the lower secondary schools and 170 hours in the upper secondary schools.

This optional tuition aims to develop the ability of the individual and is organized on a voluntary basis. The curriculum of the optional courses is drawn up by the Research Institute of Pedagogy of the Ministry of People’s Education. Taking into account the needs of the pupils and their parents, according to the decision of the Ministry of Education, advanced courses of physics, mathematics, chemistry and Russian language are organized for Forms VIII to X pupils of general secondary education schools which have the necessary materials and teachers.

The pupils who successfully complete Form VII and who pass the competitive examination, may take the advanced courses, and attend lectures by professors from the higher educational institutions and scientists invited from the scientific research organizations. Graduates of the courses have the right to continue their studies in the advanced courses of the complete secondary schools.

The curriculum

The Law of People’s Education states:

A complete and incomplete secondary school is a single unit, whether general educational, labour, or polytechnical school, for instructing and educating children and youth, and for providing them with a general secondary education. This is ensured by organizing the process of education and upbringing, according to the generally established principles, so that the content and level of general education be uniform through the territory of the Republic.

unified study plans for general educational schools’ adopted by the Ministry of People’s Education, in 1979. Under this plan 43.8 per cent of all academic hours are devoted to humanities, 38.9 per cent to natural and mathematical sciences, 5.7 per cent to labour training and 6 per cent to fine (imitative) arts and physical culture.
Primary level. The aim of arithmetic at this elementary level is to familiarize pupils with the four arithmetical processes and with solving simple problems.

General secondary level. The main themes of science education in Forms IV to VIII of general secondary schools are: (i) in arithmetic and the beginning of analysis, to give a knowledge of mathematics and its processes in connection with the notion of 'sets' and 'possessions'. In the first lessons the pupils study the topics of 'identity and 'transformation' at an elementary level; (ii) in geometry to study the rotation of flat figures round the axis of symmetry, projection of figures and formation of angles. Much attention is paid also to the transformation of figures and the problem of calculating angles. In Forms VI and VII they learn equality, expression of sets, and they also study the identical transformation of the expression process on the basis of the theoretical functional approach, the quality of equations, the linear quadratic equation, exponential functions and logarithms. The primary notion of the theory of approximate calculation is also included in the programme. Geometric transformation is a mutual similar reflection of the whole flat which is projected onto itself. Vectors and co-ordinates will be given here; (iii) in physics: to pay special attention to the molecular structure of substances; to study the fundamentals of molecular mass, density of a substance, weight, pressure, simple mechanism, heat-exchange, aggregative state of substances, electro-magnetic induction, kinematics and dynamics, heat capacity, thermal unit and calorific theory; (iv) in chemistry: to study the chemical elements of the periodic system, by explaining the character of substances and their compounds on the principles of the periodic table; (v) in biology: to study the structure of plants and animals, their state and comparative life, environment and historical adoption, the classification of plants and animals and their evolutionary development; and (vi) in anatomy and physiology: to teach the structure of the human body, paying special attention to the higher nervous activities.

Senior secondary level. In physics: to study the principles of conservation of energy, the retention law of charge, the laws of Coulomb, Ohm, the electro-magnetic induction laws of Faraday, the formula of Ampere and Lorenz, the rule of Lenz, the basis of determination of dimensions of the vibration and wave phenomenon process, the equation of the vibration charge, the model of atomic
and nucleus structure, the law of connection between mass and energy, Einstein's equation, the analysis spectrum and various other spectra. In astrophysics, a basic component of astronomy, to study the features of matter beyond our planet earth.

The chemistry course provides a deeper knowledge of the periodic law and related system.

In biology, pupils study questions of physiogenesis and ontogenesis, living nature, reproduction, heredity, variability and cytology.

Organization of curricula. The programmes of study for each subject, approved by the Ministry of Education, determine the content and time allocation. Each programme has a commentary describing the aims and objectives, methods and techniques, use of audio-visual aids and the general organization of instruction. In some programmes there is a list of books to be read by the pupils. Optional additional programmes are also included occasionally.

In order to discuss the main problems of instruction and education each school forms a board of teachers to work according to rules approved by the Ministry of Education. Each school has its teaching unit of methodology which consists of a number of sections depending on classes and their peculiarities.

The aims of the Teaching Unit of methodology are to study the achievements of science and pedagogy; to organize instructional processes, to improve teaching devices; to evaluate the implementation of study programmes and to make suggestions for improving the quality of educational and instructional work for the administrative boards of schools.

Revision of curricula. In 1971, all educational establishments introduced new curricula and the Ministry of People's Education adopted a new curriculum for general educational secondary schools. In 1979, this plan was further improved by introducing some amendments. There is no fixed time for amending curricula.

Relevance to society. In 1963 a law was enacted to strengthen the links between schools and life. In accordance with this law, education and industrial practices are closely correlated and students are expected to take an active part in social work. At the primary level pupils are acquainted with the work and activities of industrial
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workers. At the lower secondary level students learn about technical drawing, mechanics and hand-tools and they participate in some industrial processes. In Forms IX and X students work as probationers in training workshops, manual training centres and in agricultural co-operatives and state farms. This intensive manual training occupies up to 25 per cent of the curriculum time in Forms VIII to X.

Evaluation. In Forms III, VII and IX students have to pass an examination in order to progress to the next grade. At the end of each academic year every pupil is assessed in every subject. Assessment is based on a variety of techniques: oral interviews, written tests, completing or drawing tables and graphs and laboratory work.

Laboratory facilities. In senior forms practical work occupies 13 per cent of the time available. In order to fulfill the updated curricular requirements, schools have established well-equipped laboratories and have introduced a study room system for instruction which is of great importance. Practical skills in science are given emphasis in final examinations, particularly in the oral examination.

Use of educational technology

At present all the general educational schools have been supplied with mechanical aids, equipment and audio-visual materials and 50 per cent of all school subjects have the opportunity of using study rooms and audio-visual aids.

There are 2,300 items of approved equipment and audio-visual aids used for instructional work in the secondary schools. In the years 1976-1980 state investment in purchasing equipment and furnishings for schools increased by 2.4 times that of the previous 15 years. The Soviet Union rendered great assistance in the supply of school materials and school buildings. Some equipment, audio-aids and furnishings are now produced in Mongolia. Many audio-visual aids are constructed by teachers themselves.

At present 20 per cent of the required instructional equipment, audio-visual aids and other teaching materials are produced in the country, the rest are imported. There are some local workshops designing and producing educational devices. One of these is the educational device workshop in Ulan Baatar. It has different sections for radio, wood and metal. Here complex linguaphone booths and
mechanical aids are produced. According to the state plan certain furnishings for classrooms and laboratories are also produced.

Audio-visual aids at the upper secondary school level include a wide range of photographic prints and slides. There are 900 filmstrips and 233 slides and also 911 cine films and cine extracts in the schools. Each local centre has film archives. Electronic computers are also used in advanced mathematics classes. Basic knowledge and practice in the use of electronic computers is given in Form X.

Teacher training

Teachers in primary schools and the junior forms of general educational schools should have secondary education in pedagogy and are trained at the pedagogical colleges or specialized secondary schools for teachers. Teachers with higher pedagogical qualifications are required for general educational secondary schools.

Over 90 per cent of teachers in primary schools and junior forms of general educational schools, in the academic year of 1981-1982, possessed secondary pedagogical education. Seventy per cent of teachers in general educational secondary schools possessed a higher pedagogical qualification.

It is planned that by the year 2000, all primary and secondary schools will have fully qualified teachers. By the year 1990, 95.6 per cent of teachers in primary schools and 85.5 per cent of teachers in secondary schools will be qualified in the field of pedagogy.

Structure of training. Teachers for primary schools are trained at pedagogical secondary schools. For enrolment those who are under 30 years of age with lower secondary education have to compete for places in the pedagogical schools by examination. The term of study at the pedagogical school is 3 years 10 months. During this period students will specialize in pedagogy and at the same time will complete upper secondary education.

The science curriculum of the Pedagogical Secondary School is approved by the Ministry of Education. Twenty-three per cent of the total study programme is devoted to lectures, and 23.4 per cent to laboratory and practical work. Almost half the lectures and laboratory work are devoted to teaching methods and psychology, the Mongolian language, and mathematics. Additionally, students have teaching practice of ten weeks.
Teachers for secondary schools require a higher pedagogical education and are trained at universities and pedagogical institutes. Persons under the age of 35 with complete secondary, or upper secondary education, are admitted to the pedagogical institutes through a system of competitive examinations. Graduates of Form X of general educational schools and demobilized persons within the same year have the right to sit the competitive examinations, if they have an appointment as a teacher. Persons with pedagogical secondary education, if they have worked not less than two years as a teacher in primary schools, also have the right to enter the competitive examinations for the pedagogical institutes. Students who pass these examinations receive financial grants on a monthly basis.

The period of study at the pedagogical institutes is four years. The science curricula of the institutes are approved by the Ministry of People’s Education. The actual study programme for each subject is worked out by the specialized departments concerned and are approved by the directorate of the institute.

At these higher teacher training institutions, methodology of teaching, psychology and specific science occupy 12-15 per cent of the time. Laboratory work and practical lessons take up 33.3 per cent.

In-service training. Primary school teachers who have worked successfully for not less than three years after finishing at complete secondary schools are admitted to the extramural departments of the specialized secondary schools training teachers for primary schools. Those with complete secondary education, who have worked satisfactorily at rural primary schools for not less than five years, are permitted to take the graduate examinations at specialized pedagogical secondary schools training primary and nursery teachers. Teachers with pedagogical secondary education who have worked in rural secondary schools for four years and in cities for not less than six years are admitted to the extramural courses of higher pedagogical institutes through competitive examinations.

Other ways in which teachers can upgrade their qualifications and increase knowledge and skills are by self-learning on a programme based on the curricula of the Research Institutes of Pedagogy of the Ministry of Education. Such a programme contains aspects of teaching methods and psychology, reports on definite problems of pedagogy and published articles; and by attending short seminars on theory and methods of teaching.
After every five years of teaching, teachers must improve their qualifications by completing a one month advanced course. These courses are for those teachers who have completed their qualifications independently and who have taken part in two of the short-term seminars.

The salaries of the successful graduates from the refresher courses are increased on average by 10-15 per cent.

In order to retrain teachers and to improve their qualifications, an Advanced Teacher Training Institute was established in 1983.

Research in education

The Research Institute of Pedagogy was established in 1963 and has undertaken many investigations to improve the content and quality of science education, and also many studies to link practical work with independent thought and initiative in children. The Institute has been involved in the development of new science curricula and programmes for general secondary schools and with the use of educational technology in teaching. Teaching methodology has also been investigated by the institute and modifications introduced into teaching schemes, through practical handbooks of methodology, including 'Pedagogical background of general education in a primary school', 'Leading and organizing tutorial work and inner-school control' and 'Instructional equipment and its significance in cognitive activities of pupils'. In recent years the Institute has published some helpful manuals on familiarizing pupils with the fundamentals of ethics and aesthetics, tutorial work in schools, and the structure and content of Young Pioneer organizations. The Institute co-ordinates the research work of all research workers in education.

Programmes for extramural youth and adults and the popularization of science and technology

The popularization of science and technology in the country is organized by the Mongolian Society for the Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge, the Society for Nature and Environment Protection, the Mongolian Revolutionary Youth League and by other public, educational, cultural, and scientific organizations.

The Mongolian Society for the Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge is a voluntary public organization which aims to assist
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actively in the constant improvement of the political and scientific knowledge of the working people and in the upgrading of their educational level, by popularizing the great achievements of science and technology, and relating them to productive work.

The Mongolian Society for the Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge, which has branches throughout the country, covers youth and adults at various people's universities. It disseminates information on science education using periodicals, radio, television, lectures, exhibitions, and by organizing meetings with advanced workers of industrial and cultural establishments. It has a periodical called 'Shingilekh ukhaan amidral' (Science and life) which is published bi-monthly.

The Society takes an active part in the preparation of regular broadcasts on a variety of science education themes for adult education.

Every year the Society carries out a month's campaign for the dissemination of scientific knowledge and two months' programme for the protection of nature and the environment throughout the country. It also issues a series of booklets for the herdsmen, who take their cattle to remote pastures for better grazing.

The Mongolian Society of Environment Protection is responsible for all activities related to nature and the environment. The Central Station of young nature enthusiasts is fully responsible for environmental protection work among children and youth. Branches of the Station are organized at research institutes and schools. Attached to the Central Station and its branches are 15 kinds of cultural societies, the curricula and lesson programmes for which are worked out and approved by the Central Committee of the Mongolian Revolutionary Young League and the Ministry of People's Education.

The Central Station of young nature enthusiasts and its branches are engaged in many activities for providing theoretical knowledge by organizing excursions and trips, arranging exhibitions, and convening meetings.

They also form clubs of young naturalists, groups of young firefighters, and detachments of pioneers to combat agricultural pests. The Society also organizes radio and T.V. broadcasts on the theme of 'Nature and Man'.
With a view to improving the technical knowledge of children and youth, of creating research work in science and technology, and of developing technical sports; technician stations, clubs and cultural societies are organized, attached to industrial, economical, research and cultural organizations and schools.

Many stations, clubs and cultural societies are guided by the Young Technician House of the Central Committee of the Mongolian Revolutionary League.

The House, in addition to elaborating educational programmes for the stations, clubs and cultural societies, arranges competitions for the best invention among young technicians and propagates scientific and technological achievements. Young technician stations, clubs, and cultural societies have two hour classes twice weekly.

**Educational innovations**

A session of the Mongolian People's Great Hural in December 1982 considered the further improvement of education in secondary schools and reaffirmed the commitment of the Government to scientific and technological progress. Specific innovations arising from this latest development are:

1. Diminishing the load on pupils by adjusting the hours devoted to different subjects, updating the curriculum and improving the interrelationship between subjects;

2. Improving the supply and qualifications of teachers for secondary schools, through extension of teacher training, and improvement of teachers' salaries and conditions of work. Also by introducing regular seminars for teachers—at local level—to improve teachers' skills and knowledge, particularly in science and technology;

3. Using the Central Commission of the Children's Fund to finance the construction of well-equipped school buildings and to improve the children's way of life;

4. Developing industrial and co-operative training links and providing industrial training for senior students of general secondary schools; and

5. Organizing voluntary societies for pupils of mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology.

□
NEPAL

The national goals of education are the guiding principles of science education at all levels of education. They aim to: (1) produce citizens who are loyal to the nation, the crown and national independence and who remain alert and ever active, concerning their rights and duties; (2) develop, preserve and extend such learning areas as science, technology and skills development, which are necessary for the development of the country and for producing a cadre of skilful workers and technicians to shoulder responsibilities in every area of national development; (3) inculcate qualities such as moral integrity, dignity of work, self-reliance, aesthetic awareness and cosmopolitanism; and (4) preserve and develop the national language, literature, arts and culture.

The educational system

The systematic development of education spans a period of a little more than 30 years from independence from the Rana Regime in 1951. In 1951 there were two colleges, 11 secondary schools and 321 primary schools in the country. The number of students enrolled at the primary level was 8,505, at the secondary level 1,680 and at higher education level 250.

Before the implementation of the National Education System Plan in 1971, there were 49 colleges, 1,095 secondary schools with 120,531 students and 7,275 primary schools with 408,471 students.

The educational structure consists of five years' primary, two years' lower secondary education and three years' secondary.

Although primary education is free it is not compulsory. Even so, enrolment is as high as 87 per cent.

In the recently revised structure of school education, grades VI and VII are designated as lower secondary education. Almost all the lower secondary schools are attached either to primary schools or to secondary schools.
The last three grades in the ten years school system constitute secondary education. At the end of schooling, students are required to take the School Leaving Certificate Examination.

**Educational statistics 1982**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of schools</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
<th>No. of teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>10,912</td>
<td>1,474,698</td>
<td>32,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>2,964</td>
<td>199,678</td>
<td>10,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>1,031</td>
<td>170,404</td>
<td>5,634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Higher education is provided by the Tribhuvan University. There are also technical schools offering three year courses plus one year on-the-job training.

**Science education**

Science is not taught as a separate subject in the first three years of primary education. In these grades science education is mainly hygiene, but some science concepts are also incorporated with social studies. From grade IV, health education is combined with science education. So in the first three years of schooling science learning is predominantly related to health. This strong emphasis on hygiene and health is given in response to the needs of society.

Science as a separate subject begins from grade IV, and is compulsory for all students from grades IV to X. It is an option for the last two years (grades IX and X). The main reason for making science optional is the shortage of trained science teachers. In the optional curriculum a large number of alternative groups have been provided for students to select from. These are: (a) science; (b) language; (c) social studies; (d) commerce; (e) Sanskrit; (f) home science; and (g) art and health.

To overcome this shortage the Ministry of Education is launching a five year programme, through the establishment of a science education development centre, to train and retrain more teachers of science.

Time available. Four periods per week (10.25 per cent of instructional time) are allocated for teaching science in grades IV and
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V, the last two years of primary education, whereas in grades VI to X of lower secondary and secondary, five periods per week (12.8 per cent of instructional time) are devoted to the teaching of science.

Curriculum aspects

Introduction. One of the significant features of the National Education System Plan 1971–1976, (NESP), was the establishment of the Curriculum Development Centre. It is currently called the Curriculum, Textbook and Supervision Development Centre (CTSDC). This Centre is solely responsible for developing, implementing and evaluating science curricula for the primary, lower secondary and secondary stages of school education.

Currently an objective-based and centrally-directed model of curriculum development is practised. National goals are translated into curriculum objectives and programmes. The curriculum guides are prepared in various subject areas, including science.

The objectives of the new science curriculum are basically the acquisition of knowledge, skills and attitudes of direct use to the students in their daily life and undertakings.

Objectives of primary science education. After the completion of primary level education the students will be able to: (a) develop fundamental scientific skills such as observing, classifying and recording data of things around them; (b) make scientific sketches; (c) use senses effectively in order to obtain information about the environment; (d) explain the fact that all living things are dependent on air, water, sunlight and soil; (e) describe the uses of soil, air and water and demonstrate their properties by simple experiments; (f) observe and describe the general characteristics and structure of living things and show the effect of the environment on plants and animals; (g) develop an awareness of and a curiosity about the properties of things around us; and (h) perform simple scientific experiments.

Objectives of lower secondary science education. After the completion of lower secondary level education the students will be able to: (a) sketch scientific drawings and do simple experiments; (b) observe natural phenomena and develop an awareness of those phenomena; (c) describe the properties and structure of matter and facts related to force and energy; (d) explain general facts regarding earth and space; and (e) describe the structure of plants and animals and show their interdependence within the environment.
Objectives of secondary science education. After the completion of secondary level education the students will be able to: (a) describe fundamental scientific facts and concepts; (b) describe the structure and properties of matter; (c) describe general laws relating to work, force and energy and relate them to practical aspects of life, especially daily life; (d) explain the basic concepts related to earth science; (e) describe the structure and life processes of living things and the environment; (f) develop basic scientific skills and make use of them; (g) prove scientific principles and laws and make conclusions from experiments; and (h) develop scientific attitudes.

Organization of the curriculum. The determination of the curriculum content is highly institutionalized and organized, with the major goals being set at the national level, by the Ministry of Education and with more specialized curriculum objectives being determined by specialists in the discipline area. The organization of the current science curriculum at primary level has given stress to the teaching of biology and environmental science. At the lower secondary level emphasis is laid on physical and biological sciences, whereas at the secondary level the separate subject disciplines of physics, chemistry, biology, geology and astronomy are available.

In the CTSDC there are subject specialists who are fully responsible for developing and evaluating the curricula. The committee system is used to develop all three levels of school education curricula i.e. primary, lower secondary and secondary education. There are three types of committees. The first is the subject committee with members from different educational fields such as the Institute of Education, university campuses, Educational Directorate, and school teachers. The chairman is appointed by the Centre. The subject specialists of CTSDC first prepare a draft curriculum and this is discussed in the subject committee. Improvements will be made, if necessary, and the draft curriculum will be forwarded to the next committee known as Curriculum and Textbook Development and Innovation Committee organized under the chairmanship of the Chief of CTSDC. After the approval of this committee the draft curriculum will again be forwarded to the third committee called the Curriculum and Textbook Co-ordination Committee headed by the Honourable Minister of Education. Only after the approval of this third committee will the draft curriculum be finalized and ready for implementation.
Revision of curricula. Curriculum development is a continuous process and it has to be adjusted constantly to changing national needs, aspirations and values. For the improvement of the present curriculum, reactions were collected from personnel such as teachers, supervisors and headmasters. On the basis of this information science specialists of CTSDC analysed the present science curriculum, and submitted revisions to a National Seminar on Curriculum and Textbooks, organized in 1977. The revised curriculum was restructured again in 1980-1981, and has been implemented since 1981 part by part. By 1983 the revised curriculum had been implemented throughout the country.

Relation to society. There is a greater acceptance that the curriculum should be related to the life, needs and aspirations of the people. The current thinking is to organize the teaching of science in primary and lower secondary levels as environmental studies, with emphasis on hygiene and health, e.g. water; soil; air; plants around us; animals around us; plants, animals and the environment; effect and importance of the sun; relations of man with other living things and the environment; food and diseases.

Evaluation

Evaluation is a continuous and integral part of the whole teaching/learning process and helps teachers and curriculum developers to improve their teaching and curricula and thus enhance the learning of all students. Effective science teaching requires a strong evaluative base, which in turn demands well-stated behavioural objectives. Unless there is continuous feedback from the science teachers in the light of actual classroom experience, the improvements in science education to the desired level cannot be achieved. So it is a two way process.

An examination unit was established with the introduction of the NESP. Prior to this plan the examination administered at the end of each grade and the terminal examination such as School Leaving Certificate (SLC) were the only means of assessing progress of students. These examinations were usually of 2-3 hours duration and tried to evaluate the students' knowledge of the subject matter by means of about 12 to 16 essay type questions. The new scheme for student evaluation attempts to encompass all important objectives and considers evaluation as an integral part of the educational
process. To perform this important task the examination unit has attempted to produce standardized achievement tests, but the process of constructing and standardizing comprehensive achievement tests has not yet gained the required momentum, mainly due to a lack of a pool of suitably-qualified professionals.

The new examination scheme for students' evaluation includes a provision for internal assessment. For this purpose, preliminary clarification of the objectives of each course at all levels of school education have been made and published in the form of curriculum guides. Internal assessment constitutes simple evaluation tools such as unit tests. The next step of the new evaluation scheme is to keep records of the progress achieved by individual students. For this work the examination unit distributes to the respective schools sample record forms for recording the progress made by individual students in different subjects and for compiling a cumulative record of their overall achievements.

Students are promoted from each education level on the basis of comprehensive examinations. At the end of primary education and again at the completion of lower secondary education, examinations are conducted on a district and zonal basis respectively.

In the final examination there is a provision for 25 per cent of the marks obtained in the internal assessment to be added to the marks obtained in the school leaving certificate examination organized by the examination unit. The questions cover only the cognitive domain, the psychomotor and affective domain objectives are neglected.

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment

Laboratory work. Nepalese educators well understand the importance of activity-oriented science teaching. Since the introduction of science education at school level this understanding has been reinforced. Science students have been regularly taken to nearby science colleges for scientific activities and demonstrations. Later, when the schools acquired their own equipment and materials, demonstrations became possible in their classrooms. But classroom activities were not possible in all schools mainly because of a lack of qualified teachers and facilities and the textbook in use did not include simple activities.
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With the emergence of the NESP in 1971 the new curriculum stressed, even more, activity-oriented science teaching and in accordance with this spirit textbooks were written with experiments and activities. For example the books now in use at different levels contain the following activities:

Grade IV (primary level) — 22 experiments  
Grade VII (lower secondary level) — 79 experiments  
Grade VIII (secondary level) — 96 experiments

Although there are experiments and activities in the textbooks there is no separate time allocation for conducting experiments and practical work is not an examinable subject in the final examination.

Equipment and materials. Before the introduction of the NESP, schools themselves acquired teaching equipment from their own resources. The schools compiled their own equipment lists and purchased the apparatus from neighbouring countries. However, in the mid-1960s, under a joint project of Nepal and UNICEF, science equipment and kits were distributed to a few schools. It was found that this equipment was not consistent with the curriculum and textbooks and, furthermore, the apparatus was too sophisticated for Nepalese science teachers. The equipment was selected mostly from the 'Eve' list of UNICEF.

With the implementation of the NESP, schools were provided with equipment and other materials which the curriculum required. Every school obtained a set. There were 119 different items, including chemicals, for secondary level and 72 items for lower secondary level. This distribution was carried out only once, replacement being the responsibility of the school.

The equipment and material list was revised in 1981, to match the latest revision of the textbooks.

Facilities in the schools. Very few schools have laboratory and storage facilities. Usually the equipment and other materials are kept in cupboards in the office. The facilities in lower secondary and primary levels are particularly discouraging.

Use of locally available materials. Various efforts have been undertaken to encourage teachers to use locally available materials as an alternative source for science activities. Several agencies have conducted short-term training programmes, published guide-books,
and arranged exhibitions and competitions to assist in this direction. Furthermore, the newly revised textbooks emphasize the use of locally available materials.

Procurement of equipment. The CTSDC is mainly responsible for identifying, purchasing and distributing equipment and other materials. Almost all the equipment and materials are imported from India.

Some of the materials can be produced in the country by private organizations and at the Science Equipment Centre of Janak Educational Material Centre, which is a government-owned organization. In this regard, the CTSDC should play a major role in designing, testing and evaluating prototype equipment with the help of the Science Equipment Centre. Later such equipment may be mass produced by the Science Equipment Centre as well as by private enterprise.

There are no sophisticated technologies used in the majority of the schools. A few schools in the capital possess slide and movie projectors.

Teacher training

Background information. In 1966 at the request of His Majesty’s Government, a Science Teaching Project was initiated by Unesco with the aim of improving the quality of science teaching and science learning at all levels. Under this programme, facilities were provided for strengthening science teaching through in-service courses for science teachers, the supply of equipment, the provision of fellowships, and the establishment of a Science Equipment Centre.

As a first step towards upgrading the quality of science teachers, a special team of science teacher educators was trained at the College of Education. These key people were then involved in in-service as well as on the-spot programmes for primary and secondary school science teachers.

Another programme was the Science Teaching Enrichment Programme, conducted by the joint effort of science specialists of the Ministry of Education and a Peace Corps Volunteer. There were no textbooks for the students as it was a totally activity-oriented programme.
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After the implementation of NESP the Institute of Education undertook the responsibility of training teachers in all areas.

Teacher training for science subjects. Teacher training is considered the most important part of education. Teachers play a vital role in the effective implementation of science curricula. Lack of qualified and trained science teachers is one of the greatest drawbacks in the field of science education.

The Institute of Education organizes different courses, at Certificate, Diploma and Degree level, to produce trained teachers. There are pre-service as well as in-service training programmes.

The production of science teachers from the Institute of Education is as follows: these students had taken science as a major subject in their B.Ed. or I.Ed. qualification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In the year</th>
<th>Secondary (B. Ed.)</th>
<th>Lower secondary (I. Ed.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978-79</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-81</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualification of teachers. The qualification required for teaching science at the primary level is the School Leaving Certificate and additional training; at the lower secondary level; I. Sc. or I. Ed. with major in science; and the secondary level; B. Sc. or B. Ed. with a major in science.

The official data of qualified and trained science teachers are not available and not fixed. There are, however, very few trained and qualified science teachers; many of those who qualify with I. Sc. or B. Sc. prefer to take employment outside the teaching profession.

Programme for out-of-school youth and adult science activities and popularization of science and technology

Publications, science fairs, and radio broadcasts are the major activities in out-of-school science. The publication of books and magazine is at an early stage; most of the publications are focused on the scientific community.
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Science fairs are occasionally organized by various agencies for science students and teachers. A wider out-of-school science programme is still to be developed.

The radio broadcast programme is more popular. It has the advantage that transportation is not a hindrance which it is for activities such as science fairs. There are two radio broadcasts through radio Nepal. One is sponsored by CTSDC and the other by the Research Centre for Applied Science and Technology of Tribhuvan University.

**Current innovations**

The Ministry of Education and Culture is launching a science project very shortly. The aim of the project is to upgrade science teaching and improve science education. The specific objectives as indicated in the Final Report of the Science Education Project are to: (a) improve the teaching ability and science knowledge of practising teachers by in-service short courses, and by training 25 master teachers to provide on-the-job support to teachers; (b) improve science teaching facilities at a selected number of secondary schools; (c) improve the quality and use of science teaching equipment at all secondary schools in the country; (d) train and upgrade a number of key science educators; (e) improve the supply of equipment and to maintain it adequately; (f) provide a focus for science teaching activities throughout Nepal by the establishment of a National Science Education Centre; and (g) increase the supply of science teachers.

Meanwhile, the recently established Royal Nepal Academy of Science and Technology is also planning to launch science programmes at both the formal and non-formal levels. Similarly the Ministry of Education and Culture is planning to undertake various science activities under the programme ‘Science for All’.
NEW ZEALAND

The Education Act of 1877 set up a national system of public secular primary education, free and compulsory, with a three-tiered administrative structure. This consisted of a Department of Education (responsible for financing and inspecting the whole system), 12 (now ten) locally-elected education boards (responsible for training and appointing teachers and for oversight of education in their areas), and numerous local school committees.

Secondary schools charged fees, and remained outside this national system of public secular primary education. It was not until 1903 that these schools accepted 'free-place' pupils and public funding, and began the slow process of development into the typical multi-course co-educational secondary school of today. The secondary schools have guarded their administrative autonomy and principals of these schools retain a very large degree of independence in determining matters of classroom instruction and curriculum interpretation.

At various times there have been attempts to change the relationship between the Department of Education and the Education Boards but essentially the system now is very similar to that enacted in 1877.

Most New Zealanders (87 per cent) are of European origin, with descendants of the indigenous people (Maori) being the most numerous minority group (9 per cent). People of Pacific island Polynesian extraction form 3 per cent of the population, and are concentrated in major urban areas.

The education system

In 1981 the government issued a general policy statement which emphasized the encouragement of growth through modern skills and technology. The statement acknowledged that the ability to compete successfully on world markets depends upon the continuing development of new technology to allow for more efficient
production, processing and distribution of goods. Further, it noted
the scope for growth in certain industries, namely microelectronics,
communications and information, plant and animal breeding, new
materials, microbiological development, robotics, oceanography and
energy technology; and pointed out that New Zealand's skilled and
educated workforce has the ability to provide specialist products,
using technical ingenuity and innovation. The government's policy
on education incorporates this theme of technological change, and
specifically identifies certain areas of study (workshop technology,
horticulture, computer science) as those in which modernization of
the curriculum can be expected to meet the needs of technological
advancement.

Organization of the education system. The organization of the
education system is a hierarchical one and at the peak of this hier-
archy stands the Minister of Education. It is his responsibility, helped
by the advice of his department, to formulate education policy
for the approval of Cabinet and Parliament.

Next in the hierarchy comes the Department of Education,
which has varying degrees of responsibility for the ten Education
Boards, 2,000 plus primary school committees, 200 secondary school
controlling authorities, 17 technical institutes, 6 teachers colleges
and a large number of boards and committees appointed to oversee
or advise on particular aspects of the system.

The Department of Education administers government policy at
the national level, sees that standards are maintained throughout the
country, and acts as an agency for the distribution of government
funds. It is also responsible for the curricula in primary and secon-
dary schools and sees that these are kept up to date with advances in
technology and the needs of a changing society. The curricula are
designed to cater for the requirements of New Zealand children
growing up in their own country.

Private schools have their own funds from which they draw for
their expenses, but they are assisted by government grants. Approxi-
mately 8 per cent of primary, and 12 per cent of secondary pupils,
attend private schools. This proportion is lower than it was some
years ago, as 160 private schools have become integrated into the
State system, under a scheme which allows them to retain control of
their buildings, and to maintain their special character.
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Although the department has general control over education on a national basis, district control of primary education is vested in ten education boards. These boards are statutory bodies and their members are elected by the school committees within the board districts. They administer government grants, employ the teachers, arrange school transport and are the initiating bodies in providing school sites and facilities generally.

Most secondary schools have their own governing bodies, which have the same degree of control and management of their schools as is exercised by the district education boards.

Structure of the education system. The figure on the opposite page gives a summary of the structure of education.

*Early childhood education.* For children aged 2½ to 5 years there are free kindergarten schools and recognized playcentres. Over two-thirds of the country's 4-year-old children attend. Both kindergartens and playcentres are initiated by groups of local parents whose continuing involvement is encouraged.

*Primary education.* Education is compulsory from the ages of 6 to 15 but virtually all children begin school on their fifth birthday. The education provided in state schools is secular, there are no tuition fees and textbooks are provided.

The curriculum for primary and intermediate schools includes oral and written language, mathematics, social studies, art and crafts, science, physical education (including swimming), health education, music, home economics, workshop craft. The last two years of the primary school course may be taken at an intermediate school or an area school. The latter type of school exists in the smaller rural centres. It takes local pupils through their primary education and accepts pupils from a wider area for secondary education.

*Secondary education.* Pupils enter secondary school at the average age of 13, and although legally obliged to remain only until their 15th birthday, a large proportion remain after the age of 15. Secondary education is free until the age of 19. During the first two years at secondary school pupils study English, social studies, science, mathematics, physical education, music and art and crafts. They also take a number of optional subjects.
The New Zealand Education System

Key

- TI - Technical Institute
- UN - University Institutions
- TC - Teachers' Colleges
- AE - Adult Education Courses

School Certificate
- Sixth Form Certificate
- University Entrance
- Higher School Certificate and/or University Bursary or Scholarship

Forms I-VII school: A school in a rural centre providing an integrated course from Form I to Form VII.

Area school: A school in a small rural centre providing an integrated course from infant classes to Form VI for children from its immediate neighbourhood and from Form I to Form VI for pupils from a wider area.
Some specialization is introduced in the third year (Form V), when students can take a wide range of subjects. At the end of this year they sit the School Certificate Examination, which is widely regarded by employers as an indication of application and satisfactory progress. It can be gained by single subject passes, and permits entry to Form VI. At the end of the Form VI year students may obtain the University Entrance qualification either by accrediting or by examination. A Sixth Form Certificate may also be awarded, which is internally assessed.

Pupils who intend to go to university usually spend a further year in Form VII where they follow an advanced course leading to a Higher School Certificate which is awarded without examination. Suitably qualified students who attend university and other tertiary institutions receive government assistance in the form of a tertiary bursary.

Statistics. From New Zealand's total population of 3.1 million, one person in every three is enrolled in the education system either as a full-time or a part-time student. Enrolments in full year courses in 1982 were: 56,000 in kindergartens or playcentres; 486,000 in primary or intermediate schools; 224,000 in secondary schools; 32,000 full-time, 13,000 part-time and 9,000 extramural students in universities: 4,500 in teachers colleges; 7,000 full-time, 96,000 part-time and 30,000 extramural students in technical institutes or community colleges, and 64,000 enrolments in evening classes at secondary schools. In addition there are 147,000 enrolments in short courses, seminars and block courses at technical institutes and secondary schools. Primary school enrolments have been falling since 1975 and are forecast to fall still further during the 1980s. Secondary enrolments are still increasing slightly (the extent to which students stay longer at school is closely related to job opportunities) but are expected to decline rapidly from the mid-1980s. Teachers college intakes were greatly reduced in 1982 and are expected to continue at this lower level for some years. University enrolments are expected to level off. On current projections, technical institutes and community colleges could have, in total, as many students (expressed as equivalent full-time students) by the year 2000 as the universities.
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Time allocation for science subjects. This is shown in the following table.

Typical time allocation for science curricula
(in hours per week)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Science (General)</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-school</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Junior 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Junior 2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Standard 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Standard 2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Standard 3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Standard 4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Form I</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Form II</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Form III</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Form IV</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Form V</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Form VI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Form VII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Organization of science education. Science (an integrated subject) is compulsory from junior primary years up to and including Form IV (grade X). At Form V science (integrated) is an elective subject, and is the third most popular subject (after English and mathematics), being chosen by half the girls and two-thirds of boys. These proportions have been rising steadily for several years. Smaller numbers of students study one or more of the separate sciences, which may be in addition to science (integrated). Biology is the most popular separate science at Form V, being taken by 20 per cent of girls and 10 per cent of boys, but it is being steadily replaced by science.

In Forms VI and VII (grades XII and XIII) students may choose one or more of the subjects biology, chemistry or physics, as part of a five-subject course. Approximately 60 per cent of Form VI students study biology, approximately 30 per cent study chemistry and 30 per cent study physics. In Form VII the percentages are 53 per
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cent, 46 per cent, 40 per cent respectively. More girls than boys study biology, and the reverse is true for chemistry and physics.

Aims of science education. The main aim of primary science (‘Science Syllabus and Guide: Junior to Standard 4, 1980’) is to help children develop inquiring minds and the skills for exploring and interpreting the accessible environment. This aim is further expressed in providing a science education that helps the child to acquire significant knowledge; develop basic concepts; develop process skill; develop an ability to communicate; and develop interests and attitudes.

The content areas of matter, energy, living things, time and space are used as the base through which concepts, skills, attitudes and interests are developed.

Most secondary schools now base their lower secondary science upon a draft ‘Forms I-IV Science Syllabus and Guide (1978)’, which is a revision of the official syllabus of 1969. For the purpose of this lower secondary syllabus, science is recognized as a set of attitudes to inquiry, a method of inquiry, and a body of knowledge. It is intended that students should acquire some knowledge of the empirical world about them; a little of the vocabulary and grammar of science; an ability to observe objectively; an ability to solve problem situations and think scientifically; and an awareness of the culture which is science.

During the For... I to IV years (grades VII-X) the following content topics are studied: ‘Nature of matter’; ‘Earth science’; ‘Community organization’; ‘The animal way of life’; ‘Energy’; ‘Radiant energy’; ‘Astronomy and time’; ‘Chemical change’; ‘The plant way of life’; ‘Reproduction and growth’; ‘Types of matter’; ‘Electrical energy’; ‘Force, motion and mass’; ‘Resources and environment’; and ‘Weather’.

In practice almost all students in the senior secondary school (Forms VI-VII) follow courses set by the Universities Entrance Board with three sciences in each of two years. These courses are set independently of one another. The aims of the physical science courses tend to emphasize understanding and application of the course content, whereas the biology courses aim to relate biology to some of the concerns of society (e.g. an awareness of the role and responsibility of man in relation to the biosphere and of the relevance of biology to an understanding of man and human social relationships).
Science curriculum development procedures. The Department of Education's Curriculum Development Division is responsible for keeping the school curriculum from the infant classes to Form VII under review. Its role includes coordinating the curriculum activities of all interested parties including the teacher unions, the inspectorate, the national examination boards, university interests and professional body interests. When agreement has been reached that revision is needed, revision committees, representative of all branches of the education service, are usually established under the authority of the Minister of Education. This initiative is taken within the Department of Education except for examinations controlled by the Universities Entrance Board, which establishes its own revision committees.

When a revision committee has completed its work, the Curriculum Development Division, alone or in association with the department's Publication Branch, Visual Production Unit and National Film Library, is responsible for preparing guidelines and up-to-date teaching materials for the new courses. Private publishers frequently work in consultation with the Department of Education to prepare pupil texts, especially for high school courses. Where new or additional equipment is involved, the introduction of the new courses may be delayed until the necessary finance is approved by the Minister of Education.

Development procedures usually follow a common pattern involving the statement of precise objectives in terms of intended changes in pupils' cognitive and affective behaviour, the drafting of learning resources designed to achieve these objectives, the trial and appraisal of these materials in schools, and then revision in the light of the trials prior to formal publication and dissemination.

Fifty-two per cent of students spend some time in Form VI before leaving school. Here students may take any of the three specialist sciences (biology, chemistry, physics) offered for University Entrance (UE). The name 'University Entrance' is somewhat misleading as a description, because 80 per cent of those students who obtain this qualification never use it to enter university. However, the qualification is valued by the community and responsibility for it (and therefore for almost all of the Forms VI and VII science curriculum) rests with the universities. The universities do, however, consult widely with teachers, inspectors, and others, when
contemplating curriculum change and will not proceed where there is significant opposition from teachers. Most UE examiners are school teachers.

Students in Form VII are those who have been successful in University Entrance and who choose to remain at school for a further year. Most students study five subjects during the year. Until recently this group consisted exclusively of those students intending to go to university (most leaving school from Form VII; not Form VI) after sitting the University Bursaries Examination. The curriculum at this level in the sciences is quite plainly preparation for university study. Syllabuses are devised in the same way as outlined for University Entrance, but at this level most examiners are university teachers.

Stability of science syllabuses. Science syllabuses are not changed easily or rapidly. New Zealand teachers are accustomed to being consulted frequently during the development of any new curriculum. The typical time between major revisions is 20 to 25 years. For example, work on the present primary science syllabus began before 1970, the final syllabus was introduced in 1980, and production of teacher resource units is expected to be completed by 1985. A summary of revision dates is given in the table on the following page.

Social issues in science syllabuses. In general, science courses do not place an obvious emphasis on real-life problems or on social issues. There are exceptions, and individual teachers interpret syllabus statements in a variety of ways, but overall most importance is placed upon the development of conceptual understanding and investigative skills within the classroom, with little importance ascribed to the consideration of community problems or issues. There has been no strong expression of opinion from teachers seeking change to this position.

Within primary science, the syllabus discusses eight objectives concerned with the development of interests and attitudes. Two of these (care for the environment, care for living things) involve the consideration of values, and teachers are advised to limit this consideration to 'value judgements on matters in which they are directly concerned'. For example, the trees which shelter the playing fields also restrict vision on the road; should they be cut down?
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Year of introduction</th>
<th>Minor revision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Science</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I-II</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form III-IV</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>(draft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form V</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Biology</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form VI</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form VII</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Form VII biology, the consequences of man’s evolution, in relation to population growth and to modification of the biosphere, and the future of man and the biosphere, constitute a minor part of the course.

**Evaluation of student achievement.** In primary schools, teachers are asked to assess a child’s progress in the development of knowledge, skills and attitudes according to various criteria. They are required to make succinct statements on each child’s ‘Progress Record’.

To support the entries made on the ‘Progress Record’ teachers consider the results of tests, records of observations, assessment of practical work or written self-study assignments. All written tests used are teacher-made tests. Most schools issue regular reports to parents which indicate the child’s progress, ability, and attitudes.

Similar considerations apply in the secondary school, but with greater reliance upon the use of formal school examinations. Secondary schools vary in the degree to which their evaluation procedures extend beyond the cognitive domain. Very few report formally upon the achievement of the affective domain objectives of their science courses.
Public examinations take place at:

Form V (grade XI) (Department of Education—School Certificate)

Form VI (grade XII) (Universities Entrance Board—University Entrance)

Form VII (grade XIII) (Universities Entrance Board—University Bursaries and University Junior scholarships).

Since 1976 three new School Certificate subjects (biological science, physical science, science) have been on trial in a number of approved schools. These subjects, collectively known as modular science, are based on a modular approach and offer a very wide choice of courses. The subjects are internally assessed, but moderation between schools is the responsibility of the School Certificate Examination Board. This move has been welcomed by schools, but because of the variables—wide choice and internal assessment—it has taken a long time to achieve an acceptable system of moderation. Introduced for the first time in 1982, moderation is now based on performance in a science reference test, which is a general science ability test based on junior secondary science. Results of that test determine the internal grades which a school may award to its students. Wider implementation of this scheme is held up by the failure to resolve disagreement between the government and the teacher organizations over the question of time allowances for schools to carry out the desired internal assessment procedures.

Current influences on the curriculum. The strongest current influences on schools and on the curriculum are related to two factors: falling school rolls brought about by a decline in the birthrate, and the economic climate of the country as a whole. Falling school rolls, with consequent reduced requirements for teachers, means that teachers as a group are now more interested in preserving their own employment opportunities, and retaining previously allocated educational provisions. There is less interest by teachers in promoting curriculum change. The government continues to encourage and fund curriculum development but recognizes the need for restraint in expenditure. In recent years more attention has been given to some formerly neglected subjects, such as technical subjects, home economics, agriculture, and health; the present period is seen as one of consolidation.
Secondary schools have found their expected falling rolls to be cushioned by the fact that students are staying longer at high school. However, this is partly attributable to an attempt to obtain better qualifications while seeking employment and requires schools to devote more attention to counselling, and to programmes which will ease the transition from school to work.

In comparison with 1970, there is an older, better qualified teaching profession, whose members expect to remain longer in one school. Students and parents are keenly aware of vocational opportunities opened up or closed off by proficiency or weakness in certain school subjects. The New Zealand community in general is concerned to maintain or improve achievement in basic subjects, particularly reading and mathematics. Changing teacher attitudes make it less likely that curriculum change which requires any increase in out-of-school teacher time will be acceptable. In summary, curriculum change in science in the 1980s is likely to be gradual rather than dramatic.

Science activities and equipment. Although the emphasis of the primary science syllabus is on activity-based programmes, many teachers lack the confidence to exploit this potential to the full. On average about half of the total science curriculum time is devoted to practical activities, but there is wide variation. In the lower secondary school, about half the total class time is spent in practical activities, but this proportion falls in the upper secondary classes to about one-third or less. There is no practical or laboratory assessment component in any of the public science examinations. Examiners include written questions which require an understanding of practical techniques and experimental design.

Primary schools are not provided with laboratories and all science is undertaken in classrooms. Sets of simple equipment have been provided to all schools. These include 70 items in sets of six. A replacement scheme is in operation. Schools are able to use finance from their ‘Incidentals Grant’ to purchase sundry items of equipment that are not included in the basic equipment sets. The purpose of the equipment sets is to provide basic materials (mostly imported) which will enable teachers to carry out an acceptable science programme. Teachers supplement this equipment with low-cost locally-available expendable items such as plastic-ware, matches, and glue.
Every secondary school is provided with laboratories, basic equipment, and annual maintenance grants, from government funds. Parent groups may provide additional money for special purposes, and science inspectors have limited discretion to supplement school grants in particular cases of need. A school of 1,000 students will have six to eight laboratories in total.

Although the setting-up provisions for new laboratories are good, inflation since the early 1970s, and the declining value of the New Zealand dollar* against the currencies of most suppliers of scientific materials, have made it difficult for schools to maintain their science equipment and materials at former levels.

About 80 per cent of secondary science equipment has to be imported, and rising costs have encouraged science teachers to exercise great care in purchasing, and in some cases to seek alternatives to traditional practical exercises. The potential cost of associated equipment and activities is likely to continue to be an important factor for consideration in any proposal to revise part of the science curriculum.

All science equipment, whether purchased by schools or by the department of education, is bought from private importers or manufacturers. There is no government institution set up for the design, production or evaluation of school science equipment.

Use of educational technology

In primary schools, teachers use little in the way of audio-visual aids other than the 16 mm movie projector and the slide/film-strip projector to support their science programmes. There are no educational TV programmes broadcast publicly for school use.

In secondary schools there is increasing use of the overhead projector in addition or as an alternative to the chalkboard. Although most secondary schools now own at least one micro-computer, they are not financed by the Department of Education. A small number of schools are using micro-computers for science simulation exercises in senior classes.

* Approximately New Zealand $1.53 = One US dollar
Teacher training

Qualifications and supply of science teachers. Primary teachers are generalists, rather than specialists, and all primary teachers are expected to be able to teach science.

Most primary teachers enter a teachers' college after having gained University Entrance or the Higher School Certificate and have studied at least one science subject (usually biology) while in Form VI. The three-year training period includes a minimum time of about 50 hours related to science education in primary schools and students elect certain major and minor courses. In this way a proportion of each intake receives some training in depth in primary science education, (up to 200 hours). These teachers eventually become resource staff in schools.

Although there are at present no regulations prescribing minimum qualifications for secondary science teachers, about three-quarters are graduates in science, most of whom have undertaken a one-year post-graduate course of teacher training at a secondary teacher's college. The course of training contains elements of educational theory, teaching practice, and curriculum content studies. From 1985, entrants to the secondary teaching profession must be graduates with teacher training.

A recent survey of science teacher qualifications showed that the level of qualifications held had improved markedly in the past 20 years. Schools report that biology and chemistry teachers are generally well-qualified, and 75 per cent of the teachers teaching Forms VI and VII biology or chemistry hold relevant qualifications at final year B. Sc. level or higher.

On the other hand 35 per cent of Form VI physics teachers have only first-year tertiary level physics or less as their qualification in physics.

Pre-service training. Primary teachers must include a science education component within their three-year training course, and this is shortly to be raised from 50 hours to 100 hours. A considerable proportion of most of these courses (the six teachers' colleges are independent of one another) is devoted to improving the teacher trainee's own understanding of science. Another major part consists of curriculum content studies related to the primary science
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syllabus. The focus of these programmes is course-based; teaching competencies are evaluated during teaching practice sessions, as a separate issue.

Most secondary teacher training consists of a one-year end-on course at the conclusion of university training at one of two secondary teachers' colleges. Typically the programme for a science teacher trainee consists of curriculum studies in lower secondary science, two senior sciences (or mathematics), general educational studies, and school practice sessions. By the end of the training year, course instructors are in a position to provide potential employing authorities with their judgement of a trainee's understanding and teaching competency.

In-service training. In-service training is voluntary for teachers, and occurs in several ways. One national residential centre is available for week-long courses. District courses may be two- or three-day residential ones, in school time, but the most common local courses are one day in duration only. Expenses for the above courses are met by the Department of Education. Some teachers also attend courses during vacations, at their own expense, arranged by universities, teachers' colleges, or by groups of teachers themselves.

A continuing programme of in-service education in science for primary teachers is organized through the inspectors and science advisers attached to each education board district. There are 27 full-time primary science advisers spread over the ten education districts. They conduct long term courses of 1-3 weeks duration; recall courses where teachers attend initially for up to a week and then return for 1-2 days every term; short courses of 1-3 days; and school-based courses.

The emphasis on in-service training varies, depending upon the stage of a curriculum project. At present in primary science, courses assume that the primary science syllabus will be in place for some time, and are directed mainly towards improving the competencies of teachers. With a number of different syllabuses and prescriptions, the secondary situation is more variable.

Research

 Until recently the only research being carried out in science education comprised minor studies for post graduate diplomas in
education. However during 1979–1981 the Department of Education funded a research programme (‘Learning in Science Project’, Freyberg and Osborne, University of Waikato) to investigate the teaching and learning of science at the Forms I to IV level. That project has revealed a hidden world of science unsuspected by most science teachers, particularly with respect to the ideas which children hold about scientific notions, and the persistence of these views into adulthood.

In 1982 the ‘LISP Primary’ research project was launched, which will similarly investigate various aspects of science in the primary school years. Already this project has produced some interesting material on children’s questions about scientific topics.

Material from these projects is being incorporated into in-service, and into curriculum support materials, as funds allow. It is certain that the outcomes of the projects will have considerable influence upon science curricula in the future. The institution primarily responsible for this research is the Science Education Research Unit, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand.

Out-of-school programmes

Extra-curricular science activities for school children. Many senior primary and secondary classes go away from school for a three to five day field trip during the year. These field excursions relate to aspects of the curriculum which can be studied away from the school, such as forest studies, geology, outdoor skills. For safety an adult to child ratio of 1 : 6 is required. Accommodation is provided in lodges, some of which are owned by groups of schools. In a few cases a teacher is permanently stationed at the lodge.

There are over 100 museums, two general zoos, and a variety of aviaries, and aquaria, that have considerable educational value. The main museums and zoos have specially trained teachers attached to them, for school parties. The museums have a wide range of exhibits, with emphasis on local flora and fauna, both terrestrial and marine, and on science in general, and technology, past and present. One modern pleasing feature is that children in school parties are allowed to handle and use exhibits. The main museums also prepare special loan cases of items, illustrations, and replica material for loan to schools.
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Many schools, both urban and rural, establish community committees to organize Agricultural Clubs to encourage children to adopt and care for calves, lambs, and suitable small animals at their homes. They are also encouraged to start small home gardens to learn horticultural science and also to provide food for the home table. Flower gardens, herb and alpine gardens, are also encouraged.

Science Fairs or Science Exhibitions for school children are now held in most regions of the country. These are organized by local science teachers, and supported financially by the local business community.

Formal science education for those who have left school. Attendance at school is compulsory until the age of 15. After 15, young people in the age group 15-19 years fall into the following categories: unemployed; employed, with no study requirement; employed, with part-time study; or full-time study.

Some of the unemployed attend work skills training courses, which often include an element of simple applied technology, such as horticulture. Most of those doing part-time study are training for trades such as electricians or motor mechanics, and their classes are held at Technical Institutes or by correspondence. There is a strong applied science and technology orientation. Part-time study is also offered at the same institutes at technician level for the New Zealand Certificates in Science and Engineering. Full-time study in science and related fields is undertaken at a university or for some courses, such as nursing, at a Technical Institute.

Each of the universities has a department of external studies, responsible for arranging short courses (often at weekends or during evenings) taken by university staff for particular interest groups. Science courses tend to be arranged for special interest groups, such as teachers, rather than for the general public.

Informal science education for adults. There are regular radio and television programmes on science and technology, including agricultural science. These TV programmes are screened in the early evening when they are more likely to be seen by young viewers. New Zealand television has a fine reputation in the field of documentaries, especially those related to natural science.

Scientific matters in newspapers and magazines are of minor interest, except where they relate to matters directly affecting New...
Zealand, e.g. production of synthetic petrol. In these instances writers and publishers have the difficult task of interpreting complex scientific ideas for the reading public.

**Current innovations**

Curriculum, materials, equipment. The Department of Education has recently begun a major review and revitalization of agriculture education in schools, from junior primary classes to Form VII. The first tasks have involved the revision of examination requirements in agriculture and horticulture at Form V and discussions are taking place about a possible course in agricultural science at Form VI. Alongside this, progress is being made on the integration of agricultural and horticultural ideas and concerns into the teaching of other subjects, particularly science and social studies. The primary science advisory service has been involved extensively in the design of preliminary draft teacher guide material. This project will take several years to complete.

An unusual feature of the primary science syllabus project has been the preparation of a series of some 130 Teacher Resource Units and Activity Cards. These small booklets were prepared by teachers, and developed in draft form in trials. Over half of them have now been produced in final form and issued to schools. They have also attracted considerable interest in Australia and elsewhere.

Rising costs have encouraged secondary schools to borrow equipment where possible, and this has been helped by the existence of two Science Resource Centres. In addition to lending science equipment, these centres act as repositories for school-based print materials, and also operate a system of loan kits for certain experiments in senior biology and physics.

National Science Fair. Most regions now run their own science fairs, for school children aged 10 years and upwards. A major commercial firm brings together the best from each regional fair to take part in a National Science Fair, which receives considerable attention from newspaper and television interests.
PAKISTAN

Immediately after the creation of Pakistan in 1947, the Pakistan Education Conference was held in Karachi to prepare the ground for bringing about major changes in the education system. The message from the father of the nation, the Quaid-e-Azam, to the conference was:

There is no doubt that the future of our state will depend upon the type of education we give to our children, and the way in which we bring them up as future citizens of Pakistan. Education does not merely mean academic education. There is immediate and urgent need for giving scientific and technical education to our people in order to build up our future economic life and to see that our people take to science, commerce, trade and particularly well planned industries. We should not forget that we have to compete with the world which is moving very fast in this direction.

During the same conference the Committee on Scientific Research and Technical Education recommended that every effort should be made to promote fundamental as well as scientific and industrial research.

A Commission on National Education, set up in 1959, reported that secondary education is universally recognized to be the critical stage in determining the effectiveness of a national system of education. Regarding the existing curricula, the Commission observed that these were predominantly theoretical and bookish and recommended that the curricula should be changed to match the needs of society more closely.

On the basis of these recommendations, the first efforts were made in the early 1960s to modernize the science and mathematics curricula at secondary and intermediate levels. An attempt was also made to introduce integrated, modernized science and mathematics courses. Books were revised accordingly in which inquiry-directed...
and open-ended approaches towards various problems of science were adopted.

**National education policy**

In 1977, a National Education Conference was held and recommendations of this Conference paved the way for 'The National Education Policy 1979'. Realizing the importance of science in modern times, the Policy emphasized that the teaching of science should be improved at all levels of education. Recommendations were also made to popularize science among the masses through science fairs, exhibitions and competitions.

The Policy stated that among the factors influencing growth and development, science education is by far the most important as it provides a sound base for scientific research and technological development. In recognition of the vital role played by science education in national development, a National Centre for Science Education would be established. It would improve science teaching through research and innovation and promote and popularize science and technology among the masses through science fairs, museums and films. The National Education Equipment Centre was to be further strengthened in order to improve the quality and supply of equipment to school laboratories. Science equipment would be supplied to the existing laboratories in the schools and new science laboratories added to schools where they were required.

To achieve the above objectives the following programmes were planned:

a) Under the supervision of the Curriculum Wing, develop modified Teaching Kits for use up to Class VIII.

b) Develop inquiry-directed demonstrations and experiments for teachers and students for Classes IX-XII.

c) Design and test innovative teacher education programmes and models for training science teachers and develop teachers' guides, handbooks, instructional packages, modules and other related materials.

d) Develop a mobile-science laboratory to take science to the rural population, and organize on the spot in-service training programmes for science teachers.
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e) Organize science fairs at provincial and national levels and establish mini-science museums.

f) Organize 'Future Scientists of Pakistan' awards for outstanding students who demonstrate creativity, imagination and critical thinking.

g) Organize national seminars, symposia, workshops, working sessions and conferences for co-ordinating and promoting science education.

Education in school

The formal education system consists of the following distinct levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Age in years On entry</th>
<th>On leaving</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>I-V</td>
<td>Primary Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>VI-VIII</td>
<td>Middle Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>IX-X</td>
<td>Matriculation Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher secondary (Intermediate)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>XI-XII</td>
<td>Higher Secondary Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Phil.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph. D.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23-24</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enrolment at different levels along with the numbers of teachers for the year 1981-1982 are given in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
<th>No. of teachers (in thousands)</th>
<th>No. of schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>5,479,000</td>
<td>145,300</td>
<td>59,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>1,400,000</td>
<td>53,900</td>
<td>5,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>543,000</td>
<td>69,900</td>
<td>3,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleges</td>
<td>267,500</td>
<td>12,300</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Science education in schools

Place of science. The place of science in the overall curriculum at various levels of education is given in Tables 1-4. From Classes I to VIII general science and elementary mathematics are compulsory (Tables 1 and 2). General science contains basic information about physical and biological science. Students opting for humanities from Class IX to Class XII have to study general science as well. (Tables 3 and 4).

Percentage of science students. After middle school, students proceed to secondary school where they have a choice of subjects according to their own aptitudes and inclinations. There is a general trend to study science subjects at this stage and only those who qualify in Class VIII with good grades are allowed to opt for science subjects. At this stage science is split into distinct fields such as: physics, chemistry, and biology. Mathematics is also divided into courses of elective mathematics and general mathematics. Students opting for the science group in Class IX have to study physics, chemistry, biology and elective mathematics.

Elective mathematics is of a higher standard than general mathematics. It is estimated that about 43 per cent of students opt for science subjects at the secondary level. The percentage of students gaining admission to the science group in the intermediate classes is slightly less, but in both cases more students would choose science if the number of science places could be increased.

After completing the intermediate stage in the science group, students may enrol at professional colleges in medicine or engineering. Again, the number of seats in these professional colleges is limited to the top students. The rest of the students complete their education in university to obtain a Bachelor’s Degree in two years and a Masters’ Degree in another two years.

Some students who qualify in secondary school in the science group and who are not admitted to intermediate colleges may join polytechnic colleges where they can learn trades such as automobile maintenance and repair, air-conditioning and refrigeration, electronics, electricity, metalwork, and woodwork. Such students are in great demand in industry.

Curriculum aims and objectives. Although the specific aims of teaching science at different levels of education vary, the main aims
### Table 1. Scheme of studies for elementary classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Classes I and II</th>
<th>Class III</th>
<th>Classes IV and V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age 5 and 6+</td>
<td>Age 7+</td>
<td>Age 8+ 9+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of periods</td>
<td>No. of</td>
<td>No. of periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>per week (39)</td>
<td>periods</td>
<td>per week (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>Total time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total time</td>
<td>of total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) 1st language</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 2nd language</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan / Social</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Physical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamiyat</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Scheme of studies for middle classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Classes VI to VIII age 9 to 10+ 11+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of periods per week (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st language</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd language</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English compulsory</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan / Social Studies</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Physical Education</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamiyat</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts/Arabic/Persian</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Secondary level science option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Weekly periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>One/two</td>
<td>100 to 150</td>
<td>4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English</td>
<td>– do –</td>
<td>– do –</td>
<td>– do –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistan Studies</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Islamiyat</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Intermediate classes (for science students only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Periods per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Islamiyat/Civics *</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Pakistan Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Pakistani Culture</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Sindhi</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics or Biology</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For non-Muslim students only.
** Option for foreign students in lieu of Urdu
*** Option for Sindhi students in lieu of Urdu.

1. At present science students elect only one subject out of mathematics and biology. From 1984 onwards there is a proposal to make the study of mathematics and biology compulsory for science students.
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remain the same. They are to: achieve a broad and genuine appreciation and understanding of different aspects of science; promote scientific literacy and provide scientific and technological manpower in the country; develop a scientific approach in the young pupils so that they acquire ability to apply knowledge gained towards solution of problems; provide opportunity to an individual to determine his interests and aptitudes in science as a vocation; and improve the general economy of the country and raise the living standard through the application of science and technology.

The general objectives for teaching science up to the middle stage are to: develop the spirit of inquiry and inquisitiveness; help children understand the physical environment and the interrelationship that exists in nature; develop an ability to observe carefully and to report facts accurately and with understanding; acquaint the children with the various subject areas of science and integrate the broad subject matter areas of science so that the children can begin to see science in its total perspective, help children acquire and apply knowledge and manipulative skills; develop scientific attitudes and aesthetic awareness; develop the habit of critical thinking and the ability to draw inference from observations; and help children develop basic concepts of various disciplines of science.

At secondary and higher secondary (intermediate) level, separate science subjects are taught and each has different objectives. However, some common objectives of teaching physics, chemistry and biology at secondary and higher secondary levels are to: present physics, chemistry and biology to the students as stimulating subjects, intellectually satisfying and significantly related to their experience of life; help students to participate more effectively in solving the problems of society, help the individual become a more productive member of society; and prepare scientifically educated individuals as useful members of society.

Organization. Up to Class VIII science is taught as a single subject and in most cases a single teacher teaches all aspects of science at these levels. At secondary and higher secondary levels the separate science disciplines are taught by different teachers. Practical work is performed in separate laboratories.

Environmental studies has also been developed as a curriculum subject but as there are no trained teachers in this field, the subject has not yet been introduced.
Methodology. Each of the four provinces in Pakistan has its own Bureau of Curriculum Research and Development. At the Federal level there is a National Bureau of Curriculum. This Bureau is a part of the Federal Ministry of Education. With the help of expert subject committees each provincial bureau prepares the initial drafts of curricula for various subjects at different levels. After the preparation of initial drafts National subject committees are set up to consolidate provincial drafts and prepare a final version of the curriculum for each subject. This curriculum is then followed by the entire country.

Frequency of revision. Revision of curricula is a continuous process and steps have to be taken to keep the process going. However, the last revisions of curricula from primary to secondary levels were made during the period 1973-1976. The curricula for higher secondary were revised during 1982.

Relating the curricula to real-life problems. Pakistan is basically an agricultural country. About 80 per cent of the population live in villages and small towns. From Class I up to Class XII many concepts are taught concerning the growing and protection of various crops and plants. More emphasis on practical aspects of these concepts could help many students acquire skills as farmers. Similarly if studies in salt analysis for higher secondary students were extended to include soil analysis, it could help many students to test the soil in their own fields and thus to suggest remedies for various shortcomings.

Evaluation. Up to Class VIII most of the schools follow an internal evaluation system. In a few cases examinations are also conducted by the Regional Directorates of Education. The first recognized public examination, for Class X, is conducted by the Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education. The same Boards also conduct examinations for higher secondary level. The examinations in science subjects consist of theory and practical. Practical examinations contribute about 25 per cent. All Boards of Education have their own research cells. These cells undertake research work to improve the evaluation system.

Current concerns include the following questions:

a) Is the present system of examinations satisfactory? If not, what measures should be adopted to improve it?
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b) Should the essay type questions be replaced by objective tests? Or should the two be blended harmoniously to form one question paper?

c) Since the introduction of objective tests would be a novel experiment, what measure should be adopted to familiarize students and teachers with them?

d) Since preparing objective tests is a very laborious and technical task what methods should be adopted to prepare them on a large scale?

e) What system of grading the papers should be adopted?

Objective type tests have been developed, and a bank of test items has been established. At present, theory papers have essay type tests only. However, during practical examinations teachers usually judge the knowledge of the students through objective type questions.

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment. Up to middle level no separate periods for science practicals are allocated. Usually all activities in and out of class are arranged by the teacher. As such it is rather difficult to assess the percentage of time devoted for practical work. At secondary and higher secondary levels 25 per cent of the total time is usually available for science practical work.

Examination in practicals or laboratory work in any science subject is a compulsory part of the public examination. Usually these examinations of practical work carry 25 per cent weightage, including 5 per cent for work done in the laboratory.

Science equipment and low-cost teaching aids. Schools and intermediate colleges situated in large cities are very well equipped to meet the needs of the latest curricula, but very few village schools have laboratory facilities. In most of the secondary schools, laboratory buildings and science apparatus are practically non existent.

With this factor in view a ‘National Teaching Kit’ was developed for primary classes in 1976. The kit consists of about 100 items which are packed in a metal box. It contains enough material to facilitate teaching of all the concepts in all subjects at primary level.

In collaboration with UNDP, the National Educational Equipment Centre, Lahore has produced about 60,000 kits and distributed them to primary schools all over the country. Some teachers have
also been trained in the use of this kit, but since the number of teachers at the primary level is very high a substantial number of teachers are still untrained.

In view of the lack of funds it is not possible to provide science equipment to all the middle and secondary level schools. The Ministry of Education therefore began, in 1982, a small research project to develop low-cost aids to teach various concepts in science subjects. About 40 experiments have been developed, using locally available inexpensive materials. The basic idea in developing these aids is to train teachers and give them skills to produce their own teaching aids from inexpensive materials available in and around their schools. Experiments developed by the Ministry of Education are suggestive only and will be used as models during in-service teacher training programmes to stimulate the teachers to think creatively and develop their own aids wherever possible.

Most of the equipment needed up to Class XII is available locally. Sophisticated electronic equipment is not manufactured locally.

A National Educational Equipment Centre has been set up in Lahore. The Centre produces many items of apparatus needed for the schools. The mass production of this equipment is done only after thorough checking and testing in schools. On the basis of feedback, the design of such equipment is improved.

**Educational technology**

Very few schools used sophisticated educational technology equipment. Closed circuit television (CCTV) is not available, even in urban schools. Most schools use charts or models to facilitate the teaching of science subjects. However, in teacher training programmes organized by the Federal Ministry of Education, equipment such as CCTV, 16 mm films, overhead projectors and many other aids are used. The Ministry of Education plans to set up some mobile science laboratories, which in addition to science equipment will have audio-visual aids. Two or three science education experts per mobile science laboratory will be recruited to give training to science teachers in their own schools. This project is in its initial stage.

The teaching of science subjects with the help of computers has not yet begun in schools or colleges.
Teacher training

Minimum qualifications for science teachers. The minimum qualifications prescribed for science teachers at different levels of education are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>I - V</td>
<td>i) Secondary School Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii) Primary Teacher Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>VI - VIII</td>
<td>i) Intermediate with science subjects, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii) Certificate in teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>IX - X</td>
<td>i) Bachelor's Degree with science subjects, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii) Bachelor in Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Secondary</td>
<td>XI - XII</td>
<td>Masters' Degree in the subject to be taught</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of qualified and trained teachers. Exact figures for the ratio of trained and untrained teachers are not available. An analysis of staff members working in different schools, and also of teachers called for various training programmes shows that at school level a high percentage of teachers do not possess adequate qualifications, especially at the secondary level. A good proportion of science teachers at this level do not possess degrees in science. In some cases teachers are teaching science subjects which they themselves never studied as students. At higher secondary or intermediate college level there is no shortage of qualified teachers.

To overcome the shortage of teachers the following strategies have been developed:

a) The subject of Education has been introduced from Secondary to University level.
b) About 110 Teacher Training Schools and Colleges of Education Extension Centres provide both pre-service and in-service teacher training.

c) Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad has launched distance learning programmes for the training of primary and middle level teachers.

d) The Teacher Training Sector of the Federal Ministry of Education launched a scheme in 1979, for the training of senior teachers at the national level. These teachers, are used in the provinces for the training of teachers working at the grassroots level.

There are about 80 Elementary Teacher Training Schools in the country. Potential primary level teachers enrol in these schools after the secondary level examination. The duration of the training is about one year. Similarly, potential teachers at secondary enrol in teacher training colleges after completing their degree. A period of one year is needed to complete the Bachelor's Degree in education.

In-service teacher training programmes are organized essentially by Provincial Education Extension Centres. The courses are usually of two to three weeks duration. Attention is paid to: methodology of teaching; course content in which the students or teachers are experiencing difficulty; and production of low-cost teaching aids.

Research projects

Pakistan is faced with many problems pertaining to the quantitative expansion and qualitative improvement of its educational programmes. Perhaps the first and the most important question in the field of science education is the relevance of the existing science curricula to real-life problems. Questions, such as the following, are often put forward at various educational conferences and seminars.

a) Are the science curricula for various levels of education relevant to the specific needs of the students and society?

b) Are the textbooks, teacher's guides and science equipment of a satisfactory standard?

c) Are the teachers adequately qualified and trained to implement the curricula in letter and spirit?

d) Are the teachers dedicated to the profession?
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e) If the answers to the above questions are not in the affirmative, what can be done, within the limited resources, to implement the curricula more effectively?

Institutions engaged in research work. Besides the Curriculum Research Wing, all Institutes of Education and Research (IERs) in various universities and the Education Extension Centres are doing basic research work in the field of science education. For example:

a) The IER, Punjab University Lahore has undertaken a Science Education Project (SEP) on improvement of methodology of training science teachers.

b) The Education Extension Centre, Lahore, has undertaken a research project on the assessment of needs of science teachers. It intends to improve its in-service training programmes for science and mathematics teachers, as a result of this survey.

c) The Education Extension Centre, Lahore is also trying to establish a number of Teacher Training Centres and thereby to launch a massive teacher training programme.

d) The IER University of Sind, Jamshoro, and Education Extension and Research Wing, Jamshoro, are also engaged in developing better models of teacher training programmes.

e) The Curriculum Wing, Islamabad has undertaken a research project to improvise science apparatus from inexpensive low-cost materials.

f) The Education Extension Centre, Abbottabad is also doing research work in curricula for teacher training programmes.

Programmes for out-of-school youth and adults and popularization of science and technology

Due to lack of resources and stringent economic constraints it has not been possible for the educational planners to keep pace with the ever growing rate of population. Moreover, the number of out-of-school children is very high, since the rate of drop-outs at the primary stage is almost 50 per cent.

The Mass Literacy Commission, Islamabad, and the Allama Iqbal Open University (AIOU) are engaged in adult literacy programmes. The Mass Literacy Commission has launched many programmes
for adult literacy using literacy teams. The AIOU has launched its distance learning programmes through correspondence, mass media and literacy centres which are available throughout the country. AIOU Islamabad has also begun specific programmes on radio and TV for school and college students and teachers. These programmes are equally popular among students and teachers.

In order to make science popular among the masses, science exhibitions are organized by some teachers' associations, and the Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education. A science museum with latest innovations in science has also been opened in Lahore. In addition to these efforts a good number of urban schools have science clubs where students are given the opportunity to undertake project work.

Locating talented students. There are various organizations and schools which organize competitions among science students. Besides these, students with good results in public examinations are awarded scholarships to encourage them to continue their pursuits in the field of science.

On the special instructions of the Federal Minister for Education a scheme for talent farming has been initiated. Under this scheme students will be picked on the basis of their performance at the middle level. These students will be given the best possible education and their entire educational expenses will be borne by the Government. Efforts will be made to provide them with opportunities to interact with senior scientists.

Science clubs. The Educators' Club, Rawalpindi is an organization of teachers engaged in various activities both for students and teachers. The Club organizes an annual science exhibition where students display their projects. A team of scientists judges the exhibits and awards prizes to students on the basis of their original thinking and creativity.

Innovations

The Curriculum Research Wing of the Federal Ministry of Education, which is responsible for formulating and revising curricula, has revised the curricula for Classes XI and XII.
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The National Educational Equipment Centre, Lahore has produced a number of items of equipment and is improving the designs through regular research and testing.

On the special instructions of the Federal Minister for Education, a project entitled 'Vertical articulation of curricula from Classes VI to XVI' has recently been launched. The project envisages the analysis of curricula for these classes and making recommendations for improvement. This task has been entrusted to a team of senior scientists and university and college teachers who will make recommendations for vertical as well as horizontal improvement of the curricula.
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Papua New Guinea (PNG) is a very diverse country both geographically and culturally. This is most strikingly illustrated by the fact that in a population of just three million there are more than 700 languages, which is more than a quarter of the languages of the world. Despite this—indeed because of it—the official language of instruction at all levels of the formal education system is English.

The PNG education system itself is a relatively young one. This in turn is illustrated by the fact that until after the Pacific war virtually all schooling was provided by mission agencies and that secondary school education began only in the 1960s.

The legislative basis for the education system in Papua New Guinea is the Education Act 1970. This Act provides a National Education System to include Government and church agency schools which meet prescribed conditions in terms of student enrolment and teacher qualifications. Under the Education Act, the Government financially underwrites all schools within the system by paying teachers’ salaries. Schools accept national control over planning and professional staffing matters. Non-government agencies retain supervisory responsibility over their schools and colleges with appropriate staffing safeguards.

The 1982 National Budget for education was K.115.7 million,* or 15.4 per cent of the total government expenditure. Papua New Guinea does not have a well-enunciated science policy statement. However, Papua New Guinea’s Eight Aims, announced in December 1972, constituted the first real attempt to formulate a strategy for development, and therefore are a precursor to any science policy. They are:

a) A rapid increase in the proportion of the economy under the control of Papua New Guinean individuals and groups and in the proportion of personal and property income that goes to Papua New Guineans;

* Approximately PNG Kina (K) 0.85 = One US dollar
b) More equal distribution of economic benefits, including movement toward equalization of incomes among people and toward equalization of services among different areas of the country;

c) Decentralization of economic activity, planning and government spending, with emphasis on agricultural development, village industry, better internal trade and more spending channelled to local and area bodies;

d) An emphasis on small-scale artisan, service and business activity, relying where possible on typically Papua New Guinean forms of business activity;

e) A more self-reliant economy, less dependent for its needs on imported goods and services and better able to meet the needs of its people through local production;

f) An increasing capacity for meeting government spending needs from locally raised revenue;

g) A rapid increase in the equal and active participation of women in all forms of economic and social activity; and

h) Government control and involvement in those sectors of the economy where control is necessary to achieve the desired kind of development.

The basic thinking behind the Eight Aims was that rural development should be emphasized as a vehicle for promoting a more equal distribution of social and economic opportunity. The Government provided further broad guidelines for future policy when they promulgated the National Development Strategy (NDS) in October 1976.

There is at present no body equivalent to a National Science Council in the country. New public sector scientific activities are all subject to the broad developmental objectives as per the NDS. Ongoing scientific activities in the public sector are dealt with by government departments and statutory bodies according to their own perception in their respective areas of competence.

Proposals for the establishment of a National science structure have been made after considerable national deliberation and the seeking of expert advice from Unesco. Ministerial responsibility for science has in the last five years passed from the Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture through the Ministry of Science, Culture and Tourism to the present time where no single Ministry has responsibility for it. Science policy per se now largely remains in abeyance.

Science education

Science is a compulsory subject in all of grades I-XI of the National education system. There are nationally prescribed curricula in science throughout and the language of instruction is English.

Primary education. The task of community primary education is to equip the child with basic knowledge and skills which will be of use to him in his home community, regardless of whether he proceeds to high school. Hence primary schools have been renamed Community Schools.

Children enrol in the six year (grades I to VI) Community School programme at age 7. The curriculum includes a core of English, mathematics and science controlled by the National Government alongside ‘community based’ subjects including community life, expressive arts, health, Christian religious education and physical education which are under the control of Provincial Governments.

In 1982, 317,814 PNG children (61.0 per cent of the 7–12 year old population) were enrolled in 2,186 community schools taught by 9,955 teachers all PNG nationals. There are considerable disparities in enrolments in the 20 provinces. Basically coastal provinces which have been longer in contact with the outside world show much higher enrolment levels than highland (inland) provinces. Three boys are enrolled in community schools for every two girls.

The long term objective is Universal Primary Education by the end of the century. Only slow progress is being made towards this goal. Annual recurrent per capita cost of community schooling is about K.170.

At the Community School level science receives only a small allocation of time, 30 minutes per week in grades I-IV, and 40 minutes in grades V and VI out of a total weekly time allocation of about 1,800 minutes. In addition, there is a 30 minutes science radio broadcast for grades V and VI. The science lessons are activity based, designed to expose pupils to a range of science-related experiences with stress on the immediate environment. The broadcasts relate the science concepts introduced in the activities to broader issues and
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applications. There is also a health programme for community schools and practical work in agriculture is undertaken.

Secondary education. The aim of the four year secondary education programme (grades VII to X) provided by Provincial High Schools (PHS) is to provide adequate preparation for post-secondary training courses, direct employment needs and responsible participation in community life. The PHS course is organized in two stages of two years each, with 40 per cent of students leaving at the end of grade VIII.

Selection into PHS is through a nationwide high school, selection examination. Grade VI community school pupils take this examination in September each year and about 30 per cent are selected for entry to high school. Provincial Education Boards use the examination results in order to select pupils for high schools. In 1982, 67 per cent of selected students were allocated places solely on their performance in the examination. The remaining places were granted on a quota basis to ensure that all community schools obtain some representation in high schools.

Total enrolment of students in PHS in 1982 was 39,722 (15.1 per cent of the age cohort, who were accommodated in 105 high schools, 75 of which were Government-agency operated). There were 1,556 teachers (1,146 nationals) and the ratio of boys to girls was 2:1.

The core curriculum includes English, mathematics, science and social science, while options include expressive arts, commerce, health, manual arts and agriculture. Modification of curricula for use in high schools is a continuous process. Annual per capita cost at PHS is about K.460.

In Provincial High Schools (PHS), science is taught as an integrated subject, which is part of the compulsory core, for five 40-minute periods of a total of 40 periods per week throughout the four years. All PHS have at least one laboratory provided with gas and running water. Teaching is based on a syllabus and detailed teacher's guides produced by the Curriculum Unit of the National Department of Education. Teachers may make radical departures from this syllabus only with the consent of, and in consultation with, their inspectors. Few, if any, do so.
National High Schools. About 15 per cent of grade X students are selected on the basis of School Certificate results to enter the four National High Schools each of which enrols 200 students in grade XI each year. These schools provide grades XI and XII mainly as an academic preparation for tertiary study. All students take English, mathematics, social science, science and expressive arts in grade XI whilst in grade XII a system of options operates whereby students choose from 'major' and 'minor' offerings in most of the five subjects. All students are required to take English and at least minor mathematics in grade XII. At the end of grade XII more than 60 per cent achieve matriculation to the two Universities and 80 per cent continue with some form of post-secondary education. A National Curriculum and Examination system has recently been developed for these schools through a system of Subject Advisory Committees made up of NHS, University and National Department of Education headquarters staff. Total enrolment in National High Schools was 1,680 in 1982 staffed by 97 teachers. Annual per capita cost at NHS is about K. 2,200.

The compulsory grade XI and major grade XII science courses contain separate strands of physics, chemistry and biology, each usually taught by a different teacher. At grade XI each strand has two 50-minute lessons per week while in grade XII each strand has three 50-minute lessons per week. The minor science course offered in grade XII consists of a range of suggested modules grouped under the three main themes of (a) human biology; (b) evolution; and (c) technology; and is allocated a total of four lessons per week.

Minor science is taken by only a very small number of students (about 20 per cent) whereas because of University entry requirements a majority (about 60 per cent) undertake major science in grade XII. National High Schools are staffed almost exclusively by expatriates. It is planned to recruit national graduates with experience in PHS into the NHS teaching force.

Technical education. Technical colleges provide training to meet identified manpower needs for semi-skilled and sub-professional technical employment. In 1982 the nine technical colleges, including two secretarial colleges, had a total full-time enrolment of 3,778 students, taught by 252 instructors (62 national).

The Education Department plans to greatly expand the number of pre-employment technical training (PETT) courses of variable
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duration, usually 20 or 40 weeks, and catering for grade VIII and grade X school-leavers. PETT students can obtain formal trade qualifications by obtaining employment in an area related to their course and returning to a technical college for prescribed formal extension courses.

Courses in technical colleges are developed by trade panels which include industry, commerce representatives and National Boards of Studies with the assistance of curriculum unit officers. Most certificate and PETT courses have a basic science component.

Adult and vocational education. Various adult education courses have been established to meet the needs of the community. Vocational centres provide courses of one or two years duration in basic technical and/or agricultural skills with the object of developing more productive citizens either in the monetary or 'informal' sectors of the economy. They are mainly based in rural areas and in 1982, the 89 centres had a total enrolment of 5,362 students.

Formal correspondence studies in grade VII to X core subjects (except science) and a Commerce Certificate are offered by the College of External Studies which has about 7,500 part-time students. Sixty students followed a grade VII trial science course in 1982 and it is hoped that many more will enrol when the course is offered to the general public. A community secondary education programme has been set up through 33 study centres to assist people undertaking correspondence secondary education.

Tertiary education. The Office of Higher Education advises the Government on post-secondary education with a view to meeting the nation's needs for trained manpower and to ensure the balanced development and use of post-secondary educational resources. The Office is responsible for advising on levels of funding to be recommended on behalf of the universities.

There are two universities and a total of about 60 government and non-government institutions offering post-secondary (grade X) level courses. The two universities offer a range of four year first degree programmes following successful completion of grade XII.

Curriculum aspects of science education

Primary. The educational aims adopted in the development of the primary science curriculum arose from the belief that experience
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was of value for its own sake and that in the situation in which the project would operate any new experience of the physical world would be of value. The course would 'educate the children through science rather than teach science to the children'.

The basic aim of the course as set out in the Teacher's Handbook is as follows:

To allow children to gain knowledge and understanding of the world about them in as interesting a way as possible through activity and enquiry. To develop this attitude of enquiry.

Another document sets out rather more specific objectives as follows: enrichment of experience; establishment of awareness of cause and effect relationships; development of skills of manipulating, observing, measuring, recording and communicating; and problem solving and learning how to learn.

The six year course is divided into three two-year stages or phases (hence the name Three Phase Primary Science—TPPS). The nature of this programme is further defined as follows:

a) Phase I is a series of activities during and after which discussions and questions should be encouraged;

b) Phase II is a series of simple experiments. Pupils will be expected to observe and report what they have observed. If any child wants to make notes or drawings he should be encouraged to do so and be given a book to keep his work in; and

c) Phase III is a series of more formal experiments involving comparison, measurements, recording data, simple graphing, voluntary sketching and recording. The sketching and reporting will be in notebooks given to all pupils for this purpose.

The content of the course was determined by its relevance to the local environment; capability of stimulating interest and enjoyment; and being within the competence of the teachers.

The first major development of the primary science curriculum in PNG was a UNICEF/Unesco assisted education project initiated in 1968. This project provided a full-time Unesco science curriculum adviser who was funded for three years and who set up a Science
Curriculum Development Panel consisting of himself, a number of primary teachers' college science lecturers, one primary school headmaster and one primary science teacher from a pilot school.

A major evaluation of the material produced was carried out in 1977. This evaluation generally supported the material but made several recommendations.

As a result of the evaluation, the Community School Science Advisory Committee (CSAC) which consists of teachers' college science lecturers, science curriculum officers from the curriculum unit of the National Department of Education and experienced science teachers, recommended that the original aims, methods and content be maintained while the programme be revised beginning with Phase III. This revision is now complete.

The revision provides 'paper in-service training' for teachers in the form of background notes (explaining the aims and concepts underlying the activities) questions to ask the children (with answers), diagrams and worksheets. An attempt has also been made to reduce the amount of imported materials needed through the use of locally-available substitutes. Wherever possible links with traditional practices, methods and experiences have also been strengthened.

Thus there is a continuing move in Community School Science to provide teachers with more assistance both with science and with teaching; and relate the science programme still more closely to the pupils' environment.

At the end of the community school programme there is a selection examination for entry into secondary schools and one of the three papers taken by the students contains questions based on the prescribed science curriculum.

Lower secondary. As there is an exit point for 40 per cent of students at grade VIII the programme is planned in two stages—grades VII and VIII and grades IX and X. At the first stage particular efforts are made to relate the programme to the needs of those who will not continue with formal schooling. This means stress on qualitative science related to applications and the environment rather than quantitative, academic science.

The aims of this science syllabus include a development in the student of:
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a) An awareness of interest in and curiosity about the natural phenomena of his environment and a commitment to seek a scientific explanation of these phenomena;

b) An understanding and appreciation of his relationship to his environment and confidence in his ability to effect changes and improvement in the environment;

c) His critical thinking ability, and reduction in any tendency to adopt opinions based on unsupported or unreliable evidence; and

d) An understanding and appreciation of the methods of science, and the past, present and possible future contribution of science to mankind.

The materials produced and presently used in schools consist basically of a series of Teachers' Guides one for each of the six units in each of the four grades VII-XII. The Guides set out the programme as a number of student 'Investigations' each intended to occupy a double period of 2 x 40 minutes. The Investigations usually have a teacher introduction, student group activities and concluding discussion; all set out in some detail, including specifications of what students are intended to learn from the Investigation.

Increasingly, student activities are organized on the basis of student worksheets. The original grade VII and VIII units were accompanied by short illustrated student readers which were issued in class sets to all schools. This has not been done with the more recent grades IX and X units mainly due to lack of resources. There has been a policy that textbooks should not be used in PHS science in PNG partly because it was feared this would encourage teaching and learning for rote memory rather than understanding and partly because no suitable text could be identified. The benefits of a student text as a support for activity-based science teaching is now recognized but a decision on adoption or production of a suitable text has not been made. Recently a start has been made in the production of an 'Item bank' of mainly multiple choice test questions for each unit.

The Secretary for Education authorizes all science courses taught in Provincial High Schools. A body of science educators now called the Provincial High Schools Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) develops Provincial High School Science Syllabuses and
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materials and submits these along with recommendations concerning future science education policy to the Secretary for his approval. While the membership of the PSAC has constantly changed over the years, it generally includes curriculum officers, teachers, inspectors, staff of the universities and other interested individuals from the science education community. The PSAC meets at least once each year—usually for a week.

Science was first taught in high schools in Papua New Guinea in 1960 when an interim measure was adopted whereby teachers had the option to follow either the Australian New South Wales Wyndham Science course or the Sarawak Secondary Science Syllabus. The Wyndham scheme was the first attempt in New South Wales at an integrated four year course containing elements of physics, chemistry, biology, geology and astronomy.

In 1966 a new syllabus designed in Papua New Guinea for grades VII and VIII was introduced into all schools. This syllabus was also an integrated course which had been somewhat reorientated to the Papua New Guinea environment. In 1968 a new syllabus for grades IX and X was introduced. This syllabus was a radical departure from the conservative content-orientated grades VII and VIII syllabus that had been introduced two years earlier. This new grade IX and X syllabus was developed around a framework consisting of a basic core; a development area; and a research area.

Teacher reaction to both syllabuses was both swift and mixed. The grades VII and VIII syllabus was excessively content loaded and resulted in teachers either trying to cover large quantities of content poorly or having to try to work out for themselves which were the most important areas. The grades IX and X syllabus gave teachers a great deal of freedom and consequently a great deal of responsibility in organizing the most suitable methods and areas of study. Neither syllabus contained much background material for teachers nor did they take into account the general level of inexperience of most teachers in the country, both Papua New Guinean or expatriate. The lack of materials and guidance provided by these syllabuses were compounded by the comparatively limited educational background of many science teachers coming from Goroka Teachers College.

Thus in 1970 the Secondary Science Curriculum Committee (a forerunner of PSAC) decided to scrap all existing science curricula in high schools and undertake radical rewriting and restructuring of the secondary science syllabus.
A hastily prepared interim syllabus was produced and introduced into all high schools at the beginning of 1971 as a holding measure. This stop-gap device was the science syllabus followed in most Papua New Guinea High Schools until it was progressively phased out by the present material.

Preparation of material for grades VII and VIII began in 1971. It consisted of a 12-unit course of work which was intended, when taken together to provide a self-contained general science course. It provided all students (whether they were leaving school or continuing on with the next two years of the course) with a basic background in scientific understanding that would enable the student to live a better life in his local environment. Emphasis was placed on human biology and nutrition, ecology and the physical environment, concepts of energy, force, work and simple machines and the working of simple electrical circuits. Each unit of the new course was prepared, tried out on a pilot scale for at least two years, modified, then printed and distributed to all Provincial High Schools, and is basically the material which is presently used in schools.

By the end of 1981 all units from grades VII to X had been given trials, evaluated, modified and put back into the schools. However, science courses in Papua New Guinea (and those in other subject areas) have remained open to further change and development as conditions and ideas change. A revision of the grades VII and VIII material is already underway. This revision is attempting to:

a) Identify those scientific concepts which are most important to students both in terms of their immediate environment and beyond;

b) Identify the form and level at which it is appropriate that these concepts be understood;

c) Provide a series of activities which relate to these concepts and illustrate various aspects of the concepts leading to a well rounded understanding of them;

d) Involve students in using the ‘scientific method’ for themselves, formulating hypotheses, collecting data and testing hypotheses;

e) Identify aspects of the students environment and beyond, which can be understood in terms of the concepts; and

f) Draw up a revised teaching programme.
This process has not involved a departure from the present programme but rather a reconstruction and modification within the basic framework of the present units. It is expected that the revised grade VII units will be in schools in 1984.

Development of high schools is now taking them in the direction of a closer relationship with the communities they serve, whether they be urban or rural. Most PHS are rural boarding schools of 250-600 students. A recent attempt to establish rural day high schools was neither popular nor successful academically mainly due to the generally scattered population pattern. It has been largely abandoned. Some boarding schools have become self-sufficient in food supplies and others are encouraged to be self-reliant through agricultural and commercial projects.

Examinations. A School Certificate is awarded after grade X. Up to 1981 this was largely internally assessed and moderated by a Mid-Year Rating Examination (MYRE). This examination, in multiple choice format, covered English, Mathematical Thinking and Scientific Thinking and was intended to be 'content free'. On the basis of this examination schools were awarded an appropriate number of distinctions, and credits. These were awarded to individual students mainly on the basis of internal assessment.

In 1982 students sat for four end-of-year multiple choice papers covering English, mathematics, science and social science based on the stated syllabus objectives. The results of these examinations were used to moderate the internal assessments which were then combined with the external marks. These combined results were then used to rank and apply a national distribution of distinctions and credits to individual students.

Item Banks are available for all Science units in grades IX and X. These are used extensively by teachers in the compilation of instruments for internal assessment.

Upper secondary. The National High Schools offer compulsory grade XI and non-compulsory grade XII science courses containing separate strands of physics, chemistry and biology.

The general aims of all National High School science courses are as follows:

a) To help students:
i) Acquire a body of scientific knowledge;
ii) Acquire an understanding of certain scientific concepts;
iii) Acquire attitudes based on scientific principles;
iv) Understand the general use of the terms ‘law’, ‘fact’, ‘hypothesis’ and ‘model’ and especially that ‘theory’ means an attempt to synthesize a collection of facts into an overall structure;
v) Acquire basic scientific skills; and
vi) Become familiar with official scientific definitions of words and their relationship to lay interpretations and usage.

b) To develop in students the ability to adapt to new situations, to absorb and understand relevant scientific information, and to cope with an increasingly technological society.

c) To encourage students to:
   i) Use an experimental approach and to take responsibility for the design of their own experiments, including the use of controls;
   ii) Acquire the habits of observing, recording accurately and reporting accounts of experimental work in a clear and objective manner; and
   iii) Use graphical and diagrammatic means to represent data.

d) To develop the following scientific skills: (i) manipulation of apparatus; (ii) observation; (iii) measurement; (iv) recording of data; (v) computation of results; (vi) drawing of conclusions from data; (vii) reporting of results; and (viii) problem solving.

The minor science course, non-compulsory, offered in grade XII consists of a range of suggested modules, grouped under the three main themes of human biology, evolution, and technology. The general aims of this course are to reinforce those of other science courses in National High Schools and are particularly directed to: reinforce and extend relevant scientific concepts; continue development in scientific literacy; encourage appreciation of the impact of science and technology on society, and their application in PNG; foster an active concern for man and his environment; encourage an
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interest in, and an inquiring attitude towards, scientific matters; and increase the knowledge of oneself.

The first grades XI and XII science courses in Papua New Guinea were developed in 1963 at Sogeri National High School. The opening of other National High Schools led to a period of syllabus anarchy during which different science courses were taught even within each school. This situation was incompatible with the education strategy. The formation of the Curriculum Unit and the appointment of a Senior Curriculum Officer (SCO) for science enabled the Board of Studies (BOS) to recommend the development of common science courses in 1976.

The National High Schools Science Advisory Committee (NSAC) under the chairmanship and direction of the SCO Science was responsible for the development of curricula, support material and the examinations. The NSAC makes recommendations through the National High Schools to the Secretary for Education for his approval. Representatives of all National High Schools, both universities and other organizations make up the NSAC team which meets two or three times a year.

On reaching a consensus, the enormous workload of curriculum and examinations is delegated to practising field officers. The NSAC prepared draft outlines for all courses, and these began in 1977. These draft outlines were further modified by the NSAC and resulted in the National High School Science Syllabus Grade XI and the National High School Science Syllabus Grade XII Major and Minor courses which were approved by the Secretary in 1979.

A Higher School Certificate is awarded after grade XII. Three separate external examinations are set in science covering biology, chemistry and physics. External examiners from the two universities set these papers, while teachers can provide model questions. The examinations are based on the detailed syllabus objectives. The results of the external examinations are used to moderate the schools' internal assessments which are then combined with the external marks. The moderated internal assessment at present provides for 75 per cent of the final mark. The internal assessments are derived from school assessments comprising 70 per cent written tests, 20 per cent assignments and 10 per cent practical assessments. The Minor course is examined internally.
Science activities, laboratory work and equipment

Primary. The major emphasis of all primary science lessons is on child activity and experience, and is based on the assumption that children learn best by doing things rather than by hearing about them. To ensure that child activity is the main ingredient of each lesson, all lessons are organized around a simple common lesson procedure which is to:

a) Make sure the groups are settled;
b) Tell the class in a few words what they are going to do—not what will happen;
c) Get group leaders to collect the materials;
d) Move amongst the groups;
e) Listen for comments and questions; and
f) Collect materials and complete the lesson with discussion and questions.

There is no practical component in the examination taken by grade VI students. Some of the multiple choice items relating to science assess the understanding by students of practical activities prescribed in the science syllabus.

Materials for the activities come from a number of sources. First, there is a kit of teacher and pupil materials which is supplied to all schools (e.g. lenses, syringes, magnets, candles). Second, much material has to be collected by the teachers and pupils (e.g. bottles, tins, rocks, seeds) and lastly there is a list of locally available substitute materials (bamboo strips instead of forceps and bush thorns or fish bones instead of pins) and items which could be made by the teachers (e.g. substitute alcohol or coconut oil burners, funnels and simple pulleys).

The National Government has supplied all schools with one basic science kit. These are purchased from the UNICEF Packing and Assembly Centre, Copenhagen. The purchase of either replacement kits, individual items or consumables is now the responsibility of the various Provincial Governments' Education Divisions. Similar kits are also available through local suppliers. All items in the kits are imported as there are no local manufacturers of science equipment in the country. The Curriculum Unit, the Port Moresby In...
service College and numerous individual teachers design substitute items of equipment and these designs are circulated to teachers for their information and use.

Although the government has supplied all primary schools with a basic science kit, many of these were supplied in the early 1970s. Since then numerous replacement parts have also been issued, but these have not been able to keep up with the rate of loss. Surveys have shown that as many as half the schools in the country do not have complete kits. The lack of science background of the teachers and hence confidence to teach science has led to many using the excuse of not having the proper equipment to teach science. Recent revisions in the curriculum, teachers’ guides and in-service programmes have therefore made serious attempts to reduce the amount of imported or ‘formal’ science materials needed by placing emphasis on the use of locally available substitutes.

Lower secondary. More than half of the lower secondary curriculum requires the students to be involved in practical work. Most schools hold all the science lessons in a science laboratory. All schools have at least one laboratory provided with gas and running water. Most schools have a science block consisting of two laboratories and a preparation room. Many of the older schools have four science laboratories.

There is no practical component in the end of year external examination which is of a multiple choice format. Like the grade VI examination, questions pertaining to practical activities prescribed in the syllabus are often included. The internal assessment counts towards 50 per cent of a student’s final mark and teachers are encouraged to include tests of practical skills such as observation, recording results, manipulation of equipment, and devising experiments as well as subjective assessment of the students’ attitude to practical work.

All schools are supplied with a basic science kit which in 1982 cost the government about US $10,000. Consumables, replacements and additional equipment have to be purchased by individual schools with funds obtained from the Provincial School Equipment Trust Fund, Boards of Governors and the Government Stores Account. Most high schools are well equipped. New schools which have not yet received their basic science kit are usually assisted by a nearby school until their equipment arrives.
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The components of the basic science kits are completely supplied from overseas. Most teachers' guides contain instructions and plans for teachers to construct simple pieces of equipment, some items of which are essential for their teaching. No locally-manufactured equipment is currently available in the country although recently the government placed an order with a 'sheltered workshop' for a trial batch of student electricity kits which were designed by the University of Papua New Guinea.

Upper secondary. All science lessons in the National High Schools are taught in well-equipped science laboratories. The four National High Schools have, on the average, five laboratories each. An estimate in 1982, for the equipping of a new school was approximately US $50,000. These schools have a recurrent budget for science equipment of about US $4,000 per annum.

There is no practical component in the end of year examination but the internal assessment counts 75 per cent towards a student's final mark; 10 per cent being for compulsory practical tests.

All equipment in NHS, apart from the teacher and student constructed complement, is purchased from overseas.

Use of educational technology

The only audio-visual aids used widely in primary science teaching are charts. A series of these have been prepared by the Curriculum Unit and are supplemented in some schools by others made by teachers. Some urban schools use 35 mm slides and 16 mm films which are either bought, borrowed or hired.

Most schools in the lower secondary section have overhead, 35 mm slide, and 16 mm projectors. The Curriculum Unit produces sets of 35 mm slides and accompanying notes for many of the science units. Films are available through the University of Papua New Guinea, the National Library and commercial outlets. An increasing number of schools now have video facilities and films are available through the National Library and numerous commercial outlets. Some schools have their own Apple II computers but very few use these for teaching purposes.

All National High Schools have overhead, 35 mm slide and 16 mm projectors as well as video and computer facilities. Numerous slide sets, 16 mm and video films are held in the schools and are used
in the teaching of science. Again, commercial hiring is used extensively. The introduction of computers in science teaching is in its infancy.

**Teacher training**

**Primary.** The training of community school teachers is carried out through a two year post-grade X programme. The grade X requirement is very recent and is still not always met. Of the eight community teachers' colleges in the National Education System, seven are administered by church agencies. In 1981, enrolments in the two year primary pre-service course totalled 1,649 students taught by 165 lecturing staff of whom 61 are Papua New Guinea nationals.

The teacher's college programme since 1970 includes a component for all students, on the methods and content of the prescribed science course. Entrants to the programme often have a weak background in science and in other subjects.

In 1979 one of the then two government agency community school teachers' colleges was converted to become the sole in-service training institution. In-service training of community school teachers is conducted at this college mainly through six month courses which include a science component. The college also runs courses with a science component to upgrade teachers to the equivalent of grade IX. Short in-service workshops, especially during the National In-service Week are also held in the provinces by Teacher's College or Curriculum Unit science staff. Background notes and in-service guidelines are produced by the Curriculum Unit as 'paper in-service' for these short courses and assist individuals and school staff groups to upgrade their weak science background.

**Lower secondary.** Teacher education for secondary education is conducted by the University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG). The Goroka campus of UPNG offers a two year Diploma in Secondary Teaching following the completion of grade XII in school or the preliminary year at the Goroka college. Students in the diploma programme choose two teaching subjects e.g. science and mathematics or social science and language. The preparation in science is based very closely on the teachers' guides for the secondary science syllabus. It is generally recognized that Goroka Diplomates are weak in
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their subject areas—particularly in science and mathematics but stronger in practical teaching skills. More than 90 per cent of Papua New Guinea teachers in lower secondary schools are diplomates. UPNG also offers a four year pre-service B. Ed. degree programme for prospective secondary school teachers. This is a post-grade XII or a post-preliminary year course. This programme involves three years of study of selected courses offered by the Faculties of Arts or Science and a year of professional study and preparation in the Faculty of Education. B. Ed. graduates have a comparatively strong subject background. Fewer than 2 per cent of Papua New Guinea nationals teaching in secondary schools are graduates.

In-service training for PHS science teachers is also provided by UPNG. Diplomates may return to the University for a further two years, (after a minimum of two years teaching) to complete an In-Service B.Ed. degree. This programme concentrates on upgrading the science background through courses in the Science Faculty, although advanced professional courses are also included. A six month in-service programme for science teachers is also offered at Goroka. This too concentrates on subject background.

Ongoing science in-service training at the provincial or school level is sporadic and varied and depends on the location of interested and able individuals who form the core of various groups. The most successful of these have negotiated with local education authorities and hold in-service meetings at the beginning of each term during which teachers go through and often learn the topics scheduled for the following term’s teaching. Others still hold annual in-service courses during the National In-service Week.

Teachers’ Guides, which form the basis of the lower secondary science curriculum, are developed as ‘paper in-service’ documents whose content and structure are such that they enable the weaker teachers to develop their own content background and their skills of lesson planning and presentation.

Upper secondary. National High Schools are staffed almost exclusively by expatriates and all but one of the science teachers are from overseas. Plans are underway to recruit more national graduates with experience in lower secondary and to provide scholarships to experienced teachers to gain degrees before taking up teaching in the upper secondary area.
Research

Research into science education is carried out in PNG by and in affiliation with the Research Branch of the Department of Education, the Mathematics Education Centre, the Research Committees of the University of Papua New Guinea and the Papua New Guinea University of Technology, and the Education Research Unit of the University of Papua New Guinea.

Researchers have carried out investigations into Piagetian conservation, the differences in cognitive development in bilingual children, differences in science achievement over time and with changes in curriculum, and the structure of the school population, the development of scientific attitudes, curriculum evaluation, ethnoscience and its relevance to science education.

The most significant research into science education currently being undertaken in PNG is a result of participation in the Second International Association of the Evaluation of Educational Achievement Science Study (SISS). PNG has organized trial testing of the international science tests at all three levels and has been able to make a considerable contribution to the finalization of the international tests. Largely due to representations from PNG, based on the results of the trial testing, the population definitions for the survey have been made more flexible.

Out-of-school science activities

There is no programme of non-formal science education other than the indirect effect of agricultural and appropriate technology extension work carried out by various government departments and church agencies.

The massive illiterate rural majority do not benefit from the various publications aimed, in the main, at school-leavers and the literate minority, although the publications usually contain a science and technology component. Increasingly, educators are realizing that knowledge from the traditional societies has an important role to play in the learning of science. The most recent Teachers’ Guides draw, where applicable, upon much of this traditional knowledge and use it to establish links with the applications and teaching of science.

This will hopefully, not only give status to this storehouse of knowledge, but also establish channels of communication between
the formally educated and the rest of the community resulting in a mutually beneficial transfer of knowledge.

**Current innovations**

The revision of the grades VII and VIII science curriculum to include, where applicable, traditional knowledge as a launching point in science teaching is the most exciting current innovation at the lower secondary level. The identification of traditional astronomical data, and classification and counting systems, give powerful foundations to the development of important science concepts.

The development of a broad range of 35 mm slide sets and accompanying notes continues, and experimental work on the production of video science programmes will continue with the final introduction of a much discussed television network and facilities.

The development of textbooks and student material in the lower secondary sector is in its infancy and will be the thrust of future curriculum development. A project for the development of laboratory manuals in the upper secondary sector is underway and should be completed by the end of 1984. This will go a long way towards ensuring the standardization of laboratory experience and will assist in the future inclusion of a practical component in the external examination process.

One province has taken the lead in in-service training and appointed a full-time Provincial In-Service Training Officer for science. The programmes developed in this province could form the vanguard for a future national in-service training project.

Generally, while science is seen as an essential core subject throughout the education system, it does not at present receive the emphasis in terms of time allocation which it often does elsewhere. There are a number of reasons for this. The limited science background of Community School teachers influences the amount of science that can be attempted at that level. Due to the wide aims of the curriculum at lower secondary level, specialized subjects stressing preparation for the next level, receive low priority. Even at the National High School level where academic preparation for further studies is a high priority, there is less time devoted to science than would be the case in pre-tertiary programmes elsewhere.
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In 1981, leaders from various sectors of society came together in a series of workshops to deliberate on the directions of science and technology in the country during the period 1983-1987. A final draft for a five-year plan resulted from all these deliberations. Under the section on developmental patterns and directions, a sub-topic of the plan is devoted to the development of science and technology and includes several proposals relating to the first two levels of education. These proposals are that (a) the recruitment of potential scientists will begin at high school level; (b) support and expansion of science teachers' programmes will be carried out in consultation with the country's scientists; (c) given that education is the primary responsibility of the state, support will be given to elementary and secondary science education by involving scientists in curriculum and training, identifying pilot elementary schools with adequate science components, and strengthening the Philippine Science High School and other science-oriented high schools; and (d) science education for policy-makers will be considered.

In considering programmes and projects for the near future, two specific projects were included under the programme to develop science and technology. These were (a) science promotion and apprenticeship (e.g. science camps, fairs, clubs, quizzes); and (b) science promotion for decision-makers and the public.

The above projects are not new; several efforts along these lines have been undertaken for some time but they have received new vigour through the reorganization of the former National Science Development Board into the National Science and Technology Authority (NSTA). A Science Promotion Institute has been constituted as one of the offices in NSTA. This office has responsibility for all projects and activities sponsored by NSTA which are concerned with the popularization of science.

Late in 1982, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports and the NSTA undertook an 18-month project entitled, 'Science
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Education Development Plan which aims to develop guidelines for the improvement of science education at three levels of education for both public and private sectors. Policies, programmes and projects will be identified with respect to the following areas in science education: organization, finance, curriculum, staff development, textbooks and instructional materials, equipment and facilities, research and linkages with government and non-government agencies. This project is ongoing and is expected to come up with a development plan by 1984.

Science education in schools

The figure on the following page shows the structure of the ten-year school education system, six years for elementary and four years for secondary. There are 31,455 elementary schools and 5,156 high schools according to the statistical bulletin of 1981. The enrolment figures are: 8,290,440 for the elementary level (grades I to VI) and 3,018,568 for the secondary levels (Years 1 to 4).

Primary level. Science is taught from grade III but arithmetic is part of the curriculum in each year from grade I. Furthermore, although there is no science in grades I and II within the new curriculum, pupils at grades I and II read about science in their English language subjects.

Science is taught with health education as a separate subject from grades III to VI. Forty minutes daily is allotted to this subject. The school year is generally about 180 days. The science courses at this level may be considered integrated in the sense that the subject, in addition to health concepts, includes concepts from the biological and physical sciences as well as from the earth and space sciences, environmental sciences and some population education concepts. The proportion of time available for science and health is grade III, 13.33 per cent; grade IV, 11.76 per cent; and grades V and VI, 11.11 per cent. (Table 1, page 254).

Secondary level. At the secondary level, the teaching of science and mathematics has been strengthened since 1973 when both were made required subjects at each year level. The science courses taught at this level are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Minutes per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Integrated general science</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Elementary Compulsory</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Language of instruction**
  - Elementary: Filipino
  - Secondary: Filipino and English

- **Type of programme**
  - Provision for use of vernacular
  - Vernacular as an auxiliary
  - English as a subject

- **Special schools**
  - Pre-employment Training and Guidance
  - Vocational secondary

**Source:** Adapted from Secondary Education Program in the Philippines from primary to pre-university stage.
Year 3 — Chemistry — 300 minutes per week
Year 4 — Physics — 300 minutes per week

Table 2 gives the overall curriculum of the secondary schools. The curriculum of the public secondary vocational (trade and industrial, agricultural and fishery) schools differs from the prescribed revised secondary education programme of 1973 in the practical arts and vocational components. More time is allocated to these subjects.

Environmental science is not taught as a separate subject but some topics are included in biology and chemistry. Also, an earth science course (with focus on the Philippine environment) is offered as an elective in some public schools at the Year 2 level. Other optional science courses are astronomy and botany for Year 3 and applied chemistry, environmental science or applied science for Year 4. No optional courses are offered for Year 1 of high school.

The percentage of time for science at secondary level is: Year 1, 11 per cent; Year 2, 10.7 — 10 per cent; Year 3, 15.15 — 13.5 per cent; and Year 4, 15.15 — 13.5 per cent.

The special science schools which offer more science courses for their students (who are selected) show a much higher percentage of instructional time devoted to science compared with the general high school as shown by the sample of three science high schools below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PSHS (Philippine)</th>
<th>MSHS (Manila)</th>
<th>QCHS (Quezon City)</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The science curriculum at pre-university levels

Objectives of science education: primary level. Quality basic education for all Filipino children is the basic thrust of the Bureau of Elementary Education. This all-round development of the child calls for competencies in the 3Rs; desirable attitudes and moral values; productive work skills; and improved health and nutrition.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning areas</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Daily and weekly time allotment in minutes per grade level*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D Wk</td>
<td>D Wk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character building Activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civics and Culture (History/Geography/Civics)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History/Geography/Civics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Physical Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Economics and Livelihood Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>220-230</td>
<td>1100-1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Implementation begins in 1983 for grade I, 1984 for grade II and so on to 1988 for grade VI.

D = daily; Wk = weekly.
The following objectives for science education are in support of the major thrust of the Bureau in the context of science and mathematics education.

To enhance his functional literacy and his capability as a responsible and productive member of his community, an elementary school child should be able to:

a) Demonstrate acquisition of intellectual processes such as the following, by applying these processes to broaden knowledge: (i) observing and describing, (ii) inferring, (iii)
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measuring, (iv) classifying, (v) experimenting, (vi) controlling variables, (vii) defining operationally, (viii) seeking patterns and relations, formulating conjectures or hypotheses from observed patterns and verifying them, (ix) arriving at conclusions by inference, (x) describing quantitative relations in words or in mathematical symbolism—e.g. charts, graphs, expressions, equations, (xi) visualizing or constructing and interpreting conceptual models, (xii) estimating, and (xiii) calculating or performing mathematical manipulations;

b) Demonstrate understanding of basic mathematical knowledge: (i) numbers and number systems, and (ii) some properties of geometric figures;

c) Demonstrate comprehension of fundamental concepts and principles in the physical and biological sciences and their intelligent application to appropriate life situations and the local environment;

d) Apply mathematical and scientific knowledge in seeking answers to problem situations encountered in relation to the home, family and the country; and

e) Display scientific attitudes such as: (i) open-mindedness, (ii) curiosity, (iii) persistence, (iv) intellectual honesty, (v) recognizing the approximate nature of measurement, and (vi) recognizing the tentativeness of inductive conclusions/scientific information.

Objectives of science education: secondary level. In the ten-year system of education, no distinction is made between upper and lower secondary. The four-year high school period is considered as a four-year continuum; objectives are stated in terms of the entire four-year secondary period.

To attain potential as a rational human being and to acquire the essential foundation for development into a productive and versatile citizen, the student in the secondary school science should be able to:

a) Demonstrate understanding of basic science concepts in such ways as: (i) describing and explaining natural phenomena, (ii) identifying scientific principles involved in a particular situation, and (iii) applying concepts to new situations;
b) Apply the processes of sciences in such ways as: (i) identifying a problem and defining and delimiting it, (ii) constructing hypotheses, (iii) making accurate observations, (iv) collecting, recording and organizing data, (v) analyzing and interpreting data, (vi) designing and performing simple experiments/investigations, (vii) making independent conclusions based on relevant data, (viii) making inferences, (ix) making predictions based on a given set of data, and (x) making and using conceptual models in science;

c) Display scientific attitudes such as: (i) recognizing the limitations of science, (ii) weighing evidence, (iii) suspending judgement when evidence is insufficient, (iv) willingness to be convinced by evidence, (v) open-mindedness, (vi) persistence, (vii) tolerance, (viii) curiosity, (ix) recognizing the tentativeness of conclusions/scientific information, (x) respect for life, (xi) intellectual honesty, (xii) cooperating in working with others, and (xiii) objective, unemotional discussion of controversial issues;

d) Enhance the range and quality of the individual and group participation in the basic functions of society by recognizing the social implications of science in relation to man and his environment such as those related to conservation, population, health and sanitation, agriculture, medicine, and advances in technology; and

e) Demonstrate work skills by utilizing science and health concepts as applied to: (i) community health, (ii) conservation of natural resources, (iii) drug addiction, (iv) food production, (v) malnutrition, and (vi) population growth.

Development and revision of curricula

The development of curricula is based on syllabuses, outlines, or writing briefs prepared by the curriculum units of the Bureaux of Elementary and Secondary Education. The actual preparation of textbooks may be undertaken by the private sector (individual authors and publishing companies). The curriculum development centres may or may not choose to participate in textbook writing but their staff are used as consultants in determining objectives, content and organization of the curriculum as expressed in the writing.
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briefs. The bureaux may themselves undertake preparation of textbooks particularly for new or experimental courses.

The curricula are revised approximately once in a decade; for example, new science textbooks were completed from the mid-1970s to the end of the 1970s. A new elementary curriculum goes into effect in 1983 for grade I, and one grade yearly will be introduced until 1988 when the full grades I to VI curricula will be implemented. The new curriculum for the Bureau of Secondary Education was implemented in 1973. New textbooks in science and mathematics (and in other subject areas, too) became available from the curriculum centres during the period 1976-1980. The Bureau has now commissioned a nation-wide study to determine, among other matters, whether or not the curriculum needs improvement or revision.

Curriculum content

The concern for real-life problems and attention to social issues (science-related) are evident at the primary level in the Elementary Learning Continuum. Key behaviour indicators in terms of desirable habits, attitudes and values are identified in each learning unit. One example from each grade level will illustrate this point: grade I, practice habits of cleanliness; grade II, practice health habits that make one grow; grade III, practice ways of keeping one's surroundings clean; grade IV, help in the conservation of soil; grade V, help conserve electricity at home; and grade VI, co-operate with some government agencies in their efforts to control floods.

At the secondary level the first two science courses are environmentally oriented. The first year high school course deals with physical science content in the context of the student's own experience and his environment. For example, the concept of measuring forces is introduced in 'How many newtons do you weigh?' and matter is studied in 'What are things made of?' This first year textbook includes current concerns like: going metric, sources of energy in the Philippines, slow down soil loss, make poor soil rich, salt making, and typhoons. The second year textbook has one whole chapter on human reproduction which includes family planning and methods of birth control. The last unit, Man and his Role in the Environment, provides basic concepts regarding man and his ecosystem, then goes into applications and implications of these interactions such as: improper disposal of waste, chemicals to kill insects, dirty air, improper
logging, increase of Filipino population, and how can a Filipino conserve his environment?

Although the third year chemistry textbook, *Chemistry in your environment*, deals with the basic chemistry concepts, these are well illustrated in terms of the student's real life experiences and social issues. For example, the concept of colloids is related to everyday colloids the students are likely to encounter like paints, fruit jellies, india ink, mayonnaise, milk, soapsuds, butter, cheese or smoke. Also, applied and socially-oriented modules are introduced. For example the flow chart for Chapter One, Chemistry and You, shows at what points the following modules may be introduced: about burning, potable water from sea water, refined salt from coarse salt, salt from sea water, chemical language, nata de arroz, waste not, want not, chemical arithmetic, money in rabbits, and fish conservation and preservation.

The physics course uses the book *Physics in your environment*, which is written so that even schools with minimal facilities should be able to use it. Also some activities can be carried out at home using ordinary household items. Some topics which are socially oriented are introduced in comic book style using real-life situations, for example, energy conservation is introduced in terms of a dialogue between a teacher and a student on the local situation concerning the energy crisis. A visit to a nuclear power station is also in comic-book style, illustrating in the context of a local power plant what questions students are likely to ask and the answers they are likely to get from such a visit.

All of the foregoing examples are based on the government textbooks widely used in the public schools and in several private schools. The teachers' guide for these books serves as the detailed syllabus. Every teacher who uses these books is provided with the teachers' guide.

**Evaluation**

Student achievement is evaluated at school level. Large schools with several classes at each grade level may have departmental tests. These are tests to which each teacher contributes, e.g., science teachers will all contribute to the science departmental tests. These are 'long' tests and are given at each grading period (there are usually four grading periods a year). At this level, the tests are all teacher-made tests.
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There are no public examinations either at the end of the primary or the secondary levels of education. However, those who wish to proceed to tertiary level institutions must pass a national college entrance examination conducted by the National Educational Testing Centre of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. Those who pass this examination qualify to seek admission in the different institutions of higher learning. However, some institutions have their own entrance examination which students must pass to gain admission. A third examination is given in some universities by some of the professional colleges which administer their own entrance examinations and interview applicants for admission. Thus, at the ranking institutions of higher learning, a student must pass three entrance examinations. At the tertiary level, including entrance examinations, the examinations would tend to be mostly cognitive, but during interviews (at some colleges) attempts to probe into the affective domain are made.

At the elementary and secondary levels, apart from the long or periodic tests, teachers tend to give several short quizzes, which may be given weekly, every few days or even daily. Long or short quizzes are mostly cognitive tests. Affective evaluation tends to be observational; anecdotal records may be kept by some teachers or some other means of recording may be used. At these levels, the report cards of the students usually include some record of behaviour which belongs to the affective domain (courtesy, effort, co-operation, socialbility, punctuality, conduct and others which demonstrate growth in desirable attitudes). Grades (or marks) are given for these affective behaviours at each grading period. The marks may be in percentages or in the form of qualitative statements like poor, fair, good, outstanding.

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment

Elementary level. At the elementary level, the curriculum is heavily activity oriented. Assuming the teachers follow the guide and the textbooks, the time available for experiments and activities is grade III, 64 per cent; grade III, 65 per cent; grade V, 50 per cent; and grade VI, 50 per cent. This is based on the existing books and teaching guides used in the schools. It may change during the years 1985-1988 when the new curriculum will be implemented gradually through to grade VI.
Secondary level. At the secondary level the time devoted to laboratory or practical work and activities varies approximately as follows (depending on the required number of experiments and activities): Year 1, 13–21 per cent; Year 2, 22 per cent; Year 3, 10 per cent; and Year 4, 9 per cent.

The one national and four city special science high schools, devote more time to laboratory work for two reasons: (i) they offer more science courses enabling students to take two or more science courses per year; and (ii) most of them require students to take two science courses at each year level of the last two years of secondary school.

Teachers evaluate practical work almost wholly on the basis of the laboratory reports which students submit. Practical examinations are rare, although the grades given to laboratory reports are considered in determining the student’s grade in a science course. In national examinations, practical items (laboratory oriented) are generally not included. However, once a year, provincial, regional and national tests are given to select the outstanding science students (cash prizes and other incentives are given). This selection involves quizzes and practical laboratory exercises or problems which involve practical work.

Regarding laboratory facilities in the secondary schools, the following is a rough estimate of the situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>General science</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practically no equipment</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly equipped</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately equipped</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well equipped</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The School Science Equipment Development Project (SSEDP), a UNDP/Unesco supported project was officially approved in June 1975 and implementation began towards the end of the same year. The National Science Development Board, (now the National Science and Technology Authority) was the main proponent with the University of the Philippines System (University of the Philippines Science
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Education Center and College of Engineering) and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports as co-operating agencies.

The project provided for the establishment of a centre for the design and production of science equipment for the elementary and secondary levels at the National Institute of Science and Technology. The SSEDP collaborated with the University of the Philippines Science Education Center (UPSEC) in the development of curriculum materials.

The project developed a kit each for elementary science, high school science, chemistry, biology, and physics.

Sub-projects for the distribution of the elementary science and high school science kit were undertaken in 1979-1980 and 1981-1982 respectively. The goal was to give the 30,000 public elementary schools and about 5,000 high schools one kit each. To-date, about 12,000 elementary schools have received the elementary kits and about 1,000 high school science kits are about ready for distribution.

The SSEDP officially terminated in December 1982 and the production technology has been transferred to the private sector.

The percentages of locally produced and imported items in each kit are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items available from local manufacturers</th>
<th>Elementary science %</th>
<th>Biology %</th>
<th>Chemistry %</th>
<th>Physics %</th>
<th>General science %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items available from local manufacturers</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imported items</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Educational technology

The Science Education Center conducts in-service education (short-term, non-credit mini-courses) in the use of the VTR system, overhead projectors, slides, and tape-recorders as well as in the production of materials using these audio-visual technologies. Clientele for such courses are generally from teacher education institutions, the Regional Science Teaching Centers (RSTCs), tertiary level
teachers of science and selected high school teachers. The latter group, in addition, generally request simpler visual aids which do not rely on the availability of hardware. This is particularly true of groups teaching in disadvantaged areas. So, making charts and similar low-cost teaching aids, and using some science education games are also included in such courses, depending on the participating groups.

At present, UPSEC and seven RSTCs have VTR systems. The one at UPSEC is sophisticated and is production oriented. Teacher education and student lessons which will be shared with the seven RSTCs are being prepared. The RSTCs are well located in the sense that they serve different geographical areas. Their VTR systems are used in micro-teaching and (with the Betamax unit which they all have) are able to show concept films and films illustrating teaching methodologies in science which they can produce themselves or purchase from UPSEC. UPSEC assists some of the centres, which request help, to edit their own VTR lessons.

A continuing project of UPSEC is the production of single concept VTR lessons in science and mathematics which can be used independently of the classroom or as a supplement. It is hoped that some of these VTR lessons may be broadcast during 1983-1984.

Computer education is in its infancy in teacher education. It is practically non-existent in the schools. But in the summer of 1983 some private schools offered summer courses for children in computer education. This occurred only in Metro Manila but it is likely to continue and spread henceforth. These programmes were conducted with groups external to the school system.

UPSEC has a plan to train teachers, but teacher education mini-courses must be prepared first. There will probably be a time lag of at least a year before UPSEC can begin microcomputer lessons for teachers. The overall plan is to integrate educational technology with microcomputers in order to reach a wider audience who have no access to microcomputers. But this will come much later, after expertise has been developed not only in its use but also in the production of software applicable to the local situation.

**Teacher education**

The minimum qualification prescribed for teachers at both the elementary and secondary level is a bachelor's degree in elementary
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education and in secondary education respectively. All teachers have these degrees; there are some exceptions—teachers without their degrees in education but with a basic degree in some other field like pharmacy, engineering or commerce. In such cases, the teachers are required to take 18 units of education if they expect to remain in the teaching profession. It is safe to say then that in the country as a whole all teachers have a basic four-year undergraduate (bachelor's) degree. A number of teachers have master's degrees or several units towards a master's degree. Since all teachers have bachelor's degrees, 'unqualified' teachers in the country refer to those teachers who do not have majors and minors or at least 12 academic credits in the subject area they are teaching. This is often true of science teachers in the last two years of high school, i.e., chemistry and physics teachers. Extremely few graduates finish with majors in these areas. So, these subjects are likely to be taught by non-majors; some may not even have a major in science or mathematics and would have specializations in language or social sciences or home economics. This situation is not uncommon in small rural schools.

To overcome this situation the National Science and Technology Authority (NSTA) has been funding summer institutes since the late 1960s in about seven to ten regional science teaching centres located all over the country. In 1975–1979 the World Bank project on science education strengthened the physical facilities of the most disadvantaged centres. These NSTA-supported in-service programmes for science and mathematics teachers have emphasized the learning of science subject matter, teaching techniques, use of educational technology, improvisation of apparatus and laboratory techniques. The NSTA has, from the same period, been supporting master's degree programmes for teachers from the RSTCs and from the regional offices of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. About 472 teachers have been trained in this programme. In addition to these programmes the Ministry meets the problem of unqualified teachers through. (a) mass training (whenever new curricula are introduced) which reaches almost all teachers of a given subject; (b) specially designed training programmes (short-term competency-oriented intensive courses) at the Philippine Normal College and in the University of the Philippines (the Science Education Center has charge of the science and mathematics programmes) to learn
specification of skills and concepts; (c) distance learning which uses radio
and print materials (only two or three regions have opted to use this
strategy); (d) echo seminars conducted by Ministry supervisors and
other staff; and (e) the Bagoi Vacation Normal School which had an
enrolment of over 900 in 1980-1981, 62 MA graduates in 1980, and
52 MA graduates in 1981.

Special summer institutes have been supported by the NSTA in
seven to ten RSTCs each year for over a decade. These institutes are
intensive six week training programmes for which attending teachers
may earn about 56 graduate units. Statistics collected over the
period 1971-1981 show that the 1,562 chemistry teachers who have
attended comprise the largest number of participants followed in
order by physics teachers, integrated science, biology and math-
ematics teachers. The following figures show that when comparing
the number of teachers in each subject area there has been a much
larger proportion of integrated science teachers attending the insti-
tute than any others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area</th>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>No. of teachers</th>
<th>Percentage trained at Science Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>First to fourth year</td>
<td>9,645</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Science I</td>
<td>First year high school</td>
<td>2,411</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Second year high school</td>
<td>2,411</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Third year high school</td>
<td>4,822</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Fourth year high school</td>
<td>4,822</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total attendance of 5,898 science teachers shows that the
NSTA/RSTC-supported special summer institutes have reached a sub-
stantial number of teachers. The programme needs to be periodically
revised and updated in order to enable the teachers to keep on
returning to the institutes after so many years. A renewal period of
five years would be desirable.

The minimum requirements set by the Bureau of Higher Educa-
tion for the undergraduate degrees in elementary education (BSEE)
and in secondary education (BSE) are shown on the following page.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Elementary units</th>
<th>Secondary units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General education</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional education</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electives</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of specialization/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) major</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) minor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>156</strong></td>
<td><strong>156</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The programmes of the state university for the same degrees follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Elementary units</th>
<th>Secondary units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General education</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional education</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major/Area of concentration</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>137</strong></td>
<td><strong>150</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The minimum requirement for laboratory work is 2 per cent of the total curriculum (four units) but most of the larger colleges and universities require much more. In the University of the Philippines, from 8 per cent to 29 per cent of the total programme time is spent on laboratory work depending on the major area of study.

Practice teaching or teaching internship is usually carried out during the last semester of the senior year (fourth year). Some institutions require students to undertake in-campus teaching first before doing practice teaching in actual schools. For these courses, the evaluation of students is performance-based.

For science majors, the required laboratory work varies from a minimum of 2 per cent to about 29 per cent of the total programme.
Performance in the laboratory is generally considered as part of the total rating for a course.

Teachers who wish to have permanent appointments in the public schools, or who wish to receive priority in applying for a given position, must pass the civil service examination for teachers. Teachers in the private schools do not need this qualification.

Research

Research in science education related to the elementary and secondary levels of education and the teachers concerned with these levels are conducted by students at the master level and by a few at the doctoral level. Some staff members of the College of Education also conduct some studies but these would be minimal; most studies are conducted by their students. Being a research and development centre, the staff of the Science Education Centre of the University of the Philippines conduct research studies as part of their regular duties.

Research in science education is of the following type:

a) Learning studies (e.g. learning styles of students, environment factors that affect learning, cognitive development in children, concept learning, students' misconceptions in science, difficulties of students in learning science subjects);

b) Competences of teachers and students in science and mathematics (e.g. teaching competences in terms of concepts and professional skills);

c) Impact of training programmes;

d) Language studies (mostly on problems in learning science);

e) Curriculum evaluation;

f) Student performance (achievement tests on selected concepts and skills);

g) Vocabulary studies, including reading levels in science;

h) Needs and assessment studies of rural communities (as a basis for curriculum development);

i) Classroom interaction;

j) Survey of facilities in science;

k) Status survey (of science education); and
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1) Policy level study—a research-based study to develop a science education development plan for the Philippines. It is a joint project of the Ministry and NSTA. The aim is to produce a plan that will provide guidelines for policies, programmes, projects.

The results of these studies are available mainly in the libraries of the College of Education. In the case of the Science Education Centre, the studies are available in monograph form; usually summaries of research studies conducted by the staff. The clientele for these monographs are graduate students, teachers and educational institutions, both local and foreign. Technical reports of studies are available from the Centre’s staff but are not for general dissemination.

The Science Education Centre itself uses many of these studies for its own work. Several of these are used as baseline data for developing materials, for planning, and for designing short-term courses.

Other institutions involved in research, mostly large scale surveys, are the Centre for Educational Measurement (a private organization) and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports, which conducts national surveys on such topics as the textbooks used by schoolchildren, on student performance, evaluative studies of various aspects of education.

Popularization of science and technology

There are several ways employed to popularize science and reach out-of-school youth. Science clubs and science camps are well organized and receive encouragement and support from the Science Promotion Institute of NSTA. Science club advisers meet to plan activities for their clubs. During the long vacations, science camps are organized for students and teachers where many opportunities for learning outdoor science are provided.

Perhaps one of the best organized activities is what is known as TOYS (The Outstanding Youth Scientists) each year. Through the conduct of a series of science fairs and science quizzes, starting at municipal level through provincial, city, regional and up to national levels, participants from all over the country undergo a series of selection activities. The board of judges usually comprises science academics and the scientific corporate communities. At the final selection stage, seven outstanding participants from the science fairs
(two from the colleges, three from secondary and two from elementary) and three from the science quiz are selected, making a total of ten. These ten are then adjudged The Outstanding Youth Scientists (TOYS) of the year. This programme reaches practically all schools. Furthermore, the venue for national selections is rotated; the 1982 selection, for example, took place in Leyte.

The funding of TOYS has been a co-operative venture between the NSTA and the Philipinz Jaycees. Organization and operation of the activities in the field are accomplished by staff of the NSTA and the Ministry.

The objectives of TOYS are to: (a) develop and sustain youth interest in the pursuance of scientific endeavour; (b) provide an attainable goal in the scientific world of the youth; and (c) provide appropriate recognition for potential leaders in science.

Other ways of reaching the general public include the use of TV programmes. The NSTA has sponsored programmes for adults such as Carl Sagan's series On the universe. Currently, the National Media Production Centre, with UPSEC, plans to try out a science programme for children.

The private sector has also continuously supported and organized a science Quiz Bee every year. Recently this has become regional; Asean countries have been invited to participate.

Another way of disseminating science to the countryside is through science and technology modules which deal with the concerns of individuals and society, either urban or rural. Examples are health, nutrition and sanitation modules as well as those dealing with livelihood projects. UPSEC has produced some of these and they are sometimes used by organizations that work with population groups that need such inputs. There are several agencies of government with similar modules in their extension programmes like University of the Philippines, Los Baños; the Ministries of Agriculture and Natural Resources; Bureau of Fisheries. The difference between these and UPSEC modules is that the latter are more pedagogically oriented, attempt more to present materials to suit the target group and illustrate whenever possible the relation to science principles.
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Current innovations

There is a nationwide attempt to teach values and change the attitudes of teachers. This is different from earlier attempts, in that the effort is concerted, organized, monitored thoroughly and well funded by the Ministry. A select group of some 350 teachers were trained intensively for several months in the Development Academy of the Philippines. This group will now be travelling all over the country conducting training sessions for groups of teachers. This will take approximately four years at the end of which all or most teachers will have undergone training.

Outstanding science and mathematics teachers are selected from regional and national levels all over the country. From the regional group (one outstanding teacher per region) the most outstanding two or three are selected for these awards which include cash as well as trophies.

The private sector (Jaycees) and the NSTA select and award prizes to outstanding youth scientists. Another example of private (industry) effort is the National Quiz Bee which began as the project of a group of business companies and which has now expanded its activities to the ASEAN region.

In research, the UPSEC is undertaking a study of all the science books which are now widely distributed by the Textbook Board Secretariat. The study proposes to analyse the match between the curriculum demands and the cognitive level of the students.

The University of the Philippines and a few other leading universities are offering degrees in computer science. UPSEC and a few other leading teacher education institutions, conduct staff seminars on the use of microcomputers.

Seven of the RSTCs are using VTR systems as part of their regular teaching methodology. Further use of their VTR systems will be made once UPSEC finishes the series of teacher education VTR lessons it is preparing. An exchange of VTR lessons with RECSAM* in Malaysia is planned as a way of speeding up the collection of relevant VTR science lessons, and of improving them.

* Regional Centre for Science and Mathematics, Penang.
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School system

There are four stages in the general system of formal education in Korea: elementary, lower secondary, upper secondary and higher education.

Elementary school offers six years of compulsory fundamental education to children aged 6 to 11. After the completion of elementary education, pupils aged 12 to 14 attend lower secondary school, which offers three years of education. Since 1969, when the entrance examination for lower secondary schools was abolished, all applicants have been accepted and allocated to lower secondary schools within the school district of residence by lottery. Ninety-eight per cent (906,408 students) of all elementary school leavers moved on to lower secondary schools in 1982.

The upper secondary school offers three years of education to students aged from 15 to 17. The courses in upper secondary education are generally divided into two categories—general and vocational. The former includes general and correspondence high schools. The latter includes agricultural, commercial, fishery and technical high schools. In addition, there are comprehensive high schools which incorporate both the general and vocational courses. (see Figures 1, 2, 3 and Table 1).

The upper secondary school is open to those who complete the junior secondary school. Ninety-two per cent of lower secondary school leavers moved to the upper secondary school level in 1982. Fifty-two per cent (400,595 students) of all lower secondary school graduates went on to general upper secondary schools and 40 per cent (305,470 students) to the vocational and other schools.

The institutes of higher education include junior vocational colleges (two years) and colleges and universities (four years). Another institute of higher education is the Air and Correspondence College, which has adopted a five-year programme since 1981. The teacher training institutes include teachers' colleges for primary school...
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Figure 1. School system

1. Teachers colleges
2. Junior vocational colleges
3. Correspondence college
4. Open college
5. Miscellaneous schools
6. Higher trade schools
7. Miscellaneous schools
8. Trade schools
9. Higher civic schools
10. Miscellaneous schools
11. Civic schools
Table 1. Number of schools, students and teachers at each school level, 1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School level</th>
<th>Number of schools</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Number of teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>6,501</td>
<td>5,465,248</td>
<td>124,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary school</td>
<td>2,213</td>
<td>2,603,433</td>
<td>60,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary school</td>
<td>1,436</td>
<td>1,922,221</td>
<td>59,160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Lower secondary school enrolment by year

Figure 3. Upper secondary school enrolment by year
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teachers and colleges of education for secondary school teachers. These higher education institutes are open to upper secondary school leavers.

Science education in schools

Science education policies are stated in the Education Law, particularly in the Science Education Promotion Law. This states the need to keep pace with the accelerating scientific progress in the 1980s and beyond. According to this Law, emphasis is to be given to developing scientific literacy and creativity through science education. The actual teaching of science is to be based on the enquiry process and scientific method rather than the mere rote memorization of knowledge. To achieve these aims, the Ministry of Education has laid down specific objectives and content for science education within the curriculum at every level.

In the elementary school, science is taught compulsorily as an integrated science. The objectives are to cultivate interest in studying natural science and to develop children’s scientific competency.

In the lower secondary school, science is compulsory and is taught as combined science. The aims of science teaching at this level are to help students to understand scientific facts, principles, laws and theories and to develop scientific methods.

In the upper secondary school, science is divided into four fields, namely physics, chemistry, biology and earth science. Each field is divided into two levels, general and advanced. In the general courses, the content comprises basic knowledge, the history of scientific development and the interaction of scientific and technological development. These courses are compulsory for all students. Advanced courses are offered to students who wish to specialize in science and engineering at college or university. In these courses, more advanced scientific theories and topics are studied.

Time available for science. The percentage of the total instruction time devoted to teaching science at the various levels of school education is as follows:
Republic of Korea

(a) Elementary school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Periods* per week</td>
<td>6**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One period lasts 40 minutes.
** Periods devoted to the integrated subject of science and arithmetic.

(b) Lower secondary school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Periods* per week</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9–12.5</td>
<td>9–12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One period lasts 45 minutes.

(c) Upper secondary school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of school</th>
<th>Academic school</th>
<th>Vocational school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-science</td>
<td>Science college-bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>college-bound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit* acquired for three years</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage** (%)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>15.6–19.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One unit means one 50-minute instruction per week during one semester (17 weeks).
** Percentage of the total instruction time devoted to teaching science.

Elementary school science. The goal of science teaching at the elementary school is to cultivate the children's interest in studying natural science and to develop their scientific literacy.

The specific objectives of science teaching are to: (a) help children acquire the fundamental knowledge to explain the natural phenomena surrounding them; (b) help children acquire simple ways to investigate the natural phenomena surrounding them; and
(c) cultivate children's concerns and interest in studying natural science and to develop their positive attitudes toward science and science-learning.

Lower secondary school science. The goal of science teaching at the lower secondary school is to help the students understand scientific facts, principles, laws and theories, and apply scientific methods and processes to their real life situations and problems.

The specific objectives of science teaching are to: (a) help students acquire scientific facts, fundamental concepts and laws necessary for the further study of science; (b) help students learn the scientific method and enquiry approach by providing them with experimental activities; (c) increase learning motivation and interest in science by providing students with opportunities to manipulate living and non-living things and to conduct experiments; and (d) develop positive attitudes towards science and science learning.

Upper secondary school science. The main goal of science teaching at the upper secondary school is to help the students develop a scientific view of nature by studying the structure of scientific knowledge and scientific methods.

The specific objectives are to: (a) help students understand basic concepts and the structure of scientific knowledge; (b) help students develop scientific ability inquiring into natural phenomena; (c) help students recognize the fact that scientific knowledge changes and develops; (d) apply scientific knowledge and methods to problem-solving situations; and (e) help students recognize the fact that the development of natural science has significant effects on human society and culture.

Organization of the current science curriculum. In grade I, science and arithmetic are integrated into one subject 'Inquiry Life'. From grades II to VI, science is taught as a unified subject. The contents of the science curriculum comprise topics selected from biology, physics, chemistry and earth science. At lower secondary school science is taught as a combined subject comprising parts of physics, chemistry, biology and earth science. At upper secondary school science is taught as four separate disciplines: physics, chemistry, biology and earth science, each being divided into two levels called general courses (I) and advanced (II).
General courses (physics I, chemistry I, biology I and earth science I) are compulsory for all students, while advanced courses (physics II, chemistry II, biology II and earth science II) are taken by students wishing to specialize in science or engineering.

Curriculum development. The process of science curriculum development for elementary and secondary schools is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process and steps</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making a decision of education policy</td>
<td>Ministry of Education (MOE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing and planning</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic research</td>
<td>Korean Education Development Institute (KEDI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing up a draft</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberation</td>
<td>MOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First modification</td>
<td>KEDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberation</td>
<td>MOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second modification</td>
<td>KEDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberation</td>
<td>MOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final modification</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation and promulgation</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The revision of science curricula. Since 1945, the curriculum has been revised four times, with revision being carried out every eight to ten years on the average.

Table 2. Dates of curriculum revision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School level</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Concerns for actual problems and social issues. Since 1973, the science curriculum has been criticized as isolated from real life situations and everyday problems. The public has pointed out that the curriculum has failed to arouse student interest and has not reflected the negative aspects of science and technology such as pollution and dehumanization.

According to a survey undertaken by the Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI), the content and knowledge of the science curricula were too abstract and difficult for most students to understand and master. Also, the amount of knowledge was too great and too broad to be covered in the time available.

Evaluation and public examinations in science teaching.

Evaluation of science teaching is usually undertaken by schools at the end of each month and/or at the end of each semester. The timing and process of evaluation depends on school management. The methods and technique used by most schools rely essentially on written tests. Some schools, mostly elementary and lower secondary use teacher's observation on laboratory work as well as written tests.

Since the fourth revision of the curriculum, however, most schools have placed some emphasis on the assessment of practical work and skills. They also attempt to assess the affective domain of behaviour such as attitudes and interests concerned with science learning as well as scientific knowledge. A few sometimes use standardized test materials to assess student performance. But standardized tests are not popular because of lack of reliability and validity regarding what students actually learn in schools.

Laboratory work and equipment

Laboratory work. At the elementary school level science courses place an emphasis on a process-oriented approach rather than a knowledge-bound approach. Elementary science textbooks developed by KEDI in 1981 contain only questions and problems to be solved by students themselves. The textbooks include some information and guidelines for classroom activities regarding problem-solving methods or process-skills such as observation, measuring, inferring, predicting, experimenting, controlling variables and so on. In other words, most activities of elementary school science are designed for the practical approach.
At the lower secondary school level or middle school, science courses also emphasize practical work or laboratory activities rather than recitation or lecture-oriented activities. The major part of science textbooks at this level consists of observation and experimental activities. Sixty per cent or more of science teaching time should be devoted to observation and experimental work.

According to recent studies conducted by researchers from colleges of education, however, there is a discrepancy between actual practice carried out by classroom teachers and the structure of the science curriculum. These studies reveal that most elementary school teachers spend only about 60 per cent of their science teaching time on practical work. The rest of the time is given to verbal instruction.

In the case of the lower secondary schools, according to the studies most science teachers spend less than 30 per cent of science teaching time on practical or laboratory work. Classroom teachers, in fact, spend much of their teaching time on lectures or verbal instructions instead of laboratory work in science.

The research studies suggest reasons why such discrepancies occur. One reason is the lack of facilities and equipment. Another is overcrowded classrooms with 70 or more students, particularly in many urban schools.

In the case of the upper secondary school level, the science courses are divided into four subjects: physics, chemistry, biology and earth science. The content of each discipline consists of two parts—30 per cent for practical or laboratory work and 70 per cent for theoretical knowledge. But most science teachers in upper secondary schools devote less than 10 per cent of their time to laboratory activities. The research studies suggest that one reason for this is the irrelevancy of practical work to the entrance examinations for colleges, which, by tradition, focus on memorization of knowledge rather than practical or laboratory work. Thus many upper secondary schools neglect laboratory work.

Evaluation of laboratory work. Laboratory work has not yet been assessed formally by schools as there are no standardized tests. Since 1981, however, elementary and lower secondary schools have tried to emphasize the assessment of skills, and science teachers have developed various methods or tools to assess the enquiry approach. Some schools and local educational research centres carry out projects to develop tests to assess laboratory work. These focus on the
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evaluation of process skills such as observation, classification, inference, variable-controlling, designing of experiments and data analysis.

Science facilities and equipment. The Government, through the Ministry of Education (MOE), formulated minimum requirements and standards for school facilities and equipment for science education over 30 years ago. According to a survey issued recently by the Ministry of Education and research institutes, most elementary school facilities and equipment for science teaching meet only 70 per cent of the MOE standards, whilst most secondary school facilities and equipment for science education meet 60 to 86 per cent of the standards. Some upper secondary school facilities and equipment fully reach the standards laid down.

The Ministry of Education has launched a plan to improve school facilities and equipment by 1986, so that all schools can be properly equipped by this date.

Design, production and testing. Most science apparatus and equipment are designed and produced by private and local manufacturers. A few items, particularly for the upper secondary school science, are imported from foreign countries such as Japan, the United States and Western Europe.

There are many commercial manufacturers in the country, mostly small-sized industries, which produce science equipment. There is also a Bureau for the Promotion of Technological Industry, which is an agency for testing and evaluating school science equipment and apparatus produced by local manufacturers. However, this agency cannot cover all the items of equipment for science teaching so that some schools may sometimes buy equipment of inferior quality.

Educational technology

KEDI established a radio and TV educational programme production system in 1974 and now develops and produces educational TV programmes for elementary and secondary school students and teachers.

More than 4,000 TV and 7,000 radio programmes for elementary and secondary school students and teachers have been produced covering almost all the subject matter taught in the schools. Twenty per cent, or more, of TV programmes, however, are concerned with
science education, including physics, chemistry, biology, earth science and combined or integrated science. These TV programmes are televised after school hours.

In 1981, KEDI began to develop special instructional TV programmes for upper secondary school students. These programmes are essentially for those students preparing for the entrance examinations of colleges.

Science programmes for air and correspondence high school and college students are also developed and produced by KEDI. They are broadcast by KBS-FM, Moon-Wha Broadcasting System (MBS) and the Christian Broadcasting System (CBS). Biology lessons for grade II are broadcast for 11 hours per year by the three broadcasting systems, and chemistry and earth science programmes for grade III are broadcast for eight hours per year.

In addition, the Ministry of Education and KEDI have jointly begun to implement computer education and computer-based learning for all schools. The government will provide schools with microcomputers. Commercial and technical high schools have already been provided with computer education facilities.

**Teacher education**

Teacher education systems. Science teachers are prepared by various types of teacher education institutions such as colleges of education offering four-year courses, teachers colleges (formerly junior teachers colleges) offering two and four year courses and universities which provide students with special courses or programmes for the pre-service education of teachers.

Teachers colleges produce elementary school teachers and colleges of education train secondary school teachers. Usually, the graduates of these colleges are awarded teacher certificates, and are simultaneously assigned to elementary or secondary schools.

Elementary school teachers. An elementary school teacher trainee must enrol at one of the 11 national teachers colleges (formerly junior teachers colleges) after completing 12 years of elementary and secondary education. Alternatively, he must graduate from the air and correspondence college which offers a course of five years duration.
The Government converted the two-year colleges into four-year colleges in 1981, and these can now award B.A. degrees.

In addition, there are special programmes operated by the air and correspondence colleges to upgrade elementary school teachers who were trained on the two year courses.

Secondary school science teachers. There are three methods of training science teachers for secondary schools. The first is through the State-run colleges of education. Those who graduate from these colleges are awarded a B.Sc. (or B.A.) degree as well as a teacher's certificate, and they are automatically assigned to secondary schools, where they are obligated to remain for at least four years.

The second is through private colleges of education. Those who graduate from these colleges are also awarded a B.Sc. (or B.A.) degree as well as a teacher's certificate, but they are not automatically assigned to secondary schools. To secure a teaching post, they must take and pass a special examination administered by local or provincial boards of education, which offer examinations to teacher applicants, when teaching posts are available within their areas.

The third is through colleges of engineering and science which produce science teachers by providing special courses necessary for science teaching. Those who graduate from these colleges are granted a B.Sc. degree and a science teachers certificate. However, they must also take and pass examinations offered by local boards of education, if they wish to obtain a teaching post.

According to a national survey, 40 per cent of science teachers have graduated from colleges of education and 60 per cent from special programmes in the science and engineering colleges.

Table 3 indicates the present position regarding the educational attainments of teachers/science teachers in elementary and secondary school.

This Table shows that about 63 per cent of elementary school teachers have reached the 14-year minimum educational requirement, and more than 90 per cent of secondary school science teachers have reached the 16-year minimum educational requirement. Since the (junior) teachers colleges and the colleges of education produce a large number of science teachers, the academic background of primary and secondary science teachers should gradually improve in future.
Table 3. Educational attainment of teachers/science teachers, 1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Level</th>
<th>Minimum education requirements (MER) for qualified teachers/science teachers</th>
<th>No. of teachers/science teachers with certificate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total years of schooling</td>
<td>Years of teacher preparation education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>14–16</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some well-qualified students graduating from colleges of education, however, have a tendency to avoid teaching. The reasons for this are heavy teaching loads, low salaries compared with other posts and uncertainty of future promotion. To resolve these problems, the Ministry of Education is trying to enhance the morale of teachers of science by employing laboratory assistants, reducing teaching loads of science teachers and reinforcing the retraining programme for laboratory skills.

Teacher education curriculum

Elementary school teachers. The junior teachers college curriculum consists of general cultural courses and pedagogical courses. These include introductory education, psychology, curriculum and evaluation, instructional methodology and subject-matter education as compulsory courses, and educational research on subject-matter and school management as elective courses.

General cultural courses include history, ethics, English, Korean language, music, fine arts and physical education.

At the end of the college course there is an eight-week period of teaching practice at an elementary school.

Secondary school science teachers. The curricula of colleges of education comprises general cultural courses, pedagogical courses and science courses.
Every student in the science education departments of colleges (physics education, chemistry education, biology education and earth science education) takes the general academic, pedagogical courses as well as the science courses. Each science education department offers various courses. For example, the physics education department offers mechanics, electricity and magnetism, thermodynamics, modern physics, optics, nuclear physics, electronics, experiments on physics, physics teaching methodology and quantum physics.

General cultural courses include history, philosophy, foreign language and physical education. Pedagogical courses consist of such courses as educational psychology, curriculum and instruction and evaluation.

Colleges of education also offer five-weeks teaching practice at attached primary and secondary schools.

**In-service training for science teachers**

In-service training programmes for elementary school teachers are offered by 11 teacher in-service training centres attached to teachers colleges. The in-service training programmes are divided into: (a) a training course of 240 hours for the purpose of acquiring credentials or higher status; and (b) a general training course of 60 hours to improve teaching ability and to acquire new knowledge and skills.

The In-service training programmes for secondary school science teachers, run by the science education research centres attached to the colleges of education, also offer a course of 240 hours for acquiring credentials or higher status, and a 60-hour general training programme. These provide science teachers with information on newly-revised science curricula, advanced scientific knowledge and new instructional methods as well as methods of designing and using simple experimental apparatus.

In December 1981, the curricula of elementary and secondary schools were revised. As a result, new science texts have been developed and distributed to elementary schools, and new science textbooks are being introduced into secondary schools for use in 1984.

Special guide-books for laboratory exercises were edited by a research team of KEDI which developed the new science curricula.
These guide-books are used at the in-service training courses for elementary and secondary school science teachers.

Research

Research activities in science education can be categorized into developmental research and fundamental research.

Developmental research. The new science teaching movement with science education as an enquiry process rather than a body of knowledge has affected the direction of Korean science education, but the new approach has embarrassed some school science teachers. Teachers even resisted the movement because they were not ready to adjust to the changes. Hence, the Ministry of Education and educational research institutions have emphasized the development of new strategies and measures to help teachers. KEDI has developed a new instructional system for improving teaching skills and classroom management, under the title of the Elementary and Middle School Innovation Project (EMP). KEDI's new instructional system is a comprehensive strategy to show teachers how to design teaching methods on the basis of the science process approach and how to manage science classes in overcrowded classroom situations.

KEDI has also developed various types of instructional materials such as teachers' guides for science teaching, student's workbooks, and text materials in which their instructional strategy is incorporated.

Student's workbooks especially, contain problems or questions to be answered, as well as process skills or experimental procedures. Teachers' guides provide teachers with details of the process skills and experiments which students should follow.

Fundamental research. There are several institutions carrying out fundamental research concerned with science teaching. Most projects conducted by these institutes focus on the cognitive development of students in association with scientific knowledge and thinking, identification of science talents, problem identification surveys and assessment of the scientific aptitudes of students.

Recently the Korean Institute for Research in Behavioural Sciences (KIRBS), conducted a study on identification techniques and tools for gifted and talented students in science and mathematics. KIRBS has also developed test materials and criteria to identify gifted students in science fields.
In 1982, KEDI carried out a study on the scientific reasoning of elementary and secondary school students by reproducing Piagetian-type measurements. The results of the study will provide science curriculum developers and policy makers with base-line data and criteria to organize and select knowledge and/or learning components.

Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI). KEDI, an overall research institute for education, has conducted various types of development and research activities including education policy, curriculum development, evaluation and educational broadcasting. The science education section of KEDI has developed science curricula for the elementary, lower and upper secondary school levels, carried out basic researches on science teaching, and, at present, is developing modular enquiry teaching materials, evaluation methods and materials related to science teaching.

Centres for science education research. There are 16 research centres attached to national universities and teachers colleges. The main focus of the university centres is on fundamental research such as behavioural changes of students in association with science teaching at the secondary school level. The research centres attached to teachers colleges carry out studies on children's cognitive development.

National Institute of Educational Research and Training. This Institute has been established by the Ministry of Education primarily to organize training courses for teachers and educational administrators and to develop evaluation methods and test materials. It also conducts the international science evaluation project in association with the International Association for Evaluation of Educational Achievement (the second IEA science evaluation).

Korean Institute for Research in Behavioural Sciences. This Institute studies the development of instructional materials, reflecting the ideas of the mastery learning model developed by B. Bloom and J.B. Caroll of the United States. The Institute has also developed some test materials related to science teaching.

Programmes for out of school youth and adults, and the popularization of science and technology

Various types of programmes and activities have been offered by public and private organizations to help the public as well as
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out-of-school youth understand science and technology and to provide them with information and knowledge about modern science and technology and its development.

Science exhibitions and science fairs. Science and technology exhibitions are displayed by private and business organizations at the Comprehensive Centre for Industry and Technology several times a year. In 1983, for example, exhibitions of space science of the United States, and Korean electronics and its products including computerized robots, were arranged.

Science fairs for students have been organized by the National Science Museum and the Ministry of Science and Technology since the early 1960s. The purpose of the science fair is to stimulate the scientific creativity of students and to cultivate interest and concern about science and science learning. Many bright students with creative minds have participated in the science fairs and the winners have been awarded money prizes and fringe-benefits such as scholarships and overseas study tours.

National Science Museum and provincial students' science museums. There is a National Science Museum in Seoul and there are science museums for students scattered in each of ten provinces.

The National Science Museum not only exhibits industrial technologies developed recently by Korean industrial groups and research institutes, but also provides young students with some learning activities related to their school science. It offers summer and winter camps for young students during vacations.

Every year about half a million students join in the activities provided by the Science Museum which also provides special lectures concerned with science and technology such as genetic engineering and food production.

The provincial science museums for students display science equipment and various instructional materials related to science and science learning and also provide science learning activities related to school science.

Mass media communication system. The contribution of daily newspapers and radio and television have enhanced the understanding of science and technology.

Every daily newspaper carries various kinds of articles concerning science and technology at least once or twice per week. They
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also carry summaries of science research papers and these play an important role in conveying some idea about the development of modern science and technology.

Broadcasting systems provide special programmes for science such as a series on the animal kingdom, Wild Life Alive, and genetic engineering.

There are various kinds of magazines specializing in science and technology for young and old. The most popular monthly science magazines for students are Student's science, Students' electronics, and Electric wave science for students. They carry information about workshops and production to stimulate students' imagination and to develop creative minds. Weekly and monthly adult science magazines carry the most up-to-date world-wide and local information about industrial and technological development.

Current innovations

Curriculum revision. Curriculum revision, carried out in 1981 by KEDI, is one of the most innovative research activities undertaken so far. New instructional materials, including student's textbooks and teachers' guides, have been developed for the revised science curricula. The revised curricula reflect social problems, such as the preservation of natural resources and the awareness of pollution caused by rapid industrialization.

At the upper secondary school level there is an attempt to introduce science as a cultural heritage. The general or introductory course, designed for all students, includes the historical development of science and technology, the relationship between science and culture and the contributions of science and technology to the development of nations and the world.

A five-year plan for the promotion of school science education. In 1982, the Government formulated a five-year plan to upgrade the quality of science education and to promote the development of science and technology education for all schools and colleges. The plan covers the improvement of school facilities and equipment necessary for science teaching, the upgrading of teachers' skills, the revision of the teacher education curriculum, and the facilitation of research in universities.
About US $20 million has been allocated for the implementation of this plan over the next five years. Within the plan, the Government will encourage medium-size industries, with high technology, to develop science equipment and apparatus by providing them with fringe benefits or government subsidies. The plan also includes the establishment of public activities such as an award scheme for student and adult inventors for the purpose of stimulating creativity in science and technology.

Science high schools for gifted and talented students in science and mathematics. In 1983, the Government opened a science high school for gifted students in science and mathematics in the Gyunggi province. Three more similar science high schools will be opened in local provinces in the near future. This new type of school offers more science learning activities than other upper secondary schools and is attached to the Gyunggi students' science museum so as to utilize the existing facilities and equipment.

Encouraging links between school and industry. According to the Five-Year Plan the Government is establishing a co-operative system between schools and industry to promote mutual benefits. This is to overcome the discrepancy between what students learn in schools and the needs of industry. Because of this discrepancy most industries are reluctant to employ school leavers, particularly graduates of junior colleges. The Government intends to establish these links to encourage co-operation in curriculum design, selection of teaching staff, field studies and practical work.
SGAPURE

Singapore has embarked on an industrial development programme emphasizing high technology and skills. As the country depends only on its manpower resources, no effort has been spared to ensure that science education, both formal and non-formal, is provided for the young and for adults in order to meet the needs of an industrializing society. In the schools and colleges, science education is aimed at cultivating the enquiring mind and developing scientific literacy and creativity. Out-of-schools, science programmes and activities are conducted by various institutions and organizations to promote awareness and appreciation of science and technology and their implications in society.

Structure of school education

The New Education System in Singapore was phased in for Primary 1 and Secondary I in 1980 and 1981 respectively. This new system takes into account variations in intellectual ability among pupils and makes allowance for them to proceed at their own rates of progress. It also gives emphasis to the bilingual policy of the government. Pupils are given six to eight years to complete primary education, four or five years to complete secondary education and two or three years for pre-university education.

Primary education. Formal primary education begins at age 6. All pupils follow a common curriculum for the first three years of primary education which emphasizes language learning in English and a second language which may be Malay or Chinese or Tamil. At the end of Primary 3, pupils are streamed into one of three courses according to their academic attainment:

a) Normal Bilingual Course (N-course). This course is for average and above average pupils and leads to the Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE) after three more years, at the end of Primary 6.
b) **Extended Bilingual Course (E-course).** This is for slow learners and leads also to the PSLE but after five more years, at the end of Primary 8.

c) **Monolingual Course (M-course).** This course is for very slow learners and emphasizes the study of only one language. At the end of five years in the course (Primary 8) pupils will be given an assessment and then channelled to the Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB) for vocational training.

The structure of the New Education System (Primary Level) is given schematically in Figure 1. Lateral movements between courses may be decided by school principals based on the progress of the pupils.

**Figure 1. Structure of the new education system**

**Primary level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Education</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First 3 years of Primary Education (Pr. 1 to Pr. 3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on Language Learning (common to all pupils)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Bilingual Course (approx. 60%) P4N-P6N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Bilingual Course (approx. 20%) P4E-P8E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual Course (approx. 20%) P4M-P8M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Secondary Education

PSLE

VITB

---
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Secondary education. Based on the results of the PSLE, pupils are promoted to the secondary level and join Secondary I for one of three courses, namely the Normal Course (N-course), the Express Course (E-course) and the Special Course (S-course).

a) Normal Course. This is a four-year secondary course leading to the Certificate in Secondary Education examination (CSE). Pupils who perform well in this examination will proceed to the General Certificate in Education (GCE) ‘O’ Level examination at the end of one more year of secondary education.

b) Express Course. This course is for the abler pupils who can complete the GCE ‘O’ Level examination in four years, instead of five years.

c) Special Course. This course is offered to the top 10 per cent of pupils in the PSLE. Like the E-course, pupils will take the GCE ‘O’ Level examination in four years. The S-course is however different from the E-course in that pupils study two languages, English and Chinese, at the first language level.

There is provision for pupils to move laterally from one course to another according to their capabilities and performance. The structure of the New Education System (Secondary Level) is represented schematically in Figure 2 on the following page.

Pre-university education. Admission to pre-university courses is based on GCE ‘O’ Level performance. Pupils who attain high scores in the GCE ‘O’ Level join the junior colleges which conduct two-year courses leading to the GCE ‘A’ Level examination. Pupils of average ability who satisfy the admission criteria for pre-university education are admitted to secondary schools offering three-year courses leading to the GCE ‘A’ Level.

Pupil enrolment. In 1983, there were 289,346 pupils at the various primary levels, 158,796 pupils from Secondary I to IV and 19,394 pupils at the pre-university level.

Science education in schools
Science as a subject in the curriculum

a) Primary level. Formal science is not included in the Primary 1 and 2 curriculum but is taught and learned indirectly
Figure 2. Schematic representation of new education system
Secondary level
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- S4N

GCE 'O'
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VITB and Industrial training
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through language and other activities. Science is taught formally from Primary 3 onwards and it is one of the four subjects offered at the PSLE.

b) Secondary level. At the lower secondary (i.e. Secondary I and II) General Science is one of eight core subjects in the curriculum.

A science subject is compulsory at the upper secondary levels (i.e. Secondary III and IV) for the Special and Express Courses. Pupils may choose one, two or three science subjects from biology; chemistry; physics; science (physics, chemistry); science (physics, biology); science (chemistry, biology); combined science; science/integrated science offered as a double subject); and human and social biology.

As a balanced curriculum is stressed at the upper secondary levels, pupils usually offer one or two science subjects at the GCE ‘O’ Level with a number of pupils taking three science subjects out of a seven-or-more subject curriculum.

For the N-course, a science subject is not compulsory from Secondary III level. Science (physics, chemistry), science (physics, biology), science (chemistry, biology) and human and social biology are offered as electives. A recent survey on the first batch of Secondary III N-course pupils shows that only 47.5 per cent of classes at this level offer science as a subject.

At the pre-university level, the science subject options are: biology, chemistry, physics, physical science, computer science, additional chemistry, and additional physics. Pupils are normally permitted to enrol for a maximum of three science subjects provided that physical science is not taken together with physics or chemistry.

Curriculum time for science. The school curriculum time for the teaching/learning of science ranges from 1½ hours a week at Primary 3 level to a maximum of 21 hours a week at pre-university level. The number of hours per week of formal instruction in science at the various levels is shown on the following page.

Medium of instruction. Since most of the advances in scientific knowledge are reported in English, Singapore has adopted the policy of teaching mathematics and science only in English to both English-medium and non-English-medium schools. The implementation of
Table 1. Instruction time for science in schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Total curriculum time per week (hours)</th>
<th>No. of teaching hours for science per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pr. 3</td>
<td>23¾</td>
<td>1¾</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr. 4N/E-6N/8E</td>
<td>23¾ - 24 7/12</td>
<td>2¾</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec. I - II</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3¾ - 4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec. III - IV</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3 - 4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior College</td>
<td>37½</td>
<td>5 - 7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-U Centres</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4 - 5*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Hours per week per each science subject taken

- This language policy was phased into all schools in 1978 for Primary 1-3 and in 1981 for Secondary I. In 1984 and henceforth, mathematics and science subjects will be taught and examined in English in all schools up to the GCE ‘O’ Level.

- The science curriculum. Science syllabuses for the primary and lower secondary levels of all courses and upper secondary levels of the N-course are prepared by the Ministry of Education for use in the schools. At the pre-university levels and the upper secondary levels (i.e. Secondary III and IV) of the E-course and S-course, no formal teaching syllabuses are prescribed and schools are guided by the examination syllabuses set for the GCE ‘A’ and ‘O’ Level examinations respectively.

- Primary science syllabuses. Since the introduction of science as a formal subject in the primary school curriculum in 1958, the primary science syllabus has undergone four revisions. In the 1961 revision, contents for Primary 1 and 2 were trimmed down. In 1971, a new syllabus aimed at teaching basic science concepts, fundamental scientific skills and correct scientific attitudes was introduced. With the emphasis on language learning at the primary levels, the science syllabus was further modified in 1978 to enable non-English medium pupils to cope with the science programme that was being taught in English. With the implementation of the New Education System a new syllabus was introduced in 1982 tailored for the N-course and E-course pupils. This syllabus was first phased into Primary 3
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(N-course) and Primary 4 (E-course) in 1982 and will be extended to all other levels by 1985. Table 2 shows the time frame for the phasing-in of the new syllabus.

Table 2. Time frame for phasing-in the new primary syllabus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>3N</th>
<th>4N</th>
<th>5N</th>
<th>6N</th>
<th>4E</th>
<th>5E</th>
<th>6E</th>
<th>7E</th>
<th>8E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: X - Existing syllabus \( / \) - New syllabus

The primary science course is intended to help pupils:

a) Acquire simple scientific skills, namely, observation, classification, ways of finding out, collation and interpretation of observations, making inferences and communicating their experiences in writing as well as orally;

b) Develop an interest to learn about objects and events in the environment by asking questions, formulating ideas and performing purposeful activities;

c) Develop a progressive understanding of the ideas of change, cause and effect relationships, energy, matter, the characteristics of life and the interactions between the living and non-living systems of the environment; and

d) Become aware of science as part of human activity and the contribution of science to daily life.

The theme throughout the new syllabus is 'Man in his environment'. The content structure of the syllabus focuses on man's constant interactions with living and non-living objects which exist in his environment. The concept of matter and energy as components of the environment which are constantly undergoing interaction and change flows through the whole science programme.
Learning situations that are correlated to life situations are provided in many instances. Pupils are made aware of the importance of fuel as a source of energy in their life, and of the need to conserve energy at all times and in various ways. The topics on force, energy, work and simple machines link the concept of energy to the scientific applications of science and technology. It is intended to teach pupils to appreciate how man, as opposed to other animals, is able to make use of technology to manipulate the living and non-living systems.

The syllabus also includes a section on the dependence of all life forms on a healthy and balanced environment. The pupils' attention is drawn to the causes and ill effects of pollution as an undesirable change in the environment. On the whole, the syllabus provides ample opportunities for the learning of process skills and for the development of creativity and intellectual growth.

**Lower secondary science syllabus.** The General Science syllabus for Secondary I and II was first implemented in 1962. Except for the introduction of SI units in 1972, the contents of the syllabus remained unchanged until the end of 1982. The revised lower secondary science syllabus is designed for pupils in the Special, Express and Normal courses. First introduced to Secondary I pupils in 1983, it will be phased-in at both Secondary I and II levels by 1984. The aims of science education at the lower secondary stage are to:

a) Provide pupils with the essential scientific knowledge and skills that will meet their educational and vocational needs;

b) Develop science concepts and an understanding of our physical and biological environment;

c) Develop the pupils' ability to use the methods of science;

d) Provide a science course which is both relevant and meaningful in the technological environment of today; and

e) Enable pupils to appreciate the humanistic aspects of science.

The revised syllabus embodies not only the fundamental principles of physics, chemistry and biology but also includes some environmental and ecological concepts. Unlike the traditional and contemporary science curricula, the lower secondary science syllabus is updated to include conceptual schemes and scientific processes.
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The concepts found in the various disciplines are integrated into unified themes to provide a multi-disciplinary approach. The emphasis is on the development of an inquiring mind by which pupils are guided to discover things for themselves, analyse data collected and draw inferences which they may apply to new situations logically and creatively. Included in the syllabus are a number of topics which focus on social issues relevant to the learners and draw the learners’ attention to the moral obligation they have to their community.

Among such topics is one on water consumption in which pupils are made aware of the heavy demands made on their water supply by rapid population growth, urbanization and industrialization, and hence the necessity for water conservation. Another illustration of topics related to life’s problems is one on ecology. The pupils’ attention is drawn to the interference of over-population, urbanization, industrialization, pollution and depletion of natural resources on the balance in an ecosystem and how the environment, such as the school or the community, can be improved by organized action, conservation and wise management.

Upper secondary and pre-university levels. The N-course pupils in the upper secondary levels follow the Certificate in Secondary Education (CSE) syllabuses in the subjects science and human and social biology. The syllabuses of both these subjects include about 60 per cent of the GCE ‘O’ Level syllabus content and were introduced for the first time in 1983. As many pupils in the N-course will terminate their education at the CSE level and hence will not pursue a formal science education after that, the syllabuses are aimed at providing a basic scientific literacy with sufficient science content to enable most of these pupils to follow further vocational training courses. The functional aspects of science are stressed and there are opportunities provided for pupils to develop a scientific approach to the solution of everyday problems. Issues such as breast-feeding, family planning, infection, diseases immunity, individual and community responsibilities are included in the human and social biology syllabus. The science course at the upper secondary (E- and S-course) and the pre-university levels are guided by the long established GCE ‘O’ and ‘A’ Level syllabuses.

Evaluation. Evaluation of pupil achievements at all levels is through continual assessments and semestrial examinations. Pupils
are continually assessed throughout the year by way of daily exercises, class tests, practical assignments and projects. Two semestrial examinations are conducted, one at mid-year and the other, the final examination, at the end of the year. Besides being a formative evaluation, continual assessments are used, together with the semestrial examinations for promotion of pupils to the next grade level.

At the Primary 6 level, science is offered as one of the four subjects in the PSLE. The mode of the examination is a written paper of 1½ hours duration consisting of both objective and structured type questions. The CSE examination, a joint examination of the Singapore Ministry of Education and the University of Cambridge (United Kingdom) Local Examinations Syndicate, will be held for the first time for N-course pupils in 1984. The examination for each science subject will consist of one written paper which is graded. There is no practical examination for science in the CSE.

The GCE 'O' and 'A' Level examinations are long standing examinations jointly conducted by the Singapore Ministry of Education and the Cambridge Local Examination Syndicate. The syllabuses and specimen papers for the various science options at these two levels are widely known. Generally, the public examinations take into consideration the instructional objectives of the science programmes at the different levels and stages. As the syllabuses change from content bias to the understanding of broad concepts and the learning of process skills, the style and emphasis of the examination are modified accordingly.

Activities and laboratory work. Science is basically an experimental discipline and practical activities form an integral part of science teaching/learning. At all levels, pupil or activity-centred science teaching is advocated and at least one-third to one half of the instruction time is generally set aside for practical work.

At the primary and lower secondary levels the revised syllabuses emphasize the importance of involving pupils in problem-solving through observation, inquiry and discovery. This is coupled with the use of materials such as workbooks published by the Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore (CDIS); a Division of the Singapore Ministry of Education. Teachers are moving from a teacher-centred and content-oriented teaching style to the inquiry/activity-centred teaching approach. Activities which include simple projects...
designed to promote investigation and discovery are introduced in lessons aimed at stimulating critical and creative thinking through the use of process skills.

At the upper secondary and pre-university levels, practical work is conducted more intensively in subjects requiring practical examinations. Of the science subjects offered at GCE ‘O’ and ‘A’ Levels, general science, combined science and human and social biology have no practical examination. Instead they have written questions that test the practical applications or laboratory work done during the course. For subjects where practical work is examinable, the practical examination carries a weighting of 20–25 per cent. In all cases, the practical examinations require pupils to carry out experiments with given instructions.

Equipment and facilities. With the stress given to the teaching of process skills, schools are aware that appropriate equipment and facilities must be provided for effective science teaching. Where funds and space are available, primary schools have set up science rooms. These science rooms, which are suitably equipped, provide a conducive environment for group activities. In July 1983, a primary school science room was set up at the Singapore Science Centre to serve as a model for schools wishing to set up one of their own. In schools where it is not possible to have a science room due to the shortage of space, the requisite equipment is either stored in multi-purpose resource rooms or mobile cupboards which can be moved to classrooms for science lessons.

Science gardens have also been set up in about 60 per cent of primary schools to enable pupils to observe and study plant life and habitats. Science lessons are therefore sometimes conducted out-of-doors. Additionally, the science gardens provide specimens for indoor lessons. It is apparent that the functional value of the science garden in teaching process skills has been recognized by teachers and more schools are now developing such gardens.

All secondary schools and junior colleges are provided with standard physics, chemistry, biology and general science laboratories which are amply stocked with apparatus and equipment is imported through local agents and their cost met by school funds. There are, however, modest attempts by teachers to improvise equipment for use as teaching aids to meet the needs of the science syllabuses.
Instructional materials. All science books used by primary and secondary schools must have the approval of the Ministry of Education. This is to ensure that books used by the pupils are of suitable standard and quality and that they cover the respective science syllabuses. Up to lower secondary level, the science textbooks are locally produced. The materials published by the CDIS for the primary and lower secondary levels are very popular in the schools. These materials comprise pupil's textbooks and workbooks, teachers' guides and some audio-visual aids. The contents of these materials closely follow the newly-revised syllabuses.

Science books in use in the upper secondary and pre-university levels are mainly written by overseas authors and selected for their suitability vis-a-vis the science syllabuses examined at the GCE 'O' and 'A' Levels.

Use of educational technology

Audio-visual libraries. Schools have been provided with ample funds to develop their audio-visual resources. The CDIS has an instructional media library which loans audio-visual science materials to all schools. Films, film-strips, slides, multi-media kits, film-loops, video cassettes and transparencies can be easily loaned from the library for school use. The CDIS also telecasts daily educational science programmes to enrich and supplement science teaching in the classroom for the primary and lower secondary pupils in the schools. In addition, science films are also readily available from various external sources such as foreign missions, cultural organizations and commercial companies. With all the support given by the Ministry of Education and external organizations, schools are upgrading their audio-visual resources and encouraging teachers to use more aids to reinforce, enhance, enrich or supplement the science teaching programme.

School resource libraries. Teachers are developing materials by themselves for their school resource libraries. Many schools now have a good stock of transparencies, slides, and video tapes, and these materials are often incorporated into the lessons for more effective teaching. To assist teachers, the lower secondary school science project team of CDIS has developed a media kit which contains all the audio-visual materials for use with the lower secondary science textbooks. The Science Teachers Association of Singapore has also
developed a set of slides on public health together with a handbook for the teaching of biology and human and social biology at the upper secondary levels.

Computer literacy. Although no computer science is taught at the secondary level, every school is provided with at least three micro-computers by the Ministry of Education to teach pupils computer appreciation. Individual schools may have developed their own programmes or purchased various computer software for science teaching. At the pre-university level, computer science is offered as a curriculum subject and a minicomputer is provided for the use of candidates in examinations.

Teachers and teacher training

Staffing. There are 6,932 science teachers of whom 75.6 per cent teach science at the primary level, 21.6 per cent at the secondary level and 2.8 per cent at the pre-university level. Only 15 per cent of the science teachers have a degree in science and most of these (98 per cent) are deployed in secondary schools and junior colleges. Among these science graduates, 26 per cent teach the biological sciences, 50 per cent teach the physical sciences and 24 per cent teach general or combined science. At the pre-university level, all the science teachers are graduates and many have post-graduate qualifications. At the secondary level, 44 per cent of the science teachers are non-graduates, with the majority (81 per cent) of them teaching general science (lower secondary science) as their main teaching subject. Nearly all the primary science teachers are non-graduates and about one-third (30.3 per cent) do not have a pass in a science subject at 'O' Level. Nevertheless, all science teachers are given both pre-service and in-service training.

Pre-service training of primary science teachers

Science courses offered. The pre-service training of primary science teachers is incorporated in the two-year full-time Certificate in Education programme for GCE 'A' Level holders. This programme provides for both professional and academic training and prepares trainees to teach in the primary schools. In the first year of the programme, all trainees are required to take a compulsory course on the teaching of science in primary schools. In the second year, trainees may opt to do a course either on the teaching of science in lower secondary classes or on academic studies in science.
Nature of the science courses. Trainees are provided with the necessary skills to teach science at the primary level. While methods of teaching form a major part of the course, there is also a content component built into it. This component gives trainees the science concepts taught in primary schools. Where possible, these concepts are related to teaching materials used in schools especially those produced by the CDIS. Course work includes lectures, practicals and microteaching sessions. The microteaching and workshop sessions on worksheet preparation, improvisation of teaching aids and materials are performance-based and aimed at developing the needed competencies.

School experience and teaching practice. Trainees are exposed to three weeks of initial school experience to enable them to appreciate the actual situation and problems faced by teachers in the classroom. The experience gained in the three weeks helps them to see classroom implications of the course work which follows in the subsequent term. It also enables trainees to fit more easily into the life of the school when they begin their teaching practice. The amount of direct teaching carried out by them during the initial school experience is determined by their readiness to assume responsibility for conducting lessons, as well as by the needs of the school to which they are assigned. Throughout the three weeks, they work with experienced teachers in the school. Trainees are posted to schools for a total of 20 weeks of teaching practice in their two-year course. This programme, which enables trainees to have direct teaching experience in schools, aims to help them develop their teaching skills, broaden their experience and gain insights into the theory and practice of teaching.

Evaluation procedures. Trainees are assessed on their practical assignments and project work. In the course on academic studies in science, trainees take a three-hour written examination (80 per cent) and submit an assignment on a selected area in science (20 per cent).

Pre-service training of secondary science teachers

Science courses offered. The IE offers a one-year full-time Diploma in Education programme to university graduates intending to become secondary school teachers. In addition to the normal professional education courses, the institution offers the following methods courses (called curriculum studies options) in science to
intending science teachers: curriculum studies option in biology (90 hours); curriculum studies option in chemistry (90 hours); and curriculum studies option in physics (90 hours).

**Nature of courses.** The overall guiding principle is, initially, to steer the beginning teacher towards appropriate personality traits of dedication, self-control and sensitivity, and to impart skills in interpersonal relationships. While sociology, philosophy and psychology courses in their professional education studies emphasize the teacher's role in the educational system in general and his role in the school in particular, the methods courses are to be seen in the light of preparing the teacher for his role in the classroom.

Methods courses teach the trainees to apply their knowledge of 'subject' and 'education' to actual classroom situations. In this light the role of the methods courses can be conceptualized as shown in the following diagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional education course including philosophy, psychology and sociology of education</th>
<th>The teacher's role in society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science methods courses</td>
<td>The teacher's role in the educational system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The teacher's role in the school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The teacher's role in the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge of 'subject' (physics, chemistry, biology, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The science methods courses are designed to prepare the trainee to be a competent biology, chemistry and/or physics teacher. In this context the trainee should be able to: (a) set realistic goals and objectives for himself, as well as for his charges; (b) identify various techniques and resources available in the teaching of the science subjects; (c) formulate organizational and safety aspects in school laboratories; (d) develop skills for effective preparation of teaching aids or improvisation of simple apparatus; (e) plan and construct a test paper; (f) analyse and interpret a set of data using various evaluative techniques, and (g) present a logical review of curriculum projects or packages.
Course content. The courses concentrate on teaching methodology and focus on the development of the necessary competencies to bring about effective learning in the classroom. More specifically, they prepare trainees for teaching the various science syllabuses at the secondary and pre-university levels. Trainees are exposed to appropriate teaching methods and guided in the construction of aids for effective teaching. Skills on management of laboratories and maintenance of laboratory equipment are also taught. Microteaching sessions are included to enable trainees to try out various teaching ideas and skills and microcomputers are also available.

School experience and teaching practice. All Diploma in Education trainees are posted to schools for three weeks of initial school experience and ten weeks for teaching practice. During the teaching practice, trainees normally teach about ten hours out of a 25-hour week.

Evaluation procedures. The performance of trainees in each of the science subject methods courses is assessed by a written assignment which carries a weighting of 40 per cent and a practical assignment which carries a weighting of 60 per cent. Trainees are also examined in other professional and educational areas forming part of the Diploma in Education programme.

In-service training for science teachers. In-service training is necessitated by both curriculum revision and staff development goals. The objective is to upgrade the teachers’ knowledge and competencies.

The Institute of Education conducts a one-year full-time Further Professional Certificate in Education (FPCE) programme which pursues a more intensive study of both theory and practice in selected areas of primary school work. Teachers in this programme are required to do a 60-hour course in science or mathematics. The science course provides an in-depth study in the methodology of teaching science in primary schools. Teachers are exposed to various techniques and resources for teaching primary science, and they are made familiar with the preparation of teaching materials, evaluation techniques, and current developments. Appropriate emphasis is given to the teacher’s role in the classroom and science room.

The Institute also offers a 30-hour in-service course entitled ‘Developing skills and concepts in primary science teaching’ for
primary science teachers. Through lectures, workshops and practical laboratory sessions, participants are helped to upgrade their knowledge and skills in the following areas: preparation of simple aids; new primary science curriculum; and development and assessment of process skills.

Optional topics such as those listed below are also available: preparation of teaching units; concept formation; organization of field studies; role of local resource centres; evaluation techniques; studies of animals and plants; studies in energy; and studies in matter. The Institute staff also assists the Ministry of Education and the Science Teachers Association of Singapore in conducting workshops for teachers teaching the new lower secondary science syllabus.

School based workshops. In addition to formal in-service courses, school-based workshops are regularly organized by individual schools or groups of schools to meet the needs of teachers in specific areas of science teaching. For these workshops, inspectors and textbook writers from the Ministry of Education, and science staff from the Institute of Education are often invited by the schools to act as resource personnel. These school-based staff development activities are becoming increasingly important and serve to upgrade the teaching competencies of teachers in the various subject disciplines.

Research in science education

Research in science education is mostly carried out at the Institute of Education. Research activities in the Department of Science Education focus principally, but not exclusively, on problems concerned with meaningful and efficacious methods of teaching and learning science in the context of the Singapore curriculum. These can broadly be identified as innovative methods of teaching science, with particular reference to computer-assisted instruction; and nature of science and the learning process, with particular reference to Piaget's theory of cognitive development.

Staff that were involved in the computer-assisted instruction project found from their experimental studies that a drill-and-practice programme produced a significant gain in pupil performance. Feedback from the experimental group showed pupils enjoyed the programme and found it helpful. The following publications resulted from this study: Handbook on computer-assisted instruction; Computer-assisted instruction in chemical education—final report; and Computer-assisted instruction in chemical education—user's manual.
Other research reports from this department include an analysis of the pre-university integrated physical science curriculum in terms of its relevance to first year science at the University of Singapore; and a Piagetian-based programme for learning 'elements and symbols'.

Programmes for out-of-school youth and adults and popularization of science and technology

Science clubs and societies in school. All schools carry out their non-formal science programme through science clubs and societies. Activities are conducted outside formal school hours and are usually not tied down to a syllabus. The clubs and societies provide opportunities for teachers and pupils to explore areas of science for enrichment. Some of the activities organized by the clubs and societies are visits to places of interest, science talks, quizzes, film shows, exhibitions, project work and gardening.

The Science Teachers Association of Singapore and the Singapore Science Centre have both contributed much in promoting enrichment activities in the school science clubs and societies. Through Science centre bulletin (a quarterly publication of the Singapore Science Centre) interesting articles on scientific discoveries, puzzles and simple projects provide ideas and resources for activities. The Science Teachers Association of Singapore and the Singapore Science Centre under the sponsorship of the Singapore Association for the Advancement of Science and the Singapore National Academy of Science have initiated a scheme for primary school pupils to conduct meaningful and interesting science projects. Under the scheme, pupils are required to work on simple projects on subjects such as botany, zoology, meteorology, geology, astronomy and ecology. Stars are awarded for each completed project and the accumulation of the requisite number of stars entitles a pupil to be awarded a 'Young Scientist' badge. Since the introduction of this scheme in 1982, many primary schools have undertaken related projects as part of the activities in the science clubs.

Singapore Youth Science Fortnight. This is an annual event organized jointly by the Singapore Science Centre and the Science Teachers Association of Singapore. The programme which caters to all levels of pupils in the schools and junior colleges aims to (a) give youth a deeper insight into science and technology; (b) allow young scientists to discuss scientific problems and the implications of...
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Science on society among themselves and senior members of the scientific community; and (c) allow educators of youth to exchange views and experiences in science education. Held during the June holidays, the activities vary slightly from year to year. Included in the programme are the science fair, science forum, science fiction writing competition, science circus, science fiction film festival, science olympiad, science camp, nature ramble competition and science seminar. About 100,000 students participate directly or indirectly in the various activities of the Science Fortnight annually. The activities have successfully provided the imaginative and creative youth in society with an opportunity to appreciate that science is a living and dynamic body of knowledge.

The science fair is aimed at a different group of pupils each year. In 1981 the participants were pre-university pupils; in 1982, it was for primary pupils and in 1983 the participants came from secondary schools. Pupils are given about six months to work on their science projects. Judging is based on a written report and a display of the project work at the fair. The project work submitted at every science fair has been of a reasonably good standard and varied in subject matter and complexity.

Science forums and seminars are conducted for secondary and pre-university pupils. Topics chosen are usually related to social and economic implications of science on society. Issues on pollution, population control and man and his environment have been discussed.

A science camp is organized at the Science Centre ground each year to expose pupils to the study of ecology. The programme includes lectures, film shows, discussions and various other activities. Practical work is centred around the Singapore Science Centre surroundings. A three-day camp was conducted in 1983 for upper primary pupils to explore how nature works at the Science Centre's new ecogarden.

Science olympiads are held to challenge pre-university participants to tackle problems on various aspects of science. There are short questions to test the participants' speed, knowledge and accuracy, long questions to test their analytical abilities in solving problems and project work which requires creative skills and team effort.

The nature ramble competition was introduced for the first time in 1982. Open to all pre-university students, it hopes to generate
an appreciation and awareness of the wonders of nature and develop an understanding of how nature works. Participants are required to make a study of a chosen habitat and prepare a handbook based on the observations or studies made in the nature ramble.

Singapore Science Centre. The Singapore Science Centre has played an important role in providing science and technology education to both youth and adults. As an exhibition centre, it displays a wide range of exhibits centred around two main ideas, energy and life. Exhibits are broadly categorized under physical sciences, life sciences, special exhibits and solar radiation. About 40 per cent of the exhibits on display are participatory and visitors are treated to a hands-on approach in discovering sciences. Exhibits in the physical sciences gallery include nuclear power, automotive engineering, communication and information systems, time, and man into space. Exhibits in the life sciences gallery explain biological principles and their applications in daily life. They consist of graphic panels and audio-visual shows, models and life specimens on such topics and themes as cell, human birth, genetics, evolution and population. The special exhibits gallery houses exhibits demonstrating the wave phenomena of light and sound. There is also a newly-developed ecological garden which enables the public to learn about nature and the dependence and influence on life of one species on another.

Besides being a tourist attraction, the Science Centre is very well frequented by the local public. Indeed its exhibits and activities form an integral part of the science education for pupils in the schools. This is recognized by all schools, nearly all of which are institutional members of the Science Centre. Schools organize frequent visits to the Centre for their pupils throughout the year.

The Science Centre also provides special programmes for pupils including science talks; laboratory courses; science lectures-cum-demonstrations; forums; film shows; science club activities; and exhibit guided tours. These activities are meant to enrich, extend and supplement the programmes in schools. Workshops, forums, seminars, and short courses are organized by the Centre staff for science teachers to help upgrade their knowledge and teaching skills.

The publications of the Science Centre aim to arouse an interest in science through reading and they are well supported by the schools. There is a scheme in which the public can enrol as ‘Friends
of the Science Centre' by paying an annual subscription. 'Friends' are exempted from entrance fees when visiting the Science Centre, kept informed of the Centre's activities through its publication, Science Centre news and are entitled to join the special activities conducted by the Centre.

Singapore Zoological Garden. At the Singapore Zoological Garden, informal science education about animal life is made available to the public through various means. All enclosures are provided with aluminium signboards which provide information about the animals such as their distribution, common names, diet, social system and breeding cycles. For those unable to read, talking booths give, at the press of a button, a brief commentary in English and Mandarin about the animals.

Educational legends such as one about relationships between dogs and wolves are posted on signboards at various locations in the zoo. There is an 'Animal show-time' held daily with a running commentary given over the public announcement system. Slide shows are provided for the public in the air-conditioned theatrette during weekends. The Zoological Garden also conducts special educational programmes for pupils. Slide shows and discussions are arranged for organized groups of pupils at all grade levels. Worksheets are also prepared for pupils who wish to learn more about the animals. A termly newsletter is sent out to all schools providing information about happenings in the Zoological Garden and the schedules of the educational programme for the coming term. The activities conducted are particularly popular with the primary and lower secondary pupils. Primary and secondary schools can enrol as institutional members of the Zoological Garden and enjoy certain privileges.

The Zoo-Ed, a quarterly publication of the Zoological Garden is very well received by pupils. For each issue, about 30,000 copies are sold. Other publications produced include a book on snake encounters, maps of the zoo and posters on Singapore snakes, hoofed animals and apes. All publications are available to the public.

Science on television. Besides transmitting science programmes to schools under the Educational Television (ETV) programmes, the Singapore Broadcasting Corporation also telecasts non-fictional and fictional science films to educate and entertain the public.
Current innovations

Instructional materials development. With the introduction of the revised science syllabuses for the primary and lower secondary levels, there is a need to produce teaching and learning materials. Two project teams have been formed in the Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore to write materials based on the revised syllabuses.

The Primary Science Project. Materials comprising textbooks, workbooks, teachers' guides and audio-visual aids have been produced for the first few levels. The materials stress the importance of acquiring the process skills associated with problem-solving and provide pupils with a variety of activities to aid them in the learning and mastering of science concepts. Consultancy advice has been sought regarding the development of the curriculum materials.

Lower Secondary Science Project. The lower secondary science project was initiated as early as 1970 by a standing committee comprising specialists from both the Ministry of Education and the Science Teachers Association of Singapore. The committee was set up to develop science materials for the lower secondary pupils taking general science. Progress was slow, as work was undertaken by serving science teachers working on a part-time voluntary basis. Nevertheless, some materials were developed and tried out in some schools in 1977.

With the setting up of a project team in the CDIS, the first generation materials were modified to be in line with the revised lower secondary science syllabus. The project team has since designed and developed an integrated package of curriculum instructional materials consisting of pupil's textbooks and workbooks, a teachers' guide and supplementary instructional materials. There is also a media kit consisting of specially designed wall-charts, slides, transparencies and card games. The revised materials were first tried out at Secondary I level in three schools in 1981 and at Secondary I and II levels in 15 schools in 1982. Nearly all schools are now using these materials for their Secondary I classes. From 1984, the complete lower secondary science package including AV materials will be ready for use at Secondary I and II levels.

The project materials are characterized by the interdisciplinary treatment of science topics; the emphasis on enquiry-based science.
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learning; the selective emphasis on technological aspects of science content e.g. water purification and conservation, alternative energy sources; and the inclusion of ecological and environmental aspects of science, such as problems related to urbanization, industrialization and safety at home and at work.

Special programmes for locating and nurturing scientific and technological talents. There are many national science competitions and quizzes organized throughout the year which pose challenges for the talented and scientifically inclined pupils. The Singapore Science Fortnight activities provide ample opportunities for pupils to develop their scientific potential. The Singapore National Institute of Chemistry organizes chemistry speech contests biennially for the eloquent and scientifically knowledgeable secondary pupils. Each year too, the Ministry of Education sends four outstanding pre-university students to participate in the London International Youth Science Fortnight, a residential conference held in London aimed at developing among young people of all nations, a deeper insight into science and its application for the benefit of mankind.

Role of industrial and professional organizations. Support from both the public and private sectors in science education programmes has been forthcoming. Many of the projects and activities might not have been conducted without the ready sponsorship of industrial and professional organizations. Singapore is fortunate to have big oil companies coming forward to share the responsibilities of promoting science education. Among the projects sponsored by these companies are the Singapore Youth Science Fortnight, publications and activities organized by the Singapore Science Centre and the Science Teachers' Association of Singapore. Professional organizations, too, play their part by providing expertise aimed at the advancement of science and at achieving excellence in science education.

Resource materials for supplementing science teaching in schools are developed quite extensively by the educational services divisions of the large industrial and commercial companies, quasi-government organizations and information services of various foreign missions. Magazines, films, science kits, wall-charts and audio-visual packs are made easily accessible to teachers for loan.
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM

In August 1956, the Government of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam (now the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam) promulgated a policy for general education. It provided the objectives, tasks and guiding principles for general education, the statutes of general education, content of education, and the training of teachers. It outlined the objectives of general education; the duties of general education schools; the guiding principles of general education in particular and of education in general; the change in the school system from nine years to ten years; and the curricula of general education subjects, which included providing pupils with basic, modern and systematic scientific knowledge.

Science and technology policy

The science and technology policy aims to bring the role of science in economic, cultural and social activities into full play; to step up the scientific and technical revolution in close co-ordination with the revolutions in relation to production, ideology and culture; to make science a direct productive force actively serving the implementation of the policies of the socialist revolution; to satisfy at an ever higher level the people’s material and cultural demands; and to meet the requirements of national defence and security. At the same time, efforts should be made to build advanced science and technology.

Throughout the period of transition, every scientific and technical activity must be devoted to serving industrialization, and making contributions to building the material and technical basis for socialism in forthcoming five-year plans. In the years to come, science and technology must, at all costs, fulfil the top-priority task of developing, at tremendous speed, the all-round agricultural production for Viet Nam, and bring into full play the development of the country in terms of manpower, land, and tropical natural resources.

A group of scientists, technicians and skilled workers must be built up and highly-qualified specialists trained in research, teaching
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and production, competent for the organization and management in
the various fields of natural sciences, science and technology and
social sciences.

Science and technology must make a significant contribution to
re-organizing production, improving economic and social manage-
ment, and scientific and technical management. International co-
operation in science and technology must be expanded.

Creativeness in science and technology must be promoted in
order to bring into full play present and future productive potential-
ities, to increase the quality of products, to make full use of domes-
tic sources of materials and to use manpower resources and materials
economically.

Structure of education in schools

The education structure in general education schools in the
North is different from the South. In 1975, after total liberation the
12 year system was maintained in the newly-liberated areas and new
curricula and textbooks introduced. In North Viet Nam the ten-year
system, consisting of four years of first-level, three years of second
level and three years of third level was followed. Since the school
year 1981-1982, educational reforms have been introduced shifting
the whole country educationally to the 12-year system consisting of
five years of first level or primary education, four years of second
level, together giving a nine-year basic general education; and three
years of third level, called secondary general education.

As the reform has only just been effected, there has not yet
been a new Form IX in the North. By 1983, the reform had been
carried to form II so it will be some time before education is com-
pletely unified in the system.

The basic general education school aims to provide pupils with
an all-round education, making it possible for them to do general,
simple work of all kinds, to choose a career, to join social activities
or to go on with their study in secondary general education by differ-
ent methods.

Primary education, which used to prepare pupils for life, is now
only to prepare pupils, in knowledge, methods and psychology, for
their study in a second-level general education school.
The secondary general education school, from Form X to Form XII, is to improve and complete the general culture of pupils finishing the basic general education school. Following the secondary general education school, pupils can enter universities, colleges, a number of intermediate vocational schools and trade schools or join productive work immediately.

In the network of secondary general education schools, apart from the ordinary schools, there are the work-and-study schools for young people. In terms of the content of education, they are the same as the ordinary schools. But the periods of technical education are greater and especially those devoted to production (agricultural or industrial) take up much more time. Pupils work two to three hours a day, or work for a definite period in the year, and are, in the main, self-sufficient in their everyday necessities.

Finishing this school, pupils with a trade can join productive work immediately or continue their study in colleges or university through general selective examinations.

Six-year old children, regardless of whether or not they have been through kindergartens, are admitted to Form I of primary school where they are taught the three Rs.

Pupils finishing Form V with the necessary marks are automatically promoted to second-level schools. In secondary schools the selection of pupils is carried out every year by selective examination in two subjects: mathematics and literature. Candidates are pupils finishing basic general education schools. Every year, about 30 per cent of pupils finishing basic general education schools are admitted to secondary general education schools.

**Science education in schools**

General structure. In the first-level, as early as Form II, pupils are provided with very elementary, unsystematic and synthetic knowledge, on familiar fauna and flora, the earth, stones, air, water and the natural environment around them, and on the activities of people exploiting, utilizing and transforming local nature.

In Forms II to IV, pupils learn the same knowledge through texts in national literature, outdoor excursions, simple experiments and work in school gardens.
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In Form V, scientific knowledge is classified rather systematically and detached from national literature to become a separate subject with a synthetic character. With this basic science, there is geography that gives pupils an elementary knowledge of the local physical geography (villages, districts and the physical geography of Viet Nam).

In Form VI, the introductory class of the second level, there are another two subjects: biology and general physical geography, including some knowledge of geology.

On the basis of the knowledge accumulated in mathematics and other subjects, pupils begin to study physics from Form VII and chemistry from Form VIII. Up to Form VIII the scientific subjects to be learned at general education schools are taught as compulsory subjects.

So far only a limited number of curricula have been developed; others will follow as the educational reforms take effect.

Time available for science. At the first level, science education takes up 5.2 per cent of the teaching periods at schools in the North and 5.4 per cent at schools in the South. At the Second level, science education takes up 21 per cent of the teaching periods in the North and 27 per cent in the South. At the third level the percentages are 24 in the North and 28 in the South.

The weekly teaching periods for all three levels are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Table 1. Science teaching periods at first level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Forms</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic science</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Science teaching periods at second level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Forms</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There has not yet been a new Form IX in North Viet Nam.
Table 3. Science teaching periods at third level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>2, 5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Science curricula at the primary level. The objectives of science are to supply pupils with preliminary knowledge of living creatures and inanimate things and guide them to observe natural phenomena; kindle and develop in pupils a love for nature, the country, and the working people; and encourage them to fight superstition.

Scientific subjects at primary schools are not taught separately but are integrated into the rest of the curriculum. In Forms I to III, the subject is not taught systematically. The first scientific knowledge is learned through national literature in stories told by teachers, and through excursions. In Form IV, science is taught separately, independent of national literature, under the name, 'The ABC of science'.

The four-year curriculum provides pupils with concrete ideas of the four seasons, living things (the most common cultivated and wild plants, domestic animals, wild beasts, birds, insects, cultivation, livestock breeding), structure and activities of the human body, preventive hygiene, inanimate things (water, air, soil) and a basic knowledge of electricity.

This content is selected and classified and the method of teaching helps the pupils take in scientific knowledge and skills intuitively. Thus, first of all, pupils learn the typical facts in the locality, the particular characteristics of each season, what they see with their own eyes and hear with their own ears.

In Forms I and II, in autumn, children learn about autumn weather, autumn fruits, farming and gardening. They observe the weather, life and growth of plants and animals and study human efforts to transform nature. Through the subject 'air' in Form IV, children learn the properties of air, and such relevant natural phenomena as wind, storms, and human impact (man making full use of the force of wind), the composition of air and environmental hygiene and the effects of green trees.
The children’s knowledge is expanded and gradually systematized. In Forms I and II, pupils learn something about particular animals. In Form III more general knowledge about a number of important animals—birds, fish, insects—and some particular features of these species is taught. In hygiene, for example, they learn external bodily hygiene in Form I, hygiene and the senses in Form II, and preventive hygiene of some common diseases, including environmental hygiene, in Forms III and IV.

The above-mentioned content structure calls for a suitable organization of teaching and learning and teaching methods.

In Forms I and II, scientific knowledge is introduced through reading texts, not quantitatively and not yet systematically.

In Form III lessons on science are included in national literature in separate chapters with rich scientific content. The method used is one peculiar to science, with direct observations and necessary practical experiments.

In form IV, there are separate textbooks for the subject with the lessons following the subject-matter in the curriculum.

In all classes, science education is closely linked with practical work, for example, production periods in the school-garden, toy-making periods, simple experiments, collections of soil, rocks and plant samples, visits to fields and factories, and social activities such as looking after parks, taking care of trees planted by grandfathers, worm-catching festivals and cattle shows.

Secondary level science. At the secondary level, natural sciences are taught as three separate subjects; physics, chemistry and biology.

The objective of teaching physics and chemistry are to: impart systematic, basic general knowledge of physics and chemistry; educate pupils in dialectical materialism and proletarian internationalism; make it possible for them to understand, theoretically and practically, the basic applications of the laws of physics and chemistry to life and production; train them in the skills of using measuring instruments in physics and chemistry and making common physical and chemical tests; foster in them the passion for science, creative curiosity, ability to work independently and the sense of getting near to nature and production.
The objectives of teaching biology are to: impart systematic, basic and general knowledge of living creatures and the part they play in agricultural economy, other branches of the economy and health protection; enable the pupils to understand the laws governing the evolution of living creatures, on which basis to build a scientific world outlook, to fight down idealist viewpoints and superstition; enable them to grasp the basic points of Mitchurin’s and Pavlov’s theories in order to apply them to cultivation, livestock breeding and preventive hygiene and train them in the basic skills of laboratory work, cultivation and livestock breeding; and make it possible for pupils to know the richness of fauna, its importance and prospects in agriculture, achievements in health protection and transforming fauna.

In the first level secondary schools, natural sciences are taught as three separate subjects. Pupils begin to learn biology from Form VI, physics from Form VII and chemistry from Form VIII. In the second level secondary schools, physics, chemistry and biology are taught simultaneously from Forms X to XII. All secondary school pupils follow the same curricula and use the same textbooks for physics, chemistry and biology. These curricula and textbooks are compiled and controlled by State organizations.

The teaching/learning of all scientific subjects at secondary level is carried out in the following way:

a) **Class activities.** Listening to explanations; training in theoretical skills; following demonstration experiments; carrying out simultaneous experiments; and practice.

b) **Outdoor activities.** Practice; visits to scientific, technical and production institutions, economic and scientific exhibitions and museums.

c) **Activities in extra-curricular groups.** Participation in scientific evenings and exhibitions of collections of wall-newspapers.

Physics. The curricula of physics at first level secondary schools covers the most elementary knowledge of mechanics, heat, electricity, magnetism and geo-optics. At this level, knowledge is imparted mostly through the description of phenomena, qualitative rather than quantitative explanation.
At second level secondary schools more knowledge on mechanics, heat, electricity, magnetism, geo-optics, physio-optics, atomic and nuclear physics is imparted. At this level, apart from methods of observations and experiments, the role of theories, mathematical deduction, and the quantitative approach are strengthened.

Chemistry. The curriculum of chemistry at first level secondary schools consists only of simple knowledge of inorganic chemistry in order to provide pupils with elementary concepts of the properties of a number of important chemical elements and the classification of inorganic substances.

The curriculum of chemistry in second level secondary schools has a comparatively integral structure, including both inorganic and organic chemistry. Particular attention is paid to modern theories of chemistry, important processes of production and application of chemistry to the national economy.

Biology. The curricula of biology in first level secondary schools consists of knowledge on vegetation, simple micro-structures and plant physiology; and knowledge on the structure, life and development of the most important groups of animals.

In second-level secondary schools, the curriculum includes human physiology, anatomy and modern theories of biological evolution, the origin of species, and methods of transforming old species and creating new ones.

Apart from the ordinary curricula, there are higher curricula for gifted pupils in each separate subject.

Modification and renewal of curricula. The current curricula of physics, chemistry and biology have been in use since 1956. They are basically unchanged. However, every three to five years, there are minor alterations guided by the principles of simplifying the curricula in harmony with the teaching and learning by removing a number of lessons too detailed in theory and less significant in practice and reducing the demands on fundamental knowledge and a number of skills; and bringing them up to date with the modern theories of the respective subject by eliminating some old-fashioned ideas and explaining some topics in the light of modern viewpoints.

Relation to society. The relation of scientific subjects with everyday life is carried out, first of all, in the teaching process through curricula content and teaching methods. Apart from
providing an understanding of the phenomena, concepts, theories and fundamental laws of science, the teaching process must also provide pupils with simple knowledge of the techniques, technology and organization of products and goods; form and consolidate practical skills; and develop the ability to apply the theories learned, to production.

The combining of scientific subjects with practice is also carried out through extramural activities (production and social activities). It is necessary to systematically introduce pupils to the scientific basis of all practical activities and at the same time help them apply the knowledge learned to the activities of everyday life, such as methods of cultivation and livestock breeding.

Evaluation and examinations. The evaluation of pupil's records is carried out by an oral control in each teaching period, written control after one or two chapters, written control at the end of each term, and a written examination (final examination) at each education level.

Generally speaking, evaluation and examinations only centre on the theoretical knowledge of pupils.

The National Institute of Educational Science has developed a project for improving the examination system in order to achieve all the objectives of general education schools.

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment. Demonstrations are given by classroom teachers to orientate, illustrate, study and experiment with the main contents of each lesson according to the requirements laid down in the curricula and textbooks. Demonstrations are most common, relatively easy to carry out, and make up the highest percentage in science practical activities at all educational levels. Demonstrations are provided for in about 25 per cent of the teaching periods in the curricula of elementary science subjects at the primary stage and in biology, physics and chemistry at the secondary stage.

Practical experiments by school pupils in laboratories, schoolgardens and on the fields do not yet constitute a high percentage of the science curricula. Owing to a shortage of laboratory equipment and tools, the curricula only provide for a small number of selected practical experiments for groups of two or three pupils. The percentage of the periods spent on compulsory experiments is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Percentage of periods of compulsory experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Lower secondary (in %)</th>
<th>Upper secondary (in %)</th>
<th>Average (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practical experiments by pupils at home are provided for in curricula or textbooks in the form of experimental exercises and observations. Such activities only require simple facilities. For example, the curricula of 'The ABC of Sciences' in the final class, first level, has 63 lessons which require pupils to complete eight experimental-observation exercises by themselves at home and nine practical experiments at home.

The curricula for science also provide for sight-seeing activities to study the natural environment and local agricultural and industrial establishments to relate science to everyday life, e.g. the curricula of physics in Forms X, XI and XII, upper secondary level, devote 16 periods to pupils sight-seeing tours, observations and practice in production, making up about 5 per cent of the teaching periods for physics.

Recent developments. Since 1981, general education schools have carried out educational reforms. The periods devoted to science practical activities—especially pupils' practical experiments—in all classes and subjects, have increased to become 10 to 12 per cent of the total periods available for science.

For special classes majoring in physics, chemistry and biology, the curricula provide for 25 to 30 per cent of the periods for pupils' experiments.

Assessment. In public final examinations, there is no practical test. In selective examinations for pupils good at biology and physics, practical work provides 30-40 per cent of the marks in the examinations. Pupils selected for special classes must sit for examinations in practicals after the examinations in theory.

Equipment. To meet the requirements of content and methods of the curricula the Ministry of Education has published lists of teaching aids for each subject at all levels.
The lists specify the equipment in common use: pictures, lantern slides, educational films, demonstration instruments, apparatus, and the materials and tools necessary to assemble and repair teaching aids.

Each item includes details of the quantity required and how to acquire it. Expenses for teaching aids are earmarked in every budget of the local education authority.

To supply schools with equipment, the Ministry of Education has, for more than 20 years, taken active measures to establish institutions for study, design, production, import, and distribution, of teaching aids. Equipment guides are published. International assistance has been secured.

In the years 1976-1980 alone, the Ministry of Education provided various schools with mechanics sets for lower secondary schools (4,000); electro-magnetism sets for secondary schools (6,000); physics practice sets (10,000); electric motors for secondary schools (2,000); dissecting sets for biology (15,000); models; samples of animals; samples of bones; and various kinds of charts for biology, physics, and chemistry.

In spite of the many efforts and the active assistance of many agencies and countries (especially Unicef and the Ministry of Education of the German Democratic Republic) the general education schools have not been able to meet the demands of science teaching.

Statistics of the equipment available in general education school are being compiled and the items evaluated, but the following general remarks can be made on the state of equipment at all education levels:

a) At first-level general education schools, there are only charts, simple teaching aids and samples made or collected by teachers and pupils.

b) In lower secondary schools, every town has one centre well-equipped with physics, chemistry and biology experiments to serve pupils of four to five neighbouring schools for practical work. Every province has two or three large second-level general education schools that are well-equipped. About 40 per cent of the schools in cities and towns and villages in the plains have enough equipment for demonstration experiments. The schools in the mountainous areas, the border areas, the water-logged parts of the Mekong River plains and the newly established schools do not have enough teaching aids.
c) As far as upper secondary schools are concerned, every province and town has one or two comparatively well-equipped schools. There are hardly any schools without teaching aids. Generally speaking, most schools are equipped well enough to carry out the most important demonstration experiments and about 50 per cent of the compulsory practice exercises.

Manufacture. Special technical equipment, precision balances, measuring instruments, and microscopes are imported. Otherwise, simple, inexpensive equipment is mass-produced in the factories, print-shops and film laboratories of the Ministry of Education and other Ministries. These organizations comprise the: (a) Company for School Equipment, Ministry of Education and its branches in the different provinces; (b) National Institute of Educational Science; (c) Department of Professional Supervision and Inspection of General Educational Schools, Ministry of Education; (d) Television and Broadcasting Department, Ministry of Education; (e) Teaching Aids Workshop of the Ministry of Education and the Teaching Aids Workshops of the Provincial Education Departments; (f) School Films and Tape-recording Studio, Ministry of Education; and (g) production establishments of the various ministries, branches and localities.

The Company for School Equipment, Ministry of Education supervises the production of equipment and teaching aids; co-ordinates with professional departments to guide the self-production, maintenance and use of teaching aids; co-ordinates with the National Institute of Educational Science to work out lists of teaching aids for all subjects and designs models of teaching aids for each subject; and directly supplies and distributes teaching aids to northern provinces.

The equipment made by teachers and pupils do not constitute a great percentage in the stipulated lists but are an important part of the total. They include samples of animals, vegetation, raw materials, machines, common tools. There are also school-gardens, cultivation and breeding corners, and weather sections built up by each school.

The making of teaching aids by teachers and pupils is a long-term important strategic policy aimed not only at solving the shortage of equipment but also at achieving educational purposes, strengthening practical work and improving the teaching of science. The various education departments give instructions, hold training courses, exhibitions and competitions on self-made teaching aids from
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schools to national levels. There were four such exhibitions and competitions in 1971, 1976, 1978 and 1981. In 1981 alone, more than 500 kinds of teaching aids received certificates of commendation from the Ministry of Education.

Use of educational technology

In present day general education schools, there are hardly any audio-visual aids and other sophisticated technologies because of their high cost and maintenance.

In a number of provinces, there is only one centre equipped with such common audio-visual aids hardware as slide projectors, overhead-projectors, sound film projectors and tape-recorders and a few software comprising slides, slide-tapes, films and tape-recordings produced by the School Films and Tape-recording Workshop, Ministry of Education.

There have not yet been any TV or radio programmes on science for general education pupils, nor has there been any school using computers in teaching science.

Teacher training

Qualifications. The minimum professional capacities expected of teachers at all educational levels are that they are highly-qualified in knowledge; able to drill pupils in skills, and in applying knowledge linked to life and local conditions; and professionally qualified, with the ability to use good teaching methods and to be able to develop pupils' thinking during the process of teaching.

Extent of qualified teachers. All teachers are not fully qualified, owing to war-time difficulties, shortening of training courses or lack of equipment and facilities.

It is difficult to assess the teachers' capacities and no reliable official figures have been obtained. However, it is estimated that about 30-40 per cent of primary teachers, 50 per cent of lower secondary school teachers and 70 per cent of upper secondary school teachers can meet the qualifications listed. Thus there are many thousands who are still unqualified.

Pre-service training. To overcome the shortage of qualified teachers, the Ministry of Education has standardized the courses of training—upper secondary school teachers (third level) must have
four-years of university training; lower secondary school teachers (second level) must have three-years college training; and primary school teachers must have two-years pedagogical training after the post-secondary schools.

**In-service training.** Various options are available for in-service refresher courses:

a) *Correspondence courses.* These follow the in-service training course of a regular teacher training college and allow teachers to remain in their schools. Every year, conditions permitting, some time is available for concentrated studies at the teacher training college.

b) *Local in-service training refresher courses.* These are held during summer holidays.

c) *Collective study activities.* These are regularly organized by local educational authorities for teachers of the same subject from a group of schools.

**Teacher training colleges.** There is a network of teacher training colleges for the regular training of teachers at primary, lower secondary and upper secondary level.

a) *Teacher training colleges run by the Ministry of Education.* These colleges run a programme of four years duration. Students are chosen from among those finishing secondary school. They may choose a subject to study and, later, to teach at secondary schools. There are departments of mathematics, physics, chemistry, geography and technology. The curricula of each Department consist of many subjects belonging to the following group: of science: politics-economics—philosophy, economics, the history of the Communist Party; basic sciences in the speciality chosen by the student—theory and practice; professional sciences—pedagogy, psychology, teaching methods; and other subjects such as foreign languages, physical training, and military drill.

b) *Teacher training colleges in the provinces.* There are one or two in each province run by the local authorities. Students are selected from among those finishing secondary schools. Students may choose a department where they will spend three years. After graduation, they will be teachers of two subjects at lower secondary schools (second level), e.g. mathematics and physics, physics and chemistry, chemistry and biology or biology and geography.
The curricula of these departments also consist of four groups similar to those in the centrally organized teacher colleges.

c) Secondary teacher training colleges in the provinces. These are also run by the local authorities. Students are selected from among those finishing secondary school to be trained for two years as primary school teachers. Student teachers at these schools must study natural and social sciences at the same time.

To train students in practical educational skills at teacher training colleges, from the second year, students must attend periods with experienced teachers. In the final year, they must undertake practice teaching for four to eight weeks at secondary schools. They must teach the subject they have been taught at the training college under the guidance, help, supervision and evaluation of guiding teachers.

Research

Research into educational science is given particular attention because through research, conclusions can be drawn and improvements made.

One of the research studies being carried out is, 'The optimization of the contents of teaching'. This research is being conducted by means of three investigations, (a) study of teachers with different backgrounds, qualifications and experience; (b) study of pupils capabilities in different localities and social backgrounds; and (c) study of control groups. The conclusions, so far, from the research point to the need for optimizing the content of each subject to achieve an acceptable standard; and the desirability of specifying parameters on the average capacities of teachers and pupils.

The results of the research are discussed at teach-ins with educationists, teachers and investigators.

Organizations involved. Educational research is carried out by the research workers of the National Institute of Educational Science with the participation of many other institutions including teacher training colleges; educational management organizations in the centres and other localities, and practising teachers.

Research topics. A number of subjects are to be studied in the next few years:
a) Content and method for all subjects. Implementing the revised curricula; elaborating teaching programmes for certain areas (the Mekong River plains and the mountain areas); working out specific curricula for classes of gifted pupils and for study-and-work schools; studying special educational activities; and studying special educational content, for example environmental protection and population education.

b) Specific studies. Production and use of low-cost equipment for physics; the role of metals in the course of organic chemistry at secondary schools; environmental protection in geography; and improvement of the content of electro-magnetism in the physics curricula.

Out-of-school science activities and popularization of science

Extension schooling. There are several programmes available to meet the demands of personnel, including workers, peasants and young people who wish to continue their studies at the third level after primary second level general education schools. Third level complementary education conducted mainly through in-service training courses, is available for older cadres and workers (over 40 years old). There is a similar programme for young cadres and young people through in-service training or short-term crash courses. This is the most common form of study. Young cadres and excellent young people have the opportunity to follow long-term third level courses at complementary education schools for workers and peasants in various provinces and towns.

The first kind of curriculum aims to broaden general knowledge in natural and social science and improve the capacity of work. The following groups of subjects are compulsory: (a) mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology; and (b) literature, history, geography. Learners may choose which of these two groups to study first for their convenience.

The curriculum provides the learner with basic knowledge chosen from the secondary general education curriculum plus basic knowledge on technology, production and life.

With regard to natural science, the curriculum deals with physics (mechanics – 43 periods, molecular physics and heat – 25, electricity – 43, oscillations and waves – 26, nuclear physics – 4); chemistry (general chemistry – 35, inorganic chemistry – 45, organic
chemistry – 45); biology (cells – 3, metabolism – 7, human and animal nervous system activities – 4, reproduction – 3, genetics – 18, evolution of living creatures – 6); and physical geography (general physical geography – 28, Viet Nam’s agricultural geography – 9, communication and transport geography – 3).

The second kind of curriculum aims to provide learners with basic knowledge in mathematics, physics and chemistry. For rural areas, biology and agricultural techniques to improve the learner’s logic and scientific style of work and form a scientific world outlook, are additional subjects.

The curricula of natural science subjects for in-service training courses in offices and factories consist of physics (mechanics – 65 periods, heat – 46, electricity – 60, oscillations and waves – 23, optics – 22, nuclear energy – 4); chemistry (basic notions and laws of chemistry – 11, classification of inorganic compounds – 9, group of alkaline metals – 4, the halogen group – 6, composition of substances and the periodic system of chemical elements – 12, solutions and electrolysis – 8, the oxygen-sulphur group – 8, the nitrogen-phosphorus group – 8, carbon-silicon – 6, general properties of metals – 8, calcium and its compounds – 3, aluminium and its compounds and alloys – 5, iron and its compounds and alloys, erosion and antimonial erosion – 8, chemical mathematics exercises – 4, oxygenous organic compounds—ethylalcohol, phenol, formaldehyde, acetic acid, fats, glucose – 18, nitrogenous organic compounds – 5); biology, following the same content as the first kind of curriculum, with more attention being paid to heredity (material basis of heredity, laws of heredity, human heredity, genetics and the selection of breeds), population education and environmental protection and transformation of nature; and physical geography (knowledge of the universe – 4, the earth – 5, atmosphere – 8, hydrosphere – 4, arable lands – 7, Viet Nam’s industrial geography – 6, communication and transport geography – 3).

The curricula of science subjects for short-term crash courses are the same as those for in-service training courses. However, more periods are devoted to revision, practical work skills, experiments, chemical, physical and mathematical exercises.

For complementary education classes in the countryside there are additional periods for biology and agricultural techniques (112 periods altogether as compared with 47 periods for biology in the two kinds of schools discussed earlier).
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The third kind of curriculum, for excellent cadres and young people in long-term courses at local complementary education schools, consists of all aspects, i.e., ethical, intellectual, aesthetic, labour, physical and military.

The curriculum comprises all the subjects taught at secondary schools, which are mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, history, geography, foreign languages, politics and industrial and agricultural techniques. After graduation, some of the learners will resume work at their offices or factories and some may sit for selective examinations to enter universities, colleges or intermediate vocational schools.

The curricula of complementary education schools for workers and peasants are divided into natural sciences and social sciences, and the duration of study is 18 months.

Extramural activities. Apart from the three kinds of schools with curricula described above, the education of young people and adults is also carried out through extramural activities, and through institutions such as farming co-operatives, breeding-farms, fisheries, logging-camps, State-farm factories, workshops and hospitals. Where there are many young people, there is an emulation movement of ‘Young people, marching into science and technology’.

Media. The press and news agencies have given much attention to bringing science and technology to readers in general and to young people in particular. Journals are produced by the Vietnamese Institute of Science; the Central Committee of the Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union; Viet Nam’s General Federation of Labour; the Vietnamese Women’s Union; the Ministry of Health and the Vietnamese Medical Association; the Ministry of Education and the Vietnamese Educational Trade Union.

There are also radio talks on science and technology (half an hour to an hour daily) over the Voice of Viet Nam.

Innovations

In the new curricula of science subjects taught at general education schools special attention is given to philosophical viewpoints particularly the dialectical materialist viewpoint.

The theoretical basis of all science subjects has been strengthened. For example, in physics, the theories on molecular kinetics, elec-
tronics, laws of kinetics and of conservation; in chemistry, the
theories of atomic structure and the structure of substances; and in
biology, the evolution theory.

The practical nature of curricula is given importance, with links
to productive labour.

Science is taught as part of polytechnic education. Knowledge
is introduced into the curricula as a basis for understanding the prin-
ciples of the most important branches of production. For example,
simple machines, generators, electrical machinery, the process of pro-
ducing chemicals, materials in industry, livestock breeding and culti-
vation are regarded as key topics.

To overcome the shortage of teaching aids, teachers and pupils
have been encouraged to make low-cost teaching aids by themselves;
'master' experiment sets such as the 'Mechanics' set and 'Demonstra-
tion Electro-Magnetism' set have been produced; and experimental
centres for basic general education schools on a neighbourhood basis
have been built up.

Apart from ordinary schools, there are also specialized classes
in physics, chemistry and biology, aimed at fostering science talents.
Every year, national examinations are held to select gifted pupils in
mathematics, physics and literature. Many institutes and depart-
ments of universities have sponsored specialized classes, particularly
for experimental work. Likewise, many farming co-operatives and
industrial workshops have sponsored general education schools, with
visits and work training.
SRI LANKA

The limited resources available to Sri Lanka can provide an acceptable quality of life, only if every able person in the country is afforded the opportunity of gainful employment. The scientific community has always felt that this end can be achieved by harnessing the country’s resources through the systematic application of science and technology. It is therefore generally accepted that science and technology are fundamental to the country for providing the goods and services which are required to sustain the society.

If the application of modern science is to benefit the people, its development must involve the country’s own scientists, in accordance with the needs and the available resources. Any efforts of the scientific community in this direction requires the support of a population which is scientifically literate and is sensitive to the need for change. In recognition of these facts, science and technology have been given greater importance in all sectors of activity, including education.

National science policy

In December 1978, the President of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, inaugurating the 34th annual session of the Sri Lanka Association for the Advancement of Science, made the following seven point policy statement on National science and technology objectives which were to:

a) Use science as an integral part of the developmental strategy of the country and to involve scientists in the formulation of policy and in decision-making at the highest levels;

b) Foster scientific activity in all its aspects and in its widest possible scope, and to maintain a vigorous drive towards self-reliance in national scientific and technological capability;

c) Provide equal and adequate opportunities for all to acquire a basic education in science;
d) Ensure that the institutions of education and research produce scientists and technologists of the highest calibre;

e) Provide scientists and technologists with good working conditions, adequate remuneration, due recognition for their efforts and access to scientific knowledge and activity in other parts of the world;

f) Make available as widely as possible within the country the fruits of scientific and technological activity; and

g) Cultivate among people, an appreciation of the value of science and scientific method as an indispensable part of a modern society.

Since then these seven points have become accepted by individual scientists and the scientific institutions of the country, as the national science and technology policy of Sri Lanka.

The National Resources, Energy and Science Authority of Sri Lanka (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Science Authority’) created by Parliamentary Act in 1981 acts as the implementing and advisory body. The Science Authority has set up several working committees consisting of specialists drawn from the relevant sectors of activity in the country to give expert advice in the different fields of science and technology. The committee that is mainly concerned with science education at school level is the Science Education Committee.

The following four provisions, existing within the system of school education are relevant to the national science policy: (1) Education is free of school fees at all levels (implemented in 1945); (2) School textbooks are issued free to all children at all levels of open access general education (introduced in 1980); (3) A common curriculum was implemented in 1972, with science as an essential component, in all schools up to the end of open access general education; (4) Financial assistance under scholarship schemes is available to those children who qualify for such awards.

The need for concerted efforts towards educating the out-of-school youth and adults in the relevant aspects of science is also emphasized in the national science policy. A large number of institutions and organizations within the government, corporation and private sectors have stepped in to fulfil this need by evolving a wide variety of strategies aimed at popularizing science and disseminating scientific knowledge.
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The prescribed minimum age for entering school is 5 years. The school education which spans over 13 years consists of three phases:

Primary level—kindergarten + grades I-V (6 years),
Junior secondary level—grades VI-X (5 years),
Senior secondary level—grades XI-XII (2 years).

Primary level. This is the first phase of open access general education. At this level science is taught as a component part of an integrated ‘Environmental Studies’ curriculum, within which the learner is offered the opportunity of going through a graded sequence of science experiences.

Junior secondary level. This second phase of education is also open to all children. All students follow a common curriculum with separate subjects, one of which is science. The first national examination, the General Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level (GCE ‘O’ Level) is held at the end of grade X.

Senior secondary level. This is the third and the last phase of school education, and is open only to those who reach a minimum level of attainment at the GCE ‘O’ Level examination. The minimum general requirements for entering senior secondary education are passes in six subjects, including language and mathematics, with at least three of the passes being at credit level. The senior secondary phase of education is divided into three alternative subject streams: the science stream, the arts stream, and the commerce stream. Within each stream a variety of subjects is available out of which a student may choose four. The choice of subjects is regulated by certain requirements. The requirements for entering the science stream are a credit pass in science, or an ordinary pass in science together with a credit pass in mathematics. Students in the science stream offer four of the following subjects: physics, chemistry, botany, zoology, pure mathematics, applied mathematics, agriculture.

The General Certificate of Education Advanced Level (GCE ‘A’ Level) examination which is held at the end of grade XII has a dual purpose. It is a terminal achievement test with regard to senior secondary education, and it is also the selection instrument for admission to the various universities in the country. The latter function has had a double-edged effect on what actually goes on inside a typical GCE (‘A’ Level) classroom. As the number of places available
at the universities is relatively small in comparison to the numbers sitting the examination, a student has to score very high marks to stand a chance of entry. This encourages both the students and the teachers to work very hard throughout the courses but at the same time it has the effect of making the classroom teaching rather examination-oriented.

In grades XI and XII the choice of subjects by the students in each of the subject streams is greatly influenced by the university regulations prescribing the subject requirements for admission to the various university courses. Within the science stream most students offer chemistry and physics together with botany and zoology or with pure mathematics and applied mathematics. These two subject combinations are enough to enable students to enter the two most coveted university courses, medicine and engineering.

Student enrolment. The enrolment figures in Table 1, for the year 1981, show the total numbers of students, up to grade X. Science is compulsory up to this level.

Table 1. Student enrolment in the primary and junior secondary levels for 1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>353,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>378,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; II</td>
<td>356,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; III</td>
<td>360,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; IV</td>
<td>356,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; V</td>
<td>299,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; VI</td>
<td>260,752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; VII</td>
<td>224,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; VIII</td>
<td>188,373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; IX</td>
<td>146,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; X (taking GCE 'O' Level for the first time)</td>
<td>104,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI (repeating GCE 'O' Level)</td>
<td>138,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,167,976</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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At the senior secondary level, science subjects are taught only in the science stream. Total enrolment figures for the two grades in the senior secondary level and the numbers in the science stream are given in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Student enrolment in grades XI and XII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>No. of students in all streams</th>
<th>No. of students in the science stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>71,737</td>
<td>19,619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII (including students repeating the course)</td>
<td>129,981</td>
<td>41,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>201,718</td>
<td>61,277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: School Census 1981

Instructional time. The time devoted to science teaching in each of the grades VI-XII is indicated in Table 3. Since an integrated curriculum is operative at the primary level, the time devoted for teaching the science component cannot be fixed with certainty. It may vary, depending on the circumstances prevailing in a given school or a given classroom. On the whole, the instructional time for the science component is estimated to be about one hour per week.

Table 3. Instructional time for science in each of the grades VI-XII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Number of periods per week</th>
<th>Total number of periods for each year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VI-VIII</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX-X</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI-XII</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Botany</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoology</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Typically a period is 40 or 45 minutes and the total number of periods for a week is 40. To compute the number of periods for a year, the year has been assumed to be the equivalent of 30 working weeks).
Curriculum aspects. The education system is centrally controlled by the Ministry of Education. The school curriculum, in all its aspects, follows the broad lines set out by the Ministry. Syllabuses are designed by the Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry, which also prepares detailed teachers' guides and handbooks, and conducts regular in-service training sessions for teachers at all levels. The Educational Publications Department, under the Ministry of Education, prepares pupil textbooks in all major subject areas. National examinations are conducted by the Department of Examinations, which also functions under the Ministry of Education. Administrative links and co-operation between these separate institutions serve to co-ordinate their activities towards common goals.

Curriculum changes in the recent past. In 1957 a General Science Project for grades VI, VII and VIII was begun by the Ministry of Education, the outcome of which was the preparation of a syllabus of instruction and schemes of work for teachers. The schemes of work were further supported by short term in-service teacher seminars in different parts of the country.

Spurred on by the success of this project, a major revision of the grades IX and X (GCE 'O' Level) curricula in science subjects was undertaken in 1961. Beginning from 1965, certain major changes in science subjects were effected in the GCE 'O' Level examination by the introduction of more valid and reliable techniques of evaluation.

By the time the junior secondary science project* was nearing completion, curriculum development through the collective effort of groups of educators had gained recognition in the country, as a worthwhile, and in fact essential, activity in the sphere of education. So what began and continued for a decade as ad hoc project activities within the Ministry of Education, became formally institutionalized with the establishment of the Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education.

Curriculum development work in science up to 1972 may be said to have been only of limited benefit to the country, in the sense that until then science was not taught in all schools having junior secondary grades. Prior to 1972, science was taught, as general science in grades VI to VIII, in about 1,000 schools, and as physics,

* ROLAP. Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia. Science education in Asia, pp. 156-163, Number 18, June 1977.
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chemistry and biology in grades IX and X in about 600 schools. Even in the schools which taught science at grades IX and X, usually there was a parallel stream of arts students who were denied the opportunity of learning any science beyond grade VIII.

A new educational scheme came into effect in 1972 introducing certain major changes in the educational structure. Under this scheme the junior secondary phase of education was confined to four years (grades VI-IX), and for the first time a common curriculum became operative at the junior secondary level in all schools in the country. Science, presented as one integrated course, was one of the subjects in the common curriculum. Introducing 'science for all' throughout the open access phase of general education meant that the subject had now to be taught in about 6,000 schools, resulting in a several fold increase in the demand for resources necessary to teach science effectively. To meet this situation a large number of new teachers had to be recruited. They were given an initial brief training before they took to actual classroom teaching. The in-service training programme was intensified to maintain frequent contact with the teachers, especially those newly recruited. The provision of laboratories or science rooms and the necessary science equipment to schools which did not teach science previously was another obstacle which had to be overcome during that period.

As a part of the educational reforms initiated in 1972, the curricula of the primary (grades I-V) and senior secondary levels (grades X and XI, under that scheme) were also subjected to considerable change. A new integrated curriculum was designed for the primary level. It is basically the same curriculum, both in spirit and in substance, which now operates at the primary level.

At the senior secondary level the physics, chemistry, botany and zoology curricula, which up to then had followed the lines of the traditional GCE 'A' Level syllabuses, were replaced by syllabuses which had a distinct national flavour and which were geared to national needs, aims and aspirations. At this time the subjects botany and zoology were replaced by a general biology course and an applied biology course.

With this curriculum reform at the senior secondary level the process of transition from the traditional school curriculum, inherited from the colonial era, to a more functional 'home grown' curriculum was complete. However, it must be emphasized that, although
the objectives and content of the new curricula were based primarily on the dictates of national needs, the teaching methodology was greatly influenced by the current thinking within the international arena on the subject of the process of learning.

Further changes in the structure of the education system in 1978 introduced the current era. The duration of the open access phase of general education was extended by two years by the introduction of a kindergarten stage before the primary phase, and designating grade X as the end of the junior secondary phase. Once again new syllabuses, teachers' guides and school textbooks were prepared. The additional year in the junior secondary phase was used to increase the depth of content of the science curriculum, which enabled the content of the senior secondary curriculum too to be upgraded.

Under the 1972 reforms it was decided that biological science at the senior secondary level should be taught as biology (general) and applied biology. This new curriculum became operative in grade X in 1976. Because of the changes in the school structure in 1978, and on the advice of the advisory committee appointed to examine the issue, new botany and zoology curricula were introduced to replace biology.

Once more, far-reaching educational reforms are in the offing. Already a white paper, 'Education proposals for reform—general, university and tertiary (technical, vocational and professional') prepared by the Ministry of Education in collaboration with the Ministry of Higher Education and the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Employment (1981) has been presented in parliament and has been open to public discussion.

Enactment of new legislation, based on the white paper and the public response evoked by it, would necessarily entail another revision in the school curriculum, including its science component. Preparatory work in this direction has already been initiated within the Ministry of Education.

Curriculum development—the mechanism. As indicated earlier, the curriculum development process has been spearheaded by the Ministry of Education. Once policy decisions are made at the national level through legislation, the curriculum development process involves the following essential steps:
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a) Curriculum advisory committees are appointed for separate subject areas to translate national policy into general educational aims and provide guidelines for specifying objectives, deciding upon learning experiences and selecting content. Depending on the requirement of particular situations, these committees consist of curriculum development experts, university academics, teacher educators, teachers, and others representing various government and private sector interests.

b) Curriculum committees based at the Curriculum Development Centre are entrusted the tasks of spelling out objectives, considering the learning experiences and outlining the content in the form of a syllabus of instruction. These curriculum committees consist of experienced teachers, officials of the Ministry of Education, who have specialized in curriculum development, and (sometimes) teacher educators. In order to serve in these committees, practising teachers may be invited to work at the Curriculum Development Centre, either on a full-time basis or on a part-time basis for short or extended periods.

c) The next stage of operation is to produce teachers' guides to help the teacher plan his classroom lessons. This too is carried out by the curriculum committees. At the senior secondary level formal teachers' guides have been provided only for those units where it has been considered necessary. For the other units, informal hand-outs, prepared to support in-service teacher education sessions, are considered adequate.

d) Pupil's texts are written by panels of writers, including at least some members of the original curriculum committee, under the supervision of the Educational Publications Department.

e) The curriculum development programme merges with the in-service teacher education programme in that the basic planning for face-to-face in-service sessions is done at the Curriculum Development Centre with the participation of those who have had a hand in the previously mentioned stages of operation.
Curriculum development is treated as a continuing process, and once a new school curriculum is under way, the curriculum committees monitor and evaluate the success of the classroom interactions with a view to taking remedial measures. Usually the programmes are monitored through direct observations, through feedback information received via in-service teacher trainers and circuit education officers, and by analysis of results of public examinations.

The curriculum committees also continue to develop new materials to enrich classroom teaching even further. In the recent past, special workshops were found to be a quick and effective way of producing new curriculum materials in situations where the need for such materials began to be urgently felt.

Learning objectives in science. Beginning with the early efforts at curriculum development in 1960, learning objectives in science have been derived using several sets of criteria.

One set of criteria relates to the child in the context of the Sri Lankan setting. This is the child (his present attitudes, abilities, knowledge, skills, interests, needs) and society (its hopes and aspirations, opportunities, demands and defects).

Another set of criteria relates to the value of science in education, which is the fundamental character of science as a worthwhile human endeavour, and the contribution that science can make towards improving the quality of life of the individual and the society.

A third set of criteria arising from taxonomic consideration has been proved to be useful in deriving objectives. A scheme that has been frequently used for categorization of objectives is the cognitive domain (knowledge frameworks, application and uses of same); the psychomotor domain (skills of specified types); and the affective domain (attitudes and value frameworks).

A further set of criteria relates to the inherent characteristics of learners in general. These are the stages of intellectual development in children, and the process by which children learn.

Such considerations have led to the formulation of somewhat different learning objectives for science, at each level of school education. These objectives are not regarded as immutable and will certainly undergo change in the future in response to the emerging needs of a dynamic society.
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Primary level (kindergarten to grade V) The general objectives of the primary level environmental studies curriculum may be summarized as follows. The student should acquire:

a) The ability to see relationships and implications and to draw conclusion from facts rather than learning isolated facts (learning to learn);

b) Critical objective thinking, in place of passive acceptance of others' opinions;

c) Flexibility and adaptability to meet the challenge of rapid change encountered in modern life;

d) Creativity in thought and action; and

e) Human fellow feeling (co-operation and co-existence).

The specific objectives for science at this level may be broadly stated as developing an enquiring mind and a scientific approach to problems. In this context, the development of the following skills is considered important. (a) observing and reporting/recording data; (b) ordering/classifying and interpreting data; (c) posing questions and devising experiments to find answers; (d) recognizing patterns and relationships; and (e) communicating.

Junior secondary level (grades VI-X). This being the final phase of open access general education, the science curriculum has to provide what is considered the minimum science education that ideally every citizen ought to receive. This function of the curriculum is of utmost importance in that the vast majority of students will receive no further formal education in science beyond the junior secondary level. The greater population of students who complete the junior secondary phase do not enter the senior secondary phase because they are either not inclined to do so or because they fail to reach the qualifying standard at the GCE 'O' Level examination. Of those who proceed to the senior secondary phase, the majority remain outside the science stream.

Learning objectives of the junior secondary science curriculum have been formulated with these factors in mind. They are to:

a) Understand the methods and the processes used by scientists in solving problems and be able to use the same in appropriate situations;
b) Acquire skills, attitudes and scientific knowledge relevant to the daily life of individuals engaged in various spheres of national activity;

c) Develop the creativity needed for scientific inventiveness;

d) Acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes relevant to the maintenance of personal health;

e) Appreciate the contribution made by the scientific institutions to national life and be willing to assist their activities;

f) Understand the problems and perils of technological development and appreciate the need for choosing appropriate technology for Sri Lanka;

g) Acquire a knowledge of the national resources and the skills necessary for exploiting them judiciously;

h) Develop the ability of critical evaluation of information disseminated through various media;

i) Develop an understanding of the major unifying concepts and patterns of science; and

j) Acquire the academic background necessary for further education in science.

Senior secondary level. At this level, science is taught as four separate subjects: chemistry, physics, botany and zoology.

The senior secondary science subject curricula have to serve several divergent purposes each of which cannot be delegated to a second place. The curricula have to meet the needs of pupils who will proceed for higher studies in tertiary institutes and continue to study one or more of the above-mentioned science subjects; those who will proceed for higher studies but will not study any science subjects; and those for whom it is a terminal course—fors these pupils the importance of a given science subject would lie in its application to everyday life, and as a vehicle to broaden the mind and improve powers of reasoning.

The objectives of all science subjects are seen, therefore, to have a common ethos with only minor variations among the separate subjects, these minor variations being the outcome of the special attributes of each subject. For a general idea of the objectives of learning science at the senior secondary level, it may suffice to consider here the objectives of one of the science subjects; chemistry.
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The student should:

a) Understand the fundamental concepts of chemistry necessary to comprehend the physical bases of scientific explanations of common phenomena;

b) Acquire knowledge of the framework of chemistry including major concepts, unifying themes and patterns that would enable the pupil to understand the structure and changes of matter and provide the necessary background to those who wish to pursue chemistry to a higher level;

c) Show an awareness of the development of chemistry and appreciate past human achievements in the history of chemistry;

d) Understand the significance, possibilities and limitations of the knowledge acquired in chemistry in relation to technical, social and economic development, show awareness of the impact and influence this knowledge has on society and provide preparation for life in a technological age;

e) Develop manipulative and experimental skills necessary to be competent and confident in the investigation of materials found in the environment;

f) Show awareness of the natural resources and understand the physico-chemical bases of problems in the conservation and scientific exploitation of natural resources, with special reference to the situation in Sri Lanka;

g) Acquire the knowledge and skills necessary for the application of basic concepts in chemistry for technical, social and economic development with special reference to Sri Lanka; and

h) Show willingness to employ the knowledge and skills gained for the socio-economic development and for conservation and scientific exploitation of natural resources of Sri Lanka.

The content of the science curriculum

Primary level. The content of Environmental Studies is organized under 11 study areas or themes, which are as follows: Our homes and their inhabitants; What we eat and drink; What we wear;
Help for our work; We are different but similar too (unity in diversity); Things around us; Our school and its neighbourhood; People who help us; How we travel and communicate; Our earth and its surroundings; and Things we see and hear.

Compared to the rest of the school curriculum, Environmental Studies shows flexibility of content. The actual content of the classroom lessons depends on the nature of the environment and the resources available in and around the school. Thus in order to develop a given skill, two groups of children in two different schools may engage themselves in widely different types of activities, and the emphasis at this stage is on the process rather than on the product. The syllabus and the teachers' guide (which among other things lists problems under each theme, from which the teacher may select a few to be investigated by his students) guide the teacher to select relevant content for his classroom.

**Junior secondary level.** At the junior secondary level, science, taught as a single separate subject, assumes a relatively more formal outlook. The teachers at this level possess at least a GCE ‘A’ Level science background and are more competent at handling formal science. In terms of content the two major attributes of this science curriculum are that as far as possible science is presented as an integrated subject rather than as compartmentalized disciplines; and it is essentially activity based. Both these attributes, though not made patently clear in the syllabus, are amplified in detail in the teachers' guides which make suggestions for integration and detail the activities to be used in the classroom.

Integration is not interpreted solely in the narrow context of establishing links between and among the separate scientific disciplines. The curriculum developers have desisted from creating highly artificial teaching situations by attempting to integrate across disciplines for the mere sake of integration. Instead the science curriculum attempts to integrate pure science in several other dimensions as well. Keeping the objectives of the curriculum in view, attempts have been made to integrate science, (a) across the separate scientific disciplines (e.g. under topics such as ‘atmosphere’ and ‘food’); (b) with other studies such as social sciences, agriculture and health (e.g. under topics such as ‘population and food’ and ‘man and his environment’); (c) through its application to day-to-day life problems (this aspect pervades all topics); and (d) with leisure (e.g. toys that work on ‘heat’).
Another feature of the junior secondary science curriculum is its spiral nature—that is, different concepts are revisited several times, at increasingly higher levels of sophistication, during the period of five years. This feature serves a dual purpose. First, it is conducive to the mastering of concepts by the children. Second, it exposes the children to a wider range of scientific concepts at the earliest possible age. This is important especially for those children who may leave school before completing the full course of junior secondary education. In this respect, grade VIII is a critical year because that is the point at which those who do not wish to enter the GCE 'O' Level course leave school. For this reason, efforts have been made to include the kind of science, which is most useful in everyday life, in the curriculum of grades VI to VIII. This was one of the factors which contributed to the inclusion of such matters as the functional aspects of transistors and house wiring in the grade VIII syllabus, rather than waiting until the children are more mature.

Senior secondary level. At the senior secondary level chemistry, physics, botany, and zoology are taught as four different subjects. In these syllabuses the content is specified as a series of units arranged in a suggested teaching sequence. However, this suggested sequence is not expected to be strictly followed by the teacher. The teacher is free to evolve his own teaching sequence, as long as he takes due care to see that the prerequisite fundamentals necessary to begin any particular unit have been previously mastered by his students.

Even in the curricula of the four separate science subjects at the senior secondary level a more integrated approach, than was evident in the traditional curricula, has been adopted. The following two features may be noted:

a) In each subject some of the traditional schemes of dividing the content have been abandoned. For example, in botany, instead of studying plant types separately, the morphological aspects of a range of plants are taken up under the theme of 'diversity' and their life cycles under 'reproduction'. In chemistry, instead of dividing the content into inorganic, organic, physical; the entire curriculum has been developed around several major themes such as structure, bonding, energetics and periodicity.
b) The application of each subject to life and its effects on society and environment receives emphasis.

Assessment of student performance. Schools conduct their own term, raid-year and end-of-the-year tests. In these the teachers use a variety of assessment techniques such as observation, interviewing, written tests, and continuous assessment. Beyond grade V the written test is the most common form of assessment.

There are two national level public examinations, the GCE ‘O’ Level at the end of grade X and the GCE ‘A’ Level at the end of grade XII. Both of these are written examinations. Practical work is not tested separately. However, the theory papers include some questions which test familiarity with practical work. In regard to the ‘A’ Level examination the students now have to complete a specified minimum amount of practical work at school, in order to become eligible to sit the written examination.

Each of the two public examinations consists of a Paper I containing fixed response multiple choice questions and a Paper II containing structured and semi-structured free response questions. Some details regarding these question papers are given in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Some details about GCE ‘O’ Level science and GCE ‘A’ Level chemistry, physics, botany and zoology question papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination</th>
<th>Question paper</th>
<th>Number of questions</th>
<th>Answering time (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple choice fixed response type</td>
<td>Structured free response type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCE ‘O’ Level</td>
<td>Paper I</td>
<td>40/40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper II</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCE ‘A’ Level</td>
<td>Paper I</td>
<td>60/60</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper II</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each of the cages indicating the number of questions, the denominator refers to the total number of questions given and the numerator refers to the number of questions to be answered by the candidate.

In designing these question papers a table of specifications is used to ensure content validity and objective validity. A modified form of Bloom’s classification of the cognitive domain is used to
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specify the assessment objectives, leading to the categorization of questions into (a) recall of factual information; (b) comprehension; (c) application; and (d) higher abilities (analysis, synthesis, and evaluation).

Science activities, laboratory work and equipment. Basically, the science curricula at all school levels have been designed to operate on a foundation of practical activities. Although it is not impossible to achieve some of the objectives of the curricula in the absence of practical activities, any one attempting to teach or learn science without giving due regard to the specified component of practical work would fall far short of the intended outcomes. Thus the availability of facilities for practical work as well as the effective utilization of the facilities are indispensable to the success of the school science curricula. The responsibility of supplying the necessary equipment and chemicals lies with the Ministry of Education.

Facilities for practical work. The primary level classes do not require a great deal of standard apparatus or equipment for their exploratory and investigatory activities within the subject Environmental Studies. Nor do they require any special laboratory space for it. For the most part they use materials freely available to them in the environment. Where the primary classes form a part of a school with higher forms, they are able to make use of the equipment made available to the upper school. Of those schools with only primary classes, 2,500 have been supplied recently with an equipment kit under UNICEF aid. Of the rest of the schools, some have received limited financial allocations from the Ministry of Education for purchasing some of the basic equipment, but there are still a considerable number of schools to be provided for in the future.

It has been decided that junior secondary and/or senior secondary science classes should be provided with adequately equipped laboratories. There are two main categories of laboratories among schools: those designed for teaching science in grades VI to X and those designed for teaching the separate science subjects in grades XI and XII.

The former category of laboratory has been designed to accommodate a situation where teaching is done as a harmonious blend of theory and practical work, a condition necessary to the successful achievement of objectives of the integrated science curriculum. The
same end may be reached, by creating ‘science rooms’, which are ordinary classrooms converted into a secure place with minimum facilities for science activities and storing equipment.

For teaching chemistry, physics, botany and zoology at senior secondary level a proper laboratory is essential. Out of about 1,900 schools with senior secondary level classes only about 450 schools have a science stream, and these have laboratories designed for teaching the separate science subjects.

Standard lists of equipment and chemicals required for junior and senior secondary levels have been prepared by the Ministry of Education with the help of curriculum committees. These lists are subject to revision on the introduction of new curricula. The quantities supplied to each school depend on the student enrolment, the unit for working out quantities being a class of 30 students. An effective system of distributing equipment and chemicals has been set up through the Central Science Store of the Ministry of Education.

A small sum of money is also made available annually to schools to purchase certain specified day-to-day requirements such as soap, zoological specimens for dissection, petrol and so on. The sum received by each school is calculated on the basis of the number of students in each grade.

_The sources of equipment and chemicals._ The equipment and chemicals are manufactured by the Government Science Equipment Production Unit (holders and stands, insect display boards, ripple tank, vibrators, trolley units, DNA models); manufactured by local private sector firms and purchased by the Ministry of Education (ammeters, voltmeters, balances); purchased by the government from foreign manufacturers (chemicals, microscopes, thermometers, chemical balances, cathode ray apparatus, glassware); received from foreign agencies under aid programmes (e.g. UNICEF); and produced by teachers using local low-cost materials (circuit boards, motors, dynamos).

The total money allocation for purchase of school science equipment and chemicals by the government for the year 1983 was Rs. 16 million.* Of this only 4 million was used for purchases from

---

* Approximately Sri Lankan rupees (SRs) 25 = One US dollar

---

*349*
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local manufacturers with the balance used to purchase equipment from foreign manufacturers.

Practical work at the classroom level. At the junior secondary level, examinations in practical work have never been held. Yet at this level most teachers are enthusiastic about building up their lessons around practical activities. This may be because they find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to teach science concepts to children at that particular stage of development without resorting to practical activities.

At the senior secondary level there were practical examinations up to 1970 as part of the GCE ‘A’ Level examinations. During this era the usual practice was to devote 50 per cent of the teaching time for practical work. In 1970, the practical examination was abolished and was replaced by a scheme of continuous assessment which was done internally by the school itself. The teacher was expected to grade each student, according to a five-point scale, by observation of the student during normal practical work and by holding a series of practical tests during the course. A grade on the five-point scale had to be awarded for (i) manipulative skills; (ii) ability to observe and record; (iii) ability to analyse and interpret observations; and (iv) ability to plan and design experiments.

Based on these gradings a final index of performance had to be computed and expressed as a score on a five-point scale. A student had to obtain a minimum score of three to qualify to sit the theory papers. An additional qualifying requirement was that each student had to do a minimum quantity of experimental work (e.g. participation in 50 per cent of the practical work scheduled for the two years in botany and zoology).

This scheme of internal continuous assessment was, by and large, a failure from its very inception, mainly due to lack of an effective programme of supervision. Between 1970 and 1982 practical work in the senior secondary classes was progressively neglected, and untidy, empty laboratories were a common sight in many schools. Lack of interest in practical work began to be reflected in student performance at ‘A’ Level written examinations, especially in respect of those questions with a practical bias.

Remedial measures to resuscitate practical work in schools were initiated in the last quarter of 1982. A list of experimental work was
prescribed for each subject. New regulations were framed to disqualify students who do not complete 60 per cent of the prescribed experimental work, from sitting the ‘A’ Level examination. An intensive programme of school supervision has been mounted to ensure strict adherence to the above regulations. The supervising teams, led by officers of the Curriculum Development Centre, during their visits to schools endeavour to convince the students and the teachers of the value of experimental work in learning science, rather than adopting coercive tactics. With this programme in operation, the year 1983 witnessed a pleasing change within the schools where, once again, experimental work is gradually being restored to its due place within the senior secondary science curriculum.

The schools have been advised to use about 50 per cent of the teaching time of each science subject, for practical activities. The teachers have been advised to build up theory on the basis of practical work rather than perform experiments to demonstrate previously learned theory.

**Use of educational technology**

Educational technology is just beginning to have a significant impact on science teaching. Until quite recently, radio was the only medium used to any considerable extent in the schools, and that too has not developed into a regular practice other than in exceptional instances. Schools are not equipped even with basic items such as slide projectors, film projectors, and overhead projectors. The recently introduced educational television is beginning to make an impact in the schools. A computer education programme is due to begin shortly and work is already in progress to establish a National Media Centre.

Educational television (ETV). The recently established national television network began transmitting regular educational programmes, especially designed for senior secondary science and mathematics students, in May 1983. At present these programmes are transmitted at the rate of one programme per week in each of chemistry, physics, botany, zoology and mathematics. All programmes are produced in both languages, Sinhala and Tamil. Allowing for school holidays, this works out at 24 programmes per subject per year in each language medium. The present programmes are aimed only at the students of grade XI classes. The number of programmes is
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scheduled to increase to cover grade XII as well. In the future ETV programmes will be extended to cover other subjects at all levels.

The decision to begin ETV programmes at the senior secondary level was a pragmatic one, based on three main considerations.

a) It was economically more feasible to only supply television sets and video recorders to the 450 schools with senior secondary science classes;

b) The majority of the schools with senior secondary classes have access to electricity while such is not the case with the rest of the schools; and

c) ETV was considered to be a means of reducing the disadvantages suffered by science students in rural areas due to shortages of qualified science teachers.

Of the schools having senior secondary science classes, 420 have access to electricity. Each of these schools has been supplied with one or more 20-inch colour TV receivers. One hundred and thirty-four of the larger schools were also supplied with video-cassette recorders. In those schools without access to mains electricity, solar panels and appropriate models of TV receivers are now being installed.

The ETV programmes are produced as a joint venture of the Ministry of State (production and transmission) and the Ministry of Education (content and methodology).

The computer education programme. The decision to have a computer education programme was made by the Ministry of Education in December 1982. The two main objectives of the envisaged programme are to enable students in the senior secondary level classes to become acquainted with micro-computers and their simple everyday uses (basic computer language and fundamentals of computer programming); and provide an opportunity for school students and out-of-school youth to learn how to operate computers and so take advantage of the rapidly increasing employment opportunities in the computer field.

At the initial stage about 150 of the larger schools with senior secondary science classes will be supplied with micro-computers and audio cassette tape players (for the programs). They already have TV colour monitors for use as visual display units. After the initial phase these facilities will be extended to other schools.
The teachers who will be in charge of the programme in the 150 schools will be trained in six training centres.

The National Media Centre. Work is in progress to establish a National Media Centre at the Curriculum Development Centre. It will produce audio and video tapes, slides, overhead projector transparencies and multi-media packages and make them available to schools. Training teachers in the use of media will be another vital function of this centre. It is also expected to undertake surveys and research in regard to the use of media for teaching and learning.

A programme to establish a network of Regional Media Centres, is also envisaged. The work of the regional centres will be co-ordinated by the National Centre and they will service the schools in the various regions of the country. Each regional centre will then adapt the main programme to the special characteristics and needs of its own region.

Teacher training

At present, except in the case of a few special subjects, the minimum educational qualification required by a person to be recruited as a teacher is three passes in the relevant subjects at the 'A' Level examination. Non-graduates possessing this minimum qualification are recruited on the basis of a competitive selection examination. Before 1981, teachers with only 'O' Level were also recruited. The different categories of teachers available for teaching science and mathematics, at junior and senior secondary levels, and their numbers (data for the year 1981) are as follows:

Graduates:  
- Physical science 916
- Biological science 960
- Mathematics 354

University (under-graduate)  
Diploma holders in science mathematics 205

Trained teachers (trained at Teachers' Colleges)  
- Science 3,654
- Mathematics 3,355

Certificated teachers 124

GCE 'A' Level/ 'O' Level qualified teachers 4,893
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Other than in exceptional circumstances science subjects at the senior secondary level are taught by graduates. Non-graduate science teachers are mostly confined to the junior secondary level. At the primary level, there are no specialized science teachers, and the science component is handled by the teacher of environmental studies. Many of the 62,000 primary teachers are untrained.

Professional courses in teacher education. The universities (under the Ministry of Higher Education) conduct a one-year postgraduate Diploma in Education; and a post-graduate Diploma in Education of the Open University, which is a two-year correspondence course. The Teachers Colleges (under the Ministry of Education) award the Trained Teachers Certificate (two-year course).

All these courses are pre-service in character, although the students for the Diploma in Education, as well as for the teachers' college courses, are selected from teachers who have been teaching for several years. The Diploma in Education courses are open only to graduate teachers. Teachers colleges undertake the training of non-graduate teachers who make up the bulk of the country's teacher population. Teachers colleges provide a variety of courses to meet the needs of primary level teachers and those teaching different subject combinations at the junior secondary level.

The Teachers College curriculum consists of: (a) foundation courses in educational psychology and principles of education; (b) general education—first language, English, religion, aesthetics and agriculture; (c) specialization in subject areas such as science, mathematics, English; (d) teaching practice; and (e) school and community activities.

Evaluation for the purposes of awarding the Trained Teachers Certificate is carried out by a terminal external written examination, internal evaluation by continuous assessment and several tests evaluating proficiency in classroom teaching, and a presentation of assigned projects and other professional achievements.

Out of a total of 25 teachers colleges only ten provide science courses. There were 928 trainees admitted into the science courses in 1981. Fourteen teachers colleges offer primary education courses. Admissions for 1981 numbered 645. For these streams the selection of trainees is based on their seniority as teachers.
Owing to a mismatch between teacher recruitment and teacher training in the past, there is now a considerable backlog of untrained teachers, both at the primary and junior secondary school levels.

Distance education programme for training teachers. A distance education programme has been initiated by the Ministry of Education to train the backlog of teachers while they are in schools and attending to their normal duties as teachers. Initially the course will be open to a limited number of teachers on a pilot basis but will later expand gradually to cover the total population. These courses will comprise: postal communication through printed materials; written assignments; contact sessions with tutors; and direct supervision by tutors.

The minimum period for completing the course and obtaining the Trained Teachers Certificate is two years.

In-service teacher education. Training teachers once and for all through one or two year courses has been found to be inadequate to meet the requirements of the changing school curricula. Thus, a systematic and regular in-service teacher education programme has been put into operation by the Curriculum Development Centre. Seminars and workshops are held in all districts for teachers at all school levels.

The basic planning for the in-service seminars is done at the Curriculum Development Centre. Seminars are held with the help of in-service advisers (‘master teachers’) appointed on a district basis for each of the main subject areas. There are separate regional in-service advisers for primary education, junior secondary science, and each of the senior secondary science subjects. Out of these, only the junior secondary science advisers work full time on in-service education. The advisers of the primary and senior secondary levels are full-time teachers in schools, whose services are used as and when required for in-service advisory work.

The in-service education programme which originally began as a ‘maintenance and repair service’, has now established itself as a quality improvement programme of vital importance.

Research

A considerable amount of activity involving a research component goes on all the time within the Ministry of Education.
programmes associated with science education are evaluated, practical problems are identified, relating to organizational or curriculum aspects. In either case, effective remedial steps are taken on the basis of studies conducted by officials of the Ministry of Education or by the Regional Departments of Education under the Ministry. But such studies usually remain within the realm of day-to-day office work and are rarely carried on to the level of presentation and publication as formal research papers. For example, the science subject committees of the Curriculum Development Centre are at present taking stock of the extent and nature of practical work being done in the schools in the ‘A’ Level classes. This is done by studying the situation in selected samples of schools from separate educational districts. Problems encountered by the schools are identified and remedial measures applied as soon as possible. This kind of programme, where corrections are applied through negative feedback loops all along the line, is commoner than long drawn-out research studies, the results of which can be used only at the terminal stage.

Some officials concerned with science education, for example those attached to universities under scholarship schemes to satisfy a requirement for confirmation in their posts, have been able to conduct in-depth studies on problems related to their work and record them in the form of reports and dissertations. Such studies have been of immense use to the Ministry for further planning in relevant areas. Most studies of this nature have been concerned with working out fresh guidelines for developing (a) new curricula in different science subjects; (b) assessment procedures; (c) teacher training strategies; and (d) supervision of science teaching.

The Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education has applied for membership of the International Project Council to participate in the Second Science Study of the International Association for Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA).

Programmes for out-of-school youth and adults and popularization of science and technology

The positive attitude of the Government towards popularization of science and technology may be gathered from its National Science and Technology Policy. The fact that the country has such a policy entitles the various Ministries and other public organizations to devote a portion of the resources available to them for purposes of
disseminating scientific knowledge, and developing scientific attitudes and skills among the general public. The government also gives due recognition and support to private organizations and agencies that show concern for the popularization of science (e.g. The Sri Lanka Association for the Advancement of Science).

The mass media. The national newspapers, radio and television give wide coverage to scientific topics. They are mostly concerned with the day-to-day problems of individual and family health, agriculture, national development and conservation, as well as a scientific analysis of traditional practices and beliefs. The fact that Sri Lanka has a literacy rate of over 85 per cent, coupled with the fact that a newspaper bought by one individual is often shared and read by many others, makes the newspapers a powerful medium through which scientific information reaches a large proportion of the public. The radio, being a fairly common household item, is also a highly effective medium in this respect. In addition to the school service programmes of the Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation, about one-tenth of the general broadcasting time is devoted to educational programmes which include a component of science. At present television is available only to a limited audience but programmes of general scientific interest are included among the regular TV transmissions. At present only some of these programmes are locally produced, whilst others are popular programmes obtained from other countries, usually in English.

Adult Education Centres Programme of the Ministry of Education. These centres were established in 1977 to provide information to adults and out-of-school youth about improved agricultural, health, vocational and other practices with a view to improving their conditions and enabling them to participate more effectively in the development programmes of the country.

At the time the programme was established the country was divided into 160 electorates, and the scheme has been implemented in 140 of them. For this purpose an Adult Education Officer (AEO) was appointed to each division.

The AEO organizes suitable educational programmes for the adults in the area with the participation of many agencies, including public sector institutions, private sector and voluntary organizations. The content of these educational programmes is variable and depends
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on the needs and problems peculiar to each group. In general, it includes vocational guidance, general information, health, short-term skills training, environmental problems, and effective utilization of traditional knowledge and time tested techniques available in the community.

The Adult Education Centre Programme is the responsibility of the Non-formal Education Branch of the Ministry of Education. Recently, the Ministry has set up a centre for non-formal education research and development, the main functions of which will be development of non-formal education curricula, staff development, documentation and publicity aspects, and adaptation of traditional technology.

The Committee for the Popularization of Science, of the Sri Lanka Association for the Advancement of Science. This is a statutory committee of the association and its main objectives are to disseminate scientific information and promote scientific thinking among school children and the lay population of the country. However most of its activities are directly concerned with school children, for several reasons. In the first place, the school children form an easily accessible and organized target group for implementing systematic programmes of activity. Second, experience has shown that the school children are highly receptive to the ideas and ideals of the scientific community and it is assumed that a scientifically oriented child population would eventually lead to the establishment of a scientifically oriented adult population. Finally, as a strategy for popularizing science within the total community, the school children could be developed into effective agents for carrying the message to the adults.

Some of the current activities of the Popularization of Science Committee are:

'Vidyapithi'. This is the popular science journal of the committee which carries articles written by eminent scientists and scientific writers. Usually, four issues are published each year.

*Nature Diaries Programme*. The programme is intended to promote the skill of scientific observation and maintaining records among school children. Child volunteers undertake to maintain regular records of selected natural events or phenomena over a period of several months. Awards are given to the school as well as to the student making the best contribution.
Science Day Programme. This is carried out throughout the
country (in different areas on different days) with the objective of
disseminating scientific knowledge and promoting scientific thinking
among students and others. Important components of the pro-gram-
me are popular lectures, discussions by resource persons, demonstra-
tions, science quizzes, film shows, mini-exhibitions and oratorical
contests.

Popular lectures. Under this programme popular science lec-
tures are delivered by scientists in different parts of the country.

Use and hazards of agrochemicals programme. This programme
commenced in 1981 when a group of about 100 school children of
upper grades, drawn from different parts of the country, attended a
one-day seminar, the theme of which was the Use and Hazards of
Agrochemicals. The purpose of this initial seminar was to sensitize
the children to the above problem. Subsequently, 80 children select-
ed from the above group were given training in the safe use of agro-
chemicals at the In-Service Training Institute of the Department of
Agriculture. Later some of these children conducted seminars for
their friends and adults, in their own localities, with the support of
relevant expert personnel. This is a concrete example of the strategy
of getting the children to act as agents for spreading the message of
the scientists among the lay adults.

Environmental Monitoring Programme. A programme has been
planned where volunteer groups of senior secondary level students
will undertake to monitor environmental parameters in their locality.

Affiliation of other science bodies to the Popularization of
Science Committee. Provision exists for any science organization in
a school or a locality to seek affiliation to the Popularization of Sci-
ence Committee. Such affiliation entitles them to technical support
and expertise from the Committee. Specific projects of affiliated
bodies may even be backed financially by the Committee.

Current innovations

Production of curriculum materials through workshops. Organ-
izing workshops of one to two weeks duration has been found to be
a very efficient system of generating high quality curriculum mate-
rials within a short period of time. At these workshops groups
consisting of research scientists, university teachers, school teachers
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and curriculum developers jointly discuss and identify learning experiences, select content and develop experimental work for selected topics. Quite a large number of such workshops have been successfully held during the last few years. One such workshop was the Unesco sponsored National Workshop on the Preparation of Instructional Materials for Teaching certain Non-traditional areas in Chemistry and Zoology. This workshop resulted in the production of three teachers’ guides; which are now widely used by teachers of senior secondary classes. They are Natural Resources of Sri Lanka (1979), (related to the chemistry curriculum); Pests of Common Crops in Sri Lanka (1979); and Inland Fisheries in Sri Lanka (1979) (related to the zoology curriculum).

Field Studies Centres Programme. This programme is mainly concerned with utilizing the natural habitat, as the teaching/learning resource for developing environmental concepts in school children. At present there are seven Field Studies Centres located in different parts of the country. Each centre has been developed to provide necessary facilities and easy access to an extensive and ecologically complex natural habitat for environmental study purposes. The habitats, coming within the ambit of this programme include forest reserves, river banks, and a lagoon. There are plans to increase the number of Field Studies Centres, but even with the existing number of Centres a wide variety of natural habitats, where widely different edaphic factors and climatic regimes prevail, have become accessible for study purposes.

Except in the case of the oldest of these Field Studies Centres, which has its own premises with buildings and other facilities, the other Centres have been organized, in the premises of suitably located large schools. Study camps (mostly residential) are held at these centres enabling the students and teachers to conduct studies using the environment as a resource. So far most studies at these camps have been of an ecological nature. But there have been instances where other issues have been considered (e.g. the study camp on the ‘Utilization of solar energy’ held at one of the Centres in 1981).

Science education support centres programme. So far three such centres have been established in three widely separated regions of the country to help teachers plan stimulating lessons; handle and improvise apparatus, use the environment as a teaching resource and enrich their knowledge.
THAILAND

The National Scheme of Education provides for six years of primary education, three years lower secondary and three years of upper secondary education. This new 6:3:3 system was implemented in 1978.

Primary education aims to provide and to maintain literacy and to develop in the individual cognitive ability, numeral manipulation, communication skills and adequate knowledge that may be applicable to future occupational roles. It is also aimed towards personal development and the promotion of attitudes desirable for life in a democratic society. It is compulsory for all Thai children. Secondary education aims to provide appropriate academic and vocational knowledge compatible with the learner's age, needs, interests, skills and aptitudes which will ultimately be beneficial to his chosen career and society. Extensive elective subjects in the academic and vocational areas are offered in the lower secondary level. In the upper secondary level, students are guided to concentrate on areas of specialization needed for their chosen career of occupation. Higher education aims at the full development of human intellectual abilities to facilitate the advancement in knowledge and technology.

Non-formal education is organized outside the regular school system. It may be designed for specific purposes or it may be part of other educational programmes, the objectives of which are to develop ability in problem-solving, or to provide certain occupational skills or to give specific knowledge and information according to the needs and interests of the people. The educational system is shown in Figure 1 on the following page.

In 1981, there were 7.5 million primary school children in all six grades (96.6 per cent of the age group); 1.1 million lower secondary school students (31.1 per cent of the age group); 884,075 upper secondary school (20.5 per cent of the age group); and 235,092 students in higher learning institutions (4.2 per cent of the age group).
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Figure 1. Educational system
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Science education in schools

During the past ten years, Thailand has taken deliberate measures to improve science teaching in all schools throughout the Kingdom. The Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) was established in 1971 to develop all aspects of curriculum reform in science teaching.

Primary level. Since the introduction of the new educational scheme, the primary school curriculum has been overhauled. It is designed to cultivate qualities and outcomes under the broad headings of developing basic knowledge and skills; being a good member of the community and the Nation; developing desirable personal qualities; and striving for a peaceful life.

This curriculum reform attempted to eliminate the subject boundaries, as much as possible, and to emphasize the integration within and between subject areas. The four subject areas are: skills (Thai and mathematics), life experiences (science, health and social studies), character development (moral education, civic duties, music, arts and physical education) and work-oriented experiences (practical work for the establishment of a vocational foundation).

Science is now integrated with health and social studies within the life experiences area. The aims for life experiences are to emphasize the problem solving process and the various aspects of human societal needs and problems, for the purposes of survival and leading a good life. The Curriculum and Instruction Department prepared detailed guidelines for teachers in all subject areas including life experiences. The change is rather drastic in the sense that science is no longer taught as a subject but is integrated with health and social studies. Integration has its own merits as well as shortfalls. Most primary school teachers are not familiar with this approach. The in-service training of teachers is not possible owing to the great number of teachers in primary schools. The curriculum guidelines alone are not sufficient to enable teachers to organize the teaching/learning activities to meet the objectives.

In 1979, realizing the urgent need to help teachers to cope with this new innovation, IPST prepared teaching/learning packages for the teaching of science as part of life experiences. These were tried-out for grades I and II in 43 schools covering all regions of the country, for grades III and IV in 1980 and for grades V and VI in 1981. Feedback was collected and used for revision. The final
version of the teaching materials for grades I to IV have now been completed and those for grades V and VI will be completed soon. The teaching package consists of a detailed teachers' guide, workcards, posters, equipment and other necessary materials. They are put together in kits so that teachers may carry them from one class to another. The kits are so designed that they are low-cost and can be locally made by teachers if they so desire. Since most primary school teachers have a heavy teaching load, the mass production of these kits is essential. The Ministry of Education has made a decision to assign the mass production responsibility to Kurusapa, the commercial arm of the Ministry.

The IPST is still very much concerned with this problem and trying to work out the in-service training of teachers by different approaches, perhaps through school clusters and the Science Teachers Servicing Centres (STSCs).

Science education at secondary level. Science is a required subject for all students in lower secondary schools and is studied for four periods a week. The science course offered at this level is an integrated programme developed by IPST and first implemented in 1977.

At the upper secondary level, students are required to take only four semester courses in science for three periods a week. The students who do not intend to study further in the science related field or those who terminate their study at this level will select the physical and biological science course developed by IPST. The science-oriented students will select all of the three science courses—physics, chemistry and biology. These courses were developed by IPST and first implemented in 1976. With the introduction of the new educational scheme, these courses were revised and the second cycle was launched in 1981. Since there are three years in the upper secondary school, these new science courses are designed to cover six semesters for grades X, XI and XII. The study period for biology and chemistry is three periods a week each, and four periods a week for physics.

Science curriculum development. The movement towards reform of science education in Thailand has been stimulated by the methods being used in the developed countries as well as by the country's own interest to produce good scientists, technologists and technicians.
The IPST was established to:

a) initiate, execute and promote the study and research of curricula, teaching techniques and evaluation in sciences, mathematics and technology at all educational levels;

b) promote and execute training programmes for teachers, instructors, lecturers, students and university students on the teaching of sciences, mathematics and technology.

c) promote and execute research, development and production of science equipment and materials for teaching the sciences, mathematics and technology; and

d) promote the preparation of texts, exercises, references, supplementary materials and teachers' guides on the sciences, mathematics and technology.

The overall objectives were broad and ambitious, and difficult to fulfil immediately, especially at the early stage of IPST. It was decided initially to focus attention on the development of science curricula at secondary level and mathematics curricula for both primary and secondary levels. The innovation of science and mathematics curricula by IPST was a truly national effort with generous assistance from Unesco and UNDP.

The projects in the early stage were focused on the development of mathematics for primary schools; mathematics for science students in lower secondary; mathematics for upper secondary; mathematics for non-science students in upper secondary; integrated science for lower secondary; physics, chemistry and biology for science students in upper secondary; and physical science for non-science students in upper secondary schools. A systematic approach to curriculum reform was adopted from the beginning to develop, test and evaluate student's texts and teachers' guides, to develop and guide production of science equipment, teacher training materials, evaluation procedures and instruments. The systems approach served to synchronize and provide adequate preparation for the acceptance of the major outputs and to provide clear insights of the inputs required. This made it easier to see the sequential development tasks as an intricate part of the total operation.

In the second phase of the operation, IPST launched eight additional projects which were the development of primary science; basic science for agriculture; basic science for industrial arts; basic science
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for home economics and arts and crafts; mathematics for agriculture; mathematics for industrial arts; mathematics for economics and arts and crafts; and mathematics for commerce.

The IPST curriculum development model. The major activities in the system used by IPST for the development, implementation and follow-up of the curriculum are shown in Figure 2. Curriculum development is depicted as a continuous process which begins with defining goals and objectives and deciding the themes, content, skills and attitudes to be developed. Criteria for selection of content, activities, attitudes, and skills are established and the curriculum materials are developed; trials are conducted; evaluation data is collected, and the curricula revised and published; teachers are trained; the curricula is implemented and school follow-up established. The second cycle starts with a revision and modification of the goals and objectives after the overall evaluation of the implementation in the schools.

Figure 2. IPST curriculum development model
Although each activity shown in Figure 2 follows sequentially, a great deal of concurrent development occurs in the process. In each curriculum, four areas are developed simultaneously, namely, the writing of student's texts and teachers' guides, evaluation, teacher training and the development of science equipment. Writing of the drafts and trial of student's texts and teachers' guides and the revision and completion of the final manuscripts for printing for implementation, set the pace and determine the schedules that the other areas must meet.

The evaluation team first prepares and pretests attitudes, understanding and science process skills through questionnaires and tests. These are administered to a control group and the trial group, before and after the trials. Then when the trials begin in the schools, formative and achievement tests are prepared. At the end of the trials the bank of test items, now pretested in the trial schools, are used to develop diagnostic tests to assist teachers in the early years of implementation.

Teacher training begins within the first year of curriculum development. Teachers are brought to the Institute to try out experiments to assess their suitability, to discuss guidelines and chapter drafts and to test the first designs of science equipment. Some of these teachers become trial teachers, test the trial student's texts, equipment and achievement tests. Some of the in-service instructors are selected from the trial teachers.

The design of science equipment begins also at the time of the first draft of the student's text. The first prototypes are tested by teachers, redesigned and checked before being produced in amounts of up to 300 for the trial schools. After the first trial, equipment is redesigned where necessary and reproduced for the second trial. After completion of the second school trial, the equipment is passed to the industrial design section and then to large scale production.

The development of achievement tests ensure that the examinations are set on the new curricula to assess the achievement of objectives the design team is attempting to reach. The teacher training involves a considerable number of teachers in the development process, and, as a result, they become identified with the new curriculum. Those acting as in-service instructors can draw from their real classroom experience with the curriculum.
Trial and implementation of the first cycle curricula. The first year of school trials for upper secondary school physics, chemistry and biology was completed at the end of February 1973. This involved ten schools, 30 teachers and 720 students. Trials of two upper secondary mathematics curricula, four credit and six credit point courses, the lower secondary general science curricula and the first level of primary mathematics were begun in 1974. In June 1978 the first graduates from the IPST science curricula entered universities. The trial school programme and the implementation schedules are shown for the science and mathematics curricula in Figures 3 and 4.

School science equipment. The development, testing and redesign of equipment followed a similar schedule to that of the student's textbook. The IPST's experience in school science equipment development is considered by many overseas and regional visitors as a forerunner in the application of new dimensions in the design of curriculum projects. Two main reasons for this view have been suggested; firstly, the low-cost equipment is designed and tested as an integral part of curriculum development, and secondly, the large scale production of equipment is the outcome of a cross sectoral venture between a commercial enterprise, Ongkarn Kha, the Ministry of Education, and IPST with UNDP, UNIDO and Unesco assistance.

Ongkarn Kha is basically a printing and publishing house with its own commercial distribution network for the 73 provinces throughout Thailand. Its potential for success as a school science equipment manufacturer and distributor appears very high. Furthermore, the control of policy by the Ministry of Education gives weight to the arguments in favour of developing the school science equipment within Ongkarn Kha. The real uncertainties lay in the lack of experience in this type of production. However, the Ministry of Education made a decision in 1975 that Ongkarn Kha would be given the responsibility of large scale production of science equipment for all schools throughout the Kingdom. IPST then turned over all prototype equipment to Ongkarn Kha immediately the decision was made so that science equipment would be produced in time for the implementation of the new science curricula in 1976.
Figure 3. Plan for trial teaching and full implementation for Thailand (first cycle)
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Figure 4. Plan for trial teaching and full implementation for mathematics in Thailand (first cycle)
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Full implementation
In-service teacher training. The IPST not only trains the staff of instructors but it also organizes all the in-service training programmes. It provides teachers’ guides, class equipment, audio-visual equipment, video-tapes and filmstrips as well as supplementary and self-instructional materials for the teachers. It also finances their travel and stipend. More than 25,000 teachers (excluding primary teachers) have been trained from 1975 to the end of 1978 in seven subject areas of IPST science and mathematics curricula. This number represents about 90 per cent of the upper secondary teachers and about 80 per cent of the lower secondary science and mathematics teachers.

IPST uses an integrated approach to the in-service programme; the content being integrated with methodology and with evaluation. Instructors try to use the methodologies that they would like to see teachers use in the classrooms. The teachers carry out representative experiments arranged by the instructors in the way that they were advocated to do in the class. The design of the programme is influenced to a large extent by the continuing evaluation of teachers’ performance and opinions. These evaluations of the IPST teacher training programmes give reasonably clear insights into the nature and needs for continued teacher training.

Development research. From the beginning, IPST has had a strong commitment to developmental research and evaluation. Right throughout the planning, development and trial of materials, and in the provision of teacher training, information has been carefully collected and analysed. The major purpose of this evaluation has been to assist on-going management and development decisions; to revise on a continual basis, not only the materials being developed but also the UNDP and Government inputs and procedures for development, trial and dissemination. A clear indication of this commitment to continuous evaluation and feedback can be found in IPST publications.

The total evaluation programme is illustrated in Figure 5 for the years 1973 to 1981 on the following page.

The analysis of the results of the students has guided the revisions of trial books, teachers’ guides and training materials. Some 50 research papers have been written describing these activities and findings.
Figure 5. Evaluation and testing of IPST curricula, 1973-1981

- Prepare research equipment
- Instruments to test lab skills and science skills
- Comparative research on attitudes and interest between students of IPST curriculum and the old curriculum
- Comparative research on achievements based on IEA test battery
- Follow-up on the achievement in entrance examination of IPST science students
- Follow-up on further studies of IPST science students in the universities
- Follow-up on the implementation of IPST science curricula
- Follow-up on the trial school programme of IPST curricula
- Follow-up on the nationwide implementation of IPST curriculum research teacher behaviour
- Study the continuation of lower and upper secondary curriculum
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School follow-up. Now that many of the IPST curricula have reached the implementation stage, evaluation research has extended into a stage of school follow-up and continuous renewal. The plans for monitoring the nationwide implementation are indicated by the oval and round circles in Figure 5. A team of seven IPST staff, one from each design team and the evaluation team, visit randomly-selected schools throughout the Kingdom collecting data, tackling teachers' problems in classrooms, holding meetings of teachers and discussing strategies with follow-up personnel from the 20 school groups. The IPST team visited about 300 of the 500 upper secondary schools during 1977 and 1978.

Revision and the implementation of the second cycle curriculum. The revision and modification of all curriculum materials follow the same model as in the first cycle. All of the findings collected from the follow-up programmes proved to be very useful as guidelines for further improvement. The nationwide implementation served as a large scale trial for the second cycle revision. Reports from direct observations on school visits as well as those from questionnaires gave the design teams sufficient information as to what extent the curriculum materials should be improved. An alternative sequence of concepts might be necessary in some cases; new experiments or new equipment might be more appropriate in others. The application of science concepts to everyday living were updated to make them more consistent with the advancement of new technology. New editions of all curriculum materials were prepared and implemented for grades X, XI and XII as follows: physical and biological science (1981-1982); and chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics (4 credits), and mathematics (2 credits) (1981-1983).

Criteria for selection of content. The IPST curriculum team considered it necessary to formulate criteria for the selection of content which would give some rationale to support the choice of such content.

The criteria are that the content selected should:

a) lead up to modern science and reflect ideas and structure of the most recently accepted advances;

b) show continuity and follow a logical conceptual scheme;

c) have a capacity for unifying and explaining the widest variety of phenomena and data;
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d) be teachable within the time allocated and suitable for students' intellectual maturity and interest;
e) be within the capability and experience of the teachers and adequacy of resources;
f) contain examples of important applications to technology, agriculture, medicine, industry and social sciences in Thailand;
g) bring out the relationship to other fields of study, especially to the natural sciences and mathematics;
h) contribute to the growth and development of the individual as well as society and stimulate the proper utilization of natural resources and the preservation of the environment.

It is obvious that they do not indicate specifically what kind of science content should be included in the science curriculum. Final decisions on the theme and characteristics of the course are ultimately made as a result of the subjective judgement of the curriculum team members.

Science in the lower secondary schools. Science is compulsory for all children at the lower secondary level. The integrated science course is part of the effort to develop new science courses by IPST for all schools in Thailand and was first implemented in grade I in 1977. The generalized themes chosen for the six-semester integrated science curriculum are shown in Figure 6. Throughout the curriculum, change, energy and the environment are interrelated and interwoven with the development of skills and science attitudes.

Figure 6. Themes of integrated science for grades VII-IX
Topic areas are grouped around these broad themes and are written as the ideas 'flow'. The topics are organized into chapters and the chapters are grouped into grades VII to IX. A good deal of shifting of ideas and topics from one chapter to another and some re-grouping of chapters continue through the expansion stages.

The final grouping of topics around the three major themes and the interrelationship between topics are shown in the conceptual scheme for IPST integrated science in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7. Conceptual scheme of integrated science grades VII-IX

![Conceptual scheme of integrated science grades VII-IX](image)

The grade VII topics (labelled (VII) in the figure) are centred around the concept of a 'changing world around us' and make use of many examples of change from the environment. The grade VIII curriculum (topics labelled (VII!) in the diagram) is concerned with energy and changes and the environment. In the grade IX emphasis is placed on the scientific approach, to balancing resources and development. While focused on the environment, the concepts of energy and change are interwoven in the fabric of the content. Decisions are taken continually through this initial development stage. Some basic criteria for selection and style are set as IPST policy; other decisions, more specific to the particular curriculum, are built up as the work progresses.
Science in the upper secondary schools. All science courses at this level are elective. There are three main categories of science courses, (a) for science students; (b) vocational students; and (c) non-science students. Although all courses are elective all students have to select at least 12 periods of science. If they are not science or vocational oriented, they usually take the physical and biological science specially designed for non-science students.

There are physics, chemistry and biology courses for science students. These courses are basically conceptual-oriented. Conscious attempts have been made to include the applications of science principles to problem-solving and decision-making on matters of current concern to students and to Thailand. Nevertheless these courses are deliberately designed to interest science-oriented students. They are set at a depth that should be intellectually stimulating without being difficult for the student of slightly above average ability. They are essential ingredients of the grades X, XI and XII education programme for future scientists and technologists.

Biology adopts an activities-centred approach. Material is adapted from foreign texts for universal topics such as digestion or respiration but uses data collected in Thailand for local topics such as ecosystems, population, diet and nutrition, with attention on developing instruction that will enable the student to examine the biology of his immediate environment.

Physics is presented as a single unified course containing mechanics, heat, light, sound, electricity, magnetism and nuclear physics. The course is experimentally based and requires the development of inexpensive equipment that can be manufactured locally.

Chemistry integrates the laboratory manual with the text in an effort to encourage teachers to teach chemistry as a learner-centred inquiry involving both theory and practice. The experiments can be performed with an inexpensive kit that contains most of the equipment needed. A study of Thai chemical industries and chemical problems relevant to Thai society are introduced.

The student's books contain many activities and experiments around which questions are asked and the students find the answers from observation and from analysis of experimental results. The questions are constructed after analysis of the mental and manual operations required to develop scientific and mathematical concepts.
The questions guide the learning process and place the students in the role of ‘discoverers’. The teachers direct the operations, control the pace and provide assistance when a student or group is ‘stuck’. Equally important, they also consolidate areas of the subject into formal presentations. The student’s books are not texts in the traditional sense but are guides to learning, a new learning in which the learner generalizes and formalizes from the specific and informal, instead of the converse as was the practice in the past.

The teachers’ guides complement the student’s books. They give the teacher additional background material and information on pacing the programme and on the advance preparation necessary for each experiment. The guides suggest outlines for pre- and post-lab discussions and illustrate how the major concepts in the course might be linked together. The guides also contain many test items that have been tested in the trial schools. They then set out the method of writing items and they encourage the teachers to write their own items for assessing student achievement.

Physical and biological science for non-science students. The four-semester courses are prepared in a modular form including 14 topics of science in an interdisciplinary fashion. The emphasis is on developing science process skills, and the application and social implication of science.

The 1981 requirement is that students have to select five out of nine physical science modules and three out of five biological science modules making up a total number of eight modules in four semesters.

The 14 modules are: Solar energy; Light; Colouring matter; Electrical appliances; Invisible rays; The earth and stars; Synthetic material; Sound in everyday living; Natural resources and industry; Good living; Medicine and life; Our body; Evolution; Heredity and environment.

Science for vocational students. The main purpose for the development of special science courses for vocational students is to develop an understanding of science related to each vocational area. At the same time, science process skills and scientific attitudes are also developed so that students will be able to solve problems in their vocation as well as in their everyday life.

Industrial arts students are required to take four semester science courses. There are six major trades, namely, mechanics,
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welding, metalwork, electronics, electricity and construction. There is a common core in the first semester which covers mainly mechanics. In the second semester, students are divided into two subgroups according to their different needs. In the third and fourth semesters, as their different needs become greater, a further split is necessary. However, the principle of integration is applied as much as possible. The science courses are mainly experimental and inquiry-oriented, a close link to the vocational subjects is emphasized.

Agricultural students are required to take four one-semester science courses, two of which are mainly biology, one on chemistry and one on physics applied to agriculture. Home economics students take six modular science courses. They are: colouring-matter, synthetic material, medicine and life, the world of carbon, food and health and food problems. The nature of the science courses for vocational students differs from those for science students in that the courses are less theoretical but more applicable to vocational interests. Students spend more time doing practical work followed by discussion.

Out-of-school scientific activities

Much effort has been spent on curriculum development in the formal school system, since it has a well-organized infrastructure to support. The out-of-school activities are so diverse that they require many different agencies to undertake them. The Science Society of Thailand under the Royal Patronage has always taken the leading role in promoting public awareness of science and technology for national development. The Society is long established, and has, among others, two important divisions, namely, the Science Teachers Section and the Science Club Section. Within its own budget limitations, the Society tries to organize science fairs and exhibitions every year. Through its Science Club Section, competitions of science projects are organized to stimulate enthusiasm and interest in science for youngsters. In addition, the Science Society also sponsors science symposia every other year to allow young scientists to present research findings.

In 1982, the Science Society took a further step by proposing to the Government the establishment of a National Science Day. The Thai Government declared 18 August as National Science Day, and on this auspicious day, the Science Society also established a
Science Award for the best scientist of the year. Hopefully, this incentive will attract promising young persons into science.

The Science Museum under the Department of Non-formal Education, Ministry of Education plays an important role in promoting interest in science and technology for youngsters. Unfortunately, there is only one such museum. It cannot cope with the large number of school children throughout the country. As a measure to solve this problem, the Department established a mobile science museum unit to allow school children in the provinces easier access to science activities.

Some current innovation projects.

From the follow-up programmes after the nationwide implementation of all curricula, the IPST has identified many practical problems concerning the teaching and learning of science in schools. Firstly, science equipment is inadequately supplied owing to budget constraints and is of poor quality. Secondly, some teachers have had the opportunity to attend in-service training, and face difficulties in teaching and handling new experiments and new equipment. New teachers demonstrate that they still require more training which is an indication of inadequate training in many training institutions. Projects are now underway to solve some of these problems.

Innovation in pre-service education. While the in-service training of classroom teachers is an approach which has great potential, the time, cost and human resources needed to carry out large scale, long-term programmes are great. In most cases it is only possible to run quality programmes of adequate duration for a small proportion of practising teachers. Improving the quality of teachers through better pre-service education is a slow but more efficient process.

In 1977, after considerable experience and feedback had been gained from the in-service teacher training programmes of IPST, the Ministry of University Affairs initiated the 'Thai-STEP Project' by appointing as project personnel one representative from the faculties of science, one from mathematics and two from the faculties of education from every university in Thailand and from the Teacher Training Department to serve as the project team.

The Thai-STEP group accepted responsibility for identifying the teaching competencies needed for successful implementation of the
new secondary school science and mathematics curricula and developing instructional materials to be used in pre-service programmes. To achieve these goals, the Thai-STEP project personnel consisting of 60 individuals was divided into four working groups.

Two groups, one in science and one in mathematics accepted the research responsibility. The major activities of the two research groups has involved analysing the new pre-tertiary curricula and the teacher training curricula in Thai institutions of higher education; researching the competencies of science and mathematics teachers; collecting data to set the order, content and proportion of various courses in the teacher training curriculum; developing guidelines for the preparation of teachers at the pre-service level for submission to the Ministry of University Affairs; and working on the follow-up of in-service teacher training and the implementation of the new science and mathematics curricula.

A number of research instruments have been constructed, tested, revised and used to collect data for formulating guidelines for the Ministry and to provide a research base for the development groups in Thai-STEP. For example, the science research group instruments include tests for surveying the content and concepts of science textbooks and modules in use from grade VII (age 12 approximately) to the second year of university level; science teaching profession competency; the science attitudes of science teachers; and science process skills. There is also a teaching behaviour observation instrument; a science teacher competency questionnaire; and a science teacher curriculum questionnaire. The research group concerned with mathematics teaching has produced a similar set of instruments.

This Thai-STEP science education group has produced 15 instructional packages or modules to be used in the pre-service education of teachers. These are based on 15 different themes related to science teacher competencies. Each module consists of an instructor's guide, background reading for the student, exercises and answers, test items and answers and related audio-visual teaching aids.

The titles of the 15 modules are: The Nature of Science; Concept Formation in Science; Science Process Skills; Laboratory Skills; Problem Solving by Scientific Methods; Behavioural Objectives; Introducing a Lesson; Motivation and Reinforcement in the Classroom; Asking Questions; Teaching Science by Inquiry; Lesson 380.
Planning; Laboratory Management; Safety in Laboratories; Science Equipment Maintenance; Measurement and Evaluation in Science. In addition to the 15 modules, the development group has also produced supplementary reading materials on two topics: ‘Science curriculum development’ and ‘Science attitude development’.

The first nine instructional packages were taught on a test basis during 1980 and the final six during 1981. Based on the feedback from the trials, all 15 modules have now been revised. They were presented to the staff of teacher training units, in university departments and teacher training colleges throughout Thailand, at a seminar held at Chiangmai University in December 1981. At this time, they were accepted by the Ministry of University Affairs and the teacher training staff for implementation throughout Thailand during 1983.

Science Teacher Servicing Centres. The Science Teacher Servicing Centres (STSC) have been established to facilitate the decentralization of certain aspects of IPST’s work including the school follow-up support programme, continuing in-service education and evaluation of the implementation of the new courses. The 36 STSCs now established are within the existing teacher training colleges throughout the country.

The distribution of centres is such that each centre will serve teachers of two to three adjacent provinces so that all 73 provinces in the Kingdom will be equitably serviced and all schools will be covered. The organization is illustrated in Figure 8 on the following page.

As the figure illustrates, information, instruction and a variety of assistance flows from the IPST to the centres which in turn facilitate the flow to the area teachers. However, the flow of information is a two-way process, since teachers bring problems and ideas to the centres which, if the solution does not exist at the centre, the centre will send to the IPST. The IPST, because of its greater resources, is often able to suggest alternative solutions which may be most appropriate for specific regional application.

A preliminary survey indicated that the assistance most needed by the schools is the production and repair of low-cost science equipment. The next priorities are test item construction, audio-visual services and other specific problems in the teaching of science and mathematics.
Thus, the IPST organized three workshops for STSC personnel on science equipment repair and production; test item construction; and audio-visual equipment maintenance and production techniques.

During 1981-1983, the STSCs have been actively involved in running in-service workshops for teachers in physics, chemistry, biology and physical and biological science for the second cycle implementation of the science curricula for grades X, XI and XII.

Continued involvement of the STSCs with the IPST activities will enable the centre personnel to be familiar with new materials, new methods of teaching and new curricula. This should lead to the improvement of the pre-service teacher education programmes in the long run.

Science Talent Project. At present, there is much concern about the calibre of human resources in science and technology. Medicine attracts high quality students, while engineering is a close second, followed by management science. The Science Talent
Project is being set up with the aim of identifying and nurturing young children who possess a high-level of learning abilities and show consistently high academic achievements in science. However, the success of this project requires high level policy and planning. The Ministry of Science, Technology and Energy, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of University Affairs and the IPST are now preparing a project document to ensure that young talented persons are encouraged to study science with proper incentives both during their study and after graduation. In addition, proper and efficient means for the identification and development of these science talented persons all the way to graduate degree level have to be established. With the approval of the Cabinet, the project will begin in 1984.
During the time of the Ottoman Empire, Turkey had a religious school system supported by the Ministry of Religious and Social Foundations and some local welfare institutions. Movements to improve the Turkish Educational System began in 1839. In the 1920s a Ministry of Education and a national educational system, similar to the school systems in European countries, containing primary, secondary and higher stages were established and Government took over the official responsibility for providing at least primary education.

After the proclamation of the Republic on 29 October 1923, movements were made to modernize in every field, including education. With the passage of the Unification of Education Law in 1926, the duality in the Turkish educational system was eliminated and replaced with a truly Western and secular system.

The foundation of a science policy in the Turkish educational system was laid by Ataturk during the years of establishing the Turkish Republic. He emphasized the importance of science and technology in the life and education of the nation in his speeches.

The opinions of Ataturk still influence the educational system in general and science education in particular. The National Education Fundamental Law which was passed in 1973, among the Basic Principles of Turkish National Education, states that, 'The curriculum for each level and type of school as well as its educational methods and training aids and materials are continually developed and updated in line with recent scientific and technological developments and adapted to the needs of the environment and country'.

It also prescribes increased productivity in education and its continuous development and renewal based on scientific research and evaluation.

**Structure of the educational system**

With small differences, the general structure of the Turkish educational system is similar to that of other Western countries.
Organized school education of the Turkish educational system is divided into four stages as shown in Figure 1 on the following page.

Pre-primary education, which is optional, covers the education of children who have not yet reached the age of compulsory primary education. This educational stage prepares children for basic education and helps families in solving their problems related to development and training of children. Although some elementary schools have nursery and kindergarten classes, this stage has not yet been organized uniformly and extended throughout the country.

Basic education covers the education of 6 to 14 years old children. There are two levels of schools at this stage; a five-year primary level and a three-year junior high school level. The first part of basic education is compulsory for all.

Secondary education covers at least a three-year education after the basic education. Secondary education comprises two types of schools. These are three-year general senior high schools, which give general education to prepare students for higher education; and/or four year technical and vocational senior high schools, which help children to gain a vocation or a technical profession or to continue higher education.

Higher education is education which provides further and specialized education in various fields for students who have completed secondary education and who have succeeded in the University Entrance Examinations. Most of the departments of the Universities require a four-year education. According to the Higher Education Law, which was passed in 1981, all types of higher educational institutions are now linked to universities, although some of them still keep their former status as two-year vocational high schools. Universities give bachelor’s, master’s and doctor’s degrees in various fields.

Enrolment at each stage of education. The enrolment at each stage of the Turkish Educational System is shown in Table 1.

Science education in schools

Soon after the establishment of the new Turkish Republic in 1923, some hasty changes were made in the school curricula in line with the direction of the educational policy of the new government. At that time the most important problem in education was illiteracy,
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Table 1. Enrolment at various stages of the Turkish educational system, 1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Kind of school</th>
<th>Number of schools</th>
<th>Enrolment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-primary</td>
<td>Nursery schools and kindergarten</td>
<td>2,771</td>
<td>71,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First level (Primary)</td>
<td>46,512</td>
<td>5,895,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic education</td>
<td>Second level (Junior high):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General junior high</td>
<td>4,281</td>
<td>1,065,878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical and vocational high</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>180,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Junior high total</td>
<td>4,891</td>
<td>1,245,986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51,403</td>
<td>7,141,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary education</td>
<td>General senior high</td>
<td>1,181</td>
<td>460,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical and vocational high</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>366,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,474</td>
<td>826,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education</td>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>235,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,275,798</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

because only 10 per cent of the population knew how to read and write. This problem was tackled by the adoption of Latin letters and the opening of a literacy campaign throughout the country in 1928. Then the content and teaching methods of school subjects were revised following the directives given by Ataturk. The revisions emphasized the principles of starting from immediate environment, learning by doing, and gaining useful and practical knowledge and skills instead of memorizing unnecessary information about science.

In 60 years since then, many changes have been made in the school science curricula in order to keep up with changing teaching methods, content and educational technology in Western countries.
Objectives of science teaching. The main aims of teaching science at different stages of the Turkish educational system are expressed in the following behavioural terms.

**Pre-primary level.** To be able to: (a) explore the immediate natural environment; (b) develop the functional abilities of the sense organs; (c) develop a basis for science studies at the basic education stage; and (d) develop good health habits.

**First level of basic education (in primary schools).** To be able to: (a) obtain the necessary scientific knowledge and skills related to the natural and physical environment; (b) apply scientific knowledge and skills to such areas as daily living, health, agriculture; (c) understand and use the ways of obtaining scientific knowledge and skills; (d) understand and appreciate the importance of scientific and technological studies in the life of human beings; and (e) develop a basis for junior high school science.

**Second level of basic education (in junior high schools).** To be able to: (a) understand the basic principles of science; (b) use scientific thinking and methods in solving daily problems related to science; (c) understand the relationships between science and health, welfare, and technical and industrial development of the society; (d) understand the importance of scientific studies in discovering, using, maintaining, and conserving the natural resources of the country; and (e) develop an adequate basis of knowledge, skills, and attitudes for science education at the senior high school level.

**Secondary education stage (in senior high schools).** The common objectives for all types of senior high schools are to be able to: (a) understand scientific facts and principles, as part of general culture, which are necessary for every citizen graduated from high school; (b) develop good health habits; (c) form a basis of scientific knowledge and skills for university education.

Additional objectives for science in senior high schools are to be able to use scientific thinking and methods to obtain and understand scientific knowledge such as facts, generalizations, principles, hypotheses, and theories; and to become aware of the important scientific and technological implications of scientific knowledge and methods following the history of mankind.

Organization of science curricula. The current science curricula for different stages of the educational system are organized differently.
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a) At the pre-primary stage science is not a separate subject. It takes place among other activities in the form of both environmental and integrated science activities.

b) At the basic education stage, in the first three grades of primary, the science curriculum is organized as environmental science integrated with social studies.

In grades IV and V it is organized as general science which covers all the main topics of physical and biological sciences.

In grades VI to VIII all topics of physical and biological sciences are expanded and repeated as general science. In only 33 junior high schools (out of 4,882) is science being taught as integrated science as a trial curriculum.

c) At the secondary stage all science topics are expanded and repeated again in variously organized forms. In general senior high schools, with traditional science, the science curriculum is organized as the separate subject disciplines of natural science, physics, and chemistry; but if modern science is taught, the science curriculum is organized as physical science (under the name of science), biology, physics, chemistry, and geology.

Out of 2,474 senior high schools, modern science is taught in 435 general high schools and in 552 technical and vocational high schools. In 24 of ‘official’ general high schools, modern science is taught in either English, French, or German.

In technical senior high schools, the science curriculum may be offered as modern science in which case the science is organized as introductory physical science, physics, and chemistry. If ‘conventional’ science is taught, it is presented as physical science, physics, and chemistry. Biology is not taught in these schools.

In vocational high schools and conventional science teaching high schools, the science curriculum may again be offered as modern science, with physics, and chemistry as the individual subjects, or as ‘conventional’ science with natural science, physics, and chemistry.

In two science senior high schools, specifically established for talented students, the curriculum is organized as biology, physics, chemistry, advanced biology, advanced physics, and advanced chemistry. Advanced disciplines are selective subjects, and students have to select one of them. In these courses original projects or scientific problems are studied and there are specific syllabuses.
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Time devoted to science teaching. Science is a compulsory subject for all students from pre-primary stage to grade XI.

At the pre-primary stage, science activities take place among the recommended daily activities, and it is estimated that about 20 per cent of these activities are related to simple science.

At the basic education stage, 12.4 per cent of the total instructional time at primary level is devoted to science education and 13.3 per cent at the junior high level. Details are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Percentage of time devoted to science teaching at basic education stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Total periods per week</th>
<th>Science periods per week</th>
<th>% of time devoted to science by grades</th>
<th>% average of time devoted to science by levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First (Primary schools)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second (Junior high schools)</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the secondary education stage, senior high schools are divided into general senior high schools, and technical and vocational senior high schools. The science may be offered as traditional or modern; and the time available will differ. Typical examples are given in Table 3. The greatest proportion of time for science is available in the science high school (29.2 per cent). The general high school with modern science, offers 21.9 per cent of total time for science. The least time for science is in the technical and vocational schools.
Table 3. Percentage of time devoted to science in various types of senior high schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of school</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Total teaching periods per week</th>
<th>Science periods per week</th>
<th>% of time devoted to science by grade</th>
<th>% of time devoted to science by school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Senior High School (Teaching conventional science)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Senior High School (Teaching modern science)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21 or 21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>Nature study</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12 – 2 (opt.)</td>
<td>36.3 or 42.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial and Vocational Senior High School</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Department of Fitting) (Teaching modern or conventional science)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Maths. and Science</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocation</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>Maths. and Science</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocation</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Senior High School (Teaching modern or conventional science)</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XII</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Senior High School (Teaching modern science)</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Educational system. There is a centralized educational system administered by the Ministry of National Education.

Board of Education. In 1926, in the central body of the Ministry, a Board of Education was established as an advisory board to prepare educational policy, laws, principles, rules, and regulations and to develop and evaluate school curricula as well as to undertake educational researches.

This Board has a curriculum department to develop curricula for any subject at any stage of the educational system from pre-primary through senior high school level.

Commission of curriculum development. The curriculum department of the Board of Education forms a commission of curriculum development whenever a curriculum development activity is required. This commission comprises, a curriculum developer; an experienced teacher of the subject at the appropriate level; a specialist in the field from a university; an educational psychologist; an educational philosopher (at least at the beginning of the study); an educational sociologist (at least at the beginning of the study); an educational technologist; a specialist in measurement and evaluation.

This commission prepares the curriculum. It is given provisional approval of the Board of Education, and then tried out, developed and evaluated in selected pilot schools. When found to be satisfactory, it is submitted to the Board of Education for final approval.

Changes in the science curricula. The frequency with which the curricula are revised is not pre-determined. Various social, economic, technological, natural, and scientific factors may cause the review and consequent change of curricula. For example, the establishment of the new Turkish Republic in 1923, the changing of the alphabet from Arabic to Latin in 1928, the introduction of a multi-party democracy in 1950, the tremendous developments in science and technology in the Western world at the beginning of 1960s, the teaching of modern curriculum development principles and methods at Turkish universities at the end of 1960s, the realization of the importance of educational technology in the instructional processes, and the movement of integrated science in the 1970s, all stimulated changes in science curricula of Turkish schools.

The last revisions and changes in school science curricula were carried out at primary level in 1975, at junior high level in 1977, at
senior high level in 1973, and at technical and vocational senior high level in 1980.

Consideration of real-life problems. In all the revisions and changes made in the science curricula, real-life problems and social issues have always been considered and reflected. For example, the problems related to ‘conservation of energy’, ‘maintaining and caring for natural resources’, ‘living and growing in a healthy way’, and ‘environmental pollution’ are considered in the primary and junior high school curricula; the problems related to ‘thinking scientifically and solving difficulties by using scientific methods’ are considered in primary, junior high, and senior high school curricula; and the problems connected with the ‘scientific communication’, ‘health and genetics’, ‘population and food’, and ‘man and the biological and physical community’ are considered in the senior high school curriculum.

Evaluation of student achievement. The academic year is divided into two terms. The evaluation of student achievement is carried out separately for each term. Student evaluation is based on written examination scores; oral test and classroom discussion scores; homework scores; scores obtained from practical and laboratory work examinations; scores of observed affective behaviour, and the teacher’s overall opinion about the student.

The Ministry of National Education recommends that written examinations should be carried out by using objective or at least short answer multi-question tests. (For modern programmes, there are standard objective tests prepared by the Ministry of National Education). In written and oral tests, not only memorization, but comprehension and application should be measured. The practical and laboratory work should be measured in terms of time, technique and quality.

At the primary level of the basic education stage, the teacher combines and evaluates the scores by assigning grades. In all junior and senior high schools, grades begin from zero and go through to ten. The pass grade is five. At all levels and stages, up to higher education, the mean of the grades in the two terms becomes the final grade for the academic year. If it is a fail grade, the student must attend a special two week course and then take a written or oral examination together with a laboratory or practical examination. There are no public final examinations at the end of the primary, junior high, and senior high school levels.
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Science activities, laboratory work and equipment. As in other countries, the quality of science education is determined by the amount and nature of the practical work or laboratory activities.

Time devoted to practical activities. Since 1960, in the subject distribution tables for basic and secondary curriculum, there is no specific separate time devoted to practical work or laboratory activities. Printed materials related to science teaching, published by the Ministry of National Education, do not assign specific periods for practical activities but state that science is a subject which can best be learned by way of first-hand experiences gained through continuous inquiry, discovery, observation, experimenting, problem-solving activities with the help of simple instructional materials. The amount of time required is determined and arranged by the teachers.

Weightage given to the practical activities in examination. Practical or laboratory work may be an examinable subject in the internal assessment process, but, unfortunately, teachers use this type of examination very seldom because the analysis of behaviour and the preparation of a scale of observation are difficult and time consuming tasks. When it is used, the theoretical and practical sides of a science examination are customarily considered to be of equal weight.

The nature of practical and/or laboratory activities in science teaching. At the primary stage, science activities cannot be separated from other daily activities. The guide books published for kindergarten teachers, by the Ministry of National Education, mention science activities which will help children to explore their natural and social environment.

To develop the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective abilities of the children, teachers make use of familiar objects as well as the set of instructional materials for pre-primary schools prepared by the Ministry of National Education.

At the primary school level, science is integrated with social studies in the first three grades. At this level teachers mostly use locally-available simple, low-cost, or free materials for the science-related topics of the programme.

At the second level of the primary school, in grades IV and V, science textbooks have been prepared to help children learn science by doing experiments with free, low-cost, and locally-available simple
materials. Each book contains more than a hundred student experiments and some demonstrations to be done with the help of teachers. In addition, the Ministry of National Education has sent at least one set of instructional materials for primary school science to each school. There is no shortage of science teaching materials and equipment at the primary level; all schools are well equipped.

At the junior high school level there are two types of schools according to the organization of the science curriculum. In 33 schools (out of 4,882) science is taught in the form of integrated science as a trial. These schools have been fully supplied with the sets of integrated science materials for junior high schools prepared by the Ministry of National Education. These sets correlate with student guide books.

In the other junior high schools, science is offered as general science. Textbooks, for grades VI to VIII contain more than 250 simple student experiments which can be done by using low-cost or free materials. At the same time, these schools have been equipped with the set of instructional materials for junior high school general science by the Ministry of National Education. Although these sets are not directly correlated with the textbooks, all student experiments and teacher demonstrations can be carried out with the materials in the kit. There is no shortage of science teaching materials and equipment at the junior high school level and all schools are well equipped.

At the secondary stage of the system there are 2,474 senior high schools. In 60 per cent of these schools conventional science is taught, and there are only textbooks and some old types of demonstration equipment available.

At the beginning of the 1960s, under the worldwide influence of revolution in science teaching methods, new science curricula were adapted mainly from United States projects; in biology, the blue version of Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS); in physics, Physical Science Curriculum Study (PSCS), and Introductory Physical Sciences (IPS); in chemistry, Chemical Education Material Study (CHEMS). Textbooks, teachers books, and laboratory guides, were translated and adapted to the conditions of the Turkish educational system. All laboratory materials and equipment were made by using locally-available resources.
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These changes were designated 'modern science' and today, these so-called modern science programmes are being taught in about 40 per cent of senior high schools. Although all the necessary instructional materials and equipment are being supplied from local resources, the extension of the programmes all over the country is going slowly because of problems with material production and teacher training.

Sixty-two per cent of senior high schools are well equipped with science materials and equipment; 8 per cent poorly equipped, and 16 per cent not equipped at all.

Availability and production of science teaching materials and equipment. All science teaching materials and equipment are manufactured locally. There are two big institutions which have been set up by the Ministry of National Education for the design, production, and evaluation of school science materials and equipment.

The Educational Instruments Production Centre was established in 1961. It is the largest enterprise of its kind with more than 700 people in its employ. All types of educational materials and equipment, correlated with school curricula, are designed, produced, and distributed in the form of sets or kits for different subject matter areas. This centre is the only institution trying to meet the needs of educational materials and equipment for the science education curricula. In the local manufacture of these kits only 10 per cent of the raw materials are imported from other countries.

The Centre of Education through Film, Radio and Television was established in 1951 to produce educational films, film-strips, and slides. It began to produce educational radio programmes in 1963. After Turkish Television had been set up, it began also to make educational television programmes. It is the only institution which meets the needs of educational films, film-strips, slides, radio and television programmes for science educational curricula.

These two institutions are controlled by the General Directorate of Educational Materials of the Ministry of National Education.

Use of educational technology

In addition to the Centre of Education through Film, Radio and Television mentioned above, there is another important organization which connects the central production centres to each other and to
Turkey

The schools. This organization consists of 67 provincial centres of educational materials spread all over the country.

These centres are local institutions having audio-visual equipment and materials to help teachers in their classes whenever required. At the same time, these centres are responsible for the local distribution of science sets and other materials sent by the production centres for the schools.

In these provincial centres, the variety and quantity of the audio-visual materials related to science teaching are inadequate. This is partly due to the fact that the Educational Centre through Film, Radio and Television is not working at full capacity because of financial difficulties. Thus, schools are poorly supplied with audio-visual materials for science teaching. Nevertheless, the Centre of Education through Film, Radio, and Television is producing very good radio programmes, correlated with school science curricula, but they are not being properly used by teachers in their classes, probably because teachers are not well trained in the use of educational technology.

Teacher training

Teacher training is the most problematic aspect of the educational system. From the beginning of the Republic until today, there have been many changes in teacher training procedures and the behaviour and qualifications of teachers have also changed significantly.

Minimum qualifications for science teachers. According to the science curricula being used in schools, at whatever level, all science teachers should have gained some common characteristics during their training to enable them to:

a) understand the developmental characteristics and needs of the students at the appropriate level;

b) understand basic science facts, concepts, generalizations, principles, theories, and the relationships between them—adequate to the appropriate teaching level;

c) help students develop the scientific attitudes and science process skills necessary to obtain scientific knowledge at the appropriate level;
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d) effectively use modern science teaching principles, methods, and techniques appropriate to the level of teaching;

e) obtain select, evaluate, and effectively use the necessary science teaching materials suitable to the teaching level; and

f) develop simple science teaching aids with the help of locally obtained, free or low-cost materials.

To develop these behaviour patterns and other necessary characteristics for science teaching the following qualifications are required by the Higher National Education Council.

There are no specially trained science teachers being employed at the pre-primary stage of the educational system, but pre-primary school teachers should be graduates from at least a two-year higher institution based on the senior high school education. During this education 52.1 per cent of the course should be taken from the general culture area; 35.4 per cent from the professional area; and 12.5 per cent from the field of specialization (pre-primary education) and include science and simple science experiments.

All teachers teach all subjects at the primary school level. The minimum qualifications are that a primary school teacher should have at least a two-year higher education based on the senior high school. During this education 33.3 per cent of the courses should be taken from the general culture area; 27.1 per cent of the courses should be from the professional area; and 39.6 per cent of the courses should be from the field of specialization (primary education including a minor area either 'pre-primary education' or 'special education').

A junior high school science teacher should have a three or four year higher education based on the senior high school. During this education 2.5 per cent of the courses should be taken from the general culture area; 25 per cent of the courses should be taken from the professional area; and 62.5 per cent of the courses should be from the field of specialization (science).

A senior high school science teacher should have graduated from a four-year higher education institution based on the senior high school education. During this higher education 10.4 per cent of the courses should be taken from the general culture area; 25 per cent of the course should be taken from the professional area; and 64.6 per cent of the course should be taken from the field of specialization (in this case science).
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Meeting the minimum qualifications. Most pre-primary school teachers are graduates of the child development and education department of two or four-year higher education institutions. About 90 per cent have the minimum qualifications. About 10 per cent are graduates of a vocational senior high school.

Until 1975, primary school teachers were trained in the teacher training senior high schools. In 1975, two-year teachers colleges were established to train prospective primary school teachers. In 1978, the Ministry of National Education began a project to train existing high school graduate teachers to be college graduates within 12 years. Today this project is developing and 52 per cent of the primary school teachers possess the prescribed qualifications.

Before 1978, junior high school science teachers had been trained in three-year teachers' colleges. These colleges had separate departments for main subject areas. In 1978, the course of instruction was raised to four years. It is estimated that 54 per cent of science teachers have the required qualifications at this level. The Ministry of National Education is trying to improve the qualifications of the remaining 46 per cent through in-service training courses.

Senior high school science teachers have been trained at four-year colleges. It is estimated that 41 per cent of senior high school science teachers possess the qualifications required. The remaining 59 per cent are being trained in the course of the In-service Education Department of the Ministry of National Education.

The general situation of in-service training for science teachers. Every year, the In-service Training Department of the Ministry of National Education issues a training plan for the following year. Consideration is given to directives given in the previously prepared long-term plan; new or sudden changes in the curricula made by the Ministry; research and investigations made by the In-service Department related to the needs of schools and teachers; and the requests of the other departments of the Ministry.

In 1983, for example, the following in-service training activities were planned:

a) 200 science teachers involved in the trial of integrated science curriculum;

b) 120 biology, 120 physics, and 120 chemistry teachers to teach at the 'modern science' teaching high schools;
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c) 320 science teachers to teach 'introduction to physical science' at the senior high school;
d) 150 biology, 150 physics, and 100 chemistry teachers, graduated from three-year colleges, to improve their qualifications;
e) 734 primary school teachers, graduated from two-year colleges, to improve their qualifications; and
f) 155 pre-primary school teachers to improve their qualifications.

Research

Nature of the research in the area of science. Generally, the research efforts at the Turkish universities cover theses and reports prepared mostly for fulfilling the requirements of academic qualifications. Until the 1980s, there were no science education departments at universities. Science education problems and the training of science teachers were among the duties of the Ministry of National Education. In these circumstances research activities in the area of science education have always been very limited.

The problems so far investigated in the area of science education relate to curriculum development and innovation, the achievements of students in science, and the instructional materials and equipment in science.

Types of research institutions. There are three types of institutions involved in conducting research in science education. They are:

a) the Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey which is an institution established for developing, promoting, organizing and co-ordinating fundamental and applied research in the sciences. It is promoting research activities by providing research grants to universities and other research institutions in the country;
b) the Faculty of Educational Science of Ankara University which has a research centre that takes over some educational research projects from the State sector and other institutions; and
c) the Planning and Programming Department and the Board of Education of the Ministry of Education which undertakes some research and, at the same time, helps researchers by providing documents, data, and statistical information.
Programmes for out of school youth and adults and popularization of science and technology

**Formal science and technology education programmes.** Formal out-of-school course programmes are administered by the General Directorate of Extended Education of the Ministry of National Education. This general directorate is represented by the provincial directors of adult education in 67 provinces. Attached to them are 631 adult education centres spread all over the country.

These institutions offer hundreds of courses in various fields every year. Some of these courses are designed for giving general knowledge at the primary school level to those who completed the first stage of the literacy courses. These general knowledge courses contain science and health education together with social studies, mathematics, and Turkish language. After 180 hours of training in these courses students may take final examinations and obtain a primary school diploma.

Other science related courses given at these centres are vocational and industrial courses in photography, home economics, agriculture, animal husbandry, electricity, electronics, iron-work, carpentry, welding, plumbing, motor maintenance and repair, and technical drawings. These courses give knowledge and skills and provide a certificate to perform a job. (In 1981-1982, 7,366 vocational and industrial courses were offered and 177,645 students attended).

**Formal radio programmes for science education are the programmes produced by the Centre of Education through Film, Radio, and Television of the Ministry of National Education for the primary and junior high school students.** These programmes are correlated with the formal school curricula and are also useful for the primary and junior high school level science training programmes for adult education.

**Informal science and technology programmes.** These are radio and television programmes not connected with the school curricula. They are produced by the Turkish Radio and Television Institution and the Centre of Education through Film, Radio, and Television. The programmes deal with health education, nature study; science and technology; home economics; agriculture; communications; innovations in science and technology; innovations in medical sciences.
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Science museums and exhibitions. The Natural History Museum in Ankara; zoos in Ankara, Istanbul, and Izmir; and the Botanical Gardens in Ankara are interesting cultural centres for all citizens. Science-related exhibitions are held in the large city fairs.

Printed publications. Specially prepared adult education books, periodicals and encyclopedias containing popularized science, health and technology topics attract many readers.

Current innovations

The age of entry to the primary school was changed from 7 to 6, beginning from the 1983-1984 academic year; general senior high schools were changed into comprehensive senior high schools, from the 1983-1984 academic year in a few pilot schools; teacher training colleges and other two- or four-year higher institutions will be linked to universities; a third science senior high school for talented students was opened at the beginning of the 1983-1984 academic year.

A revision and reorganization of the science curricula has turned general senior high schools into comprehensive senior high schools; a revision and reorganization of the science in two- or four-year teacher training schools has converted them into two-year university schools or four-year faculties; and a newly developed integrated science curricula has been organized for the basic education stage. Studies have also been made on the possible establishment of educational technology centres in schools.
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Science education in schools

Aims and objectives. The aims and objectives of science education are stated in various didactic literature and in the study programmes. They are co-ordinated with the CPSU statement about the school, that:

Secondary education should provide pupils with knowledge of the fundamentals of science, the mastery of communist principles, the development of labour and polytechnical training in accordance with the increasing scope of science and technology and with regard to the requirements of society and the pupils' abilities and desires. In addition secondary education should provide moral, aesthetic and physical education of a healthy generation. (CPSU programme M. Politizdat, 1974).

Under school conditions the materialistic methodology of scientific knowledge includes knowledge about the historic development of science and about the correlation of different scientific methods; it also includes skills which show an interrelation of philosophy and science to use them in solving scientific problems.

The breadth of scientific generalizations should develop gradually and reach a high level of integration in the senior classes. An important condition for reaching this objective lies in gradual development, in successive generalizations of the logical relations between science concepts, laws, theories and concrete images of objects and phenomena.

Thus, the mastery of scientific knowledge, and of ways of thinking is of paramount importance, and is one of the principal objectives of science education.

Solving polytechnic or practical problems of education is also of great importance. Thus, orientation of scientific knowledge and methods to the application of labour activities and their use in life is
one of the general tasks in achieving 'science for all'. The humanization and socialization of 'science for all' is another important factor in achieving the general aims of education.

The approach to 'science for all' supposes a whole system of didactic conditions such as, systematic and successive study of sciences at all levels of education; correlation of content of scientific knowledge and the pupils' abilities; popular, easily understood presentation without vulgarization of science; pupils' joining in the active cognitive process with the elements of creative self-study; providing necessary means to understand nature and the modelling of natural objects and phenomena; acquaintance with basic science methods, in simple concrete educational forms; establishment of relations between theory and practice, science and production, and the use of knowledge in work and life; and stimulation of personal initiative, interest, abilities and inclinations of pupils.

All these help to create a positive attitude to science.

Structure and content of science education

Primary level. Elementary knowledge about interrelations between living and non-living matter and about man's influence on nature is obtained at primary level. Children learn the reality of the environment, and the close unity between man and his environment. They also learn the rudiments of scientific knowledge including: natural phenomena, description and observation of nature, finding out causal relationships in nature, understanding action and behaviour of natural phenomena, and comprehension of dependence of labour activities on seasonal changes. In addition they acquire simple knowledge about man's body and hygiene.

Within scientific knowledge at this level is included aspects of the geography of the region and of the Motherland and notions of cosmology including earth and the solar system. These notions are introduced at grade IV level.

Some skills of technical drawing, of constructing and modelling, with relevance to everyday use are also taught at primary level in lessons relating to craft and applications to work.

Much attention is paid to the links between children's intellectual and physical efforts to develop and express emotional and aesthetic feelings of beauty, of the joyous perception of nature, of
creation, of kindness and sympathy to people and nature. Such approach at an early level helps overcome pure rationalism towards nature. It introduces humanism, and enriches science knowledge with human values.

**Junior secondary level—middle classes** (grades V-VII). Separate science subjects are introduced from grade V (11 years of age). These include geography and biology at grade V; physics at grade VI; and chemistry at grade VII. These subjects are then studied up to grade X, except for geography, which is taught only up to grade IX, where it represents a synthesis of physical and economic geography with elements of earth science and geology.

The traditional science subjects of physics, chemistry and biology include at this level systematic fundamentals of science. In biology, the course includes scientific concepts and theories of the general structure and functions of plants and living organisms and cell theory. In physics the atom-molecule theory and the explanation of three physical states of substances are presented. Chemistry includes the notion of chemical elements and chemical reaction and the dependence of qualitative and quantitative changes on the atomic arrangement in molecules.

**Secondary level.** In grades VII to X, biological, physical and chemical phenomena are more deeply explained. In biology, the course includes a basic knowledge of plants and animals and in grade VIII, the structure and functions of the body and man's health. In grades IX and X modern aspects of theoretical biology are studied including evolution, ecology, genetics, physiology and cytology.

The systematic knowledge of inorganic chemistry is presented in grades VIII and IX, built on the Mendeleev periodic table of chemical elements. The concept of organic reactions and general theories of structure are introduced in grade X.

The physics course in senior classes is organized in accordance with sections of physics, namely mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity, magnetism, acoustics, optics and nuclear physics. These sections include the classical laws and theories of Newton as well as modern presentations of the structure of the atom and nucleus. In grade X astronomy is taught as part of physics.

Polytechnic education. This is a general approach to science education and involves the study of scientific principles applied to
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modern production. Scientific knowledge is linked with some typical technical and technological processes. The mastery of technical skills including working with machines is studied within lessons of labour and in the social productive activities of the pupils. Thus, the polytechnic principle combines science education and the technical training of all the pupils for work and life.

Access to science education and time available. Approximately 60 per cent of the population receive a general science education when finishing the universal compulsory school. The remainder learn science in vocational/technical schools and in evening classes for working youth, though the level of science depends on the type of speciality (agrotechnical, chemistry-technological, or mechanic courses). On the whole, all students learn the bases of science and technology, as secondary education is compulsory, universal, and free. Two-thirds of working people in industry have followed higher and secondary education, and in agriculture more than 60 per cent have such education. The total amount of science is 35 per cent of school hours averaged over all the grades.

Relationship of science education to society. This relationship begins with the understanding of the links between education and nature, of the sensation of spiritual improvement of the child in contact with nature and the significance of nature in general education and in the upbringing of children. ‘You should go to the fields, parks, drink ideas from the well, and this water of life will make your pupils wise explorers, keen minded people and poets’. (V.A. Sukhomlinskiy. My heart is for children. Kiev, 1969).

The development of productive skills has turned man and society into a mighty force. There is now a task to educate new generations at school to overcome the critical ecological situation. Studies proceed from a realization of the following ideas of ecology and ecological education:

a) Unity of the system ‘Nature—society—man’;

b) Man is a part of nature and man’s development is a factor in the change of nature;

c) Human history is part of natural history and its development comprises the basis of human life;

d) Unity of the history of nature and of society is manifest in the process of labour;
e) Primacy of laws of nature;

f) Submission of techni-economical progress to the necessity of preservation of dynamic stability for bioecological links;

g) Advantages of socialism in optimization of interrelations between society and nature; and

h) Development of a new ecological culture of relationships between man and society and nature and environment.

These aspects define the manifold character of the interrelations between society and nature, social-economical, political, scientific, technical and moral and aesthetic. They call for a multidisciplinary approach to ecological education, which deals with all subjects at school, and is not only concerned with biology and geography.

All-round ecology is defined by the following groups of ideas and concepts in the content of education in different subjects:

**Development and integrity in life**

Interrelation of the history of society and nature

- Nature change in the process of labour
- Environment and man’s health
- Nature and moral-aesthetic development of personality

Optimization of interrelation in the system ‘Nature—society—man’

All the sciences and social sciences must show this relationship of man and nature and relations between men (of man to man).

Children exhibit (in their behaviour or feelings) deep interrelationships, but they are often contradictory in their relationships to man and to nature. It is important to show a deep care for nature and for its conservation. Unreasonable action must be considered unsocial; harmful both to man and society.

Experience shows the advisability of developing the pupil’s responsibility and attitude towards the environment through political and moral positions, labour training, and physical development.
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Man's attitude to the environment expresses his consciousness and senses, his spiritual culture level, his civility, his reasonable requirements, which correspond to social morals, and the joining of ecology and economy.

It is impossible to develop these ecological standards only in the framework of science education, though this is undoubtedly of great importance.

Biology is an important subject, of course, for it shows interrelations of living systems with the environment. Physics and chemistry characterize physical and chemical parameters of the environment, and the permissible limits of their interrelations within living systems.

A knowledge of science is necessary for estimating the state of the environment, for developing an ability to foresee consequences of man's influence on the environment, for making decisions to prevent pollution and destruction of natural environment, and for taking care about optimum interrelationships with nature. Thus, the struggle for peace on earth expresses the struggle for harmony with nature.

Science methodology. The teaching of science is subject to general didactic demands and is specific with its own content and methods. The initial demands are defined by aims, tasks, principles of education, expressing a social order in school in general, and in science education in particular.

In accordance with these demands specific programmes are compiled.

Biology. In the biology programme there is a systematic presentation of anatomo-morphological, physiological, ecological, taxonomical and applied (agronomical, zootechnical, hygienic) notions about the body. Scientific ideas are intertwined with information about the history of science, with methods of scientific discoveries, with the use of physical, chemical and biological laws, in theory and in practice.

A rational structure of programmes is also necessary for each target group. The programme should include the main themes of the subject and it should envisage their interrelation and development with key ideas and concepts, as well as with habits and skills, directed at the practical application in work and in everyday life.
It is advisable there should be a minimum of laboratory work, experiments, demonstrations, and excursions.

Physics. An example from the physics programme, in grade X is the theme ‘Vibrations and waves’.

This will provide the following topics over a period of ten hours teaching: free vibrations; harmonic vibrations; mathematical pendulum; spring pendulum; displacement; period; frequency and phase; the periodic formula of mathematical pendulum vibrations; the conversion of energy in oscillatory movements; damping down vibrations; forced vibrations; resonance and its calculation in practice; auto-vibrations in pendulum clocks; mathematics (speed and acceleration, diagrams of sines and cosines, derivatives of trigonometrical functions, harmonic vibrations).

For practical activities in the laboratory there will be the definition of acceleration in free incidence with the help of the pendulum.

For demonstrations the following will apply: free vibrations of a mathematical pendulum and a load on a spring; the writing down of oscillatory movements; the dependence of vibration period on the spring or the elastic properties of the spring and on the load mass; the dependence of vibration period of the pendulum on its length; forced vibrations; the resonance of pendulums; auto-vibrations of the load on the spring; the use of a pendulum in a clock; and the film ‘vibrations and waves’.

Assessment and examinations. Oral, written and practical work are tested. In marking oral answers the teacher must take into accounts the accuracy of the content and the exactness of the use of scientific terms, self-dependence of the answer; success in fulfilling the work in the experiment; and logic and competence in describing observations, and in formulating conclusions of the experiment.

The teacher must also mark the skills of observations by the correctness of making an observation according to the task; the skill to define essential features of the observed process; and the logic and scientific competence in organizing the observation and in drawing conclusions.

Such methods of approach towards making and assessing programmes helps the teacher achieve results. It is natural that for all cases and for all pupils the results of the learning will not be equal.
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and will not correspond to the expected standard of the programme. Pupils learn individually, and individual distinctions enrich the learning process, though they make the guidance of it more difficult. Progress will depend on the teacher’s ability to correlate the programme requirements with the interests, abilities and potentialities of the pupils.

Progress of some pupils is restrained by social and psychological difficulties, which they experience in life and in school. This is why the school life of a child or the teaching of an adult cannot be isolated from social factors and personality.

Science education out-of-school and for adults

Much attention is paid to the development of science horizons among adults in various aspects of non-formal education and to the popularization of science and technology. There is a system of increasing qualifications through peoples’ universities, and various clubs and science and technology societies. Journals, radio and TV programmes all help to popularize science and technology. There are also popular science films, exhibitions, museums, and regional activities all designed to help to popularize science among the people.
SECTION THREE

ASPECTS OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
IN COUNTRIES OF THE REGION
CREATION OF A SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CLIMATE—KOREAN EXPERIENCE

by Hyung Sup Choi

It has been asserted with justification that science and technology are the most important elements in the development of a nation, particularly for the so-called less developed countries. A country's science and technology, however, can strike deep roots only when the soil and the climate are favourable to their growth, and only with such roots can they grow adequately enough to contribute to national development and improved living standards. Admittedly, development of science and technology gains momentum when a suitable environment for its popularization is created. The creation and promotion of such an environment is a prerequisite for science and technology development, particularly where social and economic patterns and customs are tradition-bound. From the long range point of view, without such an environment, there can be no indigenous technology development and there would be too many constraints for the adaptation of imported technologies. Although there are numerous tasks to be done in the socio-economic development of less developed countries, it is almost imperative that the general public acquire a scientific way of thinking and a proper understanding of the role of science and technology so that science and technology can indeed serve as the impetus to national development.

There are several important aspects involved in developing a proper approach to the creation of an environment for popularization of science. The Korean approach has been, first of all to establish the following policy guidelines for laying a solid foundation for a nation-wide ‘movement’ to create the needed favourable science climate.

1. To promote the ‘movement’ effectively and continuously, co-operation of the government, industry and academic circles will be strengthened and mass media efforts will be stepped up to inform the general public about this.
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movement which will also be reflected in school education at all levels. The ‘movement’ will thus be carried out on a nation-wide scale to reinforce and amplify the activities of rural development programmes.

2. To promote the general public’s understanding of and participation in the ‘movement’, the government will:
   i) establish well-devised and practical programmes for effective operation of the movement;
   ii) set up an agency to control the movement and co-ordinate plans and their execution;
   iii) prepare materials for enlightenment of the people about the movement;
   iv) establish public relations and prize systems, particularly for promotion of creative activities such as invention.

3. To encourage the building up of a basic strength for popularization and dissemination of science, various specific measures will be taken.

Kwahakhwa Movement—movement for the popularization of science and technology

Korea has launched what it calls a nation-wide ‘Kwahakhwa Movement’ under the positive involvement of the Head of State, as an integral part of its long range science and technology development plan.1 The movement aims at accomplishing a universal desire for scientific innovation among all the people in all aspects of their lives. It has been led by the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Korea Scientific and Technological Promotion Foundation and the Saemaul Technical Service Corps in co-operation with concerned government agencies, industry, academic circles, and the mass communication media—radio, TV, press and magazines. The basic goal of this movement is a reorientation of the public’s attitudes.

The modernization of society through industrialization requires greatly broadened and different attitudes and understandings from
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those which sufficed in former years and in a simpler economy. This broadening must be one which recognizes the meaning of science and technology not only in the domain of industrial production, but also in every aspect of each person’s life. The change should pervade all segments of society. It calls for the equally intensive participation of the housewife, the farmer, the craftsman, the businessman, and the scholar. This movement is in no way conceived as the special province of scientists and engineers, although this group can provide key support and resources in view of its pertinent talent and knowledge. It is not intended to focus attention solely on major scientific or technological advances, but rather more importantly on there being a vast number of small advances made by people in every segment of society. In all aspects of the movement primary emphasis is given to rationality, creativity, and workability.

Direction of the movement. It is necessary to develop a rational and scientific way of thinking among the Korean people and discard passive attitudes and practices, and as the first objective of this movement they must understand the importance of science and technology in economic development and develop the habit of applying elementary technical knowledge to their daily lives.

The second objective of this movement is to encourage everyone to acquire technical skills. Rapid industrialization and technological development require skilled and knowledgeable manpower which can apply itself to the problems at hand. In particular, the development of the strategic chemical, mechanical, electronic, and metallurgical industries will depend heavily on the availability of skilled manpower. To meet industry’s manpower needs it is necessary to establish a massive systematic training programme, and each person should be given an opportunity to develop his potential, so that he can find more personal satisfaction on the job while at the same time contributing to the good of society. The training and use of manpower require a specific education policy, training, an appropriate socio-economic system, and a technology oriented environment.

Third, this movement aims at the strategic development of industrial technology. Although Korea has made remarkable progress in industrial technology, it still depends mostly on foreign expertise, particularly in the plant and machine design areas. The rapid development and expansion of the economy require increasing
technical capability. This is particularly noticeable in the heavy and chemical industries and export-oriented industries. A nation’s technical capability derives from a sound foundation in fundamental science and indigenous capability for research and development. But so long as the economy is weak and the technical level is low, it is difficult to accumulate capabilities for basic science or indigenous research and development. For some time to come Korea will have to depend on the import of sophisticated technology from abroad followed by the effective adaptation and application of these technologies, but of course, the importance of indigenous capability for eventual independence in technology is recognized.

Technical information for industry must be acquired and industrialists and engineers must strive to select and digest the technology which is essential for industrialization. The scientists and engineers at universities must co-operate with those in industry to solve industrial problems and it must be thoroughly understood that the development of technological capability is for the benefit of the general public. Industrialists must recognize the importance of technological development and innovation and co-operate fully with school and university programmes. Technological development is expected to aim at the production of high value-added items based on sophisticated technology. At the same time, however, it is necessary to be concerned with the effective use of natural resources and protection of the environment.

Korea, just as the highly industrialized countries of the world, must have all the resources of science and technology effectively at its command. This can only be possible if the spirit of every individual is oriented towards the basic values and methodologies of science and technology.

The movement to popularize science and technology contains three major elements: education, action, and commitment. To personally understand the significance and meaning of science and technology the individual must be provided with many diverse opportunities to learn. This requires an educational programme that deals not only with science and technology directly but also demonstrates their implications in all phases of living. Such a programme speaks to the public in terms of situations and concepts that are already familiar to them. In this manner the relevance to each individual becomes apparent.
Finally the movement aims to involve a commitment by individuals, groups, and institutions to be certain that all endeavours and plans are carried forward in the movement’s spirit. This commitment can ensure dedicated support for the application of science and technology to the well-being of the general public as a whole and strengthening of the nation.

Government programmes. First of all, the role of the government has been clearly defined and various programmes for implementation have been designed to promote the ‘movement’. The Ministry of Science and Technology is responsible for overall planning and coordination, and the other concerned government ministries provide substantial support. The following list identifies the various activities being implemented under the ‘movement’.

Government programmes and activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Teacher training; improvement of curricula and teaching methods; strengthening extra-curricular science activities in primary and secondary schools (house for observation of nature, student science museums and science book reading clubs); technical contests for students; and development of demonstration technical schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Defence</td>
<td>One-man-one-skill training for all members of the armed forces (various technical training programmes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Labour</td>
<td>Vocational training and technical qualification tests (skill training by public and private vocational schools, farm training and qualification tests).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Government programmes and activities (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Justice</td>
<td>One-man-one-skill training for all prison inmates (driver training and other vocational skill training).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Culture and Information</td>
<td>Enlightenment of the general public concerning science and technology as well as familiarization through mass media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Commerce and Industry</td>
<td>Technical trouble shooting centres; industrial information centre and spread of concept and techniques on energy conservation and quality control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>Training, through Saemaul movement, in the basic principles of science applicable to daily living, and the techniques of afforestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries</td>
<td>Training of farmers and fishermen in production techniques, farm machine management and processing of agricultural and marine products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Construction</td>
<td>Publication and distribution of technical guide-books on designs for Saemaul standard houses and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Government Administration</td>
<td>Mechanization and computerization of administrative work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Projects for public understanding of science and technology

The National Science Museum displays devices derived from various theories of science, and models of various scientific instruments, with a view to increasing public understanding of scientific principles and their practical application to induce the people's creative abilities and to increase the number of science-minded people.

The National Science Exhibition is held in Seoul every year and prizes are given for superior work. It contributes much to the development of science education, as most of the items shown are the work of students and teachers in primary and secondary schools.

The Ministry of Education will build Student Science Museums in 11 provinces and cities throughout the country as part of its plan to promote science education. These museums will maintain close relations with the National Science Museum in Seoul and exchange collections from time to time.

Outstanding works in the annual National Science Exhibition will be displayed in the provincial and city Student Science Museums. In addition, the provincial and city Student Science Museums will collect and put on display science books and provide scientific experiments as well as places for science lectures or meetings, thereby acting as the provincial and city science centres to keep applying scientific principles to daily living.

Korea is far behind advanced countries in publishing books on popular science for the younger generation. The science books that are published are so theoretical that they are difficult for laymen to understand. As a result, publishers are reluctant to publish such books and their authors have few incentives to write them. Under these circumstances, the government plans to publish 'easy-to-read' books on science and technology in a series designed as a science-technology library for nation-wide distribution.

A science film library system has been established to arouse interest in science and technology among young people and to promote their understanding of science through films. Science films also complement science education in schools and provide students with access to the advanced state of science and technology in developed countries.

The Korea Scientific and Technological Promotion Foundation operates libraries which import selected science films from the
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United States, Japan and other advanced countries. These films, dubbed in Korean, are loaned to primary and secondary schools and shown in provincial towns and cities. The Foundation will continue to import proper science films to be shown at schools, public organizations, Student Science Museums and rural villages under the Saemaul Undong.*

The creation of a science-technology climate should start from the application of scientific principles to daily life at home. The application of such principles to home life must be initiated by housewives' efforts to improve their daily living in a rational and scientific manner.

Science classes for housewives have, therefore, been opened in cities to give lectures on health and sanitation, culture, hobbies, clothing, food, housing, sidelines available to housewives, and other basic information on home life. The classes are designed to develop their ability and help them apply scientific principles and knowledge to home life. Demonstrations and audio-visual aids are used in addition to the lectures. The classes are held in major cities in co-operation with various mass media. They will be expanded into a national programme in the near future.

To stimulate interest in science and technology among primary and secondary school students and to induce them to become scientists and engineers, prominent scientists and engineers from home and abroad are invited to visit primary and secondary schools to lecture on their experiences, their motives for studying science and the prospects for scientific and technological development. They are organized into lecture teams and each team visits as many schools as possible on its lecture tour.

Strengthening basic capabilities for the popularization of science

Restructuring the school education system. In order that science should take deep root in people's minds, the scientific thinking based on creativity and rationalism must be fostered in the first place. It is specially here that formal school education can play a role.

* The Saemaul Undong is a new community movement in which people work together towards better living, and as a consequence, to construct a richer and better village.
Creation of a science and technology climate

School education in Korea has often been criticised for encouraging a cramming system; rote learning rather than understanding; the abstract rather than the practice; with the main aim of preparation to enter the university. In science particularly, conventional school education has placed its emphasis on 'knowing science', not on 'doing science'.

The earlier the education and training for development of scientific thinking and creativity is initiated, the more effective and efficient it will be. It is, therefore, essential that young people at the primary school level should be provided learning experiences for the analytical observation of natural phenomena and encouraged to develop a creative imagination.

In view of this necessity, the science curriculum of the primary school must undergo such an innovative reform that it will arouse the natural interest of school children just entering the school, and keep their interest in a suitable learning environment. Among other things, the prerequisite for such an environment are the optimum size of the class, adequate facilities for experiment and capable teachers.

Science education at the secondary level must develop an inquisitive attitude towards observed facts and methods of analysing their cause and effect and applications.

A 'basic skill practice system' is being developed to give every primary and secondary school student the opportunity to acquire a set of basic skills. One of the important objectives of this programme is to contribute to the creation of a favourable environment for 'doing science' and encouraging the attitude that skill training is as important as extensive academic learning.

Considering the urgency of national needs for manpower to handle high-level technology, several innovative measures are being taken in science education and technical training. For example, to improve the supply of high calibre scientists, engineers and qualified technicians, it was necessary to make structural changes in science education and technical training. One such measure was the establishment of a completely new institution, the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology.

Institute of Science (KAIS), to provide post-graduate programmes in selected applied science and engineering fields. Other innovations include the enactment of a National Technical Qualification Law and founding of Technician’s College; the initiation of National Technical Skill Contests; giving the respectable title of ‘technical employee’ instead of ‘skilled labourer’; the expansion of employment opportunities; and improved wage levels and working conditions for skilled workers so providing a system that accelerates the creation of a climate favourable for technical manpower development. The prize awarded on ‘Science day’ was changed from a prize award system for scientists only to a system where scientists, engineers and technicians can receive the very highest honour in scientific and technical circles; the President’s Award.

The ultimate objective of the adoption of these measures is to ensure an enhancement of the legal and professional status of skilled occupations which it is hoped will filter down particularly to the real world of those who practice skills, so that their status can be made equivalent to that of academicians. The philosophy behind this system is to help bring about a consensus among the general public in favour of skilled occupations so that young talented people may, with high morale and pride, choose such an occupation as a career.

Support for academic activities for science and technology. The activities of academic societies should be diversified so that they can be addressed to a broader spectrum of the community. This will not only help to strengthen the basic scientific capability, but will also play a catalytic role in activating the science awareness of the nation.

The government subsidizes science activities, particularly through the Korean Federation of Scientific Societies. Since 1968, the Ministry of Science and Technology has been granting funds to academic societies in science and engineering to help them hold academic seminars and symposia, publish journals, join international academic organizations and operate Technical Service Corps. Such support will be increased.

The Ministry also sponsors meetings of local scientists and engineers with overseas Korean scientists and engineers to strengthen
the ties between them through the exchange of knowledge and experiences and to contribute to the development of science and technology in Korea.

To increase the efficiency of the country’s scientific and technological development, the Ministry has started a programme to establish scientific terms in all the science disciplines. Under this programme, scientific and technical terms in Korean in basic science, engineering, medical science, agriculture and fisheries have been formulated and published.

**Diffusion and dissemination of science and technology**

International technology transfer has been much in the limelight, but surprisingly little attention has been given to the crucially important transfers between the urban and rural industry and agriculture and among business firms, particularly from big to medium and small. This is another frontier which until now has been little explored. Without a means for active transfer of technology within a country, any development effort is futile. The idea is not new but has not been pursued widely or consciously enough. In speaking of such efforts on the macro-level, as for instance trying to bridge the gap between the urban and rural, probably every developing country has tried one type or another of deliberately planned programme, but the Korean experience may have parallels in objectives and perhaps in approach as well.

Technical support for Saemaul Undong. Under the Saemaul Undong everybody accepts that he is a member of the community as well as of the nation as part of the co-operative organization. Thus the movement, as a nation-wide activity for progress, is addressed to the improvement of the country, village, neighbourhood and individual lives through motivated co-operative work.

The massive efforts under the rubric of Saemaul Undong, involves myriads of programmes ranging from digging or improving sewage ditches to applying new farming techniques. It also aims at bringing about selective rural industrialization in the belief that the rural labour force could make a contribution to the development of industry through the offering of incentives. It was not long, however,

---
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before it became apparent that it would take more than the pull of an abundant labour force to make the industrialization of rural areas feasible. The many inherent difficulties and inconveniences soon became obvious, and a readjustment had to be made to the time schedule for locating industry in rural areas. It was decided that to begin with living conditions had to be upgraded and a means of earning supplementary income introduced. The government channelled support to about 20,000 villages selectively and in differing degrees depending on the extent of self-help displayed and the nature of the jobs to be done. As of 1976, the rural household income slightly surpassed that of the urban, perhaps for the first time in modern history. Many attribute this result to this programme.

Contrary to the widely held view that a change in rural values and attitudes is a necessary pre-condition if there is to be a self-sustained change in rural economic behaviour, there have been studies which support a different view. Korean rural development, which has gained substantial forward momentum since the early 1970s, did so not because of the basic assumptions subscribed to by most, but rather for very different reasons. First there were profound and irreversible modernizing changes in rural attitudes and the operation of village institutions particularly after the successful land reforms of the early 1950s. Second, government efforts have placed, according to its assertion, less emphasis on farmers' psychological motivations and more on furnishing essential assistance to agriculture in terms of credit and technical advice and by providing linkages between the villages and the national economy. Third are improved communications and transportation, and population moves, be they the thousands of people who return to their villages after military services or the people who have moved to urban areas and thus established a contact point between urban and rural. Fourth, there is the transformation of local bureaucracies which used to be more resistant to innovation than the farmers; this change being due mainly to an unswerving commitment originating with the Head of State. The establishment of an infrastructure conducive to innovation should receive highest priority at the national level. This is the task, for the accomplishment of which the government's role is pivotal.

After the movement was underway scientists and professors in the fields of science and engineering realized that they might have something useful to contribute even in the little time available to
them for such an activity, and with this objective in mind the Korean Federation of Scientific Societies set up a small secretariat to co-
ordinate such activities, initially with the token participation of
about 100 people. In only two years this has grown into a Technical Service Corps with a network of all provincial secretariats.

Much to the surprise of the participants, the professional people found many problems which were beyond their expertise to solve while there were also many other small problems for which they could offer immediate help. Designing a concrete bridge across a creek was one day's homework for a college level civil engineering student, but an even more important result of these interfaces of highly sophisticated scientists and engineers with those literally at the grass-roots level, was the two-way learning process which was effected. The people at the grass-roots level learned much from having presented their problems to those from the universities while the university people in their turn obtained invaluable insights into, and lessons on, how education should prepare people to solve practical problems. At a seminar held in 1977 with those who had taken part in such activities—both those from the universities and the farmers—it was heartwarming to see how people with such different educational backgrounds were in communication with each other to solve problems and to see how close-knit were the partnerships set up in the process.

The lessons learned from this brief experience include several well worth noting. The pool of knowledge and the existing state of the arts can be applied across a broad range to solve rural problems if the agents—not necessarily agencies—are motivated to work with the people even when they have only limited time for such work. This is a natural and favourable process for diffusing scientific knowledge to the vast majority in the country and thereby creating a strong environment for the popularization of science. No university professor, after this exposure, has been seen to retreat from it, but rather involvement has increased as the programme has progressed even though there was no remuneration for the services rendered. Most important of all is a clear recognition of the need for, and the immense economic and moral benefits accruing from, transfer of technology and talents within a country in whichever direction the flow may take place.
Saemaul Technical Service Corps (STSC). The Saemaul Technical Service Corps, consisting of scientists and engineers was organized voluntarily in April 1972 to increase the efficiency of the Saemaul Undong by applying scientific principles and knowledge to it and by providing technical services for projects for increasing community income and improving the community environment. The corps now has branch offices in nine provinces and a membership of more than 1,500 across the country to provide technical support for the Saemaul Undong on a nation-wide basis. The majority of these members are university professors.

In the central office of STSC, various committees such as agriculture, fishery and forest, improvement of living environment, industrial technology for Saemaul factories, hygiene and overall synthesis were established, each of which supported the activities of provincial branches.

The main purpose of the Corps is to disseminate in the rural community the scientific and technical information and knowledge which is acquired by the academic and industrial community through its developmental activities, with a view to helping the agrarian and fishing communities improve the methods of farming and fishing; supporting the community in applying the scientific and technical knowledge; and developing skills for subsidiary work and skills for locally specialized products for an increased income; thereby improving their standards of living.

The Corps solves technical problems met in the Saemaul Undong through correspondence, field service and individual counselling. It also publishes technical manuals and guidance books for distribution to all villages included in the movement.

To increase field technical services to the Saemaul Undong, the Corps has established sister relationships with villages under the movement so that scientists and engineers in the Corps may serve as technical advisors to the villages with which they have some sort of relationship.

The cases of STSC's success through dissemination activities are numerous in consideration of its short history, but many more of them are required for a significant impact upon the creation of a science and technology climate as a whole.
Concluding remarks

First, for the developing countries which in most cases suffer from the vicious cycle of underdevelopment of many kinds, it is imperative to develop science and technology for breaking through this inertia.

Second, development of science and technology gains momentum when a favourable environment for its popularization is created, particularly in a country where socio-economic patterns and customs are tradition-bound. To this end, a nation-wide movement to promote the general public’s understanding is essential.

Third, the movement should not be intended to focus attention solely on major scientific or technological advances, but rather more importantly on there being a vast number of small advances made by people in every segment of the society.

Fourth, the movement contains three major elements: education, action, and commitment. For understanding the significance and meaning of science and technology personally, it is necessary to provide many diverse opportunities to learn. This requires an educational programme that deals not only with science and technology directly but also demonstrates their implications in all phases of living. The movement also aims to involve a commitment by individuals, groups, and institutions to be certain that all endeavours and plans are carried forward in the movement’s spirit.

Fifth, the massive effort to mobilize in-country talent and bring it to bear on the problems at the grass-roots level, be it agricultural or industrial, is not only desirable but essential to realize the national goal for diffusion and dissemination of science.

Lastly, the enlightened understanding of and unqualified support for science and technology by the Chief Executive of a nation is not merely an important factor, but an absolutely necessary element if a successful science and technology climate is to be created.
India really is a land of contrast. Here, the high science and technology of space and electronics go hand in hand with the bullock cart; atomic energy goes side by side with cowdung burning; highly sanitary conditions and nutritious food in big hotels go along with the stinky slums where penniless, jobless dwellers live in a primitive state. But the fruits of science and technology have percolated not only to the sophisticated urban life but to the simple life of the remote village which outwardly looks undisturbed by the change. The man in the remote village also occasionally listens to the radio, uses a contraceptive device, swallows a tablet, sprays insecticides, takes a bath with a cake of soap, rides a bicycle and a bus and receives a telegram. He may even be luckier and be able to see an instructional telecast, or a movie shown by a social welfare body that encourages him to get his children inoculated and vaccinated, to sow a high-yielding, disease-resistant variety of seed in his fields or to get his wife tubectomized.

The course of science and technology has also touched the life of almost every Indian (like his counterpart in any other part of the world). The shock of rapid change and the unmanageable emotional adjustments; the ill effects of land, water and air pollution; the tilted balance of the ecosystem—all have echoed and re-echoed in his life either in an urban or rural environment.

Why teach science?

Thinkers opine that the practical value of every social invention or material discovery depends upon its being adequately interpreted to the masses. History also affords abundant evidence that civilization advances in direct ratio to the efficiency with which the thoughts of the thinkers are translated into the language of the
masses. Hence the utmost need to improve public understanding of science. Scientific enterprise is expensive. India spends nearly US $900 million every year for research and development in science and technology, and India's sixth five-year socio-economic plan (1980-1985) which recognizes science and technology as an important sector, envisages an outlay of $4,250 million in this sector. This huge financial support—fantastic as it is for a developing country like India—requires knowledgeable overseeing by the public.

Moreover, science yields practical consequences that require public decision-making: to fluoridate or not to fluoridate the public drinking water supply; to finance dialysis centres or not to finance them; to launch satellites and fund research and development agencies or to invest that huge fund for supplying the barest necessities to the public; are amongst a host of issues of a similar nature demanding public decision. Above all, science has been mankind's greatest intellectual adventure, as much a part of man's culture as music or art or literature. It is therefore imperative that every entity of the society participates in the decisions on and the activities of science.

For science education to be self-sustaining and self-generating, the general fabric of society will have to be rewoven with the weft strengthened by scientific methods and outlook. Any effort at science education which does not take the whole society as the target and which concentrates on a small advantageous group, will be heavily dampened. India has seen tremendous emphasis being placed on the delivery of science education to a small target group, viz. the children in school, during the last two decades. The mushrooming of schools and colleges throughout the country during the last few years is ample evidence of this. Enormous expansion has taken place in the science education delivery system also. But the number of school drop-outs had been frightening. Sixty-four per cent of the school-going children drop out before they reach grade V (about ten years of age) rising to 77 per cent before reaching grade VIII (about 13 years of age). Apart from this huge out-of-school population generated by the school drop-outs, a large percentage of the children of school-going age do not go to school at all—thus contributing to the vastness of the group.

Then there are the illiterate millions who cultivate their fields with the age-old traditional skills and equipment, work in factories in the same routine manner in unhygienic conditions, and who believe
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in the power of charms and talismen rather than in modern diagnostic and therapeutic methods when afflicted by disease. They are governed by superstitious beliefs in all aspects of life including health and habits, food and sex. They are poor people with their thoughts centred round their means of livelihood.

The group of literate, educated people living mainly in the urban centres also has its roots in the broader Indian society and is no different in its outlook and habits than any other group of people.

Moreover, India is a land of diversity—it has a large number of tribes, clans and races who speak different tongues, follow different gods and rituals and live in a variety of environments distinguishable from one another historically, culturally and geographically.

Therefore for any attempt at science education to be successful it will have to have a broader perspective and will have to keep the needs of the entire society in focus. An integrated approach with a local tinge will be the best prescription for any science education programme.

The approach

To deliver science education effectively it is convenient to categorize the society into four target groups. These are: (a) the first ten grades of the formal school population, including those who will proceed further with science and technology education; (b) the out-of-school children and youth, including those who should have been in school under the universalization of education process; (c) the workforce including the vast number of illiterates; and (d) the educated section of the populace.

Two clear questions arise. What science should be taught to each group? What is the most effective way to teach each group?

Certain general comments can be made before dealing with the individual target groups. One important observation is that by enabling only some to obtain a higher familiarity with and competency in science does not make science significantly beneficial to all. For science to benefit the individual it must become a part of everyday life. Therefore, any science education programme will have to identify teaching foci which can take advantage of the natural and social environment of the target groups and clearly establish the utility of
science at the personal level. Science must be introduced as a way of investigating and solving problems and as an influence on a set of personal values which can enhance decision-making. While the utility of science and technology at the personal, community and national level must be clearly established, the learner must be informed of the limitations of science and technology also, without, of course, distracting him from the acceptance of its usefulness.

Formal school population. Realizing the importance of science as an integral part of life, India has placed tremendous importance on school science education programmes. Although education is a State subject, most states have accepted the guidelines and curriculum developed by the apex central council, the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT). There is a concerted and integrated effort in curriculum development, teaching aid development and teacher training. The curriculum in science at the first level teaches science through environmental studies. In the first two classes it begins as a composite course including both the natural and social environment, but, in later years it is divided into environmental studies based on natural science, and environmental studies based on social science. The object is not to emphasize any particular content or syllabi but to sharpen the students' senses and train them to observe the environment to enrich their experience.

At the second level, although separate disciplines of physics, chemistry and biology are introduced, the broad perspectives of environmental education are kept so that science is interesting and meaningful to the students.

In spite of all these sincere efforts, the bias towards terminal examination with the old values in mind is the single reason why the expected results have not been achieved so far.

The science content, so far as this target group is concerned, is reasonably decided. How it should be taught remains open, although many trials and experiments have already been carried out.

Some suggestions for further improvements could be:

1. Reduce the bias towards the terminal examination as it exists today;

2. Devise an examination system which can really assess the child’s ability to use the methods of science;
3. Gradually withdraw textbooks that follow an inflexible syllabus and have an urban bias;

4. Introduce a comprehensive teacher training programme with an emphasis on using the whole environment as a learning experience;

5. Increase the out-of-school science activities for school children;

6. Produce out-of-school reading material in an attractive form and make it available to every school child to open up new vistas of knowledge; and

7. Make more effective use of radio, television, newspapers, posters and wall magazines, for science education, but without bias towards a syllabus.

It must be realized that teaching pupils disconnected scientific facts and meaningless formulas unrelated to the situations in their lives will only generate a negative attitude towards science.

Out-of-school children and youth. In spite of the various efforts and importance given to the programmes for the universalization of elementary education, a large percentage of the children and youth of school-going age remains out of school even today. What science do they need if they need science at all? A strict curriculum and scheduled routine cannot surely be the answer.

This out-of-school portion of the population will form a large percentage of the adult population in future. It requires to know basic health rules and hygiene, and how to prevent accidents. These might include such basic information as the treatment of cuts to prevent tetanus, the importance of sterilizing the baby's feeding-bottle and the possible consequences of not washing hands before eating. People also need to know something of the inexorable laws of physics, so that they do not step in front of a speeding bus, expecting it to stop; and the basis of sound nutrition so that all the body's needs for health are met.

The science education for this group must have a personal touch, and will have to be through a medium which can bring it down to the required level.

The illiterate population. What science should we teach the vast number of illiterate adults in society? Why must we improve the
scientific literacy of these adults? A huge number of tragic examples of the superstitions and ignorance of this group can be cited that have led to illness or death. There are people who swallow their own blood from cuts in the hope that it will return to the blood-stream; others will deprive a child with acute diarrhoea from drinking water in the fear that it may enhance loose motions—thus causing fatal dehydration; or they feed their babies on tinned milk instead of breast milk in the belief that it will provide better nourishment.

More important than this is the alienation from science and attachment of some sort of magical and superhuman aura to science and technology by the general public and particularly the illiterate millions. Because of this, the general mass cannot participate in the decision-making, which leads to their exploitation and makes them subject to social manipulation.

A programme already exists, which is being taken up in a very isolated and half-hearted fashion to provide information on certain areas such as the prevention of epidemics, methods of family planning, and methods of use of fertilizers and pesticides. This is actually dissemination of science-related knowledge and not science, because these are bits of information and do not conform to the scientific method which is a logical, regenerative process and which prepares the learner for situations other than the context in which the knowledge has been given.

Science education for this section of the masses therefore has to be of direct relevance, centred round the individual in the society. The farmer, the factory worker or the skilled man will be concerned about his health, his family, his farm output, his productivity in the traditional skills, and his direct environment. His science must begin with these.

The educated section. Although otherwise educated, a large percentage of population in this group also continue to live in a state of scientific illiteracy and with an abhorrence for science. Included in this group is the scientist himself who is also influenced by superstitions and old beliefs and views things in his own life unscientifically once he goes out of the laboratory. While some of the old beliefs and rituals may have some scientific basis and require understanding in the right perspective, others are only blatant superstitions and are social retardants.
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The needs of this group in the area of science literacy are not very different from those of the out-of-school and illiterate groups. All three groups require development of perspective and outlook, temperament and inclination.

The literate individual is a more informed consumer and because of his general level of intelligence could potentially use scientific knowledge for his own convenience and may distort information or wrongly interpret it. If he is against development or industrialization of a particular area or establishment of a particular industry, he may take recourse to out-of-proportion propaganda on pollution. Because of his access to media, credibility and megalomania he may distort the impact of a solar eclipse to create panic to shut people indoors. He needs a better science education.

The problem and the strategies

The preceding paragraphs are indicative of science education in India. The variety of languages and dialects, religions and clans, castes and creeds; the disparity in economic conditions; the imbalances created by geographic and environmental conditions; the diversity of culture and tradition in so vast a country as India create myriads of problems for any activity as enormous as science education. The problem of creating a science climate, formidable though it may be, can be solved by sincere efforts. The government, the voluntary science bodies and the community science centres can make immense contribution to this effort.

There are a good number of voluntary science societies and community science centres which aim at popularizing science and creating a scientific literacy amongst the masses. That a voluntary science society can really start what may be called a 'peoples' science movement' can be exemplified by one particular achievement of the Kerala Shastra Sahitya Parishat (KSSP) of Calicut in Kerala. A rayon mill set up by a big business house near the bank of the river Chalaiar near Walcad village started polluting the land, water and air. This resulted in respiratory and dermal diseases in man, and tremendous ill effects on plants and other animals. The villagers had assigned these to their fate and accepted everything with only a grumble. KSSP sent a team of medical students to study of the cause and effect of this pollution. When their report clearly indicated the rayon mill as the source of the pollution, a team of experts consisting of doctors,
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professors and engineers was sent to the village. The experts identified the cause-effect relationship and suggested remedial measures for arresting the pollution. KSSP then started conducting evening classes for the villagers to educate them with facts and figures, based on a scientific study, to build their perspective. The villagers started to agitate and had the rayon mill closed until a sufficient effluent treatment measure was carried out by the firm. KSSP also endeavours to reach even the remotest villagers through a network of volunteers and jeetijatha (jeep expedition) and padajatha (expedition on foot).

The Assam Science Society at Gauhati (India), apart from bringing out a very popular journal in the local language, runs a students' hobby centre and has started developing a big science complex which includes a modern-type science museum, an open air students' science activity centre, a planetarium, an aquarium and an exhibition ground. Through its many branches in various nooks and corners of the State, the Society carried out lecture demonstration programmes for village schools with the help of local lecturers, professors, medical men and engineers. The Society's annual conferences and exhibitions at various towns and villages draw thousands of people from all walks of life.

In its efforts to promote scientific literacy in the country, the Ahmedabad-based, Vikram Sarabhai Community Science Centre has created a unique atmosphere for informal learning. This has helped fulfil, in some measure, the belief of the founder of the Centre that the development of a nation is linked with the understanding and application of science and technology by its people.

The Kishore Bharati Group of Hoshangabad in Madhya Pradesh also carried out various activities for the creation of a science climate in rural Madhya Pradesh and has been successful in generating awareness and scientific literacy amongst the rural masses.

These are only by way of examples. There are many other science societies in the country which are engaged in various science popularization activities such as organizing popular science lectures and demonstrations, running hobby centres and science museums, publishing popular science books and journals, displaying wall papers, organizing exhibitions, holding science talent search tests, running rocket clubs, holding evening classes for neo-literate villagers and, staging dramas based on science themes.
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These science clubs have been doing a marvellous job, but the activities are very much localized; there is no central control and guidance mechanism and no interaction amongst these voluntary bodies, so one club cannot take advantage of the experiences of another.

What can the government do?

The first thing the government can do is to establish a nodal agency which can guide, co-ordinate, plan, monitor and evaluate the activities of science education.

The government may set up a science news service which can effectively disseminate science news along with its perspective instead of allowing the mass media to carry such news in isolated fashion. Incentives can also be offered to the newspapers and magazines to carry science features regularly. These incentives could be in terms of tax relief and supply of newsprint at subsidized prices. More importantly, the government may encourage the voluntary science clubs and societies to co-ordinate their activities with the help of the nodal agency and work with a concerted effort to infuse scientific temper into the masses. The following are some of the important tasks for which the nodal agency can decide and assign priorities.

The printed word

a) Popular science magazines should be brought out in various languages used in the country so that they can reach the various strata of society. Writers and editors will have to be trained to write in a way that conveys meaning and understanding of science to the reader. Scientists must be encouraged to write popular science;

b) Profusely illustrated popular science books should be brought out in various languages;

c) Popular literary magazines should be encouraged to carry features and supplements on science and technology;

d) Science societies should take up the preparation of wall-papers and start explaining newspaper reports on science and technology, thus putting them in a better perspective.
Exhibitions, museums and hobby centres. The science societies should be encouraged to hold frequent exhibitions in various localities and set up hobby centres and museums. These should not be static, but should be of a ‘do it yourself’ type. More and more children should be encouraged to act as demonstrators in these exhibitions, so that they feel a sense of participation.

Lectures, demonstration and evening classes. Science societies should organize lecture-demonstration expeditions to villages and the local resource persons (like the local development officer, field publicity officer, medical man, or engineer) should be associated with these activities. Advantage of the local situations and problems should always be taken so that the target audience does not take a passive role.

Audio-visuals

a) Radio and television should devote more time to broadcasts and telecasts on science and technology themes. For better planning of these programmes, directorates may be set up centrally with cells in all regions, separately for radio and television. Workshops should be organized to develop good science and technology communicators;

b) Popular science films, filmstrips and slides should be produced with the help of experts in science and technology communication and experts in film production. The science societies can be relied upon to take these to the remotest of villages;

c) Satellite instructional programmes similar to the Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE) project, 1975, should be carried out because of its obvious advantages. Community television viewing should be encouraged in the remote areas where television with special antennae can be used;

d) Traditional theatres, puppet shows, dance and drama programmes can be imaginatively used for transmitting the message of science.

It is now well recognized that the continuation of a medieval outlook and value system and social norms have been a hindrance to the development and integration of Indian society. The sixth five-year socio-economic plan (1980-1985) recognizes this and emphasizes:
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The task of creating a scientific temper is a vital necessity for the growth of science and its utilization in the development process. There is need to create a scientific climate and involve the people in discussions on various issues of science and technology which affect their life. There has to be dissemination of knowledge about natural phenomena and technological innovations through popular science journals and other media. There is also need for promoting public debate on major issues on science and technology. The full potential of science has to be utilized for eradication of irrational attitudes, which tend to hold back the nation from the path of progress.

India can ill afford to delay an integrated science education effort.
A SECOND CHANCE FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS AND NEW VISION FOR POPULATION OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL

by Peter J. Fensham

Introduction

'Science for all' is a contemporary slogan and challenge for science educators around the world in the 1980s. After a period of substantial depression in school science education in the United States, new funds have been announced in 1983 for another attempt to improve and extend the effectiveness of science education in that nation's schools.

Despite a general recession and cutbacks in educational funding in Britain and New Zealand, each of these countries has major projects underway in the field of school science education. In Britain an extensive five-year project, the Secondary Science Curriculum Review, began in 1982. In New Zealand, the Learning in Science project spent the years 1979-1981 working on the lower secondary years and has now been extended for a further period to work at the primary school level.

In March 1982, the Commonwealth Office of Education hosted a Workshop in Cyprus of science curriculum experts with the theme 'Science and the world of work'. In Malaysia a new primary curriculum is being developed and there is a major debate about the place that science should play in it.

This interest in a number of countries in 'Science for all' has both a familiar ring and a new note. The great surge of curriculum activity in science education in the 1960s and early 1970s is too recent and too well documented for its great hopes to be forgotten.

Although this activity was focused initially on more specialized education in the sciences (and this level commanded much of the resources), many projects were aimed at more general levels of education—primary and lower secondary. Learners at all levels of schooling were to gain new excitement, new skills and new knowledge from the new curriculum projects and new materials that large sums of
money launched in many countries in all the continents. If the United States and the United Kingdom were the first countries into the act as the 1960s moved to the 1970s they were joined by many others at all sorts of levels of industrialization. Internationally, Unesco, ICSU and numerous other bodies lent their support to these movements and the activity and exchange of ideas about science education was quite unprecedented.

The focus of these earlier hopes was very much on the schooling system via its primary and secondary levels. School education is still very much the concern of these new endeavours of the 1980s. However, in a number of cases the current concern is also about other target groups in the population. Those persons who are not at school need also to be enabled to share in some way in what science has to offer humankind.

With respect to this new and exciting aspect of the science for all concept, there is little we can learn from the past. Indeed, as it will be argued later in this paper, we will need to resist the obvious extrapolation from science education for schools.

However, with respect to the issue of science for all at school, we will be foolish indeed if we ignore these still fresh memories of earlier attempts to do just the same sort of thing. Lest we go over the same ground again and make similar mistakes, this paper devotes quite a large section to an analysis of what was done in the 1960s and 1970s and of the assumptions that led to it being done as it was.

It is a lot easier to be confident about that was achieved in these earlier efforts than it is to be sure about what was attempted and why it happened as it did. Nevertheless, in the later sections of this paper an attempt is made to raise issues that relate to this more complex task.

There is now a growing consensus in a number of countries about two things concerning science education in schools.

1. We now have (and curriculum materials are available) a much better curriculum for providing an education in the sciences to those at school (about 20 per cent of an age group) from whom the future scientists and science related professionals will be drawn.
2. We have not achieved an effective science education in schools for the 80 per cent or so who most probably will not continue with any formal education in science after they leave school.

The very existence of the new projects cited at the beginning of this paper are evidence for the negative assessment in the second statement. It is not however, intended that these statements belittle what has been achieved.

There is the very considerable achievement of the first statement and there must be a great deal of useful experience from which we can learn if we reflect on those earlier efforts that were made to educate a wider school population (the 80 per cent) through science.

This paper points to a number of sources of the failure of these first attempts at a science for all at school. Some of these sources involve quite fundamental features of curriculum development for schools such as (a) a naivety about the role of school systems in society and of science education in particular; and (b) an optimism about scientific knowledge and about educational pedagogy.

The role of school systems and science education in particular

The curriculum movement of the 1960s and 1970s has rightly been criticized for so often behaving as if schooling and science education takes place in a social and political vacuum. When it did acknowledge in its rhetoric, social demands that education is called on to meet, it often failed to distinguish between them or to recognize that they may even be in conflict.

Social theorists have often stated, but we easily forget, that school systems are established in society to achieve a range of purposes that relate to societal needs and social demands. For example, they are expected to reproduce the knowledge, skills and expertise that is required to maintain whatever is the existing status quo of society. Again they are often expected to produce new sorts of persons with hitherto unavailable skills and knowledge that have become essential to the development of an economy or to the changing needs of the society. Thirdly, they are often required to contribute to ‘law and order’ by passing on a respect and appreciation of traditional knowledge, values and culture. These three examples of societal needs that school systems have to meet are sufficient to illustrate the very different roles of reproduction, development and conservation.
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The existence of a school system furthermore means, at the level of individual families, that some will endeavour to use it for social mobility, some for re-inforcement of their existing advantages and some will find it contributes little or nothing to alleviate their disadvantages.

It is obviously not easy for all these sorts of demands and needs to be met equally well and very often one or several will win out at the expense of the others.

Since the late 1950s two very distinct societal demands have been placed on science education in many countries. The first is the demand for specialist manpower so that societies and economies can keep pace in a world where scientific knowledge and technology is being exploited in a rapidly increasing way. The second is the demand for a more scientifically literate citizenry. That is, science education should produce more members of the society who will be able to benefit from the personal and social applications of science and will be prepared to support the changes of a scientific and technological kind that are needed for a good balance between development and environmental concerns. It is this second demand that now has as its slogan, 'Science for all'.

These two demands are examples of conflicting ones and not complementary ones as was almost universally assumed in the first wave of the science curriculum movement.

It is of interest to note that, in the United Kingdom and perhaps in the United States, the initial pressures for the reform of the science curriculum did have some elements of the second demand but these were engulfed (although hence gaining establishment) by the demands of the first sort—the Dainton and Swann Reports in the United Kingdom and the post Sputnik response and Rickover Report in the United States.

The advocates of science for all, accepted the opportunity provided by the more powerful demand for more scientific specialists. They hoped that their own interest would be met along with the meeting of the first demand or at least soon after. But the first reforms of the curricula were almost always aimed at improving the science education in the school system that already was the source of scientific and technical manpower, namely, the elite disciplinary courses for mathematics and the sciences in secondary schooling. In hindsight it is possible to recognize this emphasis as ominous for the
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'Science for all' movement but at the time we did not see it in that way. If there was naivety about school systems meeting different demands in the 1960s, it is important that a similar naivety is not displayed in the 1980s about the new interpretations of science for all that are now being generated.

The supply of technological and scientific manpower is most important to the maintenance and development of the social, economic and defence needs of all countries. The educational system must therefore meet this supply need and in many countries there has been a significant improvement in the supply over the last 20 years. In some countries in the region some forms of scientific specialization, e.g. biological sciences and even medical sciences are so well supplied that there is a surplus over what the national economy can employ. In other countries there is still a shortage of these specialists in many fields but the targets for them are still of the order of 1-10 per cent of any age cohort rather than 30-70 per cent.

It is important to assess some of the prices that educational systems have paid in giving priority to meeting this national need and to consider the associated gains.

The ultimate formal education of this scientific and technological elite is in the hands of universities, colleges or institutes of technology. These educational institutions are under considerable international pressure to conform to the production of graduates who share a common body of knowledge and associated practical skills or experiences.

Although the growth of scientific knowledge generally has been and remains very rapid, this has not led to a great diversity of content in science courses either at undergraduate level or in the school system. Rather, there has been a consolidation of certain specific conceptual content in each of the sciences as the knowledge worth learning. A basis for choosing this conceptual content for undergraduate science courses is, no doubt, that it is 'powerful' in the sense that these concepts are ones that scientists use repeatedly as they consider new phenomena and new fields of interest. Nevertheless, the learning of these concepts (and their precursors in school science as it prepares this elite for university study) can take so much time that the excitement of contemporary science and its many possibilities for social usefulness can be, and are, often overlooked and omitted.
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Two basic questions face any national system of education that is giving a priority to the development of this type of elite. Firstly, there is the question: Who shall be permitted to enter the training group (up to about 20 per cent)? and secondly, What prior preparation will they be given? These tasks of selection and preparation are, in most countries, associated with the secondary level of the education system. In some cases they may even extend down into the primary level. In even fewer cases there is a degree of openness that enables alternative forms of direct entry into science and technological education at the tertiary level. These are, however, rare and as yet little explored or even sought after. The lack of interest in 'second chance' education in these fields is, no doubt, a consequence of the clear message the majority have received at school that there is only one route, through schooling, for these fields of employment and that they lack the potential and the abilities for them.

It is usual to associate the two tasks of selection and preparation. That is, the content of science education that is deemed to be a suitable preparation for the study of the science disciplines at the higher level also turns out to be a useful selective device since comparatively few pupils successfully learn it. It is certainly possible to envisage alternative preparations in science education that would not serve the selection task. For example, a course that focused on relevant, practical skills of science may well produce more successful learners than are required. After all, a very wide spectrum of the population of most countries do now acquire the skills of driving a motor car—a much more complex set of skills than many of science's practical techniques.

This association has, of course, some strange and disturbing consequences. For example, if a science education at school could be devised so that most children were able to learn with substantial success, it would not suit the selection task as we now understand it. Such a course may, however, have heightened the interest of many more of the age group to seriously consider the scientifically related technologies and professions as possible careers. While failing to do the selection task, it may have broadened the size and the quality of the base from which selection would then be made.

The solution to the dual questions of selection and preparation has been found in most, or perhaps every, country by the creation of a secondary school curriculum in mathematics and the sciences that: 47,1 442
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1. Involves the rote recall of a large number of not obviously socially useful facts and concepts;
2. Involves too little familiarity with many of the concepts to enable their scientific usefulness to be experienced;
3. Involves concepts that have been defined for high levels of generality among scientists without their levels of abstraction being adequately acknowledged in the school context and hence their consequential limitations regarding real situations is not indicated;
4. Involves an essentially abstract system of scientific knowledge with examples of objects and events to illustrate this system rather than those aspects of the science of factual phenomena that enables some use or control of them to occur;
5. Involves life experiences and social applications only as exemplary rather than as the essence of the science learning;
6. Associates the role of practical activity in its pedagogy with the belief that it enhances the conceptual learning rather than being a source for the learning of essential skills;
7. Gives a high priority even in biology to the quantitative content, and in chemistry this priority is probably greater than it is for many practising chemists; and
8. Leaves to the continued study of these disciplines at the tertiary level the balance, meaning and significance that is lacking in 1 to 7;

Such a school curriculum has its content determined for it very largely by selecting out those simple but abstract concepts and principles that provide a good base for the continued learning of this sort that occurs in the specialist courses of study in the institutions of tertiary education. In other words there is no real discontinuity between what is regarded as knowledge of worth in specialist science education and the content that is regarded as worth learning for school curricula even down to quite early years of secondary schooling. Furthermore, the chosen content because of its conceptual and abstract nature lends itself to a sequential type of development that inevitably provides the selection part of the dual task. The learning sequence for conceptual knowledge shown in Figure 1 illustrates that this arrangement of a curriculum demands for success that learners have persistent motivation regarding knowledge and ability to
Aspects of science education in countries of the region consistently sustain dependent learning. If a learner loses motivation or fails for whatever reason to learn one stage, then it is almost impossible to recover. The sequences stretch on, only terminating because the curriculum says so. The learner is, at all times, dependent on the teacher or the textbook for what is 'correct'.

Figure 1. Learning sequence for conceptual knowledge

Teacher Contribution

- Appropriate verbal inputs

No concept A → Concept A defined → Concept A developed → Concept A quantified → etcetera

Optional associated experiences or applications

In many situations reasonable achievement in the learning of science subjects is not sufficient to allow a student to continue in a science stream (particularly for the physical sciences). A high level of learning in the even more sequentially arranged and abstract mathematics is also necessary.

There are many examples of the way in which the selection task operates in these curricula. In many countries quantitative aspects of chemistry (stoichiometry, etc.,) are introduced comparatively early although they are known to be very difficult to learn and although they are not essential to large sections of descriptive chemistry that follow them in the curriculum sequence.

There is probably little point in discussing whether these solutions to the selective and preparatory tasks are the only ones. They exist and are not likely to change in most countries. Furthermore, the provision of an adequate supply of trained specialists is being steadily achieved through them. Although not in any sense an example of education as positive social reconstruction, in a curicous way, they have also allowed a significant degree of social mobility to occur. The very abstractness of this sort of knowledge content and its emphasis on the quantitative, lessens the advantage that certain socio-economic groups in societies always seem to have for the more culturally and language-based subjects in the total curriculum. It is often more common to find examples of human 'breakthrough' among the ranks of pure scientists than among the professions based on the humanities or those which are only partially science-related like medicine.
Accordingly, there is no likelihood of major changes in this manner whereby school systems (particularly secondary schools) meet this national need for scientific and technological manpower. As has been pointed out, this manner is not without its achievements—there has been an improving supply of manpower and at the same time a trickle of upward social mobility.

The major price of these solutions to the manpower demand is that the majority of the school population learn that they are unable to learn science as it has been defined. Furthermore, unless strenuous efforts are made to offer other forms of science for learning in school most students will identify science with what has been presented. Science to them becomes a subject that in some mysterious and not obvious way gives power eventually to an elite group of their peers who are rapidly distanced from them by the schooling process itself.

Several other prices have often also been mentioned. One is the degree to which the elite training group has to concentrate on science and mathematics education. Their opportunity to study the humanities and social sciences at the higher levels of the school is usually very limited. However, it is not such a problematic feature of elite science education that is our concern here. Rather, our concern is, How can we maintain the success of this type of science education and still optimize the chances that there can be an effective science for all? Some suggestions about these questions are made later on.

Optimism about scientific knowledge and educational pedagogy

Looking back at the last 20 years of curriculum endeavour in science education, it is now possible to see a number of rather curious aspects. At the time it was not possible to see them in this way, but that is what learning from history is about.

One of the most striking of these aspects is the optimism and enthusiasm shown by the curriculum developers of general science education. Given the chance of sharing their subject with primary children for the first time and with the rising mass of students everywhere who were moving into secondary schooling, they took up their tasks eagerly. Topics from the knowledge and content of science that they themselves had learnt in school or university were selected and reworked for presentation to these new generations of learners. If only the pedagogical approach was cleverly enough designed
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(guided discovery, stages of development, structured sequences, etc.), and the teachers followed it faithfully, the masses would learn and find the same satisfaction in it that the designers had done in their own education in science.

The evaluation and implementation findings now point to this optimism as either naivety or even arrogance. Only a relatively small percentage of a population historically have been fascinated by science knowledge for its own sake. Accordingly, it was expecting rather too much that the designers and teachers of the 1960s and 1970s could produce such a revolution of interest.

If the science of all of the 1980s and 1990s is not to make the same sorts of mistakes it will need to try to avoid imposing on the majority something that is and was important to a small minority. After all, some of the things that mark off many science teachers, all scientists and most science curriculum developers from the great majority of their peers is their interest in scientific knowledge as such and their willingness to persist in its learning.

It is neither surprising nor unnatural that persons educated extensively in science should look at the world and at schooling through eyes that are very conditioned by scientific knowledge. This, however, means that what they see as important, significant and worthy of learning is likely to be rather different from what persons uneducated in science see when they look to science as a phenomenon in their lives and in society.

For example, the person educated in science is likely to differentiate fairly clearly between science and technology. Many ordinary citizens draw no such distinction and when asked for examples of science give technologies they have experienced or heard about. Again, those educated in science give a priority to precise definition and explanations while the others are more interested in information and how to apply it.

Science educators, part of the educated in science, have tended to set out to create science education for schools that mirror their own (or science's) priorities. Hence the emphases on conceptual knowledge and on the intellectual processes that are used with, and in the generation of this sort of knowledge.

If we are to progress with science for all, it may well be necessary to reverse this process rather radically. If we are serious in our
claims that science and our technological society affects, and can contribute to the lives of all citizens, then it is some of these points of contact and potential that we may need to identify.

This will involve a view of science from society rather than the other way round. It suggests that non-scientists may become rather essential members of the curriculum teams for science for all—a radical thought indeed. Science educators will still be needed to see how educational science can be drawn on and experiences can be made available so that these points of contact are illumined for the learners as they acquire knowledge and skills about them.

Some of the issues that will need to be faced if science for all is to succeed relate to the structural support, the possible content, the teacher support, and the population outside schools.

What is needed if science for all is to succeed?

Systems of schooling and the organization of the curriculum. If the earlier analysis of the competing and conflicting interests of the education in the sciences for the elite training group and a science education for all is accepted, it will be important that this be acknowledged by the system and in the organization of any curriculum for science for all.

Some possible steps to deal with the competitive power of the education in the sciences of the elite training group are the following:

Step 1. Elite or traditional education in the sciences might be confined to (and not allowed to occur below) some agreed upper level of schooling—a containment policy.

Step 2. It might be identified for what it is—a limited and particular form of science education that is a precursor to specialized education in the sciences rather than ‘science education’ more generally.

Step 3. It might be retained as a possible course of study within the total curriculum, but only as one of the forms of science education that a school offers. If some of these alternative forms of science education are also mandatory for the elite training group the possibilities of
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these other forms of science education gaining acceptance, meaning, and likelihood of success would be enhanced.

Each of these will now be considered in a little more detail.

Step 1. Containment policy. A policy of containment means what it says. The education of the training elite in the sciences does not occur below the agreed level. Systems that operate a stream of education for this elite alongside a curriculum that attempts to provide a science education for the rest are not an example of containment. This is a policy of unfair competition with everything stacked against the science for the rest.

A few countries still see the primary/secondary transition as the appropriate level for containment since secondary education is only for an elite. However, a number of countries in this region are now in a position that does enable the level of containment to be raised if they so determine.

For example, Thailand has recently moved to a 6, 3, 3 structure with specific science curricula associated with each of the blocks of schooling levels. The separate groups of students who are still in schools for the last three years also, in this case, all study some form of science education. This organizational structure is shown in Figure 2 on the following page, and appears to provide very real possibilities for effective science for all that are lacking in many other countries' organization of schooling. The selective and preparatory type of science education is contained within the final three years of schooling.

In this organization of schooling, science is part of every level of schooling for all learners. There is a common science curriculum in the primary and lower secondary years. After these nine years of schooling, some pupils continue for more specialized academic or vocational education. In the academic schools there are so-called science and humanities streams. The former students study physics and chemistry and biology while the latter study another advanced but more generalized science curriculum. The students in the various vocational streams each have an associated science curriculum designed to support their vocational goals.

This organization clearly takes science very seriously as a part of the total curriculum of all school pupils. It also avoids some serious
problems that exist in countries like the United Kingdom, Australia and the United States. Each of these have many students in the later years of secondary schooling studying no science at all and most of those who do not take the specialized sciences only take biology or the two physical sciences. This situation has the disastrous consequence that primary teachers (vital persons if there is to be effective science for all) tend to be drawn from these non-science secondary students or from the biology-only group.

Figure 2. The structure of schooling in Thailand and its organization of science curricula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Secondary schooling</th>
<th>Vocational Schools</th>
<th>Academic Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Specially designed science courses</td>
<td>Science stream:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physics, chemistry, biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Humanities stream:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lower Secondary schooling</th>
<th>General Science (all pupils)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary schooling</th>
<th>Primary Science (all pupils)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How will containment affect manpower supply?

At whatever level containment is to be established it is important to consider the possible or likely effect of this policy on the manpower supply process. The evidence from existing practice is not decisive. There are countries which begin the teaching of the above selective and preparatory type of science early in the secondary years. Others postpone the serious development of this type of science education until the third or even fourth year of secondary education, although they usually have a sequential form of mathematics so that achievement in that subject is still used as a lone selection device. There are examples of both developed and developing
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countries in each pattern. Established patterns thus do not provide an answer. Moreover, the content of the sciences that is learnt by the elite training group at the end of secondary schooling is surprisingly similar in most countries where there is six years of secondary education. This fairly common level of learning is achieved by the elite regardless of their number of years of formal science education. There is thus no inherent need to spend four, six or eight years of slow build up of this sort of scientific knowledge.

There is also the size of the training group to consider. There seems to be a particularly strong argument for the level of containment to be as high as feasible in countries where widespread retention in schooling is not yet established and the pool for the training group is still too small. The appearance at an early level of a difficult and excluding type of science education with its obvious cultural incongruities for the majority population would seem to be unhelpful to an expansion of the pool of learners from which the elite training group is to emerge.

The answer to the question cannot be given because there has not been sufficient experience of containment, underpinned as this paper intends by an effective science education for all. If it is effective then there is little doubt that the pool for the training elite will be larger and of better quality. Two or three years of deliberate education in the sciences should then be adequate. If the science for all below the level of containment is ineffective the training pool could be weakened. It is, however, not usual to move forward on a project expecting it to be a failure.

Step 2. Identification as academic science. If a containment policy is established, the traditional and academic education in the sciences will begin above the level of containment and be available to all who wish to be considered for this preparation for the ultimate possibility of a science-based career.

Because it has to fulfill this preparatory (and selective) function the curricula for this form of science education is constrained to place a heavy emphasis on systematic factual knowledge that enables the basic and powerful concepts and principles of the science disciplines to be rapidly presented. In order that simple examples of these principles can be learnt and practised by these pupils, the real world becomes severely approximated with frictionless surfaces, ideal
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gases, biological classifications, and solutions in which concentrations can be used as if they were activities, etc. Many concepts will be introduced even though the empirical phenomena for which they exist cannot be shared with the pupils. The conceptual or theoretical aspects of the disciplines tend to be the controlling determinants of the content.

Judging by many examples of recent curricula at this level there is only limited room for the history of the subject, the study of its applications or its related technology, its societal and cultural impact, or its more exciting recent and contemporary frontiers.

In other words, the curricula of academic secondary science is an important but rather limited view of the rich field we know as the sciences.

If an effective science for all can be established in schools below this level of containment, then some of these richer views of the sciences will have been shared with all pupils in the earlier years. The academic sciences will then be taken by some pupils for the proper reason that it exists in the curriculum and not for a mistaken sense that it is chemistry or physics or biology and that any other aspects of science are inferior.

**Step 3. Parallel curricula for science education above the containment level.** The existence of alternative curricula for science education above the level of containment would also be helpful in clarifying the purpose of academic science education. These of course exist already in a number of countries. Physical science in Thailand, is an example (see Figure 2) and is part of the total curriculum for the learners in the humanities streams of this level of schooling. As mentioned above, this is a major advance on the situation in Australia where biology has been pressed into the role of being the science subject taken by many non-science learners in senior secondary schooling and most states offer no alternatives to physics and chemistry. This damages academic biology in schooling and provides a very unbalanced education in science for most of its learners.

Some countries also do have alternative courses of science education in their vocational secondary schools or in the vocational streams of comprehensive schooling.

Despite the existence of these alternative courses for science education, it is possible to suggest that a number of them are not yet
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designed to serve the needs of most of their pupils within the intention of science for all. The problem again lies in the way science is defined in these alternative courses as learning of worth. When the content of these alternative science courses and the real priorities for their learning (as indicated by examinations) are mapped, it is usual for them to be not very different in emphasis and kind from the academic science subjects. Fewer concepts and phenomena are covered than in the academic curricula, and the quantitative aspects are reduced, but the expected learning is still largely characterized by conceptual and factual recall. The fact that conceptual coverage does not need to be so extensive has not been used nearly enough to allow a broader study of topics to be undertaken so that the interface between their science content and other fields becomes apparent to these senior students.

The content of a 'Science for all' in schools. Below the level of containment, wherever it is set, there will be a number of years of schooling in which all or most of the children of a society will be able to be offered science education. If it is to meet the concern behind this project, this science education must have in its content those aspects of human living that will be improved by studying in and from the sciences. In other words the content must be so compelling that everybody should have a chance to learn it.

Earlier in the paper a number of characteristics of schools' traditional education in the sciences were given. By using the converse of some of these and considering the concern and intention behind science for all, it is possible to list a number of characteristics that may be useful check-points for discussion as the science education below the level of containment is developed.

Some possible characteristics of a 'Science for all'

1. It should involve content that has immediate and obvious personal and social relevance to the learners. That is, it ought to begin as an extension of what the learners already know from their experiences prior to schooling.

2. Its learning objectives (practical skills and knowledge) should have criteria of achievement that most learners can realize.

3. Its broad themes, topics or sections should constantly be visible to elucidate the component parts of the learning.
4. Its pedagogy should exploit the demonstration mode that is both inherent to much science and to the cultural learning that occurs pre- and outside of schooling.

5. The learning of practical and cognitive skills should flow naturally from the relevant and meaningful nature of the science topics rather than be a primary focus of the learning themselves.

6. Its assessment should recognize both the prior knowledge that the learners have of scientific phenomena and their subsequent achievements in all the various sorts of criteria of learning that make up the curriculum.

A next set of decisions will be those that begin to identify content that may meet these characteristics. As we so often find ourselves falling back on the past for our ideas, the list of sorts of content for learning in science education is longer than usual. Science is a really rich field of human endeavour and there are so many aspects of it that might become part of the curriculum and usually do not.

When the word 'content' is used in this paper it means the totality of the intended learning in science that makes up a course for study at some level of science education. The 'content' for science education can be made up of a number of different types of learning. Some of these are:

a) knowledge — facts, concepts and principles used in science (thus knowledge content becomes a component of the total 'content');

b) applications of knowledge — the direct and less direct use of concepts and principles of science to real or idealized situations;

c) process skills — the intellectual skills like classifying control of variables, use of models, prediction from data, that are commonly used in science;

d) practical skills — certain operations involving various sorts of equipment and instruments are common ways scientists investigate the natural world;

e) problem solving — the combination of scientific knowledge and intellectual skills to solve theoretically presented problems. If practical skills are added, the solution may be actually carried out by the learner;
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f) science traits and attitudes — the pursuit and progress of science has often been associated with traits like honesty of observation and reporting, open-mindedness re-explanation and phenomena, sharing of results, and these combined are one sort of science attitude. Another set of attitudes are those that relate the learner to scientists and what science represents in the society locally, nationally and globally. There is also the attitude to science as a subject for study, for pursuit in leisure, and as a potential course of employment;

g) applications of science and technology — an application of science or example of technology involves scientific knowledge that often comes from a number of science disciplines. The performance of a socially required task is the reason for the application of technology. In practice, there will also be a number of social implications of these performances that extend beyond the initiating task.

h) personal and social needs — in all societies there is an existing set of personal and social operations that involve scientific knowledge and there is a great potential for sharing and harnessing this knowledge so that these needs are met better and more equitably;

i) the evolution of scientific knowledge — science is a human invention which is expanding and changing. Some appreciation of the way this occurs can be obtained in a number of ways that could involve history of science, specially developed sets of experiences, and expository accounts; and

j) boundaries and limitations of science — science and its applications can be helpful but sometimes it has been harmful. In critically appreciating science it is important to reiterate that popular knowledge and traditional views are also powerful and important. Science can only contribute in limited ways to many modern problems.

These possible components of the ‘content’ of science education apart from the first two familiar or traditional ones have been elaborated in some detail and with a more than usual degree of differentiation. The usual triad of knowledge, skills and attitudes has become too glib and too easily obscures the rich possibilities for science education in schools. This cryptic triad has also very often
been interpreted as the same as the cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains of some learning classifiers, or as associable with the classroom, the laboratory and the overall experience of learning a science subject.

By and large with very few exceptions, the science curriculum projects of the 1960s and 1970s set out to extend science as it was known in the curriculum of elite secondary schooling to a much wider cross-section of school learners. In other words, the content and topics of these elite science curricula were taken as the knowledge of science that was worth learning and the projects spent their energies on devising new presentations and forms of pedagogy which it was hoped would achieve this goal of more and more learners acquiring some or all of this knowledge.

If science was to be taught earlier and to a much wider cross-section of pupils, there were obvious problems that its 'content' should not lead to overlap or endless repetition through schooling with what would in due course be taught to the elite training group.

Because of the heavy emphasis on knowledge content in the advanced science course for the elite group, one of the obvious ways to avoid this overlap was to emphasize another commonly recognized aspect of scientist's science, namely, the general umbrella often referred to as 'scientific methods'. This also avoided the problem of deciding which knowledge content (factual and conceptual) was so important that it could be agreed to be appropriate for all these young learners.

So the most common and influential of the new approaches of the 1960s and 1970s were those that emphasized the cognitive processes that are used in the sciences for ordering observations, deriving measured records of material objects and events, developing generalizations about them, and then applying them to other like situations. This emphasis on the process skills of science (as well as, or as a means to traditional knowledge content) was also fairly readily linked to the more broadly based pedagogical approach that has been described as discovery, activity or experience-based learning. A pedagogical interpretation of Piaget's developmental studies of children's thinking, or the influence of other psychologists like Bruner was taken as a basis for this purposeful use of science's traditional laboratory. That is, practical work could be a source of science learning rather than merely be a demonstration or a confirmation of it.
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These attempts to elevate the intellectual processes of science to a status equal to or approaching science knowledge as learning of worth have failed in most cases. Most of the projects naively underestimated the power of the knowledge content of science as being learning of worth and as what teachers and learners alike perceive science largely to be.

As stated earlier, it is the degree of absorption of this sort of knowledge content (factual and theoretical) in an encyclopaedic fashion that marks off those learners who have traditionally succeeded in school science and even throughout the undergraduate years of most university science degrees. Few secondary school teachers go further than this level of science education themselves, and the worth of this knowledge content has been reinforced for them by the examinations they themselves passed year by year. Most primary school teachers, furthermore, are persons who also learnt by failing in these sorts of science tests that this was what science learning involved and that they themselves were not very capable of it.

The popular presentation of scientists does involve some vague notion of experimenter but more strongly it again emphasizes scientific information—a name of this or an explanation of that, the basis of a new property or a novel and better product.

Research on school children has also suggested that they see the knowledge answers to questions as science and not the question itself in any equivalent manner. Likewise, the Learning in Science Project in New Zealand reported that science teachers themselves were very vague about the processes of science whereas they had no difficulty in listing the knowledge to be taught.

Some of the science curriculum projects like Nuffield Junior Science and the first Victorian (Australia) primary project so emphasized enquiry processes that particular content became almost irrelevant—a mere starting point for a trail of exploration. These two projects were largely rejected by primary teachers because of their lack of structure and specificity. Science—A process approach (in the United States and elsewhere) had plenty of structure and was more successful for that reason, but its gains were not reinforced by the content dominated secondary science that followed. Some of its adaptations as in Trinidad and Tobago tried to add sequential traditional knowledge to SAPA processes; but the knowledge content then tended to rapidly become what the course was about.
Elementary Science Study in the United States had the enquiry emphasis of Nuffield but this was not within a series of selected topic areas. The Science Curriculum Improvement Study had more traditional knowledge content added to an initial development of process skills. Brandwein’s Concepts in Science (also the United States) had the least emphasis on process and the greatest amount of traditional knowledge content. Each of these had obvious knowledge content that could swamp the process learning which frightened the teachers, and each required a revision of later curriculum if overlap and repetition was avoided.

In the 1970s, Science 5-13 in the United Kingdom provided much clearer process skills to be learnt and tried to exploit knowledge content areas like wood, toys and other hobby areas that would not conflict with traditional science, and that were good contexts for the priority of process learning. In cases like this, there was, however, the danger that the process skills would lose the association with science (and hence their potential status for learning). A number of primary teachers did interpret the processes of these courses as ones they already taught more comfortably in social science contexts.

The intended priority for process learning in all these science courses raises other quite fundamental problems at the levels of basic schooling where classes tend to be large and teachers are generalists. This problem stems from the learning sequence for such process skills, its optimal human context (a small group), and the role required of the teacher (a clever and purposeful questioner acting as a steering chairperson of the group). Figure 3 attempts to set out this sequence.

While some teachers may be able to cope with it with one small group, it was not practicable or possible for most teachers in the large class setting. Others found the open ended nature of the learning threatening and many were very unaccustomed to such a subjugation of their role as knowledge transmitters.

This analysis of the problems of trying to make the learning of science process skills the priority content of science courses at the lower levels of schooling, where all learners are still present, seems to have led to a double bind or ‘Catch 22’ situation. If the processes are not associated with meaningful and acknowledged content, they will lose value. If they are associated with meaningful knowledge content...
Figure 3. The teaching/learning sequence for the acquisition of intellectual process skills used in science

Teacher contributions

- introduce task and phenomenon
- encourage comparisons and judgement about worth and ideas
- allot investigatory tasks and check plans for likely fruitfulness
- encourage investigations and supply resources
- ask for clear reports
- provide practice of sequence with other tasks and/or introduce the relevant concept words of science

- no primitive process skills of observation and the articulation of observations about them
- primitive skills of verifying ideas and recognizing alternatives
- primitive skills of design and execution of a plan
- improved skills of reporting, primitive skills of observation, primitive knowledge of phenomena in learner terms
- improved skills of verifying ideas and recognizing alternatives
- improved process skills of this sort + new knowledge
- improved etc.
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of science, they will be lost in the face of this content of worth and in any case they are not necessary aspects of its learning.

Is there a way out of this dilemma?

There is, if quite fresh sorts of knowledge content from science are considered as the source of the ‘content’ of a science for all. Because this sort of ‘content’ emphasizes the application of worthwhile science knowledge it more naturally involves in its learning both the knowledge and the process skills (practical skills and a number of other components from the ‘content’ list at the beginning of this Section are also involved).

Suggestions to establish such a fresh ‘content’ for the science education of all learners at school were made at the British Commonwealth Curriculum Workshop in Cyprus (March 1982). This meeting set out to spell out a minimum core of ‘content’ that all children should be given an opportunity to learn through the science education of schooling. This did not mean that this minimum core of science learning would be the only offering science education would make to the school population. Particularly for those who continue with the higher levels of secondary education there should be a number of other forms (including the traditional ones) and opportunities for science learning.

The Workshop was asked to give a new priority to designing this minimum core and certainly not to be constrained by what has existed before or by trying to extrapolate downwards from the traditional science courses of selective secondary education.

The report of this Workshop indicates that the first step in determining the content of this sort of science education for all is to set up quite clear criteria against which available and new ideas for content can be checked.

The criteria that were set up by this Workshop were:

1. The content (science knowledge and associated skills) should have social meaning and usefulness for the majority of learners; or

2. The content (science knowledge and its associated skills) should assist learners to share in the wonder and excitement that has made the development of science such a great human and cultural achievement.
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By 'social meaning and usefulness', the first criterion meant that this learning would have the potential of directly enabling the learners to enhance and improve their life in their families and as citizens of the society in which they live. That is, this criterion is strongly pragmatic and any content chosen within it would be readily recognized as useful by the learners, teachers, parents and community authorities.

The second criterion again requires a careful choice of natural phenomena (easily available to the learners and their teachers) that will make learning with the elements of wonder and excitement (when taught well) possible in these basic levels of schooling. In other words, this criterion rules out those many wonderful aspects of science which are reduced to prose descriptions or formulae in school science textbooks and that can only be learnt by reception of passed-on verbal knowledge from the teachers to their pupils.

It was not intended that the criterion of social usefulness could be met if the essential 'use' of the content knowledge to be learnt is that it would be a basis for further science learning in the latter years of schooling. This sequenti..1 aspect of much science learning is, of course, important in the science those exploring a career in science may take later in their schooling. The first criterion is meant to be concerned, however, with justifications that are more externally relevant and in the comparatively short-term. Sequential usefulness is a bonus but not a justification in itself.

These two criteria enabled the Workshop to list 12 broad topic fields within each of which it could be readily seen that there were a number of examples of mini-curricula that would meet the criteria. These broad topics are listed in Table 1 and the associated broad justification in the report for two of them is shown under the list of topics.

It may seem that this approach is heavily knowledge-centred and that it has discarded process and skills altogether. This is by no means the case. Practice and encouragement of the acquisition of both intellectual processes (like careful observation, classifying, control of variables, prediction, etc.) and practical skills (like measurements, testing, construction, planting, etc.) were very much seen to be regular aspects of the basic science learning in school. They are, however, in this approach always associated with, or imbedded in the learning of meaningful knowledge content. The knowledge content
Table 1. Umbrella topics for a basic minimum case of science education in schools (Cyprus Workshop)

1. The senses and measurement as extension of the senses
2. Our universe
3. The human body
4. Health, nutrition and sanitation
5. Food
6. Ecology
7. Resources (natural and man-made)
8. Population
9. Pollution
10. Energy use
11. Technology
12. Quality of life

Examples of Justification

Topic 1  Human beings explore the world around them through their senses. The use of these senses and technology related to them enables man to make a record of the world around him.

Measurement is a way human beings compare and communicate about objects, phenomena, space and time. There are many measuring instruments in existence that form part of our civilization. Measurement both extends our senses and overcomes limitations of them.

Topic 10.  Efficient use of energy resources is a pressing personal and social need everywhere. All countries need to lower their dependence on imported energy resources and to reduce wastage. Understanding of efficiency in energy use can lead to an enhanced quality of personal and family life.

is chosen to have ready justification and acceptance by both the scientific and public communities. This in turn, it is argued, will lend more credence and status to the processes and skills that are also very much part of the intended learning.

The outcome of the Workshop thus does not argue for abandoning science processes and skills as a lost cause in basic science
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education. Rather it suggests that such learning goals are a lost cause unless they are associated with knowledge content that has a strong claim in its own right as scientific knowledge of public worth.

At this basic level of science education the treatment of topics will need to match the levels of ability and the interests of the learners. With the socially useful focus for the learning outcomes, the knowledge to be learnt will be more informed by (or based on) scientific knowledge than it will be the scientific knowledge itself. More recent approaches to the teaching of nutrition are of this type.

Rather than aim at knowledge of carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, fats and minerals (common and appropriate in more advanced science education) as what is to be learnt under nutrition or foods, the knowledge to be acquired now under nutrition is that nutritious diets are more likely if each day's meals draw from each of the four groups, meat and fish, cereals and bread, fruit and vegetables, milk and milk products. Provided the process and practical skills of using this classification are also learnt, learners with this applied scientific knowledge are in a better position to improve nutrition than many more advanced students have been who acquired some knowledge of the chemistry of foods but often did not reach the point of making it operational as a nutritious diet. This leaves the food topic (No. 5) to deal with the important aspects of sources, production, preservation and distribution of various basic and relevant foods.

Support for teachers

What help will teachers need? The experiences in every country have confirmed the generalization that the successful implementation of curricular innovations depends very greatly on the support that is given to the teachers in the classrooms. There will be no doubt that any developments of science for all will mean that teachers on whom we must rely for their implementation will need to be assisted with resources, and with in-service education.

These measures of personal support for teachers will not get far unless there is clear structural, organizational and administrative support. Some aspects of this type of support were elaborated earlier in this paper. The role of school principals is so important that they should be prime audiences for in-service education as without their understanding and co-operation it would be a waste for many teachers to try to equip them with appropriate skills and knowledge.
Whatever role examinations and tests play in a particular system, it will be most important that these powerful social instruments change in step with what is to be implemented in school. In the last 20 years so many good ideas in science curricula have foundered because they have not been confirmed and reinforced by the examinations that carry so much weight and influence. If a feature is worth learning it ought to be a regular feature of any tests of learning. It may be that paper and pencil testing is very inappropriate for some features of the 'content' for learning. If so, we should not leave them out but rather find new modes for the assessment of these features.

Undoubtedly new materials to support these sorts of curricula will need to be developed, and as hinted above, some rather novel persons may need to be part of this development team. Practising teachers will need to be very involved with the development since this will keep the project's feet firmly on the ground and because any involvement in the developmental stages is easily the best form of in-service education.

It will be interesting to see the reactions of teachers at the basic levels of schooling. Some of the topics of 'Science for all' are likely to be familiar to them and in other guises may have had a place in the total curriculum. Probably the topics in general may be less threatening because they are not so scientific (in the esoteric or trivial senses) as a number of the earlier basic science courses were seen by teachers to be. Topics that are more meaningful to the pupils should also be more appropriate to the teachers, and this may assist the new learning about them that many teachers will have to undertake through in-service education, or as they draw on the curriculum resource materials for their teaching of these new topics and courses.

We cannot expect rapid changes in the ways teachers interact with their pupils but these changes will occur faster if encouraged and supported in the ways suggested above.

Earlier in the paper two teaching/learning sequences have been mentioned. The one for conceptual knowledge (Figure 1) is relatively easy for teachers who have confidence in their own grasp of this type of knowledge. However, it has inbuilt features which make it a learning sequence that will have a higher failure rate for learners. The second one for learning process skills (Figure 2) seems to have reasonably higher learning rates but is very difficult for teachers to
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Figure 4. The teaching/learning sequence for the acquisition of a practical skill

![Diagram](image)

Teacher contributions

- Demonstrate and require copy
- Encourage practice and correct errors with recognition of effect
- Provide knowledge bases for skill and hence reinforce the processes of control

No skill $\rightarrow$ Primitive skill $\rightarrow$ Improved skill $\rightarrow$ Mastered skill

This is a learning sequence with high learning possibilities at least to the penultimate stage. It is not easy to teach to all pupils in large classes as it often consumes materials, needs space and a degree of skill expertise in teachers that they may well need encouragement to acquire.

A final pedagogy to mention is the teaching/learning of a scientific social issue, an application of science, or an example of technology. This is shown in Figure 5.

Here there is no preferred or logical sequence apart from some personal experience (direct or simulated). After that the teacher and learners can approach the focus to be learnt from any of the directions that link them to it, each one of which adds more learning to the always obvious object of study. It is not necessary to complete all the approaches. This model of learning is rather different from the others and would seem to have great possibilities as it may be easier for teachers in class settings. Its obvious motivational focus and diverse possible approaches also offer something for many different sorts of learners.
Along several of these approaches each of the three previous teaching/learning sequences has potential and teachers can pick and choose between them as their confidence and experience allows.

Figure 5. Learning model for the acquisition of knowledge about issue, application or technology

The out-of-school populations

What about the science for those beyond the schools? As the writer's own experience has been so largely confined to the formal system of education (including schools, colleges and universities), this paper has been inevitably biased to that part of science for all that occurs in schools. This bias is likely to be present in many meetings on this topic as those responsible for the vast and diverse population outside schools are much less organized, articulate, or even identified when compared with the representatives of school education.

It is, therefore, very important that we note that there may be many quite different educational issues in the science for those 'all' who are outside schools. The time this population has available for learning will vary considerably as persons out-of-school are very heterogeneous. Some types of workers may be encouraged by employers to attend short educational sessions. Others may only have precious leisure time. In any case, the process of teaching/learning
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will need to be more compressed than in school. As museum educators are learning, and the mass media have always know, adult learning is a more staccato affair. Motivation, for sections of the adult population will have to be quickened, precise knowledge presented, and consequential behaviour indicated in each segment of learning. For other adult groups motivation will be high and their need for learning will be clear. The dependence on the written word, for most adults as for pre-school children, has to be much reduced. There are many adult pedagogies available. Schools and school educators are not very practised in these types of education. Hence, 'science for the out-of-school all' is likely to only get a little way if it is planned by extrapolation from 'science for the school all'.

In 1982 the Unesco ROEAP published a report on Out-of-school science in member countries. This report indicated the variety and the patchiness of efforts so far in these areas. It also devoted (not surprisingly because of the bias of its writers) a large amount of its text to efforts that extend the science education of the school population (or probably the elite within that population) by using time and resources beyond the schools' time-tables and walls. If the out-of-school population is to be reached, quite radical initiatives will probably need to be used and less conventional sources (i.e. outside Ministries of Education) placed in charge.

One useful model for identifying the type of science education that may be useful for particular groups in the out-of-school population is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Science education for all — examples for groups of the out-of-school population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Out-of-school groups</th>
<th>Employable and marketable skills (cooking, horticulture, handicrafts, etc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed youth</td>
<td>Conservation, budgetary and health aspects (energy use, diet, gardening health and human relations, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>Improving subsistence (saving living costs, new ways of earning via recycling, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those in poverty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facts  Explanations  Skills  Ethics
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For each group on the vertical axis of the model, a number of needs are identified which could change the quality of their lives. Where science education has a contribution to make to these needs its component aspects of facts, explanations, skills and ethics are then identified as the content for learning. Appropriate pedagogies will then need to be devised. Educators will have contributions to make at some of these points.

The types of organizations that will best service and provide these educational opportunities for the out-of-school population will be quite diverse and will vary from country to country. Its target population certainly include all school-age children but go far beyond them to the adult and other out-of-school groups.

Unlike schooling systems which exist to service certain well-defined school populations with well-established procedures and organizations, there are many other types of organization both formal (under political ministries other than education) and informal, that have access to the wider target populations of science for all.

It may well be that the interests of these different sources of educational provision will need to be considered very separately. A focus on the interests of one source, e.g. the school system, will not necessarily flow on to the others. Only when these different sorts of providers recognize each others' roles are there likely to be fruitful interactions and positive outcomes.

Summary

1. There is a new recognition that science has much to contribute to the lives of all members of a society.
2. One substantial way the availability and evenness of this contribution can be improved is to make an appropriate science education available.
3. Such a 'Science education for all' will need to occur in school at the levels when the maximum numbers of pupils are present, and out-of-school in ways which affect many different groups in the post-school and adult populations.
4. In all countries, there is in the system of schooling an education in the sciences which serves the needs of an elite group from whom the future scientists and science-related professionals will be drawn.
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5. It is argued that this important education in the sciences has been an inappropriate model for a science for all. Much of the failure of earlier attempts (1960s and 1970s) to extend science education to all pupils in school can be related to the conflict between the needs of these two forms of science education.

6. A science for all must have a content for learning that is recognized as worthwhile by the learners, their parents, employers, community leaders. It also must draw from the best understandings of science that are relevant to its various purposes.

7. Earlier science curricula for the general levels of schooling over-emphasized the processes of science and did not solve the problem of meaningful knowledge content.

8. Some new insights about meaningful content are now available.

9. Teachers, as with any innovation, will need assistance. This will not succeed if it stops at the usual forms of curriculum materials and personal in-service education. It will be most important that administrative, organizational and structural supports are provided that match the intended learning of science for all.

10. The education of the out-of-school populations in a science for all programme will be very different in kind from what happens in schools. Accordingly, it should not be planned by extrapolating from what is planned for, or is taking place in schools. It needs its own priorities and its own planners.
Community development is an old and ongoing concern of governments, private and international agencies. In science education, community development is implied in the widely-accepted goals of national development and scientific literacy for the general populace. It is only recently however that some science educators, particularly biology educators have directly addressed community needs. It is not surprising that biology educators should take the lead since common community concerns like health, sanitation, nutrition, agriculture, and population growth are biological in nature. Community-oriented efforts range from making use of community resources and correspondingly modifying the science curriculum to science-related projects designed to help a community.

This paper describes the community-based projects of the Science Education Center of the University of the Philippines from 1977 to the present. It is hoped that the projects’ objectives, approaches and results will point out some strategies and directions for community-oriented science education programmes in other developing countries.

Since farming and fishing are the major means of livelihood in rural Philippines, the community-oriented projects of the Center were conducted in two upland and four lowland farming communities and one fishing village.

Seminars for farmers

An early community project of the Center was in two rice-producing lowland communities. The objective was to share technology based on the interests of the farmers and their families. Interviewed by school teachers, the farmers indicated strong interests in
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agriculture, health, and repair of household and farm implements. Seminars were conducted on the following topics:

1. 'Better ways of raising pigs, poultry and cattle';
2. 'Control of rice weeds and rats';
3. 'How to construct a methane gas generator';
4. 'How to prevent communicable diseases';
5. 'What to do for proper rest and sleep';
6. 'How to give first aid for snake and dog bites';
7. 'How to take care of malnourished tots'; and
8. 'How to hold meetings on community problems'.

The farmers were given handouts and taught by actual experience. Those who learned were encouraged to teach others. The project team consisted of science educators, school-teachers, agriculturists and rural health workers. Twenty health modules were among the outputs of the project.

Instructional materials for farm communities

An intensive community study was done in 1978 and 1979 by the Biology Work Group of the Center in two upland villages. Logging and agriculture are the major means of livelihood in these communities.

The primary objective of the project was the development of exemplar materials based on the results of a needs and resource assessment in the community. Some interesting findings obtained through participant observation and informal interviews are as follows:

1. Streams and rivers had gone dry. Some areas flooded during the rainy season and the river dried up during summer months. Before the heavy tree-cutting, the river flowed throughout the year.
2. There was agreement among the farmers not to shoot the hornbill.
3. Illegal logging generated a higher income than agriculture. Transportation for bringing farm produce to the market was inadequate.
4. The people lacked knowledge and confidence in trying new economic activities.
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The instructional materials intended for formal or non-formal use were designed to help community members evaluate their environment, develop proper attitudes towards it and make decisions to protect it. The materials developed were on forest ecology: five poems, one balagtasan (poetic debate), and 11 fully illustrated articles (comics form). Reflecting the results of the needs and resource assessment, the articles are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. The forest has life | 1. This is my life  
2. From a tree  
3. The story of a tree |
| 2. Components of the forest and their relationships | 1. Soil organisms  
2. Camaraderie in the forest  
3. Return of the hornbill |
| 3. Economic alternatives in a forest ecosystem | 1. The lowly grass  
2. Income not only from farming  
3. Other than cows, you can try goats |
| 4. Early benefits from fruit tree | 1. Grafting, budding and inarching  
2. Marcotting |

To reach as many members of the community as possible, the materials were written in Pilipino, the national language. The target groups for the materials were elementary school students, youth organizations, and farmers. The project team was composed of science educators, forest scientists, extension workers, biologists, a psychologist, a medical doctor and a nutritionist.

A concept study was undertaken two years later in a Barrio. The responses of two age groups, ages 10 to 16 and ages 19 to 65 to a set of questions about the environment were obtained via interview or questionnaire. The questions dealt with facets of the environment like meaning of conservation of the environment; comparison of the environment now, ten years ago and a decade hence; and effect of population on land distribution in the community a decade hence.
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Another study in farming communities confined itself to curriculum materials in elementary science. Undertaken by the Elementary Science Work Group of the Center in 1979 and 1980, the project sites were an abaca-raising community and a coconut-growing community.

The purpose of the study was to generate a list of topics to be developed into instructional materials for elementary school science appropriate to communities raising abaca and coconuts. The topics were based on interviews with farmers and observations of the health and sanitation conditions of their homes. The farmers were interviewed by school teachers on farm practices and beliefs among other things. Among the major topics to be developed were: 'Abaca propagation and utilization', 'Coconut propagation and utilization'; and 'Health and nutrition topics like managing intestinal parasitism and prevention and control of communicable diseases'. The curriculum materials to be written will also consider the results of the vocabulary test administered to grades III to VI students in the two communities.

Total approach in a fishing village

The most comprehensive and thorough community project undertaken by the Center was in Barangay San Salvador, Banate, Iloilo in 1977-1979. San Salvador, accessible by banca or pumpboat, is half a kilometre from Banate, separated by the sea. Fishing is the major means of livelihood.

In 1977, San Salvador had about 232 families and a population of 1,162. The village had no electricity. The sources of water were a few shallow wells, a large cement tank to catch rain-water, and water brought in by boat from springs in the town of Banate. Prior to the project, sanitation was at a low level. Foul smells greeted visitors stepping out of incoming bancas. Garbage and household sewage were all over the shore and in the backyards of houses. About 87 per cent of the population had no toilet facilities. The nearest clinic was in Banate. The community's only elementary school was rarely visited by school supervisors and extension workers from other ministries. Newspapers, magazines and other reading materials did not reach the village regularly. The adults' main leisure activity was gambling.
The objectives of the project in San Salvador were to:

1. Extend the reach of science education from the school to the home and community thereby providing closer links between learning in the school and learning at home and in the community;

2. Enrich the home environment of the elementary school pupils by involving parents in some practical and meaningful science-related activities;

3. Enrich the study of science at elementary school level through meaningful home, family and community activities;

4. Use learning situations to encourage individual or family productivity; and

5. Raise the level of scientific consciousness in the individual, family, and community.

A needs and resource assessment was conducted in the community using questionnaires for parents of school children and community leaders; intensive interviews with community members and officials; ocular inspection of the community; and review of documents pertinent to history, education and economic conditions of the community.

The assessment focused on the major and minor occupations of the people; their activities, beliefs and practices related to health and nutrition; the individual's participation in home and community activities; community resources relative to health and sanitation, leisure time activities, cultural and educational facilities; the plant and animal resources, and the productivity of the fishing grounds; and the skills or areas of knowledge the community folk wished to acquire to improve their living conditions.

As a result of matching the needs with the resources and relevant research and development efforts, the project team:

a) Conducted seminars/workshops on appropriate fishing methods, making encircling gill fish-nets, maintenance and repair of pumpboat engines, communicable diseases, maternal and child-care, preparing nutritious food for the family using local resources, organization of a co-operative;

b) Organized a co-operative, a sewing circle for mothers, a day care centre, a medicinal garden, a sports team and reading centres;
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c) Assisted the community members in constructing water-sealed toilets and water desalination stills;

d) Developed science modules and encouraged the use of health modules in classes and reading centres; and

e) Conducted studies on the students' concepts of health and environment.

The outreach of the project team was total, ranging from changes in the school curriculum with accompanying instructional materials to activities designed to directly improve the living conditions in the community, such as the establishment of a co-operative, construction of water-sealed toilets and a medicinal garden. Table 1 shows curriculum implications of some community problems. Table 2 lists the science-related modules used in San Salvador classes and reading centres.

The local people, among them the school principal and barangay captain, reported several benefits derived from the project, including improved health and sanitation and increased health consciousness of the people; exposure of fishermen to legal aspects of fishing methods, training on boat engine repair and better salt-making procedure; greater awareness of relating community life and school learning; and more functional learning in school and improvement of reading skills.

The success of certain aspects of the project is attributed to the way the adult community problems were dealt with; the economic or other benefits acquired by the participating adults; the utilization of local materials and labour, the encouragement of self-reliance among the community folk; the consideration given to constraints in the environment such as geographic and communication, accessibility, and income level, and consideration of the human response to introduced technology.

Directions for community-based science education

The community projects of the Center used the following strategies which contributed in a large measure to the success of the projects:

1. Used the school as an entry point;
2. Identified community needs as perceived by community folk and leaders;
Table 1. Sample analysis of data to identify curriculum needs/non-formal education needs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Implications for curriculum</th>
<th>Implications for non-formal education (adult)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Analysis of drinking water from all sources revealed infinite number of coliform bacteria per 100 ml. of water.</td>
<td>Source of drinking water. shallow wells and a few tanks for catching rainwater running off houses with galvanized iron roofs.</td>
<td>Awareness of micro-organisms in the community's water supply. Knowledge about micro-organisms and spread of disease through water-borne organisms. Methods of keeping water safe to drink. Solar distillation of water to demonstrate pure water, water for emergencies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Percentage of respondents wanting skills and knowledge in:

- 78% — fishing gear, methods
- 61% — controlling respiratory diseases

|                      |                                      | Comprehension of biology of local fishes (life cycle, habitat). Identification of common fishes of the locality. Methods of fish capture. Awareness of need for preservation of fishing grounds, avoidance of over-fishing. | Seminar workshop on fishing education using local resource persons from government fish extension bureau/projects in nearest city or town. Content of seminar included: improved fishing methods and gear, e.g. making encircling gill nets, out-

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Implications for curriculum</th>
<th>Implications for non-formal education (adult)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. 56% — controlling pests and other insects</td>
<td>Knowledge of means of preserving fish applicable to locality. Knowledge about parasitic diseases.</td>
<td><strong>fitting fishing boat with pump engine for deep-sea fishing.</strong> <strong>Clean up campaigns of entire community, especially garbage dumps. Seminar on health and nutrition.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56% — good water supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Use of fine mesh nets by 25% of the respondents.</td>
<td>Illegal fishing.</td>
<td>Knowledge of proper utilization of natural resources (conservation). Knowledge of the ill-effects of illegal methods of fishing.</td>
<td>Demonstration of fish preservation. <strong>Introduction of fish farming (putting up a fish pen).</strong> <strong>Maintenance of fish pen.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Twenty-four toilets in a community of 232 families.</td>
<td>Lack of sanitary waste</td>
<td>Awareness of need to dispose human wastes in a sanitary way. Knowledge about micro-organisms/parasites causing infectious diseases and parasitism in the population.</td>
<td><strong>Seminar and demonstration on construction and use of water-sealed toilets by R &amp; D team.</strong> <strong>Encourage use of services from Rural Health Unit personnel (local).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. There is no doctor in the community.</td>
<td>Inaccessibility of medical service/health care.</td>
<td>Awareness of need to select the right people for health services.</td>
<td><strong>Seminar on health education and proper care of sick children (with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Problems</td>
<td>Implications for curriculum</td>
<td>Implications for non-formal education (adult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of the use of medicinal plants for simple ailments. Need to maintain a medicinal plant garden in school. Awareness of difficulty of getting proper health care: need to keep oneself healthy.</td>
<td>help of local consultants from Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education and Culture.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil analysis showed that only a few kinds of plants can grow.</td>
<td>Limited vegetable supply and hence no or limited vegetables in the diet, resulting in unbalanced meals and poor nutrition.</td>
<td>Awareness of need for balanced meals for proper nutrition. Knowledge of the importance of vegetables in the diet and good nutrition.</td>
<td>Seminar with mothers on preparation of nutritious foods locally available. Community campaign in vegetable gardening in trench and used containers (plastic, bamboo rafts or pots). Plant malunggay project (fast growing tree, the leaves of which serve as a vegetable).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2. Titles of science-related modules used in San Salvador, Banate, Iloilo, Philippines

1. Making a water-sealed toilet
2. Harmful organisms in water
3. Keeping water safe to drink
4. Potable water from sea-water by solar distillation
5. Why is sea water salty?
6. Making and using a solar still
7. Why do we need drinking water?
8. Twenty common medicinal plants and how to use them
9. Vegetables in trenches and pots
10. Getting to know about fish
11. Fish conservation and preservation
12. Fish preservation by dry salting
13. Salt from sea-water
14. Salt and its importance
15. Making and using a fish pen
16. Milk for Neneng
17. More food for Neneng
18. Food for the family
19. Cleanliness means health
20. Intestinal parasites
21. Respiratory diseases
22. Water and food borne diseases
23. Pulmonary tuberculosis
3. Utilized local resources, human and material; 
4. Conducted training based on the needs and resource assessment with accompanying instructional materials; and 
5. Sought the assistance of other agencies doing community work.

The question arises whether the ordinary science teacher without the resources of a centre can undertake a similar project? Perhaps not too many science teachers realize the benefits accruing from community-oriented teaching. It provides a rich additional resource base that is within the access of the teacher. The approach is likely to appeal to the youth who are increasingly becoming socially-oriented. The social relevance of science will be brought to the fore. More importantly, it is an opportunity for the science teacher to deepen his community consciousness and involvement as well as that of his students.

If school teachers themselves initiate community-based teaching, using the school as an entry point is no longer necessary. Usually respected by community folk, school teachers have already established rapport and trust. As members of the community, the teachers already have some knowledge of the community problems, resources and leadership structure. Science teachers therefore need an increased awareness of the importance of linking school learning with community life, and a systematic approach to such linkage.

Figure 1 shows a simple model for community-oriented science teaching.

For additional knowledge about the community, a teacher or group of teachers could interview key community leaders like the barangay captain or town mayor on the goals, problems, resources of the community and how the school can help accomplish certain goals and solve some problems. A community development plan, available in several cities and towns in the Philippines, could replace or supplement the interviews. Such plans typically include (a) characteristics of the community, such as topography, climate and population; and (b) development needs and goals for a specified number of years.

The next phase for the teacher is the integration of identified science-related community needs and resources into the science curriculum. In implementing the curriculum, the teacher can use
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Figure 1. Community-based science education: a classroom approach

Phase

Assessing community needs and resources

Modifying science curriculum according to needs and resources

Implementing the curriculum

Strategies

- Conduct interviews of key community leaders
- Study community development plan
- Identify science-related community needs and resources and integrate these with science topics

Immediate strategies
- Use examples/situations/resources from community
- Invite resource persons from community
- Hold field trips to community sites

Long-term strategies
- Look for related instructional materials
- Write new instructional materials
- Have group/class projects to help community
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immediate or long-term strategies. The immediate strategies are easier to implement. A number of teachers occasionally employ these strategies perhaps without being aware of the implications of community-oriented teaching. The long-term strategies will require more time and expertise on the part of the teacher. Co-operation with other community agencies will be a necessity.

Feedback from students and community folk during the implementation phase can be utilized to introduce new modifications into the science curriculum for the next cycle of implementation. The cycle is repeated as many times as needed to improve the linkage of the science curriculum with community life. Over the years a reassessment of community needs and resources will be needed to reflect changes in the community and in its development plans.

Community-oriented teaching will be greatly facilitated if implemented as a school project or objective. Arrangements can be made on an institutional basis and school resources can be fully utilized. Thus, orientation seminars for school administrators are needed to rally their support for community-based teaching.

To equip science teachers with the needed skills and confidence to modify and implement a science curriculum according to the community needs and resources, teacher-training, in particular a practicum course on community-oriented science teaching, is needed at both pre-service and in-service levels. Graduate students of the author, who are physics teachers, conducted interviews with community leaders and studied community development plans and were able to modify physics syllabi according to the development plan or results of the interviews. Doctoral students in science education who are teachers in physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics took a course under the author and conducted similar assessment of community needs and resources and wrote science lessons in modular form in response to the assessment data.

In many parts of the world, biology educators have initiated community-based science teaching. It is opportune to encourage and support teachers of mathematics and different science areas to orient their teaching to community needs and resources. The ordinary classroom science teacher can begin community teaching even in a limited way. Considering the benefits to the students, the community, and himself, it is time for the science teacher to establish the linkages between school learning and the immediate outside world that is the community.
SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR THE YEAR 2000*

by Dolores F. Hernandez

It has become fashionable to take the year 2000 as the landmark year for thinking about the future, just as some years ago it was (and still is) usual to think in terms of decades about the trends in a certain field or subject area; thus, we tend to neatly categorize developments in the decades of the 1960s, the 1970s, the 1980s and so on. This paper is another attempt to look at science education within the time frame of two decades, the year 2000. It is by no means a forecast; rather it attempts to bring out the trends and the issues which may shape the developments of science education in the not so distant future. In many instances the direction it may take will depend very much on political decisions made by the leaders of a country and to some extent by the expressed will of the people. Yet decisions need to be based on knowledge of what is current and the probabilities of what may yet develop. Hence, looking at what science education may be like in the year 2000 could prove useful for the practitioners, the decision-makers and others who in some way care about what direction it takes.

Science education interacts with and is influenced by many forces, any discussion of what it will be like in the future would need to consider these various interacting factors. The shape of the future, as mentioned earlier, will be determined largely by decisions governments take, which in turn are dependent on the values of society and hence in some measure on the context and process of education.

The first part of this paper considers factors which impinge on science education and may thus influence the directions it may take. The second part deals more specifically with issues and some general

* Prepared by Dr. Dolores F. Hernandez for the Study Group Meeting on Science Curriculum and Instructional Materials Development, APEID, Unesco, Bangkok, 10-18 November 1981.
considerations rather than outright predictions about science education. These should give us a peep into science education in the year 2000. Science education here refers to education at the pre-university levels and to teacher education for the corresponding levels.

**Scenarios for science education in the year 2000**

Before considering science education two decades from now, we need to have a reality framework for the science education developments of the year 2000. We need to know the factors that in some way will affect these developments. The context is Asia rather than world-wide. The factors to be considered are those that now exist and from which new areas or developments are emerging. The assumption is that what will develop two decades from now are generally already here, if not in Asia, in other parts of the world. However, the future will see better or more extensive use of some of these developments, greater understanding of others, more applications of still other ideas and so on.

**Biological sciences and education.** Many of the issues of the present and the near future are related to biology: food shortages, nutrition, environmental sanitation, health, environmental degradation, pollution, population control, resource management, conservation; in brief, the direction is in the use of knowledge for the advancement of society and for the benefit it brings to the quality of life. In biology, this approach centres on the realities of human life, the realities of society and alternatives for the future of humankind.

From 1978 to the present, the International Union of Biological Sciences, Commission of Biological Education has concentrated on biological education for community development. Three differences have been identified in this current move compared to conventional biology teaching: (1) biological topics that have implications for the community have greater priority for the school curriculum. Such topics would presumably include health, environment (ecology), nutrition, population genetics, behaviour and biological technologies such as those of agriculture, fisheries and medicine; (2) greater emphasis on human biology, and (3) greater emphasis on what might be called issues studies as differentiated from knowledge studies. The former emphasizes problem solving, decision-making, while the latter emphasizes understanding. For example, Mendelian inheritance would be a knowledge topic, genetic engineering an issue topic.
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A Unesco sponsored meeting of biology educators in 1980 identified aspects of biology education which are crucial for the secondary school curriculum: environmental aspects of biology education, genetic aspects and health, nutrition and agricultural aspects. For each of these major areas, the pertinent specific concepts and principles, practical experiences for students, teaching/learning strategies, intellectual skills and values were identified. The result of this meeting provides the interested biology educator and curriculum developer with a specific handbook about topics and strategies that Asian educators believe are urgently needed in the education of the secondary school level adolescent now and in the near future.

On a more general and world-wide level, Dr. Paul De Hart Hurd, a well-known science educator, suggested a context for the teaching of biology in the future. Because it bears upon the subject of this paper, the objectives are briefly summarized below: biology (we can substitute the word 'science' and the following will still apply) as part of a liberal education in the future should:

a) Be taught in a social and human context;

b) Include values and ethics as goals recognizing that there are moral and aesthetic as well as scientific answers to human problems;

c) Have courses organized more according to biosocial events and problems rather than on logic of biological discipline;

d) Consist of subject matter that can serve real life and practical ends;

e) Be taught from a holistic and integrative point of view;

f) Ensure that laboratory investigations include individual and laboratory based problems, issues, policies;

g) Encourage development of skills such as decision-making, valuing, ecological thinking, (self-reliance, social responsibility, use of indigenous and appropriate technology);*

h) Orient teaching towards the future giving students opportunities to consider alternatives;

i) Use more individualized and personalized teaching to accommodate learning styles of different students; and

* Items in parenthesis added by the writer.
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j) Recognize the role of the biology teacher as an interpreter of biology concepts, an intermediary between scientist and the public.

In the area of ecology and the environment there is concern among ecologists for holistic thinking and approach, for more relevant perceptions of ecology which relate it to nationalism and development. Ignacy Sachs of UNEP has provided a concept of ecodevelopment which is very pertinent to current thoughts on this subject among third world countries. Ecodevelopment, he says, is a style of development particularly suited to rural regions of the third world. It calls for specific solutions to particular problems in the light of cultural, ecological data and long-term as well as immediate needs.

Our peep into the future should provide some insights on what some Asian countries, the Philippines included, would like to have realized—an agro-bio industrial society. This perception calls for a return to the land—but at the same time it does not reject modern technology. The trend in this type of technology is towards miniaturization, more efficient utilization of materials and energy, recycling and use of 'cleaner' technologies. Agro-bio industry is an integrated system of production of goods and services which tightly links primary production from agriculture, fishery and forestry with the conversion of the raw materials into the complex and more useful. A few examples of the applications of microbiology are: production of power alcohol; syntheses of antibiotics for medical and agricultural use; syntheses of hormones for medical purposes; the transfer of nitrogen-fixing genes to new organisms which associate with non-leguminous plants.

The extent to which some of the foregoing developments in the biological sciences will prevail generally in Asian countries will determine to a large extent the inputs that should go into science education assuming the political will is for the schools to serve the same ends as those of the nation.

The physical sciences and education. In the near future we will see a more rational and systematic understanding of the origin and distribution of chemical elements as a result of studies on nuclear reactions that occur naturally or are induced by accelerators. Because of the explorations in space, there will be a better understanding of the extraterrestrial conditions which led to creation of our universe.
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and the elements that comprise it. Many new elements and isotopes will be synthesized. Another area that will likely be advanced is how elements differ and how they can be identified in the presence of each other—analyses may extend to the detection and scaling of single atoms! The future promises to fill in the blanks that exist in our understanding of the origin and reactions of molecules and atoms. Accordingly, it is expected that many conventional positions in chemistry will be revised.

Appraisal studies suggest that in the near future (ten years hence) the main feedstock for petrochemicals and sources of energy will still be oil and natural gas. A breakthrough in the technological development of the major non-petroleum sources of energy may eventuate. These include coal, shale oil, tar sands, solar energy in the form of biomass; direct heating, photovoltaic technology or hydrogen generation. Nuclear energy is technologically developed, but its use will depend on political decisions and acceptance by the public. The chemical industry will continue to supply the essential needs of food, housing, clothing, transportation, drugs, health, recreation and so on—and become part of many aspects of modern life. The computer will play an important part in analysis of experimental data and technical calculations associated with many aspects of the chemical industry. It will become a major research tool and run complex chemical processes and produce better products with fewer problems. Environmental concerns will continue to be the focus of the public in relation to the operation of chemical industries.

Chemistry, physics and biology will overlap and intertwine increasingly. Biochemists will continue the probe into the chemistry of life. Space explorations may clarify and deepen the understanding of space and physical laws.

The rate of change in chemical education is slow. This may not be a bad thing. If education were to reflect all the changes immediately we may end up with an erratic curriculum which shows no direction. However, there is a need for restructuring curricula because pre-professional students are not receiving optional education to prepare them for work in the existing field. An examination of books in chemistry shows a preponderance of materials far removed from what the chemists are now doing in research and development.
Science, society and culture. In his article on the cultural impediments to scientific thinking (in Southeast Asia) S.H. Alatas (1978) identifies a type of mentality which he calls bebalism which has the following characteristics: authoritarian, non-reflective, non-experimental, no power of anticipation, non-rational, unenquiring, no love for order in thinking, no capacity for sustained contextual appraisal, credulous beyond limit, lack of refinement, non-cumulative in the succession of thought and no maintenance mentality. These characterize an attitude of mind that obstructs the development of the scientific and technological spirit necessary to motivate industrialization and effective agricultural planning. Since the third world is suffering from a lack of science and technology and it is the will of most countries to move towards a more scientific society, there is then a need to develop scientific mentality in order to improve the situation.

Another viewpoint stresses that industrialization is itself a cultural concept. ‘Technology produces goals and demands as well as provides the ways and means (far beyond the ‘technical’ ones) to attend to them, and prescribes the modes of approach and conduct’ (Vente, 1978).

Some of the changes in values and behaviour patterns that are brought about by industrialization are: (1) work attitudes and relationships—industrialization implies segregation of economic activities from the traditional family community setting; (2) changing patterns of community life—urbanization is accelerated which in turn affects the life-styles of the population and their human interaction patterns; (3) family systems and family relations, e.g. the widening generation gap between parents and children; and (4) counter values and popular culture—industrial technology and innovations usually bring external values, fashions, life-styles (Chen, 1978).

Loss of culture does not necessarily follow from the introduction of industrialization. Changes undergone in Asian countries as a result of the impact of industrialization may fall into four categories according to Alatas: (1) eliminative changes; (2) additive changes; (3) supportive changes; and (4) synthetic changes. It is only the first category of changes that results in loss of culture. The rest enrich the indigenous culture.

For countries with many languages, the importance of language as a medium of instruction is a problem that keeps being raised.
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Because no books are available in the local language which are of the same quality as internationally accepted textbooks on the same subject, science subjects are taught in English in universities. (See for example Bhattacharya, 1978 and P.K. Bose, 1978). In the Philippines this is also true at the secondary and elementary levels.

The response of educators to government thrusts for national development has been in the main, in terms of science education projects that address the problems of rural development and disadvantaged areas of the country. Rural development is interpreted as a strategy designed to improve the economic and social life of the masses. Types of learning units prepared by the Science Education Center, University of the Philippines, in response to national development goals include those which are occupation oriented, those that improve on indigenous technology, those that relate to conservation and recycling, those on health, nutrition and sanitation. Even industrialized countries have concerned themselves with making science education more relevant to the real life situation of the students, and more practical. This was the theme of a seminar held in 1980 in Malvern, United Kingdom on the theme, ‘Science, education and society’.

The students. A very important element of educational enterprise are the students in Asian schools. In the Philippines we have 8.2 million elementary school pupils, 2.7 million secondary school students. About 79 per cent of elementary pupils finish grade IV; 66 per cent finish grade VI; 54 per cent reach first year high school and 34 per cent complete secondary level of education (fourth year high school). At tertiary level, 17 per cent enter first year college and 13 per cent complete four years of college education. India has about 60 million primary school children and about 50 per cent either drop out or do not proceed beyond the first level of education (Wanchoo, 1980). The problems related to school enrolment may vary in degree, but more or less most Asian countries would have the problem of accommodating (physically and in terms of the curriculum) larger numbers of students for two reasons: the large number of school children already born (population growth rates have decreased but not sufficiently to make a difference in actual school needs), and democratization of admissions at all levels of education.

Broadening the base of admissions (including entry of more women in the three levels of education) will change the nature of the
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School population. A lessening of the demarcation lines between formal and non-formal education (e.g., the use of equivalency tests to enable students who have dropped out of school to re-enter the formal system at the grade level he qualifies) will further contribute to the heterogeneity of educational needs.

Some of the studies on students have focused on cognitive development, particularly at the first level of education. Similar studies have been conducted on students at the other two levels of education, and even with teachers. (See for example, de Guzman, 1981). Most of the studies at the primary stage of education tend to confirm the findings of Piaget with respect to the sequence but not in terms of the time or age at which a given stage is manifested. Results of studies on the secondary and college levels in the Philippines show that students are mostly concrete thinkers. This has serious implications for the curriculum and instructional methods.

The age structure of the school population may not change much but there will be more school children from the disadvantaged areas and deprived families. Instructional materials and methodologies more appropriate to this group have to be utilized at least during the early years of schooling of this expanded school population. The characteristics of the student population would tend to change depending on the rate of change in the environment, physical, social and psychological.

Future perspectives

Some ideas about science education in the future are dealt with in this section in the context of Southeast Asia, more specifically of the Philippines. As stated earlier these are not predictions but issues and possible developments about which decisions should be made in the future. Science education will not develop by itself; people in decision-making positions will have to decide on questions such as those raised in the following paragraphs.

Curriculum development. How much stress should be placed on society's development needs, and the concerns of society in the science curriculum? The first is already a trend at least in some Asian countries. Science topics of the 'Science and Society' type have

* John Lewis of Malvern College, England is Project Director of 'Science and Society'.
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appeared in modular form. It is not unlikely that new books will incorporate some of such topics.

Science taught with humanistic dimensions might be one way of meeting the interests of the large group of non-science oriented students. The teaching of values or a system of beliefs which permeate the entire curriculum (including science) may be a policy decision. Already some countries have incorporated moral education in their school curricula. The question arises, how much or to what extent can science education contribute to this aspect of the curriculum?

Should the science curriculum be developed locally or nationally? Should it be centralized or decentralized? In a small way decentralized curriculum development has been done in one or two regions of the Philippines via preparation of some modules specific to regional needs and interests. This type of grass-roots curriculum development enables the teacher to introduce local or community concerns into science education. The community becomes a learning situation or laboratory; learning hopefully becomes more interesting because of the reality of the learning experiences. A national textbook/syllabus is still used however; the community topics are introduced at relevant points. This is just one way of attending to this issue; several others may be developed and tried out.

Should the science curriculum attend to the development of both cognitive and affective dimensions? Much discussion and some research on teaching the logical core and the affective dimensions of concepts have been done, (see for example G. Schaefer, 1980) but science curricula have not yet reflected these in the formal curriculum itself. This issue is concomitant with the preceding one. Including community oriented topics and local problems would increase the perceptual awareness about things around us and correspondingly, the 'public' or scientific meanings of concepts as well as their 'private' or idiosyncratic meanings will enter into the learning situation.

Should school science education closely reflect what the discipline is all about and what scientists are doing? To teach science according to the structure of the discipline was an important objective of curriculum projects of the 1960s. It may still be considered as an objective but not as a primary objective particularly for students who will not go on to science as a career.
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Should science education at the school level be integrated? To what degree should integration be introduced? Will such integration include the social sciences humanities, or other subjects, and which ones? In Philippine schools for example, apart from the elementary school science curricula, integrated science is taught at only one level; first year high school.

What does scientific literacy mean? Could this be defined in terms of competencies for each level of education? If this is done the curriculum could be examined to determine whether or not it provides at each grade level experiences for development of scientific literacy.

Is the curriculum future-oriented? Does it provide for the development of decision making skills, consideration of alternatives for the future course of human affairs and the diversified needs of students?

Does the curriculum reflect what is known about how learning takes place? Is there a match between the cognitive demands of the curriculum and the cognitive levels of the students? (See for example, Shayer and Adey, 1981).

Does the curriculum meet the requirements of the college-bound students as well as the non-science or terminal student?

Does the curriculum include some work on computers? They will be much used in various if not all fields of science. It is important that students become familiar with computers, if not all students at least special groups of students e.g., those in science high schools should be offered computer courses.

What do we know about factors which contribute attitudes adopted by students in helping them learn science, in helping them cross the secondary/tertiary interface, in helping the teachers create and environment for better learning? Results of research on this aspect of learning should feed directly to curriculum developers, teacher educators and classroom teachers so they can be used to improve learning situations.

Teacher education. The stress on humanism and values will demand the use of techniques of teaching which have not been conventionally used in science teaching. For example, in helping students think about the future some techniques have been used
successfully but are as yet not commonly known among science teachers—the Delphi technique which involves an intuitive method of organizing and shaping expert forecasts about the future; use of the cross-impact matrix in which students assess the impact of several factors on each other; decision-making techniques like the decision tree which involved the student in analysing alternatives from a sequence of decisions; and so on. (See for example R. Charlton, 1979; D.F. Hernandez, 1980).

More use of educational technology may become necessary in teacher education. In most teacher education programmes although hardware like video tape recorders are known or heard about very few teacher training institutions actually use them. Their use may become necessary as more children enter the schools but at the same time less students opt to go into teaching careers. Other ways of using VTR than for microteaching need to be tried. (See for example Waring, 1980).

Teacher education programmes need more innovation to keep them abreast of the requirements of science programmes the teachers are expected to implement. Take as an example, inquiry teaching:

... it (inquiry) cannot be acquired by osmosis. It must be taught and practised by the instructor. It must be practised by the learner. And, it must be taught by the learner in the role of an instructor. Inquiry instruction cannot be accomplished in a one or two semester course. Instructions in inquiry must start early in the pre-service education of elementary teachers ... (De Vito, 1980).

Improving the quality of teacher preparation by various means has been suggested many times in different international settings. Some of those suggested by Cheong, S.Y. (1980) include: more inquiry oriented learning; more interaction between trainees and tutors, trainees and materials and among trainees themselves; use of training methods that utilize small group instruction and to a lesser extent, individualized instruction, e.g., microteaching, mini courses, audiotutorials. Small group discussions, seminars and direct observation are used to complement laboratory based activities. Several types of teacher education materials have also been produced; but most of these are for the formal system. Software for learning informally and on their own has yet to make an impact on teacher education.
However, in Asia, projects for distance learning (via radio and TV) are now ongoing or being initiated.

A review of teacher education developments would be incomplete without mention of one of the best known projects in this field—the Science Teacher Education Project (STEP). In this programme teaching practice becomes a time for inquiring into the job at the same time as it is a time for practising. STEP draws away from a programmed blueprint type of teacher education and relies mainly on a bank of good ideas offering the teacher what is possible at a given time. In doing so, it mirrors the real situation in which teachers teach for it is claimed they rarely manage the ideal planned programme but work on the opportunities they have (Holford and Sutton, 1980).

In teacher education as in pre-university education there is a cry for a ‘return to the basics’. In this case the basics mean content. There are three positions regarding teaching of content. Some would stress professional education and methodology almost to complete exclusion of content. Others call for content courses and the doing away with educational philosophy, psychology, sociology. Still others argue for integration of subject and professional training.

The education of teachers needs to incorporate several experiences which are demanded of teachers once they are in the field. And, their training should be such that they can more easily adapt to changing needs in the field, make decisions about what is suitable for their own situation and accordingly undertake the necessary planning and implementation. There are however some experiences that are too significant to be left out of teacher training programmes altogether. For example, for some years now, science educators have been concerned with rural life and environment. Most of our teachers end up teaching in rural schools. Are they being educated for such environments? Most teacher training institutions are in urban areas; just providing practice teaching in rural schools would hardly meet this need. How could science teachers for example, use the rural environment more in everyday teaching? Another experience teachers need is the integration of various areas of knowledge. This ability is expected of the practising teacher. How much (or how little) of the prospective teacher’s courses are integrated so that the teacher really gets a feel of what an integrated course is?
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In science and mathematics education it seems particularly necessary that there be constant interaction between practising scientists and practising teachers; or between those in the forefront of knowledge and discoveries and those involved in disseminating knowledge. University collaboration is necessary in curriculum development as such a relationship help keeps much trivia out of the books and it assists in developing a sense of inquiry. It is felt that such programmes could best be fashioned and implemented by greater school-university operation, i.e., among the schools, Ministry/Department of Education and the university in a given province or region. Teacher education must also be concerned with strategies for acquiring new knowledge, the aim should be not the production of polished practitioners but preparation of beginning professionals who have the capabilities and attitudes for lifelong learning (Sharp, 1975).

Science education and the public. Great progress in science and technology and the great strides made in electronics, computers, astronomy, communication and other areas, make it imperative to devise better ways of bridging the gap between science and the market-place. Too much misinformation and lack of understanding of these advances make decisions a risky process at both the everyday life level and the policy making level.

Projects like England’s ‘Science and Society’ which is developed in readable short modules, intended for the formal school system could well be used by adults and youth who are out of school. A more common way of reaching the public is via mass media—newspapers and television. In some Asian countries the latter is already being used for this purpose. But science programmes as in the Philippines are imported and of rather a high level for the masses of the people. It will be necessary to prepare materials for national broadcast choosing topics and a level of delivery more appropriate to the present level of the masses of our people. This does not imply that the imported programmes should be stopped—they have an audience which could grow over the years as the people become more familiar with advances in science.

Whose is the responsibility for educating the public in science and mathematics? In some countries like the Philippines there is a government agency given charge of non-formal education. Extension programmes of industries, government and non-government agencies
and institutions of higher learning, also contribute to this goal of educating the public. Science education teaching centres and science museums, have several advantages which can be put to good use for serving the public. Many of the science modules they prepare can be used for public education purposes. Most have facilities for producing multi-media materials which can be aimed at reaching the masses of the people. Our public education efforts however, have not undergone systematic evaluation apart from subjective statements from participants attesting to the usefulness and enjoyment derived from the programmes.

The ministry charged with public information may eventually have to assume the task of educating the public on scientific issues which affect everyday life and have implications for society. Issues on land management, fishery rights, displacement of people and entire communities due to building of roads, dams, bridges and atomic energy plants need to be publicly aired, the necessary scientific information needs to be presented, so people can form their own opinions based on accurate information.

In brief, every institution engaged in science education shares to some extent the responsibility for public education through their extension or service programmes or ad hoc activities offered for public consumption. But there seems to be a need for a more systematic way of educating the public particularly on issues that affect everyday life and the society as a whole.

**Concluding remarks**

What was attempted in this paper was to present a review of current development in science education, some related issues and questions, and some alternatives. The shape of science education in the year 2000 may arise from many of the current developments and issues. No attempt was made at comprehensiveness; all that was intended at the outset was to present a paper which could stimulate a discussion that could produce more contributions about what the shape and future of science education will be like two decades from now.
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This bibliography updates the one which appeared in the *Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific* (18): i–xxix, June 1977. It is based on documents in the Library of the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific.

1978


In most countries represented at the Regional Seminar, physics is integrated into a broader science course at the primary and early secondary levels. It is usual for physics to be taught as a separate subject at the senior secondary level where the course is mainly designed as a preparation for college entrance. In attempting to identify the contents of a general physics course, the participants voiced the need for research on cognitive development of students in relation to certain physics concepts and on the history of indigenous science in Asia.


* These acronyms are used in this bibliography
APEID (Asian Programme of Educational Innovation for Development, Unesco, Bangkok)
RECSAM (Regional Centre for Science and Mathematics, Penang)
Bibliographical supplement

The reports of the participating countries indicated that science is a compulsory subject taught mostly from the beginning of the primary grades and continuing at least up to the tenth year of schooling. The countries reported that efforts are being made to involve children in meaningful and practical science activities to facilitate learning, bring about motivation and add interest to the learning situation. This has led to the need of providing large quantities of science equipment to schools and for the need for guides for careful selection of appropriate items of equipment for learning.

The participants of the Workshop worked out some aids to the decision-making process involved in equipment selection which are presented in charts in this report. Chart I deals with actions and decisions that should be considered before purchase procedures commence. Chart II deals with operational factors in the use of equipment and can be used to guide those responsible for preparing lists and specifications. Chart III offers suggestions regarding a series of steps leading to purchase of equipment.


This report covers the day-to-day activities of the Workshop in developing science materials which could help a teacher confronted with the following problems. large number of the students in a class, lack of classroom facilities, teachers without adequate background in science teaching and lack of resource materials for teachers.


The main aim of the Workshop was to enable practising science teachers to have first hand experience in the use, care and maintenance of school science teaching apparatus and to participate in learning programmes related to school laboratory management.

The participants performed more than fifty activities during this 10-day Workshop which provided the following experiences. Use and care of science equipment, Simple techniques in woodworking, metalworking and glass blowing, Teaching a subject matter through laboratory exercises, Use of audio-visual aids, Physical and chemical techniques commonly used in teaching biology. (NCERT)
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1979


The focus of the Seminar was on the development of science curricula linked with real-life problems, using the environment, community resources and local expertise for providing science experiences as well as experiences on the development of alternative structures and methods in preparing science and technology teachers to implement such new curricula.


See bibliographical entry no. 1.
1981 APEID/NIER Regional Workshop


See bibliographical entry no. 1.
1981 APEID/NIER Regional Workshop


The reports presented in the Workshop indicated that during the last decade, while considerable efforts have been made in all the participating countries in the Asia-Pacific countries to bring about qualitative improvements in science education at all levels of schooling, still not enough attention has been paid to the applications to daily life of science learned at school. Based on these observations, the participants of the workshop developed guidelines for curriculum designing and implementation which would bring about the linking of science learning to real-life situations with focus on the use of locally available resources.

* NIER = National Institute of Educational Research, Tokyo, Japan.
Bibliographical supplement

Second ICASE-Asian Symposium on Low-Cost Equipment for Integrated Science Education at all Levels, Diliman, Quezon City, University of the Philippines, 26 - 31 December 1979. *Proceedings...* Diliman, Quezon City, Science Education Centre, University of the Philippines, 1979. vii, 190 p. 507 ICA

1980


The Workshop reviewed current experiences in biology education, focusing on three main concerns. (a) the environmental aspects, (b) the molecular and genetic aspects, and (c) the application to health. The Workshop identified key biology concepts and experiences which could be included in the secondary school biology courses.


The Workshop conducted extensive discussions on experiences of National Workshops on the theme of this Sub-regional Workshop. Following a two-day on-the-spot study of some science teaching programmes which were attempting to establish links with real-life situations, the Workshop developed suggestions for developing innovative science curriculum and instructional materials linking them more to real-life situations.


See bibliographical entry item no. 1.

1981 APEID-NIER Regional Workshop
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As most of the States and Union Territories (UT) have accepted in principle the need for compulsory science and mathematics education for all the school-going population up to the secondary stage, the DESM organized a conference to present to representatives of the State/UTs its spectrum of activities, future plans and ways of solving problems. This publication contains the papers of both the DESM and the States/UTs presented at the meeting which emphasized problems and strategies in implementing science education programmes in the States.


The papers presented at this Conference were centred on the following themes: biology education for the next decade, linking biology to social studies and using local living things and community resources for field study and laboratory work.


The Workshop recommendations called for science education studies to try out methods and instruments for assessing pupils' understanding of science and mathematics concepts and functioning in different learning contexts. Guidelines were made for implementing research findings.


Some of the curriculum innovations that appeared to be sound philosophically and psychologically encountered a host of problems in the classroom as were reported in the discussions of the Seminar. The deliberations indicated the need for continuous re-evaluation of the curriculum and re-examination of its aims and objectives. Guidelines for provision of facilities, in-service teacher training, supervision and follow-up and general planning were also worked out.

Bibliographical supplement

1981


During the period 1979 - 1980, the National Institute for Educational Research (NIER) of Japan organized in co-operation with the Asian Centre of Educational Innovation for Development (ACEID), Unesco, three regional workshops on the development of appropriate teaching aids for science teaching in primary schools. In all these Workshops special consideration was given to the development and use of appropriate and low-cost aids, the training of teachers in the production, use and maintenance of such aids, as well as to examining the science curriculum and teaching methodologies or strategies.

In this 1981 Workshop, all the write-ups on appropriate and low-cost aids developed by the previous Workshops were thoroughly reviewed and compiled as a single combined inventory to serve as a basic reference which is this publication.


Specialists from five countries were brought together to study the position of mathematics teaching at the school level, and some problems which beset it. The main features given in the first chapter of the report include the place of mathematics in school education, its objectives, overview of content, approaches and methodologies, and training of teachers. The issues discussed include strategies and techniques to convey to the learner the relevance of mathematics in order to motivate learning, aspects of mathematics to be brought into the curriculum in the context of future developments, criteria which may be used for making decisions on topics to be included or excluded, pre service and in-service programmes. The Group then made suggestions for the development of teacher training materials.

The Study Group Meeting was organized to critically examine the outcomes of APEID's past activities in the area of science and technology education, analyse new thrusts in the region relating to secondary science education programmes, particularly for developing competence and creativity, and examine the work plan of APEID in this area for 1982-1986. This report reviews the outcomes of the past activities and identifies gains and gaps. The main body of this report, synthesizes the experiences of the participating countries' efforts in designing science teaching programmes, and identifies problems and issues which need co-operative action and reflection.


The aim of the Workshop was to co-operatively develop teaching and learning materials on certain selected key biology concepts relevant to environment, genetic and agricultural aspects and to develop training materials on certain teacher competencies relating to laboratory and field techniques. The report synthesizes the experiences of the participating countries, particularly in relation to the new trends in biology education. An outline of the teaching and training units that were developed by the participants during the Workshop, are to be published as a separate volume.


The Conference, considering the importance of science and technology education in social and economic development, recommended that Member States ensure that science and technology education become an integral part of the primary and secondary education for all children, and that they ensure this through adequate facilities for teacher education, curriculum development and improvement of laboratory instruction in the school system. Related fields such as nutrition, health and even culture should be integral parts of general education at all levels, and efforts should be made to coordinate national activities in this field. Specific policies for attracting scientists and technologists to the education sector should be set up including innovative approaches for making the
teaching profession more attractive. Technician education and technician teacher training programmes should be updated strengthened and upgraded.


The sessions were devoted to the following topics. Future trends and the role of science and technology education in national development, the contribution of science and technology education to the solution of major contemporary problems in relation to development, strategies for the improvement of science and technology education.

Methods of teaching physics (secondary and tertiary levels), proceedings of the Conference held at Khon Kaen University, Thailand, 11-13 November 1981. Khon Kaen, Faculty of Science, Khon Kaen University, 1982. 395 p.

This Conference was jointly organized by COSTED (Committee on Science and Technology in Developing Countries), APSO (Asian Physical Society), Unesco and Khon Kaen University. Theoretical and experimental aspects of physics education at the secondary and tertiary education levels, and the formation of a network for physics education were topics of concern.


The discussion on environmental concerns pointed to approaches and methodologies that could be adapted by universities in various disciplines to educate their people on the environment - starting from the universities, to the schools and to the general population. One recommendation calls for the use of Traditional ecological wisdom in Society as an important strategy in the transfer of knowledge in environmental education.
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This volume presents the papers of invited lecturers and workshop papers on "What mathematics should we teach at secondary and post secondary schools?" Abstracts of papers presented at two other Workshops which were on *Uses of computing aids in the teaching of mathematics* and *How mathematics teaching can be enriched through the arts* are included in this volume.


Country papers on out-of-school science activities were presented by Australia, India, Japan, the Philippines, Singapore and Zambia. Papers and discussions were also centred on the following aspects of out-of-school science activities: organization, administration, facilities, continuing professional development of teachers, and educational and social values of out-of-school science.

1982


The participants went on a field trip to the International Institute of Rural Reconstruction (IIRR) Centre, Silang, Cavite, and its social laboratory (four nearby villages) to observe the different mechanisms in operation to provide the rural people with science and technology to combat their daily-life problems. This was followed by four sessions in which the participants, working in groups, developed a few exemplar materials for a hypothetical rural scenario along two identified areas, namely, agriculture and health, and identified clientele - the illiterates, neo-literates and literates.

The Study Group then formulated recommendations towards advancing the improvement of the quality of life of the rural poor through a more effective delivery of science and technology education to this clientele.
Bibliographical supplement


The report identifies the various target groups which need to be included in any programme of Science for All, suggests why science needs to be taught to all these target groups, what this science would mean to them, and how this science should be delivered to reach the identified groups.


The main purpose of the workshop was to review and exchange experiences of current and experimental curricula and related instructional materials in the participating countries at the secondary level of school education with a view to improving chemistry education as an integral part of science and technology education. Discussions were directed to identifying the main features of the new curricula, especially in terms of the recent advances in chemistry and its teaching methods, interdisciplinarity, application, role of laboratory work, assessment of student achievement, design for self-learning, and creativity. Trends, problems, issues and growth points were also identified. The workshop developed a set of guidelines for improving chemistry education at the secondary level and training and retraining chemistry teachers.

APEID Study Group Meeting on Development of Integrated Science and Technology Courses Relevant to Vocational and Technical Subjects, Penang, Malaysia, 20-29 April 1982. Integrating science and mathematics teaching with vocational and technical subjects. Bangkok, Unesco, 1982. 67, xxi p. (APEID. STE.26)

This meeting was the first major inter-country activity under APEID which focused on problems relating to teaching of science and mathematics as an integral part of vocational and technical education programmes. Prior to this meeting, three national workshops had been held in Bangladesh, India and Thailand.
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Discussions resulted in highlighting the existing practices in the participating countries, identifying problems, issues and developing guidelines for designing science and mathematics courses so as to integrate them with the teaching of vocational and technical subjects. The guidelines which deal mainly with the craftsman and technician level courses cover aspects such as the rationale for the place and aims and objectives of science in technical and vocational education; determination of the relevant content, course designing, curriculum materials and instructional resources, and course evaluation. The report also provides two exemplars of teaching/learning materials to illustrate the ideas incorporated in the guidelines.


The Symposium, in the light of great advances in scientific and technological knowledge, saw the updating and retraining of science teachers as a professional responsibility of teachers to update themselves in subject matter, methodology and different curriculum teaching techniques for putting over ideas, modern technological improvements or new content in the syllabus. The Symposium discussed the types of updating and retraining programmes needed in each science programme and how they are to be organized. It was felt that Science Teachers’ Associations should be supported and encouraged to assist in the in-service education of its members.


The experiences shared by the participants during the Workshop indicate that out-of-school scientific activities are being conducted widely in many countries, and that the task of training new people to conduct the activities requires guidelines. The participants worked out together a “Suggested outline for a training handbook for key personnel organizing out-of-school scientific activities” which could be developed by each country as would be appropriate to their own conditions.

XII
Bibliographical supplement


Co-operation between the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and RECSAM began in 1973, and since then several Workshops have been jointly hosted at RECSAM. This Workshop met to suggest new courses to be added under the RECSAM-German Project and to suggest modifications to existing courses. The distribution of scholarship funds and other financial resources were also looked into, to see how they may more widely and effectively bring about multiplier effects.


The participants worked out innovative action-oriented models of evaluation programmes and action-oriented strategies for bringing about close co-operation and co-ordination of various education agencies in following up the evaluation programmes and training of teachers on evaluation.


Contents: Position of science education in the region, trends, problems and issues, rationale of “Science for All”, nature and scope of “Science for All”, delivering science to the various target groups, regional plan of action for “Science for All” — a framework, organization of science teaching, availability of mass media, three samples of science topics drawn from real-life situations.
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In defining and interpreting "Science for Development", the participants came upon problems and issues in curriculum development and teacher education impeding the effective teaching of primary and secondary science for development. The Seminar proposed national and regional strategies which should provide for "a concerted effort towards the promotion of a value-oriented science and technology education that will ensure that the teaching of primary and secondary science works towards establishing a more humane and caring society."


Based on problems and needs identified by the countries which participated in the Workshop, suggestions for improving the mathematics curriculum were to relate the contents to the socio-economic life and development of the learner, and to keep the course within the capability of the teacher to handle competently and effectively. Suggestions also pointed to the need to increase the students awareness of the rule and importance of mathematics in everyday life, and provide a foundation for the further study of mathematics.

International, Regional and National (Asian and Pacific Countries) Conferences, Meetings, Seminars and Workshops involving Science Education


APEID. *Education for rural development—a portfolio of studies: Vol. 4. Manpower, science and technology and extension education.* Bangkok, Unesco, 1982. 60 p. (ERD. 1) 309.263 APE No. 4

This volume presents three studies on the following aspects of rural development: manpower planning, training programmes for self-employment in rural areas, out-of-school science and technology, and extension education.


Modules: 1) *Soil salinity and your crops.* (1979)  
2) *Good-bye waste.* (1979)  
3) *Let's make our school clean and beautiful.* (1980)  
4) *Skills of growing vegetables at home.* (1981)  
5) *Let us conserve nature and its resources.* (1982)  
6) *You and your surroundings.* (1982)  
7) *Poultry keeping at home.* (1982)  
8) *Floods and you.* (1982)


Journal of Science and Mathematics Education in Southeast Asia (2 times a year July, December) Penang, Malaysia, SEAMEO Regional Centre for Education in Science and Mathematics (RECSAM), Malaysia, 1976 to date.

This periodical is a medium for the exchange and diffusion of information in science and mathematics education. Subscriptions may be placed with the Assistant Director (Information) SEAMEO—RECSAM, Glugor, Penang, Malaysia.


This paper first reviews some recent trends in science education associated with the evolution of science curriculum development centres in the Asian region and some influencing factors at work and then looks in more detail at the role in promoting these trends in three of these centres, namely, the Science Education Centre of the Philippines (UPSEC) and the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology of Thailand (IPST), as examples of national centres; and the Regional Centre for Science and Mathematics Education (RECSAM) which was set up as a training institution for key science education personnel throughout the region.


The non-availability of even the most basic equipment for use in demonstration and laboratory exercises is one of the limiting factors for teaching science in schools in the Pacific islands. To help improve the situation, the Institute of Education, University of the South Pacific put together and field tested twenty Low Cost Science Equipment Kits in a Science Curriculum Workshop to determine which items of inexpensive equipment are most useful for science classes in the Class VI - Form IV range and are most helpful in administering the science teaching programme. The durability of the items was also tested. Among the several positive findings of the study were comments of teachers indicating that the testing of the kits encouraged them to produce their own low cost equipment.
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RECSAM News (quarterly) SEAMEO Regional Centre for Education in Science and Mathematics (RECSAM), Glugor, Penang, Malaysia, 1974 to date.

This newsletter carries reports of activities of the Centre, and is a medium for exchange of information and ideas among present and past participants and staff. It is issued free of charge.


Contents: Improving a country’s science education programme. - Reorganization for teacher education and training. - Identification and nurture of creative scientific talent. - The Australian Academy of Science School Chemistry Project. - Mathematization for mathematics teaching. - Development of science concepts in school children through toys and games. - The concept learning course. - An experiment in environmental approach at the primary level. - Field Study Centre Programme. - Science education activities under APEID.


- Concept learning field tryouts in SEAMEO Countries; field tryout report. Penang, 1982. 95 p. illus.


- RECSAM Status report by the Director. Penang, 1972-todate.


*Acronyms used in this bibliography
SEAMEO (Southeast Asia Ministers of Education Organization)
RECSAM (Regional Centre for Education in Science and Mathematics)
Bibliographical supplement


**Australia**


_____. ______. *Review of research on Australian Science Education Project,* by Barry J. Fraser. Canberra, 1978. 82 p. (CDC Professional series) 507 AUS


**Australian item bank: science.** Hawthorn Victoria, Australian Council for Educational Research, 1978. 2 v. 507.2 AUS

The item bank is a collection of multiple-choice objective questions together with a system of storage and retrieval which have been written by practising teachers and subjected to rigorous review, trial testing and editing. Secondary classroom teachers who lack the time and expertise to construct good objective questions may draw questions from this bank. A teachers handbook is provided.

The Australian Science Education Project (ASEP). *ASEP Units.* Manuka ACT, 1974. 48 units. K507 ASE

These materials emphasize the environment of the students, relating activities and examples to their everyday experiences. These materials are categorized under the following learning areas.
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- How people function as individuals, compared with the way other living things function.
- How people behave as members of groups, and how group interaction leads to the development of value systems.
- How manufactured devices can extend a person's ability to operate effectively in finding out about the environment.
- How technological advances have been made, and how they have affected individuals, society, and the environment.
- How natural changes take place in the environment and what human impact has been or might be on these changes.

In addition, nature of science and how scientific ideas have evolved and continue to evolve are interwoven into the themes.


Basic science. Rev. ed. Chatswood, N.S.W., Great Western Press Pty., 1978. 1 set (16 pamphlets)


"Equipment for science education, Australia," Education in Asia and Oceania: Reviews, Reports and Notes (15) 27-28, June 1979.
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Bangladesh


Volume I describes the Project, its objectives, components, costs and implementation. Volume II describes science education in Bangladesh, and Volume III discusses the utilization of science rooms and laboratories and gives costs, designs, and science equipment needed.

China


China’s many primary and middle schools supplement classroom instruction with a variety of extra-curricular activities designed to teach basic science and technology. This has substantially improved students’ ability to learn and acquire knowledge by themselves. The articles discuss this educational approach. (Beijing Review editor)


An assessment of the level and scope of the teaching of mathematics, physics and chemistry in senior secondary education in China as reflected in sample textbooks and National University Entrance Examinations. The findings are to determine whether what is taught corresponds to present needs and whether teaching resources are sufficient.


Hong Kong

Hong Kong Science Teachers Journal (2 times a year June, December). Hong Kong, Hong Kong Association for Science and Mathematics (HKASME), c/o School of Education, University of Hong Kong, 1972-

India


XXII


This booklet contains detailed write-ups of science models prepared by children and exhibited in the National Science Exhibition yearly. The experiments were for the following areas: agriculture, conservation, health, energy, astronomy, machines to serve rural areas, applied science, and for teaching aids.

Kalra, R.M. Academic games in science teaching, a Unesco project. New Delhi, National Council of Educational Research and Training, n.d. 30 p. 507 KAL
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The Journal is an open forum for discussing science education in Indian schools, its problems, prospects and individual experiences of teachers and students. Profiles of famous scientists are featured regularly. (NCERT)


The existing system of examining students for practical work in science is far from satisfactory. Emphasis on functional understanding rather than skills, on product rather than processes of performance, impressionistic marking rather than objective scoring, etc. are the too obvious and glaring deficiencies. It is, therefore, necessary that the genesis of practical work be understood by teachers, practical examiners and paper setters so that they can appreciate the role of psycho-motor objectives in development and assessment of practical skills. A number of issues peculiar to evaluation of practical work are involved relating to the designing of question papers, development of making schemes and conduct of examinations. These have been discussed in this compendium along with the sample question papers in Physics, Chemistry and Biology. (T.N. Dhar)
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Indonesia


The Development School Project is a long-term programme which is working towards overcoming problems related to quantity, quality, the relevance and the efficiency of education. The project involves the development of elementary school science materials and equipment, and the writing of science modules.


The Workshop identified national projects which are trying to link science education to real life situations and productive skills. The participants deliberated on strategies to design and develop a science curriculum linked to real life situations, as well as on teacher competencies and skills required to implement the curriculum. The preparation of simple and low-cost science equipment was also emphasized in the Workshop.


Kouterbrouwer, J.B.W. *Some reflections on the uses of science and technology in Indonesia*. The Hague, Institute of Social Studies, 1979. 27 p. (I.S.S. Occasional papers, no. 72) 507.2 KUI
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Japan


________. _______. Minister’s Secretariat. Research and Statistics Division. Japan’s modern educational system, a history of the first hundred years. Tokyo, 1980. 473 p. 379.52 JAP


Malaysia

Chelliah, T. Training of teachers with science or humanities background for environmental education: a Malaysian case study, Environmental Education and Information 1(2) 95-107, April-June 1981.
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Science and technology education at the university level in Malaysia has a brief history. The university programme has been successful in producing sufficient qualified manpower to replace expatriate ex-colonial staff in government offices and to meet part of the requirements for the socioeconomic development of a newly independent country. The universities are well staffed by qualified academicians with a ratio of 1.3.6 for holders of doctorates, masters degrees and baccalaureates respectively. A characteristic of the teaching staff in universities in Malaysia is its youthfulness and hence its lack of work or teaching experience.

Most universities are supported with adequate financial support from the government and therefore tend to be well equipped in terms of machinery, laboratories, etc. Full utilization of these facilities is hampered by a shortage of technical assistants and engineers in instrumentation.

While the standards of technical competency reached by graduates is high in Malaysia by international standards, the authors recommend that they need to be "imbued with a sense of dedication and service to the nation." (The Authors)

Bibliographical supplement

Nepal


This report covers the day to day activities of the Workshop in developing science materials which could help a teacher confronted with the following problems: large number of students in a class, lack of classroom facilities, teachers without adequate background in science teaching and lack of resource materials for teachers.

New Zealand

"Beginning school mathematics—how it's shaping up," National Education: Journal of the New Zealand Educational Institute 63(653). 201-203, December 1981.

Learning in Science Project (form. 1-4). Working papers and final report. Hamilton, Science Education Research Unit, University of Waikato, 1982. 1 v. (various paging) 507.2 LEA

______: Problems and difficulties. the working papers of the exploratory phase. Hamilton, Educational Research Unit, University of Waikato, 1979. 1 v. (various paging) 507.2 LEA


______. ______. Science resource unit. Wellington, 1980. 5 sets (Sets 1-4) 507 NEW
New Zealand Educational Institute. *48 games to make & plan for the primary school: [mathematics instruction]* collected & ed. by Gerome, B.C. Wellington, 1976. 95 p. illus. 510.7 NEW


"Primary science," *National Education. the Journal of the New Zealand Educational Institute* 66(1). 34-47, February 1984. 56.0

Contents. Making sense of the world, helpful ideas from the Learning in Science Project team. – Try a science fair. NCC Maths/Science gives basic guidelines. – Organizing science resources. – Safety first. spirit burners for school science use. – Girls and boys. making sure science is for everyone. – I think we've found a dinosaur!. science in action at Wanganui.

"Towards numeracy," *National Education. the Journal of the New Zealand Educational Institute* 62(644), 1 July 1980. 56.0


Pakistan


________. _______. Educational Equipment Technical Assistance Centre, Punjab. *Catalogue of science equipment for (schools and colleges) developed by the Educational Equipment Technical Assistance Centre.* Lahore, n.d. 105 p. 507.8 PAK

________. _______. *Laboratory manual.* Lahore, 1979. 90 p. 507 PAK
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The Workshop provided the participants with experience in developing science education materials for rural school teachers focusing on rural development. The materials were discussed and following suggestions and comments, the materials were revised.

Papua New Guinea
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Philippines
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The context of science education, a view of the thinking of Filipino leaders of the public and private sectors about what science education should be like for the country. Manila, Ministry of Education, Science and Culture/National Science and Technology Authority, 1983. 134 p. 507.2 CON

The consultative forums that were conducted in the three major cities of the country have proven our affirmation of the supremacy of the welfare of the human person and the important role of science in human development.

The consultative forums serve as a reminder of the broad spectrum of concerns raised about what and how science could serve its various consumers. The signals we receive from the different sectors of our society are definitely loud and clear. A noted government man communicates to us his concern about bringing down science to the grass roots level. A respected businessman tells us that foreign nationals will continue to dominate our economic life for as long as our schools fail to produce high-level scientists and technology-oriented people. These are signals that our science education programs need to be integrated and become part of the mainstream of national life.

This publication about the proceedings of the forums should have a special value for us who are tasked with the preparation of a Science Education Development Plan. In the pages that follow, we have captured in print the expectations and the constraints we have to work with toward the fulfillment of the expectations — calling for new ways of looking at, and dealing with, our problems. Our future science education program will be judged on the basis of how well we have taken note of and met these expectations. (Abraham I. Felipe)


In this handbook, students are introduced to laboratory techniques in physical and biological sciences. The discussions of the techniques teach when the techniques may best be applied and the precautions to be observed when applying them.


Philippines. National Science Development Board. Integrated Program in Science Education for Development (IPSED). Diliman, Quezon City, Science Education Center (UPSEC), University of the Philippines, 1981. 14 booklets. (IPSED modules for Leyte-Samar Region)

Integrated Program in Science Education for Development (IPSED) is a project of the Education and Training Division of the National Science Development Board which has for its major goal the improvement of the quality of science education...

One of the activities of IPSED was a summer writing workshop... which was part of the curriculum development effort of the project that resulted in the production of thirteen modules for the secondary level. These were the products of the co-operative efforts of secondary school teachers, supervisors and staff of the Science Education Center.

The series of modules include the following titles

Geothermal energy: an introduction
Typhoons
Water supply and treatment
Bibliographical supplement

The drinking water supply of Leyte and Samar
Forest conservation
Nutrition and weight
Schistosomiasis: What is it about?
Geothermal energy: its chemical and thermal effects
The soil that supports us
Electricity from underground
Motion of a typhoon
Describing relationships by ratios
Using graphical skills in presenting and getting information
Teacher's guide


Elementary school science kit guide. Diliman, Quezon City, 1978. 115 p. illus. mimeo. 507.8 PHI

Monographs. Diliman, Quezon City, 1974-507.2 PHI

To improve the teaching/learning of science and mathematics in classrooms at the school level, science educators in the U.P. Science Education Center and elsewhere have felt the need for a forum for the discussion and dissemination of ideas and products of research in science education including experiments and experiences in teaching. With this in view, UPSEC initiated the Monograph series, and the titles which are available are listed below

Monographs


no. 4 Formative evaluation of the teacher’s guide for a high school physics course developed by the Science Education Center of the University of the Philippines System, by Segundo V. Roxas — November 1974.


no. 6 Some cognitive variables in meaningful learning of the physics concepts of work and energy, a study of Ausubelian Learning
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Model,
by Vivien M. Talisayon — February 1975.

no. 7 Modification of teacher behavior through an in-service biology methods course,
by Aracel Gonzales Alnuise — February 1975.

no. 8 Education and socio-economic reforms: the Philippines as a case,

no. 9 Computing methods for schools,
by Lee Peng-Yee — November 1975.

no. 10 Some measured effects of the physics curriculum project developed by the Science Education Center of the University of the Philippines System,
by Melecio C. Deauna — December 1975.

no. 13 A survey of teacher’s opinions on core topics for high school chemistry,
by Marcelita C. Magno.

The data collected from 443 teachers from secondary and college level was one source of information in choosing core topics for a high school chemistry curriculum, specifically for the book developed by the UPSEC Chemistry Workgroups entitled “Chemistry in our Environment” which is expected to be distributed in June 1980.

The respondents also suggested additional topics for those students intending to enter college, and supplementary topics to enrich the high school chemistry program. (UPSEC)

no. 14 Self-directed learning in Arellano High School ISOS Program: summary of a case study,
by D.F. Hernandez and J.A. Gavino.

A case study of a Philippine school experiment (in school-off school or ISOS) using principles of self-directed learning. The research includes development of observation and interview schedules, tests and attitude scales for teachers, students and administrators. The study was meant to describe the students and teachers who participated in the program, the curriculum materials employed, the learning conditions and the other aspects of the innovative (ISOS) program as perceived by the teachers, administrators and parents. Special interviews, tests, and observation sessions were conducted to describe high self-directed learners and low self-directed learners. (UPSEC)

no. 15 Are our high school graduates ready for college work?
by J.E. Acuña and P. de Silva.

What are the entering cognitive abilities of college freshmen in chemistry?

XXXV
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How do freshmen with high or low cognitive abilities perform in English, science and mathematics? These are salient questions the answers to which have important implications to teachers, school administrators and curriculum designers.

A study conducted by a team of researchers from UPSEC attempted to answer the above questions. Monograph no. 15 describes the study - its rationale, methodology, and findings. It also recommends supplementary courses and appropriate teaching strategies to enhance performance of the low ability group. (UPSEC)

no. 16 A profile of Filipino teachers' competency in high school chemistry. by Marcelita C. Magno.

This study provides a general profile of Filipino high school chemistry teachers competency in terms of concepts and skills needed for teaching their subject. A total of 569 high school chemistry teachers from six regions of the country responded to this survey. The survey shows the extent of pre-service and in-service training of chemistry teachers. From a list of basic concepts and laboratory skills, the teachers also identified the concepts/skills that they fully know and teach well, concepts/skills they know partially and teach with apprehension and concepts/skills they lack knowledge of and are afraid to teach. The results can help teacher training institutions plan better courses for chemistry teachers. (UPSEC)

no. 17 A study of the cognitive functioning of secondary studies, by Jasmin E. Acuna.

What are the students at the different levels of high school capable of doing? A study conducted by the Research and Evaluation Unit of UPSEC attempted to answer the above question. Monograph 17 describes the study - its methodology and findings. This study partly aimed to provide curriculum writers with the information required for a research-based curriculum. (UPSEC)

no. 18 The status of cognitive development research in the Philippines, by Fe S. de Guzman.

This paper summarizes recent cognitive development research in the Philippines. It consists of two(2) parts. Part 1 covers studies that have been conducted on 4 groups, namely (a) elementary pupils, (b) high school students, (c) undergraduate college students and (d) science teachers. Part II briefly describes an on-going research study on the environmental factors affecting cognitive growth of Filipino children.

no. 19 The concepts of health and environment in rural communities. two case studies, by Dolores F. Hernandez.

What do children know about the concepts of health and environment? Monograph 19 describes the rationale, methodology and findings of two case
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studies dealing with children's concepts conducted in a fishing and an agricultural communities. The case studies demonstrate a methodology which teachers can use in their own classrooms to secure information that could provide clues on what children know about a given concept which can in turn form the basis for preparing teaching plans or preparing learning episodes or materials.

no. 20 The concept of health: a preliminary investigation among secondary school students in the Philippines,
by Rosalina R. Villavicencio.

This research study was designed to find answers to the following.
1. What is the concept of health of Filipino adolescents?
2. In what way may understanding of the concept promote and improve health status through education?

Using the methodology on concept formation designed by Schaefer, two groups of selected high school students from an urban environment responded to an open-ended format of questioning. The responses were categorized based on the associations and definitions of the keyword "health."

The findings derived from this research may serve as bases for the selection of ways for improving biology teaching.

no. 21 A survey of questions Filipino children often ask about themselves & their environment,
by Porfirio P. Jesuitas, Aurora C. Gamboa, Rosanna Ma. C. Pena & Risa L. Reyes.

A survey conducted in six provinces to identify the interests of children as revealed by the questions they ask about themselves and their environment.

The study also attempts to answer the following questions:
1. Do children in grades 2, 4 & 6 ask questions that differ in terms of number & kind?
2. What types of questions do children in the different grade levels often ask?
3. How are children's questions distributed in the different subject areas in science?
4. What questions are most often asked by grades 2, 4 & 6 children? (UPSEC)

no. 22 Supervisors' tasks and perceptions. a report on two mini-studies,
by Dolores F. Hernandez & Fe S. de Guzman.

The data collected from 58 mathematics and science supervisors from 12 regions of the country is one source of information about the tasks that supervisors do. The information gathered in these 2 mini-studies can also serve as a starting point for planning in-service programs for this group of educators which seems to be a neglected field. (UPSEC)
Bibliographical supplement

no. 23 Community studies as a basis for science modules for elementary school children,
by Carolina V. Perez, Josefina S. Badana,
Lourdes R. Carale & Elvira R. Galvez.

An abaca-growing community and a coconut-growing community were studied to find out their resources, needs, economic activities, etc. The data gathered from these studies, and from the studies of fishing and agricultural communities done by other workgroups, formed the basis for the determination of possible topics of ESS modules. The resulting socio-economic profiles of the two communities investigated by the ESS workgroup, as well as the list of topics subsequently drawn up, are presented in this monograph. (UPSEC)

no. 24 The multiple roles of the biology teacher,
by Dolores F. Hernandez.

This monograph describes the roles of the biology teacher relative to five areas of the teaching experience: the process of teaching/learning, the discipline of biology, society, classroom management and the profession of teaching. It discusses current trends and expected functions of the effective biology teacher in the Asian context. Some useful suggestions are made for coping with these new and changing roles. (UPSEC)


This textbook provides students with physics experience, concepts, and skills to help them understand, appreciate, and preserve their environment. This book has activities and questions about common, familiar happenings. It gives facts and data related to one problem facing the country today, the energy crisis. It describes the thinking and attitudes of scientists in arriving at physics laws and principles.

The fourth of a series, the book builds on other science and mathematics books developed by the Center. It uses the same approach of learning by doing. (UPSEC)


UPSEC Newsletter (2 times a year). Diliman, Quezon City D-3004, UP Science Education Center (UPSEC), 1977.
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This Newsletter features regularly an article from the "Director's Desk," articles of interest to science teachers, abstracts of research, lecture notes, "Impressions from conferences/training programmes," news, readers' opinions or "What our readers say" and announcements.


Republic of Korea


This research was carried out for the development of basic science education in order to achieve national growth and to meet international competition. Some of the urgent tasks pointed out by the study are. To strengthen the laws set up to elevate science education, and to set up a Scientific Education Bureau. (KEDI)


A translation of a Seminar paper which emphasizes that "We live in the age of challenge when we should meet new problems in new dimensions. This causes the fundamental change in science education in order for us to meet the demands of the changing society creatively." This challenge is understood to require sincere changes in such various aspects as the aims, contents, methods, and evaluation of science education in schools. Bold and systematic researches by experts and the government's support for them are needed in order to grasp this aim. (KEDI)
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The study covers all grades in the elementary schools in natural studies, all the grades of middle schools in technical studies, all the grades of academic high school in technical studies or industrial studies. In developing the curriculum, the study points out that teaching and classroom activities should stimulate scientific thinking, provide for investigative activity, and develop creative minds and positive attitudes towards science. (KEDI)

Singapore

Science Centre News (6 times a year). Singapore Science Centre, Jurong, Singapore 2260.

Distributed free to friends and donors to keep them informed of the Centre's activities.


A pictorial account of activities organized by the Institute of Education for a group of primary school pupils of two schools. This special project provided a lively and innovative programme of educational activities and materials in science, mathematics, English language and other skills.


The Singapore Scientist (Quarterly). Singapore Science Centre, Jurong, Singapore 2260.

The first section contains articles on developments in science and technology over a wide range of topics of interest to scientists, engineers, company executives, teachers, students and people whose business requires that they be constantly informed of the latest developments in science and technology. The second section caters primarily to young readers.
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Socialist Republic of Viet Nam


Sri Lanka


A discussion of a curriculum model, curriculum in practice, basic discussions in teaching science as evolved from in-service education sessions where there was a consensus of opinion that the classroom should provide freedom to learn and make learning meaningful in order to promote love of learning as a lifelong activity.


This book presents fundamental ideas of the subject in a manner which will appeal to the student with a junior school background... It is expected that students who use this book will have read some more elementary work on arithmetic. It is hoped that the student will gain sufficient knowledge from this book to enable him to proceed to subsequent booklets on algebra with confidence. (The Open University)

This paper measures through an index, using the five criteria, the degree of exposure to science education and helps to identify those regions that need priority attention. A basic proposal centres on the provision to under-developed schools and regions of priority attention, for receiving better facilities. (The Review)

**Thailand**

Cho Saleechanta. *Science instructional materials production by use of simple technology.* Bangkok, Science Faculty, Srinakharinwirot University (Prasarnmit Campus), 1984. 1 v. (various paging) mimeo. (In Thai)


This is a description of the work of the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) as reported by an Australian who served as a consultant to the Institute.

IPST was established through cooperation between the Royal Thai Government and Unesco acting as executing agency for the United Nations Development Program. It was granted official status in January 1972 as a semi-autonomous body within the Ministry of Education, with the following objectives.

- Improvement of modern science and mathematics curricula,
- Promotion of new trends in teaching and learning science and mathematics in Thailand,
- Development of mutually beneficial relationships between the Institute, schools, teacher training institutions, universities and the Ministry of Education that will permit the IPST to draw upon their expertise and experience in improving the curricula.
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The Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST).


The bibliography lists textbooks and other instructional materials, research and evaluation studies, annual reports and papers contributed to meetings covering the fields of agriculture, biology, chemistry, general science, home economics, industrial arts, arts and crafts, mathematics, physical and biological science, physics and appropriate technology for education.


12th Year of IPST. Bangkok, 1984. 232 p. (In Thai)

This report covers the curriculum development activities and projects of the Institute since its establishment in 1972. A list educational research projects undertaken by the Institute is included as well as some special articles on science and mathematics in general.


Nida Sapianchai and G.H. Aylward. The Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology of Thailand; study, prepared for ACEID. Bangkok, Unesco, 1977. 88 p. (ACEID. Studies of curriculum development centres in Asia, 4, CDE. 8)

The study examines the background, objectives, development, teachers' in-service training plan, resources, limitations and future plans of the Institute.
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Thailand. Ministry of Education. Department of Teacher Education. Centre for the Promotion of Learning and Instruction (CPLI). *Teaching/learning packages on the work-oriented education for grades 5-6.* Bangkok, 1983. 5 v. (In Thai)

The packages while being tried out to ease teaching loads of Teachers aim also at helping children to learn by doing, and promoting equal opportunity for quality education for children in impoverished areas of the country. Some of the packages such as those covering agricultural work, electrical and electronics work involve learning science.


The study assessed the level of student’s cognitive achievement in arithmetic and in Thai language, the differences in students’ cognitive achievement and the pattern of change and disparity in the students’ cognitive achievement score so that a base line information can be obtained for future assessment of students’ educational quality. The findings show that differences in types of schools seem to have contributed more to variation in students’ cognitive achievement than geographical and educational regions, indicating that equality of students’ basic skills can be obtained not only by giving equal treatment to schools of different types, but also by reducing the internal disparity caused by several factors related and unrelated to education. Improvement in the students achievement in 1980 over the findings of the 1973 study may be attributed to certain manipulations in education (for example—change in curriculum) during the years 1973 to 1980.

Unesco. *Thailand: promotion of teaching science and technology; project findings and recommendations, report prepared for the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand by UNDP.* Paris, 1981. 67 p. FMR/ED/OPS/81/219 (UNDP)

Replies to questionnaires, on the spot visits to schools, findings of research studies and feedback from teachers given in-service training at the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) show that the Institute’s in-service programme has not only made quantitative improvements but
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has been relatively successful in qualitative terms. That the IPST curricula is achieving the kinds of objectives emphasized by the curricula is evidence of teachers' positive attitudes and willingness to improve the teaching approach of science in grades VIII to XII and mathematics in grades I to XII.

Recommendations were made for looking into certain aspects of IPST's curricula, institutional structure, in-service training, external funding, research programme, equipment and library facilities as well as preparation of teachers' guides and textbooks. A recommendation was also made for IPST to study primary science operations in a country where the programme is well developed.


U.S.S.R

Kantor, Jean Michel. Mathématiques venues d'ailleurs. divertissements mathématiques en U.R.S.S. Paris, Belin, 1982. 159 p. 510.7 KAN


In one section of the book, the author in giving his views on the use of experiments and observation in the teaching of the natural sciences, physics and chemistry points out that they need not be limited to the classroom, but can be conducted in a laboratory, at a tutorial, be assigned as homework or as an extra-curricular option. The nature of an experiment will vary in complexity, duration and technological sophistication according to its particular application.
Bibliographical supplement

Unesco Publications


Analyses the role of museums as out-of-school educational instruments on the basis of fourteen country studies written by museum education specialists.


An information source on new scientific and technological concepts being introduced into primary school curricula in many countries. Contents cover the aims and constraints involved in science teaching, curriculum materials and their development, teacher preparation and the problems involved in putting theory into practice.


A fully revised and up-to-date edition of the *Unesco source book for science teaching,* reflecting modern approaches to science teaching at the elementary and lower secondary levels. Includes an expanded section in the biological sciences and new material in earth and space science.


Examines seven specific programmes for improving mathematics teaching in the secondary schools of Hungary, Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines, the USSR, the United Kingdom and the Republic of Tanzania.


Asks such questions as. Why teach science? How do children learn? What resources does the science teacher have at his disposal? How can lessons be adapted to individual learning needs and interests? This companion book to the famous *New Unesco source book for science teaching* provides teachers with a framework for their classroom methods and activities, by drawing on the counsel of teachers in many different countries.
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